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t sold as laboratory instruments. But they are designed to `bring home the broadcast' 
. Otherwise fine music would not sound fine. And that is why a properly installed 
i an FM -stereo broadcast is not precisely right. If stereo reception sounds wrong 
call the FM station and complain about the poor broadcast. 
s accurate as a Fisher is a rather complex aggregate of electronics. But that doesn't 
)erate. Far from it. In fact, you will not be aware you are operating an advanced 

oratory from Fisher is the all -solid-state 440-T receiver. On a single chassis occupying 
space and only 11 inches front -to -back, it incorporates an ultrasensitive FM -stereo 

o/stereo switching, an extremely versatile stereo control -preamplifier and a powerful 
All the stereo electronics you are ever likely to need. All with Fisher reliability. 

intly styled, too. The decorator -minded members of your family will be as beguiled 
:ryone else is with the performance. 
r the 440-T is a pair of Fisher XP -7 loudspeakers. Literally, they will become the 

voice of the 440-T and `bring home the sound' as precisely as it is received. 
Together, a pair of XP -7 loudspeakers and a Fisher 440-T will test 

herany sound source you present to them: FM broadcasts, phonograph 
records, or recorded tapes. Just listen. 

SERVICE CARD 



The Fisher XP -7 loudspeaker, $139.50. 
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The Fisher 440-T all -in -one receiver, $329.50. Cabinet, $24.95. 
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FISHER RADIO CORPORATION 
11-35 45th Road 
Long Island City, N. Y. 11101 
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List. 
Fisher receivers are no 

with laboratory precision 
Fisher can tell you whei 
through a Fisher system, 

Of course, a receiver a 

mean it is complex to of 
electronic device. 

The latest listening lab 
only 163/4 inches of shell 
tuner with automatic mor 
70 -watt stereo amplifier. 

And the 440-T is eleg: 
by the appearance as evc 

An accurate match fc 

The Fisl 
EISNER RAOIO CORPORATION, INC., 11.31 ASTN ROAD, LONG ISLAND CITY, N. Y. 11101. OVERSEAS AND 

CANADIAN RESIDENTS PURSER/RITE TO PISN[R RADIO INTERNATIONAL, INC., LONG ISLAND CITY, N.Y. 11101. 
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Now there's 
an easier way 

to test the quality 
of an F -stereo 

broadcast. 



 



The Garrard 
pusher platform 
record changing 

principle 
for automatic play 

when desired 
Consider that over 2 million of the 

I Garrard units sold in this country 
alone, have featured this exclusive de- 
vice. It is a smooth, silent, totally 
reliable mechanism which drops rec- 
ords gently over a polished removable 
spindle containing no levers or moving 
parts. 
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The Type A70... 
At $84.50, it is a classic example of the Garrard 
philosophy...to retain unsurpassed proven fea- 
tures, combining them with the newest advance- 
ments, including adjustable anti -skating control 
and a precision counterbalanced tone arm. 

Adjustable anti 
skating control. 
The natural side 
pressure on the 
stylus, which fre- 

1quently causes 
distortion or rap- 
id record wear, is 
eliminated. 

ti 

TYPE 

Dynamically bal- 
anted, counter- 
weight -adjusted 

'1 tone arm. Needle 
'I pivots set into 

miniaturized ball 
11 bearings provide 
I frictionless mo- 

tion, flawless 
\I tracking. 

L. 

t111-- 

Calibrated stylus 
pressure gauge 
with precision 1/4 

gram click adjust- 
ments for accurate 
audible; visible 
settings. 

k,1949 

Read below and you will understand why a 
legion of Garrard owners-many of them still 
using their original RC 80's- insist upon this 
magnificent. newest version of the most suc- 
cessful, most satisfactory series of record play- 
ing units ever developed. 

2 -piece, full size, 
heavy cast turn - 

'1 table for perfect 

I torque and fly- 
: wheel action. 

Noise and vibra- 
tion damped out 

'I by resilient foam 
barrier. 

- - - f . 
- - 1 

WORLD'S FINEST 

Low mass, cut- 
away shell with 
extended finger 

I lift, compatible 
with the most ad- 
vanced cartridge 
designs. 

Super -sensitive 
trip with Dupont 
Delrin9 to offset 
friction - per- 
forms perfectly 
with highest com- 
pliance pickups at 
correct minimal 
tracking force. 

Important Reading: Write for 32 -page Comparator Guide detailing all Garrard models- Address Garrard, Dept. GD- :2C ^'bury, New York 11590, 
CIRCLE NO. 1n' "'4CER SERVICE CARD 
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EDITORIALLY 
SPEAKING 

By William Anderson 

IT Is our constructive habit around these editorial offices to tease our 
minds from time to time with conjectures about who the readers of 

II FI, STEREO REVIEW are and how we can make the magazine of maximum 
usefulness to them. Editorial surveys (in which some of you may have taken 
part) provide us with a good deal of information in this pursuit, but our 
best clues still come from reader correspondence. \Ve received the other 
day a charming and disarmingly candid example, brimming with compli- 
ments (we get the other kind too), from a new reader in Michigan who 
appealed to us for the sort of help we love to give: 

"As a new subscriber to your magazine, let me say I find it both informative 
and entertaining. Your covers are beautiful and the format is the best of any 
magazine I get.... I know absolutely nothing about music except whether or 
not I like something, and I'm dying to learn. Without spending a lot of 
money, how can I learn to really appreciate music and where should one 
begin to build a good record library?" 

We flatter ourselves that this new subscriber has come to the right place. 
Regular readers of Hirt STEREO REVIEW will have long since discovered 
our basic editorial premise: to provide, through our articles, monthly 
columns, and record reviews, expert instruction and guidance through the 
mazes of audio and recorded music. Ignorance of a subject is not yet a crime, 
and we go to great pains in all our editorial content to avoid either talking 
down to the reader or retreating to those ivory towers wherein the initiates 
whisper their secrets to each other. Thus, for example, both tender neophyte 
and seasoned audio buff can profit from our regular column "Audio Basics" 
and from even the most specialized of our technical articles. And on the 
musical side, our "Basic Repertdire'' series, basic libraries, and comprehensive 
music articles are designed to hold the attention of the most knowledgeable 
music lover without ever leaving the novice out in the cold. 

The essential power of music-just what it does to us and how --is one 
of our profoundest psychological, perhaps even physiological, mysteries, 
and is doubtless destined to remain so. But there is no need to write about 
it mysteriously, to fly off in a transport of giddy passion through thickets 
of impenetrable and highly subjective prose. There is more nonsense writ- 
ten on the subject of music than on any other I know of, and it is our firm 
intention not to add to it. James Lyons' introduction to the world of Indian 
classical music in this issue is an excellent example of the no-nonsense 
approach: it ably explains a subject with which few of us can claim to he 

overly familiar, sensibly relates it to the contemporary music scene in the 
West, efficiently disposes of some current misconceptions, and provides a 

sample discography whose authority and enthusiasm have already propelled 
at least this reader into the record shop. Music Editor James Goodf riend's 
Calendar of Classical Composers, also in this issue, is another example. and 
its immediate usefulness will be amplified in months to come through a 

series of articles that will comprehensively cover the stylistic elements of 
each of the major periods in Western music. A service magazine. of course, 
is the kind of classroom that you are free to walk into or out of whenever 
you please, and if at any time you find yourself learning more than you care 
to know about either audio or music, by all means retreat to the enjoyment 
of the music itself. That is. after all, where it's really at. 

4 inri/sTLRro REVIEW 



Now, without paying a cent or obligating yourself in any way, you can join for three months the one record club that 
has every single advantage and none of the disadvantages of all the others-including those advertised in this and similar 
publications. (Your trial membership applies equally to phonograph records and 4 -track recorded tapes.) 4 

Here is what the Citadel Record Club offers to all its members: 
Discounts! As a member, you are entitled to unusually large discounts on the records you want-sometimes as 

high as 55%! You can save as much as $300 a year if you buy many records and get them all at Citadel discounts. 
No obligations! You can buy as few or as many records as you want, when you want them. You are not 

obligated to buy any specific number of records-or tapes. The choice is always yours at top savings. Citadel 
has no "agree to purchase" requirement of any kind. 

All labels! Your choice is unlimited. Virtually any record, album or tape by any artist on any 
label is available at a discount to Citadel members. This includes opera, classical, jazz, pop, folk, spoken Citadel 
word-anything. You receive Citadel's periodic bulletins and catalogs that keep you abreast of the , Record Club 
newest recordings. You never get a "pre -selected" list-Citadel does not limit your choice. 545 Fifth Avenue 

Promptest service! Orders are usually shipped the same day as received, rarely later than the , New York, N.Y. 10017 
next few days. In the event of a delay, partial shipments are made and your order completed as 
soon as the record or tape is available. There is no additional cost to you for this service. Please enroll me for 

three months, withoutSpecials! 
In addition to your regular Citadel Club discounts, you will periodicallyreceive charge, as a member of ' 

lists of hit albums and tapes in all categories of music, offered at super discounts. the Citadel Record Club. I 

These are special purchases your Club can make through its unusual buying power, and understand that l am entitled 
the savings arepassed alongto all members. Again,you are under no obligation to all membership privileges 

g g g , without any obligation to buy 
to purchase any of these selections. anything, ever. ' 

Free Schwann catalog! With your membership, Citadel immediately sends you 
the standard reference guide to more than 30,000 long-playing records. This com- S , 
prehensive catalog has separate sections for classical, popular, ballet, opera, 
musical shows, folk music, jazz, etc., and another section for all new releases. 

100% guarantee! Your records and tapes from Citadel are guaranteed # Address 
factory fresh and free from defects of any kind. If a damaged or 
defective record or tape does get through our close inspection, we S 
immediately replace it with a perfect copy. City 

Try membership in the Citadel Record Club for three months. ' 
Find out why it is the club for the fastidious record buyer. You V State Zip 
have nothing to lose except your possible # ' 
illusions about other record clubs. 

CITADEL_IECC1?DCIIJ[3 #......----------=4 - 1 
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SONY 
First Again! 

HEW 

"Easy ¡hreaOer 

Thu 
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... makes every tape 

reel sell -threading! 
2 "Easy Threader" Tabs - FREE - in each box of 1" and 5" (1800' and 
900') of Sony Magnetic Recording Tape. 

Other good reasons for buying Sony Mag- 
netic Recording Tape with "Easy Threader" 
Tabs are: Convenience - instant take-up, 
no fumbling with tape ends. Performance - Lubri-Cushion, Permatizing, Oxi-Coat, are 
exclusive Sony tape features for everlast- 
ing performance. 

o.,n v, 

Don't lose Your Heads Over Price! 
Recorder heads, that is 

It's false economy to buy cheap tape. Bar- 
gain brands - white box tape - are no 
bargain in the end! Magnetic Recording 
Tape MUST contain lubricants to minimize 
costly wear on your recording and playback 
heads. Cheap recording tape lubricants - 
if they use any - quickly wipe off. The 
tape becomes abrasive, causing pits in the 
heads which trap shedding oxide and form 
gummy film. You lose high frequencies and 
ultimately mute all sounds. In the end, 
expensive recording and playback heads 
must be replaced and damaged tape -feed- 
ing mechanisms repaired. 
For TRUE ECONOMY, full range fidelity and 
lasting performance, buy Sony tape. The 
heavy Oxi-Coat used on Sony Magnetic Re- 
cording Tape is impregnated with LUBRI- 
CUSHION, an exclusive silicone lubricant 
which can never wear off! 

SONY SUPERSCOPE,I t 
Sun Valley, California 
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
Yankee Tunesmiths 

The article by Wiley Hitchcock about 
William Billings and the Yankee tunesmiths 
in your February issue was of great interest 
to me. 1 suppose it goes without saying that 
the article is a remarkably good one in every 
respect-it will henceforth be required read- 
ing in my graduate proseminar in the His- 
tory of Music Education. The beautiful way 
in which you have gotten the article up also 
deserves the highest commendation. 

The Great American Composers Series as 
a whole is absolutely first-class material, and 
were all the articles gathered together in a 

book it would represent a real contribution 
to American musical scholarship. 

ALLEN P. BRITTON 
Arrociate De.ut 
U. of Michigan School of Music 
Ann Arbor, Mich. 

Re Wiley Hitchcock's brilliant article on 
Billings and the early tunesmiths: it's a rate 
thing to find so scholarly an essay written 
with grace and humor. His respect and en- 
thusiasm for the music delight me. I hope 
you will induce him to write more in this 
area. 

JoI'N EDMONDS 
Department of Music 
University of California 
Berkeley, Calif. 

Ladies' Men 
I read Leonard Altman's article on lady 

composers (February) with interest and 
pleasure, but was astonished at his making 
no mention at all of Peggy Glanville -Hicks. 

Of course, Peggy ill?! a "lady composer," 
ill Mr. Altman's pejorative sense. but for 
many of us she is the female composer, the 
only one I have any knowledge of who ranks 
up there with all the men. Miss Glanville - 
Hicks. without being the least unfeminine, 
is a brilliant theorist, very definitely has a 

mind of her own, and has developed an ap- 
proach to form and style as individual and 
as vital as that of any male around today- 
with the possible exception of the great 
Stravinsky. I noticed Mr. Altman's deft side- 
stepping of the contemporary scene, and 
sympathize, hut if one is going to stick one's 
neck out far enough to mention Ethel Smyth 
and Germaine Tailleferre, surely the one 
female composer who has really challenged 
the men. Peggy Glanville -Hicks, could have 
come in for a mention also. 

Record jackets at twenty paces, Mr. Alt- 
man! 

Rni' E1.1swourit 
Brooklyn, N. Y. 

Although it is not my general policy to 
defend the fair sex in such matters, I must 
take issue with Leonard Altman, at least in 
connection with the ladies' participation in 
the musical composition of our own century. 

Here are a few notable examples omitted 
by Mr. Altman: 

Lili Boulanger. the younger sister of the 
influential Nadia. and composer of some 
striking settings of psalms and prayers for 
chorus and orchestra. Lili died in her early 
twenties in 1918- but the power and vigor 
of her work still lives in performances con- 
ducted by Igor Markevitch on Everest 3059. 

Ruth Crawford Seeger (late mother of 
the folk -singers), who wrote a string quartet 
in 1931 that is a masterpiece of form. (Please 
note. Mr. Altman. I said form!) Moreover, 
it is twenty-five years ahead of its time. It 
has been recorded on Columbia MS 6142 by 
the Amati Quartet. 

Grazyna Bacewicz. one of the foremost 
Polish composers writing today, and very 
much a woman. I happen to possess several 
Polish recordings of her works, and she can 
hold her own with the top-ranking male 
composers of her generation. 

Krystyna Moszumanska-Nazar, another 
formidable Pole, whose Iiexahedra for Or- 
chestra 'sas considered worthy of perform- 
ance at the Warsaw Autumn Festival of 
September 1965. 

Then, of course, we have Peggy Glanville - 
Hicks and Pauline Oliveros, whose influence 
is well known in contemporary circles. 

True, there are still few women in the 
field of musical composition, but I believe 
they will grow in number and stature as the 
cultural taboo diminishes. Then we shall 
all be richer through their efforts. 

DAVID CART' 

San Francisco, Calif. 

Mailmen, Firearms, and Music 
Re the woodcut you are now using at 

the top of your Letters to the Editor column: 
I am just mildly interested to know who on 
HIFI/STEREO REVIEW'S staff owns a copy of 
The Age of Firearms. If there's anyone else 
out there sufficiently split to entertain a 

passion for canons and cannons, catapults 
(Continued on page 8) 
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A unique 
opportunity 

for you who seek 
new satisfactions from music 

Until April 30, get four First Edition Records-in Stereo, if you wish-for only $10.88! 

Effective May 1, 1966, our Louisville Orchestra's First 

Edition recordings advance to $10.88 each-but until 

midnight April 30, our special subscription offer will 

bring you thirteen of these world-famous 12" LP 
records (in either Stereo or Monaural) at the average 

price of $5.86 each! 

In addition to the lower price, a First Edition Sub- 

scription gives you several other unusual benefits. First, 

you do not become a number in a computer-as a sub- 

scriber, you become a member of one of the world's most 

select music groups; you get personal, interested atten- 

tion to your requirements; you pay no added postage or 

handling charges; all 72 earlier releases become avail- 

able to you at a special discount price. 
Read all the facts below-then mail the coupon before 

midnight April 30. 

Louisville Philharmonic Society (A Non -Profit Organization) 

Robert Whitney, Conductor 

First Edition Records are fine, 12" recordings of contemporary 
symphonic nusic-original works by today's leading composers, 

played by the Louisville Orchestra, conducted by Robert Whitney... 

Music connoisseurs all over the free world subscribe to First 

Edition Records-and Dmítri Shostakovich said recently that 
they are well-known even in Russia. (They are frequently pro- 
gramed for fine -music hours by the Voice of America, Radio 
Free Europe and U. S. 1. A. to demonstrate America's cultural 
achievements.) 

If you are building or wish to build a library of the world's 
best contemporary music, these records are essential to you. The 
music is recorded by Columbia Record Productions, and inter- 
preted as the composer intended. 

"Splendid sound." 
Cleveland Plain Dealer 

a service to music unequalled." 
Christian Science Monitor 

quality higher than critics dared hope." 
Time Magazine 

, the most distinguished series of phonograph rec- 
yet issued." Paul Hume, Washington Post 

" , . Louisville Commissions enrich European as well as 

American repertories. And the value of recordings .. . 

would be hard to exaggerate." New York Timer 

". , , a quite fantastic catholicity of aesthetics ..." 
American Record Guide 

* The Louisville Orchestra, Mr. Whitney conducting, was chosen to perform 
at the White House "Salute to the Arts" on June 14, 1965-and there re- 
peated Ned Rorem's "Eleven Studies for Eleven Players" as recorded on 
our #644 (see column at right). 

Please mail this coupon before midnight April 30 

These are the 4 superb recordings you get 
for only $10.88 (until April 30, 1966) 

633 WALTER PiSTON: Concerto for Viola and Orchestra 
(Paul Doktor, Violist). HALL OVERTON: Symphony 
No. 2 in One Movement. 

636 FRANK MARTIN: Concerto for Violin and Orchestra 
(Paul Kling, Violinist). ERNEST BLOCH: Proclamation 
for Trumpet and Orchestra (Leon Raper, Trumpeter). 
TOSHIRO MAYUZUMI: Pieces for Prepared Piano and 

Strings (Benjamin Owen, Pianist). 

644 NED ROREM: Eleven Studies for Eleven Players. WIL- 
LiAM SYDEMAN: Orchestral Abstractions. 

655 ROY HARRIS: Symphony No. 5. PAUL CRESTON: 
Corinthians XIII. 

Richard Wangerin, Manager, Louisville Philharmonic Society 

Suite A, The Brown Building, Louisville, Kentucky 40202 

Please enroll me as a subscriber to First Edition Records and tend me 

the four records named above, postage paid. You may bill me a total 
of 510.88 for the four records. 

I agree to purchase the next six new Louisville releases (one on each 

alternate month for one year) at $10.88 each, with the understanding 

that you will mail me one bonus record with each two new releases 

purchased. (Thus the average price of all thirteen will be lest than 

55.86 per record.) 

Name 

Address 

City State ZIP 

I prefer Stereo recordings I prefer Monaural recordings. 
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easy, 
does it 

Nice and easy. That's the best part about these 
Minolta automatic cameras. You don't have to 
know anything about f/stops, parallax correction 
or shutter speeds. Yet you're always sure of bright, 
sharp color or black -and -white slides or snapshots. 

ws 

- ' 
Minolta Hi-matic 7 So automatic it almost 

thinks for itself. Works manually and semi -auto- 
matically too for special effects. The sensitive 
electric eye is actually in the lens, automatically 
measures only the light that hits the lens ... even 
with filters. The unbelievably sharp Rokkor 6 -ele- 
ment 45mm f/1.8 lens has Minolta's exclusive 
Achromatic coating for more vibrant color. Under 
$95 plus case. 

. 

Minoltina 35mm Cameras The world's smallest 
35mm cameras. Minoltinas are pocket-size, feather 
weight . but with big -camera features. Each 
Minoltina features a built-in electric eye that 
takes the guesswork out of photography. No calcu- 
lating. No figuring. No fooling. 

The Minoltina AL -S features a super -sharp Rokkor 
6 -element 40mm f/ 1.8 lens and coupled bright 
frame rangefinder. Under $83 plus case. 

The Minoltina P has a 38mm wide angle Rokkor 
lens plus exclusive "Auto -View" system that shows 
correct exposure and focus at a glance. Under 
$56 plus case. 

See Minolta cameras at your dealer or write for 
colorful brochures: Minolta Corporation, 200 Park 
Avenue South, New York, N.Y. 10003, Dept. D4. 

Minol 
the name quality made famous 
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and counterpoint. halestrIne and Pa lestrin.a, 
I'd like to know of him-Ships Passing in 

the Night. Light on the Far I lorizon Where 
Never Light Should Be, and so forth. 

ROBERT IIELD 
Greve in Chianti, Italy 

"Aus i\Iünster von 25 des Weinrnonats im 
_Lahr 1648 ahgefertigter Freud- and Frieden- 
bringender Postreuter," reads our cop) o) 
this dandy old German woodcut. ll"hich it 
to say that the music the mailman is playing 
one his posthoru is the jo)/nl nears of the 
Peace of IVestphalia. which u'as concluded 
October 24. 1648. in Alünster. and brought 
the Thirty Years II'ar to au end. Would that 
it had been the end of the Age of Firearms. 
As for us, canons, counterpoint. and Pales - 

/cilia keep us quite busy enough in the Age 
of Il ifi. Nobody here but us musicians. 

Readers vs. Reviewers 
Re Morgan Ames' tape review of Giu- 

seppe di Stefano in the January issue. If she 
must review recordings, let her move about 
in her own genre. 

RAYMOND B. ItSRNSEE 

Ketchikan, Alaska 

In a recent discussion on the theater, 
critic Eric Bentley spoke of the particular 
breed of critic who makes a quick name for 
himself via the "acid approach,'' such as 

Gene Lees. As with many others, I was 

greatly impressed with his no -holds -barred 
approach. I argued at my disagreement that 
Mr. Lees was digging and pursuing some sort 
of truth that was admirable. But it is time 
for the unmasking: if Mr. Lees' brutal at- 
tacks are somewhat forgivable, his many 
inaccuracies are certainly not. 

In the January issue, and this is what 
did it for me, after screaming the praises 
of Georges Brassens, Mr. Lees states that 
this is probably the first album issued here 
by Mr. Brassens. Mr. Brassens can he heard 
on two LP's on the Epic label. And if he 
were a real fan of this man. he would know 
that he could be also heard on the first 
album issued in the States by Patachou on 
Columbia. 

CYRIL T'I'TERS 

New York, N. Y. 

Nliss Morgan Ames is a welcome addi- 
tion to your writing staff-. even if she does 
sound like Gene Lees writing under a 

pseudonym (her review of "Jerome Kern 
Revisited" in the February issue is just like 
Lees in style and tone). But once again you 
have a reviewer whose tastes are about ten 
years behind the times. There's nothing 
wrong with this, of course, but a closed -ears 
policy-of Chad and Jeremy she says ( Feb- 

ruary), ''I prefer music"-isn't exactly the 
ideal method of critical assessment 

SKEITER GOLD 
New York, N. Y. 

The art it. and will remain, a mastery. 
Knowledge of the craft has always been 

considered requisite to the criticism of classi- 
cal music. in recent years. it has been con- 
ceded that such knotrl<dge is helpful even 
to the criticism of jazz, though, alas, this 
did not occur until jazz was almost finished 
as an important musical movement. All I 

have done is to apply an interest in and a 

knowledge of the craft to the discussion of 
popular music. Thai so modest an innova- 
tion has stirred so much fuss is a comment 
on the condition of that music and the 
naiveté of its consumers. 

Now someone else in the field is operat- 
ing on the same assumptions. Alias Ames 
and I tan and will disagree about the art 
of music. which is a matter of opinion. but 
not about the craft. which is a matter of 
information. In the rash of letters over my 
review of the recent Judy Garland -Liza Alin- 
uelli albi ni. the missed point is that. in sat'- 
ing they sang out of tune, I wasn't express- 
ing au opinion but stating a fact. I'm .rum 

so ratan) of Aliss Garland's admirers were 
hunt. hut unfortunate!) Alis Garland's in- 
tonation is something over which I have no 
control. 

It may interest Al r. Gold that Ati.cs Ames 
used to arrange for and coach the Good 
Time Singer's on the Andy II''i!liannr tele- 
vision shuts. She tray herself trained in 
operatic techniques in singing and was in 
demand in California as both a choral singer 
and .r teacher. 

It has been my life's experience that l 
usually learn more from those with whom 
I disagree than from those with who PI I 
agree. The tone of Alr. Peters' and Afr. 
Gold's letters suggests that perhaps neither 
of therm has made this d,scot'ert. It is .cad 

that so many people arrive earl) at their 
prejudices and spend the rest of their lives 
defending them." 

Morgan Ames' lovely comment about our 
song No AL,re Songs for Ale in her review 
of "My Name is Barbra, Two'' certainly 
makes it easier for us to go on writing the 
type of song we prefer to write most-a genre 
the "marketability" of which is usually in 
inverse proportion to its quality. 

RICH.\RI) MAI.TIBY, JR. 

DAVID SHIRE 

New York, N.Y. 

it seems that Gene Lees is capable of 
stirring up quite a furore among your readers. 
But I'll bet the gentleman who said he was 
cancelling his subscription will continue buy- 
ing the magazine from newsstands in order to 
read Mr. Lees. 

NORMAN FLEMING 
Atlanta. Ga. 

Alr. Lees replies: "I stand corrected by 
AIr. P-ter.c about the contents of the Schtann 
catalog. 

Alisc Ames and I disagree about as ,navy 
things in music as we agree about. Iler une 
rc'sem/i hi sic,' PP rue resides iu her attempt 
to get at the mechanics of the thing. She 
apparently believes. as l do, that the art of 
music is largely uncritici,able: the craft is 

not. Au yon e who tries to explain .t Bach 
fugue has to discuss the craft. not the art. 

Since I don't suppose record reviewing 
pays anyone enough to live on, the best 

reviews are generally written as labors of 
lose. You have a number of record critics 
whose reviews are evidently the producr of 
more than a commercial interest. 

Nat Hentotf has written extremely percep- 
tive jazz reviews for many years now. but 
I am finding that his folk -music reviews 
grow continually less perceptive and more 

(Continued on page I I ) 



 

The new Empire 
Grenadier is the world's most perfect 
speaker system. If here is any 
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You're on the threshold of an entirely new con- 
cept in sound, a voyage into startling reality, a 
sense of presence never before achieved in 
speaker systems. 
Close your eyes, think performance only. Hear-. 
the penetrating thunder of the kettle drums ... 
resounding clamor of the cymbals, and the soft, 

sweet brilliance of the reed section. This is the 
Empire Grenadier, the only speaker that lets 

you sit anywhere-hear everything. Now 
open your eyes. Take a close look at some 

of its amazing features: 
A revolutionary die-cast divergent 

acoustic lens assures fuller frequency 
and separation, plus broader sound 
propagation (over 50% more 
sound dispersion of its highs and 
mids than conventional speakers). 
Exclusive dynamic reflex stop sys- 
tem allows you to adjust the bass 
and treble response to suit your 
individual acoustics. 
A 12" woofer faces downward, 
close to the reflecting floor sur- 
face, feeds through a front 
loaded horn with full circle ap- 
erture throat. This provides 360 
degree sound dispersion and pre- 
vents standing waves from devel- 

oping in the room. 
The world's largest (18 lbs.) speak- 

er ceramic magnet structure, an 
ultra -sonic domed tweeter, full 

presence mid -range radiator, and 
complete symmetry of design with 

terminals concealed underneath ... and 
the most classic looking, elegantly styled 

chassis 'round. 
Out of sight but never out of sound-the 

Empire Grenadier-world's most perfect 
speaker system. 

No less perfect than the Grenadiers are the in- 
comparable Troubadors - complete playback 
systems. 
The famous Empire 398 and the Empire console 
498. 
The Troubadors consist of the Empire 3 -speed 
professional"silent" turntable... 980 dynamically 
balanced arm with sensational dyna-lift ... and 
the new Empire "Living cartridge", featuring the 
exclusive magnetic cone stylus. Empire has built 
its home around a family of quality products, 
years ahead in design and performance. For com- 
plete color brochure write 
to Empire-for a sound t -P , t 

demo go 'round to your - 

local Hi Fi showroom. I 

EMPIREsCIENTIFIC CORP., 
645 3TEwxRT AFL. GARDEN CITY, N,Y. 
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MODEL 8000P 

OUTSTANCING FEATURES 
1. 12 inch macs loaded woofer 

with floating suspension, four 
inch voice coil and weld's 
largªst (18 Ca.) speaker 
ceramic magnet structure. 

2. Sound abso bent rear loading. 
3. Die-cast acoustic lens. 
4. Imported marble top. 
5. Ultra -Sonic domed tweeter 
6. Ful@ presence mid range 

radiator. 
7. Damped enclosure. 
8 Dynamic Reflex Stop System. 
9. Front loaded horn. 

10. Complete symmetry of design 
with terminals Concea ed 
underneath 



superficial. In the February issue. for exam- 
ple-how can anyone he taken in by the 

obscure befuddlement of Bob Dylan's re- 

cent 'Highway GI Resisited' It is a critic's 
job to get beyond first impressions to true 
understanding. From Ilentotf's descriptions. 
it is obvious that he b.rr listened to the songs. 

but I suspect that he listened once, with half 
an ear, and decided that they were probably 
good. 

Similarly, in the January issue Hentuff 
wrote a singularly unper.eptise resiese of 
Elekta's "Singer Songwriter Project." miss- 
ing entirely the quality of Richard Fariti.t's 
songs, which I began to appreciate only after 
repeated hearing,. and stressing their super- 
(eial similarities to other songs. 

I listened to these records repeatedly (I 
am renewing for a small magazine) and 
found that my judgments of them changed 
and deepened with repeated hearings. I 

doubt that I-lentoff can find the time for such 
intensive work. He has his lingers in too 
many pies, and I respectfully suggest that he 
likes the taste of folk -music pie least. 

Lrst.u: G'it its 
Brooklyn, N. Y. 

Air. flew, // rcplic.c "Ac far as I tan de- 
termine f,,,n/ hit lt//tr. Air. (7, ti s/tatnrt.r 
/he sa/,tr/ici.1lilt of Cr//i<.1/ iadiu/tult bl /he 
degree in rrbich /b( I di fit f, nl his t.uv/. 
/l's afi1/e La) /t, rt 111.111/ It1Jr.t//t[d. 

Readers vs. Readers 
I would like to comment on two letters 

which appeared in the February column. 
I can assure you that disgruntled cranks 

like Mr. George A. Sacker. ssho took you 
to task for both your adsertising and your 
editorial content, are in the rniimrty. I trace 
been a subscriber for the past three or four 
years, and tut only omrplaint is that IIiFt/ 
STt ttro Rrt'trtx isn't published weekly in- 
stead of monthly. The index is right in front 
where it belongs. the editorials are timely 
and intelligent, luli.tn Ilirsch's equipment 
reviews and article; could serse as textbook 
examples of how to present highly technical 
subjects in an interesting, succinct. and 
readily understandable manner, and you man- 
age to achiesc ex.rctl; the riglo bal.nue be- 

tween music and audio. 'I'hc humor. con- 
trary to Mr. Si,hcr's remarks- is both tsel- 
wine and spry well chosen (altknu':h you're 
not including nearly enough of those terrific 
Coker and Rodrigues cartoons lately). 

Mr. Robert II. Kulle's letter about the 
supposed superiority of prcree..rd,d tapes 
user rcturds simply duc.n't lit ctith my own 
cxp.nenke. I tut hate lets urllciting four - 
track tapes for sescral years, and feel that 
they luxe a / ,'t ss.n' to c.r btlute tLcy lire 
tip to their great potential. Fully forty per 
cent of the tapes I'sc build are detectise in 
some way, and the sorts.( noise and his; is 

often intoler.rbll. I'd lore to hear these 
'.quieter surfacts" I\Ir. Kull( speaks of. 
Either he's 11(11 listening to nothing but 
m.:ster tapes, or his equipment is badly in 
nerd of repair, 

$'rupia N S.tt1Pt'tt 
Pittsburgh, Ira. 

A Sand on Gent_.e A. Sathcr's turntable! 
By cutting off his subscription to the trust 
dnt,nguiskc.l ntu.it nt.tg.r inc Mine pub- 
lished today. he spites only himself. \\/here 
else is be going to rind such brilliant article; 
as thus( um tl.nulmu in the January issue and 

If "a picture is 
worth ten thousand 
words" then the 
SOUND of 
KEN WOO 
is worth at least 
twenty thousand 
words! KENWOOD solid state stereo receivers have 

a sleek. handsome look. featuring automatic 
mono 'stereo indicator with illuminated pinpoint tuning. Automatic 
silent switching to proper mode indicating instantly the reception of 
FM stereo broadcasts. Direct tape monitor system. Front panel stereo 
headset jack. 

Rut it's the SOUND OF KEN WOOD that proves our claim of peak 
performance ss ith real dollar -for -dollar valae. 

Compare KEN WOOD models for total music poster ...sensitivity... 
silicon power transistor amplifiers that provide wide frequency response 
... channel separation ... I.F. stages ... exclusive transistor protection 
circuit ... and many more top-quality. engi'teering features that add up 
to the magnificent sound of KEN WOOD. _ompare prices. too. You'll 
find ours arc extremely moderate. 

l here's a KEN WOOD receiver to satisfy all your needs from high 
quality. economy models to luxury solid state. Write for illustrated bro- 
chure and the name of your nearest KENWOOD franchised dealer. 

'I. .<o,nnl a ppro,rch to g¢nt i tg 

K E Ni \tl11/ 0 0 13 
3700 So. Broadway PI., Los Angeles, Calif. 90007, ADams 2-7217 
212 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10010, MUrray Hill 3-1115 

- T.., . 

_ ,, '!lá11rciN1! i f . ̀e:. , ' , - t,Rc,._ ' 
- ._ , '' . 

Southern California audiophiles are invited to enjoy a 

demonstration of KENWOOD units at the Los Angeles Hi -Fi 
Music Show at the Ambassador Hotel, March 29 -April 3. 

ROOM 128H. 
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Speaker System $199.00 

IL IE IK® 
The first name in 
audio since 1934 

which 
stereo type 
are you? 
Some stereophiles count watts and decibels. Some 
are strictly for sharps and flats. Most people want 
plain good listening. Any way you take your stereo, 
the real test comes at the end of the system, where 
signal becomes sound. 

That's why Harold Leak turned his talents from 
electronic components to mastering audio's ulti- 
mate challenge: a distortion -free speaker system. 

The big problem was "cone breakup." To elimi- 
nate this erratic flexing, the source of sound dis- 
tortion in other speakers, Leak created a dia- 
phragm of polystyrene foam sandwiched in skin - 
thin aluminum. 

Leak's revolutionary SANDWICH cone, (U.S. 
Patent #3,111,187), responds with piston -like pre- 
cision to the voice -coil signal. And these rigid 
cones, no heavier than conventional paper types, 
are the very heart of this perfectly integrated and 
balanced speaker system. The isolated tweeter 
compartment, special damping materials, sealed 
outer cabinet of selected hardwood, and all other 
features-even the grille cloth-are coordinated 
toward the ideal of acoustical perfection. 

This is the Leak Mark II Speaker System, the most 
significant advance in audio science since 1925. 
The cabinet, in rich -grained Scandinavian woods, 
features a changeable grille cloth to match decor. 
Each Mark II bears its own individual registry num- 
ber, your assurance of custom -construction and 
strict quality control. 

Don't you deserve a speaker engineered with the 
same tender loving care you put into selecting your 
other components? Visit a Leak Authorized Sound 
Specialist, and let your own good ear be the judge. 

Write for literature on the Leak Mark II Speaker 
System; Leak quality components: STEREO control 
centers (Pre -Amps), Amps and Tuners ... and name 
of nearest dealer. 

Exclusive U.S. Representatives: 

ERCONA CORPORATION 
432 PARK AVENUE SOUTH, 
NEW YORK, N. Y. 10016 

(212) LE 2-6560 
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on William Billings in February? Everybody 
knows that magazines are supported by their 
advertising. You don't have to read it-just 
be grateful. 

R. V. FREEMAN 
Aspen, Colo. 

Off Bass? 
I am happy to know that the layman and 

nonprofessional musician now have the op- 
portunity to read the new series 'Instru- 
ments of the Orchestra" in HIFI/STr:REo 
REview. However, Mr. Irving Godt's com- 
ments on the double bass (February) are a 

disservice to the reader and an injustice to 
the professional double bassist (I am one). 

Mr. Godt says "the bass is too big to 
hide." Who wants to hide it? We love it, 
and are proud of it, Fen modern jazz mu- 
sicians know better than to "slap it around." 
He says that you may not always hear the 
bass but you can feel it." Is he placing the 
bass in the percussion section? 

MARTIN Ft.OWERMAN 
Brooklyn, N. Y. 

A -Ir. Gods replies: "Actors, tenors, and 
tuba platers tend to bring home conflicting 
views of the .taste concert. is Alr. Flonerutan 
perhaps too clove to his bars to enjoy a 

light-hearted appreciation of it with us?" 

The Voices of Spain 
Cheers for the article in the January issue 

titled The Voices of Spain," by Henry 
Ple:tsants. This is an excellent and informa- 
tive piece. Please allow me to add to those 
singers mentioned a couple of tenors. An- 
tonio Paoli ( 187(1-1946) and José Palet 
( 1879-1946). and the baritone Ramón 
Blanchart ( 1865-1931 ) 

Why not do a series on this? How about 
the voices of Italy, France, Sweden, et cetera? 

)OE V. SICIL.IANO. Its. 

Salt Lake City, Utah 

Reader Sicili.tno is referred. for a starter, 
to our "Sc.radin.trian Opera Quiz" in the 
September 1965 issue. 

Munch and Bizet's Symphony 
With reference to the recording of the 

Bizet Symphony in C Major, conducted by 
Charles Munch in the Reader's Digest 
"Treasury of Great Music" album, Martin 
Bookspan makes the following statement 
(November) : "The Bizet symphony. strange- 
ly, has never before been recorded by 
Munch." Please advise Mr. Bookspan of the 
existence of the English Decca set EDA- III. 
the Bizet Symphony with the London Phil- 
harmonic Orchestra conducted by Charles 
Munch. Munch gives a scintillating per- 
formance in this (c. 1947) recording, and 
the sound from the 78's still holds up well 
when heard on the proper equipment. 

\Ve note with interest that in both cases 

the orchestra is one .associated with Sir 
Thomas Beecham: the London Philharmonic 
in the earlier version, and the Royal Phil- 
harmonic Orchestra in the performance for 
the -Treasury.- 

STANLEY H. MAYES. Secretary 
Sir Thomas Beecham Society 
Redondo Beach, Calif. 

Mr. Bookspan replies: "I am grateful to 
Atr. Atrr)es for reminding me of Atunch's 
earlier recording. which bad a brief currency 

(Continued on page 14) 
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Every major 

high fidelity 
and music 

critic 
recommends 

Dual 

17 out of 20 

have already 

taken their 
own 

advice 

An impressive consensus - coming 
from those whose professional re- 

sponsibilities make them intimately 
knowledgeable with all high fidelity 
equipment. 

What has earned it? No less than 
the complete fulfillment of every 
claim of performance we have 
made. And these have hardly been 
modest. 

Flawless tracking as low as 1/2 
gram ... well beyond the limits of 
today's finest cartridges. Total op- 
eration so silent, tonearm so iso- 
lated from external vibration, that 
you can actually play a Dual atop a 

speaker system with bass turned 
up full and still detect no acoustic 
feedback. 

Plus such exclusive Dual operat- 
ing and design features as: fully 
automatic and manual play in either 
single play or changer mode, 6% 
variable Pitch -Control for all four 
speeds, continuously variable 
direct -dial stylus force adjust, pow- 
erful constant speed Continuous - 
Pole motor, 7'/7 lb. dynamically bal- 
anced platter, compact dimensions 
of just 123/4" x 11'/2". 

And to all this, the new Dual 1019 

adds: continuously variable direct - 
dial anti -skating compensation, 
feather -touch "stick -shift" Cue - 
Control, single play spindle that ro- 

tates with your records...plus other 
exclusive Dual features. 

For further details, write for bro- 
chure and complete reprints of test 
repots. Better yet, visit any author- 
ized United Audio dealer and see 
for yourself why Dual is the only 

choice for the perfectionist. 

Dual 1009 

Auto/Professional 
Turntable 

... closes the gap 
between the auto- 
matic and manual 
turntable. $99.50. 

Dual 1019 

Auto/Professional Turntable 
... most sophisticated 

record playing 
instrument in the 

world. $129.50. 

muted 
audio 

535 MADISON AVE. NEW YORK. N.Y. 10077 

Dual 
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NEW THORENS TD-150AB 
A superb turntable in the world-famous Thorens quality tradition. 
Features silent, two -speed operation (331/3 and 45 rpm), plus in- 
tegrated tone arm that incorporates latest safety lowering device 
with pneumatic damping action. You get everything you ever 
wanted in an integrated turntable, including the Thorens reputa- 
tion for precision craftsmanship. Only $99.75 
OTHER FEATURES INCLUDE: 

Extra -light, low -mass aluminum plug-in shell with exclusive adjustable 
vertical tracking angle. Adjusts to optimum playback stylus angle for any 
cartridge. 
Handsome slim -line chassis. 
12 -inch, 7/ lb. precision balanced, non-magnetic platter. 
Spring -loaded suspension system to minimize vibrations. 

THORENS TD -124 
Series II 

The Finest Transcription 
=- 1 Turntable on the market 

today. -u A brilliant example of 
-` - Swiss craftsmanship ac- 

. 

_ ¡ r ..91 

T 

claimed throughout the 
world. Unmatched for mono- or stereo -performance. Has more 
outstanding features, more built-in extras, than any transcription 
turntable in its price range. No other instrument like it available. 
Illustrated with the Ortofon RMG-212 Tone Arm . Only $125 

IMPORTANT 

15° STYLUS 

OWNERS 

It is an ignored fact, that in any record changer or auto- 
matic turntable that stacks records on a turntable, the 
15° stylus will have its greatest tracking error when 
used for single play because of the compromising angle 
of its tone arm. 

Therefore, for correct tracking and optimum playback 
performance, any stylus including the 15° stylus should 
be used with a non -automatic turntable. 

A "MUST" FOR RECORD LOVERS! 
Want to get more out of your records? Reduce surface 
noise? Get longer record life? Learn professional secrets 
of record care? Get a copy of HOW TO CLEAN, MAIN- 
TAIN and PROTECT RECORDS by Cecil E. Watts, noted 
record care expert. Only 

Available from your hi-fi dealer or order directly. 

ELPA MARKETING INDUSTRIES, INC. Dept. 110HFS4 New Hyde Park, N.Y. 

o 
HOW 711 

CLEAN, MAINTAIN 

AND PROTECT 

RECORDS 

Available in Canada 

in the II.S. at the very end of the 78 -rpm 
,ra. and then disappeared from the catalog 
with the advent of LP." 

Sibelius 
This is in response to Alphons J. Riede's 

letter, which you published in the December 
issue. Mr. Riede informs us that Ile has 
patiently awaited certain works of Sibelius 
on records for fifteen years. He claims these 
works have "never seen a disc surface." 

I fear Mr. Riede's "creeping feeling of 
depression" about this situation has pre- 
vented him from looking through the 
Schwann catalogs of that decade and a half- 
not to mention the World's Encyclopedia of 
Recorded Music. Otherwise he would have 
been aware that the Stockholm Radio Orches- 
tra under Stig Westerberg recorded suites 
from both King Chrirtian II and The T, -m - 
p, u. which were available for a while here 
on Westminster XWN 18529. and that the 
latter work is also available as done by 
Beecham on a ten -inch Philips import. Fur- 
thermore. Belrhazzar's Feast was recorded 
on 78 -rpm by Robert Kajanus and the Lon- 
don Symphony (Victor M 715). 1 seem to 
recall Swat/white excerpts on discs too. 

This is not to say that these works should 
not get up-to-date stereo recordings. 

ABRAM CHIPMAN 
New Haven, Conn. 

Bouquet for W. F. 
In your May 1965 issue our (meaning 

the Mid -America Chorale's) record ''Sing 
Unto the Lord a New Song" was reviewed by 
William Flanagan. Would you please thank 
him for what I consider the most percepti\e 
review of the seven so far accorded this rec- 
ord? This music was selected by Composers' 
Recordings, Inc., for us to record; I would 
hope Mr. Flanagan's own excellent music 
might he included in any subsequent disc that 
is recorded by us. 

JOHN DEXTER, Director 
Mid -America Chorale 
Des Moines, la. 

Far -Flung Correspondent 
In going over a few copies of HtFI/ 

STEREO REVIEW for the past two or three 
years, I have made a few notes. I have en- 
joyed the various cartoons that you use. "A 
Day in the Life of a Hi -Fi Salesman" by John 
Milder (November 1964) was very inter- 
esting: a number of such shop -talk articles 
during the year would be interesting to any 
hi-fi fan. The article "Twenty-five Stereo 
Demonstration Records" (July 1965) was 
also very good. You might do more on that 
subject. and give the names of other records 
that didn't quite make the select twenty-five. 

I would like to see more on speaker -en- 
closure construction; i.e.. not just once a 

year. Many of us are unable to buy the 
ready-made quality products advertised in 
the magazine, and must do a lot of our own 
work. In that regard, why not give the odd 
article to such subjects as cabinetry and how 
to finish it, and plans on how to make an 
equipment or record cabinet, etc. 

GORDON BISHOP 
Sudan Interior Mission 
Zinder, Niger Republic 

Several of your suggestions had already 
occurred to us. Alr. Bishop. and you should 
see some of them in print before the year is 
out. 
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Theespeaker that went unnoticed until the: ratings that couñt came 'out= 
They ADC :303A Brentwood 

Truth to tell, speaker systems look much alike. Nice polished 
cabiríets. Handsome fronts. Look' at a few, and you're under- 
standably confused. 

The experts have it easier, with unhurried side by side corn- - 

parisons. And when recently they listened to the ADC 303A - 

Brentwood, introduced without great fanfare, their eyebrows 

4.11 

went right up to here. Their ratings leave little doubt- this is 

the speaker system that's at the top and the price will be one 
of the pleasantest shocks you've had since you began buying 
equipment. - 

May we send you some reprints and references? They'll make 
your decision easy. 

AUDIO DYNAMICS CORP. Picket, District Rd., New Milford, Conn. Z 

SA 

PRICE: $95.00. SLIGHTLY HIGHER WEST OF THE MISSISSIPPI. 
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Whatever your receiver or amplifier is 

capable of doing, EMI loudspeakers have 

a unique way of making it sound better. 
Perhaps it's the ease with which EMI 

loudspeakers project sound. So smooth 

and natural, it seems to float on the air 

in all its concert hall glory. Filling the 

room. 

Or perhaps, it's the deep bass, the in- 

comparable realistic midrange and the 

full, silky highs. 

Or it could be the subtle detailing of 

their transient perfect response that 
catches you unawares. 

So, for better sound from your receiver 

or amplifier, come on up to EMI loud- 

speakers. 

There's an EMI loudspeaker I 

to meet any requirement and I 

budget. From $49.95* to Nit!'1 
$395.00* 
`.Slightly higher in South and West EMI/ SCOPE 

Scope Electronics Corporation 
470 Park Avenue South 

New York, New York 10016 
Also available in Canada. 
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Hi Fi Q&A 
Proper Zero Level 

QI have a high -quality stereo tape 
recorder that I use mostly for re- 

cording off the air. Over the years I have 
found that if I record with VU -meter 
readings of +2 or +3 on peaks I obtain 
a much better overall signal-to-noise ratio 
than I do when I set for zero level on 
peaks as recommended in the unit's in- 
struction booklet. I have been told, how- 
ever, that when I go over zero level my 
recorder is operating in the region of dis- 
tortion. On playback, my tapes sound 
perfectly fine. Am I recording distortion 
that I can't hear and should I be record- 
ing at a lower VU level? 

PIIII.IP GIACALONE 
Flushing, N.Y. 

AI'm sure that you are "recording 
distortion that you can't hear," 

since every time anyone tapes anything 
some distortion of the original material 
takes place. A good pragmatic test of 
permissible distortion is annoyance value. 
If your tapes sound fine to you, then 
there is no point in suffering an audible 
loss of signal-to-noise ratio simply to bet- 
ter a distortion figure that is already 
inaudible. It is not impossible that the 
iVU meters in your unit are out of cali- 
bration and when they are reading +3, 
they actually are at 0 db. 

Lightening a Tone -Arm 
l would like to replace the phono 
cartridge in my inexpensive stereo 

record player with a better unit that w ill 
track at under 3 grams. I plan to modify 
the arm's tracking -pressure adjustment 
to allow it to get down to the 3 -gram 
figure. Is there anything wrong with this? 

KART. MOLNIiR 
Northfield, N.J. 

ASeveral things! It is probable that 
. the horizontal -hearing friction of 

your tone arm is high enough that the 
arm requires a heavy -tracking cartridge 
in order to follow the groove. Substitu- 
tion of a lighter -tracking cartridge (and 
adjustment of the arm's tracking force to 
match) may simply result in groove 
jumping. In addition. friction at the ver- 
tical pivot may result in excessive stylus 
pressure whenever a record warp is en- 
countered. Unless the tone arm in your 
unit is reasonably good. any attempt to 
replace the phono cartridge with a lighter - 
tracking one will simply leave you with 
a poorer -performing player. 

By 
LARRY 
KLEIN 

Professional Hi -Fi 
QWhy does professional audio 
. equipment, such as is used in 

broadcast and recording studios, cost so 
much? By and large, from what I can 
see, the specifications are no better than, 
or even inferior to, good hi-fi equipment. 

A. MAI.LowEN 
Miami, Fla. 

AAside from a few special features 
. useful to professionals, the cost 

difference between home and studio gear 
reflects the mechanical and electrical 
quality built into the studio equipment. 
Professional gear is designed for long- 
term. high -quality performance under 
conditions of continual use. To achieve 
this. the professional equipment is built 
to greater mechanical precision and with 
henry -duty components. Electrically, the 
professional equipment uses the best 
grade parts available and at voltages and 
currents well under their maximum rat- 
ings. In short, with professional equip- 
ment one pays a premium not for per- 
formance, but for reliability. 

Expansion and Compression 
QMy components are, I believe, with- 
. in a short hair of the industry's 

current "state of the art," yet I find that 
all my efforts are for nought because of 
the dynamic -range compression employed 
in the recording and broadcasting pro- 
cesses. Can anything be done to counter- 
act the volume compression used by FM 
stations and record and tape manufac- 
turers? Do they use anything like a 

"standard" compression curve? Where 
can i find circuits (or manufactured pro- 
ducts) for a device that will expand the 
dynamic range to its original proportion? 

CRAIG STARK 
Somerset, N.J. 

AIt is difficult to compensate for 
volume compression precisely. be- 

cause there is mmo playback expansion de- 
vice that can exactly follow the vagaries 
of the automatic or manual compression 
that is applied to the music in recording 
or broadcasting. Several years ago. Fair- 
child produced a device called a Comu- 

pander (designed for use with a hi-fi 
.system) that. in effect, automatically 
turned lip the gain of an amplifier when 
the music got loader. This enhanced some 
symphonic music, but when there was a 

situation. for example. in which an or - 
(Continued on page IS) 
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Scott's best solid-state components! 
Build them yourself and save $160 

Now you can enjoy the world's most advanced solid- 
state engineering, and save up to $160, when you build 
these Scott solid-state kits. Scott kits give you the same 
features, performance, quality, and long-lived reliability 
you've come to expect from their factory -wired counter- 
parts ... the only difference is, you build them. 

And building them is easy... Scott's exclusive kit construc- 

tion book with full-size, full -color step-by-step diagrams 
reduces the possibility of wiring error ... cuts construction 
time to a minimum. All critical circuits are pre -wired, pre- 
tested, and mounted on heavy-duty printed circuit boards 
at the Scott factory. All wires are color -coded, pre-cut and 
pre -stripped to the proper length. Here is a preview of the 
exclusive Scott features you'll find in your Scott Kit Pak: 

Power -Packed LK-60 120 -Watt Stereo Amplifier Kit 

Rugged silicon output transistors 
give full audio frequency 
performance at high power ... drive 
even the most inefficient speakers. 

Patented Scott Time -Switching 
multiplex circuitry insures lowest 
distortion and best stereo 
separation. Multiplex section is 
pre -wired and pre -tested. 

`' 
o 

t o - 
.], 

Massive military -type heat sinks 
keep output transistors running 
cool ... assure top performance 
under high power output conditions. 

o 

Rugged pre -wired, pre -tested printed 
circuit boards greatly reduce the 
possibility of error ... stand up 
under years of strenuous use. 

Ultra -sensitive LT -112 FM Stereo Tuner Kit 
Art"; 

Scott silicon transistor IF circuit 
provides amazing stability, 
selectivity, and wide bandwidth ... 
far superior to germanium 
transistor performance. 

I 

I ;, METER 

ALIGN 

PÓW(.R' MO O-R 

0 2 4 6 B 10 

S C=OT T® 

Exclusive Circuit Monitor allows you 
to set output stage bias and balance 
for absolutely minimum distortion, 
without external test equipment. 

SIGNAL - - TUNING - + 

r . 

. 
New Scott silver-plated front end 
gives exceptional sensitivity ... 
outperforms and outlasts even the 
best conventional tube or 
transistor front ends. 

SIGNAL 
STRENGTH 

.1 CENTER 
TUNING 

Exclusive "Three -Way" front panel 
tuning meter serves as a signal - 
strength indicator, zero -center 
indicator, or highly accurate 
alignment meter. 

Specifications LK-60: Music Power/Channel' 14 ohms, 60/60: Frequency Response, 15.30.000 cps -1 db; Power Bandwidth, 20-20,000 cps. Price,$189.95. 
Specifications LT -112: Usable Sensitivity (IHF). 2.2 µv; Selectivity. 4.0 db; Cross Modulation Rejection, 80 db; Price. $179.95. 

For complete specifications and features of both Scott solid state stereo kits, Tilt out this coupon: 
ti r 

IL 

11111 

, 
3' 

Please send me complete informa- 
tion on these great Scott kits: 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY 

STATE ZIP 

SCOTT 
H. H. Scott. Inc., 111 Powdermill Road, 
Dept. 245-04, Maynard, Massachusetts 

Export: Scott International, Maynard, Mass. Prices and specifica- 
tions subject to change without notice. Prices slightly higher 
west of Rockies. 

J 
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WHO NEEDS IT? 

t 

chectra was pialing rilll solo violin 
came in at a fairly loud rol;nne far occurs 
in a recorded violin concerto) the ex- 
pander would also increase the rolante of 
the orchestra. l know of no tray to elim- 
inate this effect except to have a special 
recording technique that would anticipate 
the volume boost of the expander and 
drop clown the "background" orchestra. 

Incidentally. I do not feel that com- 
pression is the main cause of lack of 
realism. I suspect the major difficulty is 
the loss of the transient response and hall 
ambiance of the "lire" sound. IVhi/e the 
ear has a tendency to compensate for and 
adjust to inadequate volume and dynamic- . range. it cannot ignore the blurred -over 
transient spikes. And Ile room in which 
the music is reproduced inevitably it in 
conflict. to a greater or lecrer degree. with 
the natural "hall .sound" embodied in the 
disc or tape. 

Incidentally, one of the hest expanders 
for hone hi-fi use l have seen it a build-it- 
yoursel f unit described in the Fall 1965 
Electronic Experimenters Handbook 
(available for 51.25 iron Ziff -Davis 
Service Division, 589 Broadway, N.Y., 
N.Y. 100/2). 

That's the first question Tandberg engineers ask themselves when they 
design a tape recorder. Is a part really necessary? Is there a better way to 
design it? Tandberg gives you what you really need in a tape recorder 
-not something that's just fashionable and technically inferior. Take 
mechanical push-button controls, for example. Tandberg uses one oper- 
ating lever instead. Why? Fewer parts reduce possibility of breakdown- 
and mishandling by pushing the wrong buttons is eliminated. The result: 
a more reliable tape recorder with substantially reduced maintenance 
problems and costs. A Tandberg tape recorder gives you superior per- 
formance-because it's been designed with you in mind. 
Stereo and Mono Models from $199.50 to $498.00 at franchised dealers only. 

DISTINCTLY BETTER, CLEARER. MORE*NATURAL SOUND 

TANDBERG OF AMERICA, INC./ P.O. BOX 171/8 THiRD AVE./ PELHAM, N. Y. 10803 

Tandbci 

Recording -Channel Isolation 
QIs there a recommended procedure 

for making a stereo recording in 
which the performers I on one channel 
are completely isolated from the perform- 
er(s) on the other channel? For example. 
I would like to have a vocalist on one 
channel and her instrumental accompanist 
on the other. Can this be clone easily? 

MICHAEL. ivoR 
Phoenix, Ariz. 

AProfessionally. channel isolation is 

. accomplished by having each 
channel recorded in a separate acousti- 
cally isolated studio and haring each 
performer listen to the other with head- 
phones. The results. although in stereo. 
are somewhat less than real. and unless 
there is a special rea von for recording in 
this way. it is not a recommended tech- 
nique. A simpler and quite flexible pray of 
attaining irtterchannel .separation it to use 
two directional (cart/ioid) microphones 
as far apart as convenient and facing in 
opposite directions. The performers then 
can face each other while recording and 
each microphone +rill pick up eery little 
of the sound originating at its rear. This 
technique is most effecvire if the recording 
is made out-of-doors or in a large and/or 
dead room. since in a small. lire room the 
round bouncing off the walls trill inter- 
fere with the results. 

Because the number of queries we 
receive each month is greater than 
we can reply to individually, only 
those questions .selected for this 
column can be answered. Sorry! 

IS CIRCLE NO. 52 ON READER SERVICE CARD I- IIFI/srrlcro Rr-.vinv 



Only the new Scott S-8 
is designed for 

solid-state components! 

N 

Only the new Scott S-8 
is designed with 

Controlled Impedance ! 
Scott engineers have developed a new kind of speaker system, 

specially designed for finest performance from solid-state com- 
ponents. Of all speakers now on the market, regardless of price, 
only the S-8 is completely compatible with new solid-state equip- 
ment. Here is why: 

Solid state amplifiers and receivers give best performance over 
a fairly narrow range of load impedance. The impedance of ordi- 
nary speakers, however, varies considerably as the frequency 
changes. With increased impedance, available power is reduced. 
Lowered impedance may overload the amplifier output circuits. 

Even the most expensive speakers avail- 
able today were designed for tube equip- 
ment where impedance is controlled by 
output transformers. These speakers do 

-- - - 

not offer, for example, 8 ohms impedance to the amplifier at all 
frequencies. In fact, the impedance can vary from as little as 2 

ohms to as much as 20 ohms at different frequencies. 
Now, Scott has designed an 8 -ohm speaker system specifically 

for use with transistor components. The impedance range 
is controlled by integrated engineering develop- 
ment of both speakers and crossover to match the 
capabilities of today's solid-state equipment. The 
S-8 gives you the kind of sound you wanted when 
you bought transistor components. What more 
could you ask? The price? Only $69.95, each. Com- 
plete system, including 5-8 speakers, Scott 342 
solid-state FM stereo receiver, and automatic rec- 

ord changer, well under $500 at most dealers. 

L_ 
1 

N ---+---t_ 

Scott ... where innovation is a tradition 

Q scorrrr® 
For further information and specifications on the new Scott S-8 speaker system, write: 

H. H. Scott, Inc., Dept. 245-04,111 Powdermill Road, Maynard, Mass. Export: Scott International, Maynard, Mass. 
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i60 new 
Ampex 
stereo tapes 
just 
since 
Christmas! 

Check these 20 representative albums; ask 
your dealer about the other new tape albums 
now available from Ampex! 

Berg's\Vozzeck (Fischer-Dieskau/ 
Deutsche Grammophon) 
Nielsen's Symphony No. 4 

(Barbirolli/Vanguard) 
farewell, Angelina (loan Baez/Vanguard) 
See What Tomorrow Brings 
(Peter, Paul Sr Mary/\Varner Brothers) 
Going ('laces (Herb Alpert's 
Tijuana Brass/A & M) 
Brahms'Cello Sonatas in E and F 

(Starker/Mercury) 
Mussorgsky's I'ictures At An Exhibition 
(Stokowski/London Phase 4 Classical) 
Mantovani Magic (London) 
Russia (Stanley Black/London Phase 4) 

Soul Bird (Cal Tjader/Veer) 
Man of La Mancha (Kapp Original Cast) 
Dr. Zhivago(MGM Original Soundtrack) 
The Wizard of Oz (MG,\l Original 
Soundtracks 
Zorba the Greek (20th Century -Fox 
Original Soundtrack) 
Thunderball (United Artists Original 
Soundtrack) 
The Ferrante and Teicher Concert 
(United Artists) 
Golden Hits (Roger Miller/Smash) 
Love Songs, Mexico/S.A. 
(Tony Mottola/Command) 
3 -Hour Popular Music Programs No.14,15,16 
(American Airlines) 

11/2 Hour Classical and Popular Music 
Programs No. 101 and 201 
(Continental Airlines) 

free! New Spring Catalog of over 1500 
Ampex Stereo Tapes-at your dealer's now, 
or write to: 

Ampex Stereo Tapes, Dept. SR -664 
2201 Landmeier Road 
Elk Grove Village, Illinois 60007 

AMPEX 
CIRCLE NO. 3 ON READER SERVICE CARD 
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JUST LOOKING 
AT THE LATEST IN HI-FI EQUIPMENT ';;/ 

Acoustic Research has introduced 
a new revised speaker model, the AR --íx. 
The 31/2 -inch tweeter of the older model 
AR -i has been replaced by a new 21/2 - 
inch unit that has improved smoothness, 
dispersion, and high -frequency range. The 
crossover frequency has been lowered 
from 2,000 to 1,2(10 cps. The new AR --Ix 

is compatible in stereo with the AR -4, 
and is identical in appearance. Price: $57 
in oiled walnut, $51 in unfinished pine. 
Owners of the older AR -I models who 
wish to update their systems can buy 
conversion kits at $15 each directly from 
AR. The AR -4 conversion requires skills 
comparable to those involved in wiring 
an amplifier kit. 

circle 181 on reader service card 

Dynaco has introduced a new stereo 
preamplifier available both factory -as- 
sembled (Model PAS-3X/A) and as a 
kit (PAS -3X). The new units replace the 
PAS -3 series. The PAS -3X utilizes a 

unique tone -control configuration (Dyna 
patents are pending) in which the phase - 
and frequency -controlling elements are 
removed from the circuit when the con- 
trol is in the mechanical center of its ro- 
tation. This provides the "flat" position of 

11r41' 
Yr 

the more complex switch -action systems, 
at the same time retaining the infinite res- 
olution capability of continuous -control 
systems. Harmonic and IM distortion are 
guaranteed to be below 0.05 per cent at 3 

volts output in the range of 20 to 20,000 
cps. Up to 10 volts output is available at 
less than 0.15 per cent distortion into 
loads as low as 10.000 ohms. Other speci- 
fications of the PAS -3X include an equal- 
ized RIAA input with 60 dh gain and less 
than 2 millivolts of noise and the unique 
Dyna blend circuit which has a partial - 
blend position for the required 6 dh of 
blending to utilize Dyna's three -speaker 
stereo arrangement. This removes a com- 
mon limitation of most stereo reproduc- 

ing systems, which provide accurate 
source localization only from listening po- 
sitions located midway between the 
speakers. Price of the factory -wired 
Model PAS-3X/A, $109.95; the kit Model 
PAS -3X, $69.95. A conversion kit to 
bring earlier PAS -3 preamplifiers up to 
the standards of the X series costs S10. 

circle 182 on reader service card 

Knight's new KG -790 is an all -tran- 
sistor AM -FM stereo tuner kit. Stereo sig- 
nals are indicated by a pilot light, and the 
tuner is automatically switched to stereo 
reception. FM sensitivity is 2.5 microvolts 
for 30 db of quieting (1HF), capture ratio 

is 2 db, and audio frequency response is 
from 50 to 15,000 cps ±2 dh. Harmonic 
distortion is less than 0.5 per cent at 1 

volt output, hum and noise are -60 db, 
and channel separation exceeds 40 db at 
1,000 cps. The sensitivity of the AM sec- 
tion is 3.5 microvolts for a signal-to-noise 
ratio of 20 dh. Kit price: SI 39.95. An 
oiled walnut cabinet costs 519.95. 

circle 183 on reader service card 

Martel Electronics is importing 
the Oher Royal Stereo 8000E tape re- 
corder. This transistorized unit can record 
and play back in four -track stereo and 
four -track mono. Separate recording and 
playback heads permit monitoring from 
the tape while recording. Features include 
a built-in mixer control for both chan- 
nels; four -speed operation (151G, I;f,, 3,31, 
71 ips), synchronous sound -with -sound 

recording; multiplay sound -on -sound; 
echo effects; and a built-in automatic 
slide -projector control. \Vow and flutter 
are under 0.015 per cent at 71/2 ips and 
separation is 50 db. Frequency response 
at 71/4 ips is 50 to 20,000 cps ± 3 db; at 
33/4 ips, 50 to 16,000 cps. Price: $360. 

circle 184 on reader service card 

(Continued on page 22) 
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Per -for -m ance ( per -for -mans) , n. 1. operation or function usually 
with regard to effectiveness. 2. a notable deed, achievement, 
exploit. High Performance: See KLH. 

And listen. 

This is the Model Twenty 
-one of the complete 

stereo radio -phonographs 
by KLI I It is compact, 

sensibly priced, and delivers 
a level of performance 
usually associated with 

much larger, much more 
costly music systems. 

Our Model Twenty is one 
of the ways we define 

high performance. 

Listen to it. We think you'll 
understand our definition. 
For a complete list of KLH 
dealers, write to: KLH, 
30 Cross Street, Cambridge. 
Mass. 02139, Dept. 500. 

A trademark of :he KLH Research 
and Development Corp. 

30 CROSS STREET, CAMBRIDGE MASS. 
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New from Acoustech! 
A"State of the Art" Transistor Amplifier 

8 A /` 

P .3._-. - r ¡, ; 
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/4-t' 1'1" 
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o 

factory assembled 
three years warranty 
for only $24900* 

A. 30 watts per channel equivalent 
RMS power for less than 0.45% 
I.M. distortion 

B. Allsilicon transistors in amplifier 
stage 

C. Massive power supply for 80 
watts per channel transient power 

D. Oversize blocking capacitors for 
frequency response to 21/2 cps 

E. Instrument quality, plug-in, modu- 
lar circuit boards 

F. No output or driver transformers 
assures phenomenal square waves 
for matchless clarity on music 
transients 

For complete information on the new Acoustech VII plus a color catalog 
on the complete line of Acoustech solid state amplifiers and kits, 
write to: 

slightly higher West of Rockies, Accessory case extra 

USTECHACOUSTECH, INC. div. KOSS/Rek0-Kut, 
Dept. R-4,139 Main Street. Cambridge, 
Mass. 02142 

CIRCLE NO. 1 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

Enjoy BIG wall to wall sound 
ear to ear 

It's one thing to fill a whole room 
with music. But getting to enjoy it at 
the volume you want, anytime you 
want, can be a problem. 
That's where Superex stereophones 
come in. 
They make listening a strictly per- 
sonal pleasure. Whether it's Stereo. 
HiFi. Tape. F.M. Etc. 
You don't bother anyone. No one 
bothers you. Which is a good thing. 

The only stereophones with 
separate tweeters and woof- 
ers and crossover networks, 
models from $30 to $50. 

Because Superex are professional 
quality all the way. They're for peo- 
ple who have an ear for music. 
Try -out Superex stereophones at 
your nearest Hi -Fi Dealer and send 
for our 16 page catalog. 

sS "CT PEREX stereo/phones 
SUPEREX ELECTRONICS, I RADFORD PLACE YONKERS.N,K 

Reeves is producing a new Mylar- 
base Soundcraft recording tape on a 2;r - 
inch reel that triples playing time without 
any sacrifice of quality. The new tape, 
known as TP-3, is packaged in special 
self -mailers and has a recently developed 

oxide forniul: Lion that is claimed to have 
5 dh more output titan any other ex- 
tended-play tapes. TP-3 provides 300 feet 
of 0.5 -mil \tvlar on each 24's -inch reel. 
This gives 61 minutes of playing time :It 

a speed of I ;'s ips, or 32 minutes at 
33A ips. 

circle 185 on reader service card 

Viking's Model 807 is a tape playback 
unit. \\'ithout electronics, that is designed 
for connection to tape -head or magnetic- 
phono inputs of music -system amplifiers. 
A head -shifting mechanism makes pus- 

sible full -fidelity playback of full., half-, 
or quarter-tr.tck prerecorded tapes. stereo 
or mono. The two -motor unit operates at 

1 , and 3 ;'I ips. Price, complete \\ itli wal- 
nut base: S 12 1.95. 

circle 186 on reader service card 

Whitecrest's Model W-2 is a two- 
wa y loudspeaker system consisting of an 
8 -inch edge -damped low and mid -range 
driver and a plastic -dome tweeter. The 
crossover frequency is 9,50t) cps, and the 

frequency response of the system is 30 to 
20.000 cycles. Power -handling capacity 
is rated at 30 watts, and impedance is 8 
ohms. The \V-2 is 18 x 12 x 91', inches, 
and the cabinet has an oiled walnut fin- 
ish. Price: 569.50. 

circle 187 on reader service card 
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C. Perfection results from 
HOICE...NOT CHAN 

Since no single phono cartridge can be all things to all people, 
we earnestly recommend that you employ these individual 
criteria in selecting your personal cartridge from the broad 
Shure Stereo Dynetic group: 
YOUR EAR: First and foremost, listen. There are subtle dif- 
ferences in tonality that beggar description and are quite 
unrelated to "bare" specifications-yet add immeasurably 
to your personal listening pleasure. 

YOUR EQUIPMENT: Consider first your tone arm's range of 

BEST SELLER 

st.eit.P.ft 
TICURE-)11, 

J 
. 

I 

O . i . 

MODEL M3D 
Where cost is the dominant factor, 
the M3D provides extremely musi- 
cal and transparent sound at a 

rock -bottom price. The original, 
famous Shure Stereo Dynetic 
Cartridge ... with almost universal 
application. Tracks at pressures as 
low as 3 grams, as high as 6 grams. 
for any changer. Only 515.75 

THE "FLOATING" 
CARTRIDGE 

M80E GARD-A-MATIC® 
WITH ELLIPTICAL STYLUS 

Bounce -proof, scratch -proof per- 
formance for Garrard Lab 80 and 
Model A70 Series automatic turn- 
tables. Especially useful for appli- 
cations where floor vibration is a 

problem. Spring -mounted in tone 
arm shell. Unique safety feature 
retracts stylus and cartridge when 
force exceeds 1'/2 grams . . . pre- 
vents scratching record and dam- 
aging stylus. $38.00 

CÉ 
tracking forces. Too, keep in mind that the cartridge ordinarily 
represents the smallest monetary investment in the system, yet 
the ultimate sound delivered depends first on the signal re- 
produced by the cartridge ... "skimping" here downgrades 
your entire system. 

YOUR EXCHEQUER: Shure cartridges cover the entire eco- 
nomic spectrum. And they are ALL Shure in quality, all Shure 
in performance. Even the least costly has received copious 
critical acclaim. 

MUSICAL 
BEST -BUY 

MODEL M7/N2I D 

Top -rated cartridge featuring the 
highly compliant N21D tubular 
stylus. Because of unusually clean 
mid -range (where most music 
really "happens") it is especially 
recommended if your present sys- 
tem sounds "muddy." For 2 -gram 
optimum tracking (not to be used 
over 21/2 grams). Only $17.95 (Also, 
if you own an M3D or M7D, you 
can upgrade it for higher com- 
pliance, if tracking force does not 
exceed 21/2 grams, with the N21D 
stylus for only $12.50.) 

THE ULTIMATE! 

Z.", 

V- 15 
W171 

BI -RADIAL ELLIPTICAL STYLUS 

For the purist who wants the very 
best, regardless of price. Reduces 
tracing (pinch effect). IM and Har- 
monic distortion to unprecedented 
lows. 15° tracking. Scratch -proof, 
too. Produced under famed Shure 
Master Quality Control Program 

literally hand -made and in- 
dividually tested. In a class by it- 
self for mono as well as stereo 
discs. For manual or automatic 
turntables tracking at 3/4 to 11/2 
grams. $62.50 

v- HVF7.E 

ALL THE MOST 
WANTED FEATURES 

M55E 
15° TRACKING, ELLIPTICAL STYLUS 

Professional performance at a 
modest price. Compares favorably 
to the incomparable Shure V-15. 
except that it is produced under 
standard Shure quality control and 
manufacturing techniques. Re- 
markable freedom from IM, Har- 
monic and tracing distortion. Will 
definitely and audibly improve the 
sound of monaural as well as 
stereo records. A special value at 
$35.50. Upgrade M44 cartridge (if 
you can track at 11/2 grams or less) 
with N55E stylus, $20.00 

"TIIE BEST 
PICK-UP ARM IN 

THE WORLD" 

SHURE SME 

Provides features and quality un- 
attainable in ANY other tone arm. 
Made by British craftsmen to sin- 
gularly close tolerances and stand- 
ards. Utterly accurate adjustments 
for every critical factor relating to 
perfect tracking ... it realizes the 
full potential of the cartridge and 
record. Model 3012 for 16" records 
$110.50; Model 3009 for 12" rec- 
ords $100.50 

O 

High fidelity Phono Cartridges . . . World Standard Wherever Sound Quality is Paramount 
Shure Brothers, Inc., 222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, Illinois 
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\ CITY STATE ZIP 

/HONEYWELL PHOTOGRAPHIC 

If you're 
considering 
a fine 
camera... 

HOLD IT, 

PLEASE! 

\sk your Authorized Dealer to 
show you a Iloneywell Pentax. 
Ilold it, heft it, handle it. Get it in 
shooting position. Sec how 
remarkably well-balanced it is. 
Check the crisp, bright, eye -level 
viewfinder. Try the precise, 
functionally located controls. Run 
your fingertips over the satin - 
smooth chrome. Feel the richly 
grained leather. Notice the size. 
The Honeywell Pentax is the 
smallest of all 35mm single-lens 
reflex cameras. It's lightweight, 
but solid. Never a chore to carry. 
And it makes magnificent pictitres. 
Get hold of it soon! 
FOR FULL -COLOR HONEYWELL PENTAX 
LITERATURE, MAIL THE COUPON BELOW 

/ \ 
12-4 

Mail Station 209 / Denver, Colo. 80217 

Please send Honeywell Pentax literature to: 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

/ / 
Honeywell 
PHOTOGRAPHIC 

f -' 
r 

AUDIO 
BASICS 

by HANS H. FANTEL 

ANTENNAS FOR STEREO 

-a'r converts to stereo rarely realize that the antenna requirements for 
stereo FM reception are far more stringent than for mono. Complain- 

ing of fuzzy sound in stereo broadcasts, they blame the tuner-or perhaps 
the station-when in fact it is usually their antenna that is at fault. It takes 
a stronger signal to achieve adequate noise suppression in stereo than it 
does in mono, and only in the strongest signal areas can simple indoor 
antennas provide acceptable stereo reception. The need for an antenna 
with improved pickup is reason enough for upgrading your antenna sys- 

tem when you convert to stereo, but there are other compelling reasons. 

Another factor, multipath distortion, assumes added importance in stereo. 
Multipath reflections of a TV signal result in double outlines and blurred 
images. In F\l reception multipath produces a rasping quality in the sound 
and a loss of stereo separation. Multipath distortion is caused by nearby 
buildings, metal structures, or hillsides which reflect FM signals in a series 

of echoes. These echoes hit the antenna fractions of a second later than the 
direct signal and in erratic phase relationships with each other and with 
the direct signal. The result is a mish-mash of mutually interfering signals 
that make hash of the musical waveform. Multipath (which occasionally 
affects mono signals also) can make stereo signals totally unlistenable be- 

cause good stereo reception requires the maintenance of accurate phase 
relationships among the parts of the very complex stereo broadcast signal. 

One way to foil this brand of sonic mischief is to install a directional 
antenna. As the name implies, antennas of this type are sensitive only to 
signals arriving from one particular direction. When such an antenna is 

aimed at the station you want to receive, it picks out the signal arriving di- 
rectly from the transmitter and rejects flanking echoes. If all the stations 
you normally listen to lie in one direction from your house-in a nearby 
city, for example-you simply point a directional antenna that way and 
leave it. But if you want to tune in stations from various directions, you 
may have to install an antenna rotator, which makes it possible to orient the 
antenna toward the different stations you want to hear. Directional antennas 
usually look like the kind of TV antennas you see in outlying areas, consist- 
ing of sets of parallel metal rods. A good antenna may have anywhere from 
three to eight such elements. 

The outward resemblance between TV and FM antennas leads many 
people to believe that they can be used interchangeably. Not so. Although 
there are a number of antennas designed to comer both TV and FM fre- 
quencies, don't assume that an ordinary TV antenna, no matter how com- 
plex, will do a good job on FM. If you live in a strong signal area and are 

suffering from multipath effects, it may he sufficient to replace the fixed 
flat -line folded dipole that came with your set with a "rabbit -ears" type of 
TV antenna. If each leg of the antenna is extended about 30 inches, you 
will be tuned to the middle of the FM band and you can try adjusting both 
the direction and the angles of the legs for the best compromise between 
maximum pickup and minimum multipath. But an antenna designed spe- 

cifically to cover the FM band-aside from whether or not it will also cover 

the TV frequencies-is still your best assurance of getting good FM stereo 
sound from all stations. 

CIRCLE NO. 29 ON READER SERVICE CARD 
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New power (60 watts) 
and the glory of 

° Harman-Kardon sound 
in FM stereo and AM 
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Outstanding Outstanding at $309*! The all -new SR -400B AM/FM all -transistor receiver 

for unequalled power bandwidth, frequency response and reliability. 

Music will sound noticeably more lifelike on the 
speakers you now own when connected to the 
SR -400B. More usable power extends the band- 
width beyond the audible spectrum for a re- 
markable improvement in clarity and definition 
-realism you can feel. The transparent beauty 
that is Stratophonic Sound. 

Cast your eye at the SR -400B above. With 
60 watts IHF music power it easily handles 
tremendous crescendos without blocking. De- 
livers a flat, full -power frequency response of 
8 to 40,000 cps ± 1 db. Its extremely high 
damping factor cancels low -frequency distor- 
tion. Regulated power supply provides optimum 
working voltages to all stages, even at full power. 

The newly styled SR -400B gives you the con- 
venience of up -front controls, tape monitor 
switch, headphone jack and easy -to -read tuning 
meter. Plus, a Harman-Kardon exclusive: two - 

system speaker selector so you can enjoy stereo 
in one or two rooms-separately or simultane- 
ously. At $309* no other receiver equals the 
performance or features of the SR -400B! And 
for straight FM stereo, the SR -300B offers the 
same superior performance at $30 less- 
only $279*. 

Much of the credit for the superb perform- 
ance, typical of Harman-Kardon's "B" Series, 
goes to engineering which includes diffused - 

junction germanium transistors in all output 
circuits. Germaniums increase bandwidth and 
reliability, are far cooler in operation than any 
silicon output transistor now available. 

Hear the classic purity of Stratophonic Sound, 
on the SR -400B or SR -300B, at your Harman- 
Kardon dealer soon. 
Prices slightly higher in the West. Walnut enclosure optional. 
Prices subject to change without notice. 

HARMAN-KARDON, INC., 401 Walnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 19106. harrrian kardon 
A subsidiary of The Jerrold Corporation 

LEADER IN SOLID-STATE STEREO COMPONENTS 

4 
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gives small speakers big Jitures with new, investment- wz, -ding 

See how you can 
convert your present 
bookshelf speaker to 

a full-size system 
in three simple steps. Il 

!'1p b .hshelt sp ahtf 
into buck of ELp:ndulí, 

Wharfedale's exclusive Expandules convert bookshelf 
speakers into magnificent -sounding floor models, preserving 
your investment when you are ready to improve upon the 
original speakers in your music system. Each Expandule con- 
tains a high -compliance, low -resonance woofer of appropri- 
ate size, plus the correct matching network to extend bass 
response and improve sound projection into the room ... 

complementing the perform - 
ante of the original bookshelf :- o7,, speaker. Expandule enclo- 
sures are table -top (30") 
height, and of slim -line de - 

W90 W7o 

Connect leads Iron bookshelf 
speaker to Espsnerle. 

i'; 
S. C¢nnccticads from 

Esp:n3ulc to sm;liftcr. 

sign. Finished in oiled or polished walnut, they blend per- 
fectly with present home -decorating trends. The handsome 
appointments and tasteful styling completely conceal the fa;c 
that the Expandule also contains the bookshelf speaker. 
Marching legs arc optional. 

Wharfedale is a smart investment, because you can start 
your music system with Wharfedale Achromatic bookshei 
units (W30, W40, W60) and add the Expandules (E35, E45, 
E65) when you are ready...or now! Of course, we`also offer 
the splendid W9) and W70 integrated floor -standing mode_s 
for the finest realization of the Wharfedale sound, at highly 
attrar'ti, e pricey. 

Mail this coupon for the Wharfedale Comparator Guide, 
a description of the Expandules, and a list of other 
speaker systems which they accommodate. 
Write Wharfedale Dept. WD126, Westbury, New York 11590. 

Name 

Address 

City State Zip 
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By JULIAN D. HIRSCH 

THE NEW IHF AMPLIFIER STANDARDS: Until 
1958 there were no generally accepted standards govern- 

ing the measurement of amplifier performance. In that 

year, the Institute of Iligh Fidelity (II IF) issued their 

standard I 11F -A-200. Drafted by a committee of top-level 

engineers representing the leading manufacturers of high- 

fidelity amplifiers, it defined for the first time a series of 
measurements which would provide a common basis for 
rating amplifiers. 

But in 1958 stereo was in its infancy, and IHF-A-200 
was intended only for single -channel amplifiers. Like 

other measurement standards, it did not establish any 

numerical criteria for acceptable performance, but merely 

defined such test conditions as line voltage, load imped- 

ance, control settings, and other factors that could in- 

fluence test results. In other words. it did not state what 

the results of the measurements should be, but simply 

how the measurements should he made. hot the most 

part, I agreed wholeheartedly with the 1958 ill F stand- 

ard. I had, some years previously, built up my own stand- 

ards for amplifier measurements which, in most respects, 

did not differ greatly from IHF-A-200. The chief differ- 
ence was in respect to the so-called music -power rating. 

introduced in the MI' l F standard. I disagreed with the 

philosophy of such a rating system. and still do-hut 
that is a matter for a future column. 

The Ill F has recently released 

a new Standard Methods of Mea- 

surement for Amplifiers. which 

differs from the 1958 standard in 

a number of respects. It details 

conditions for sonic nineteen tests. 

which require thirty-one graphs for 
their complete expression. Some of 

at our laboratories since the inception of stereo, but was 

and is seldom used by amplifier manufacturers in estab- 

lishing their ratings. Some still do not rate their amplifiers 

with both channels driven. 
The most significant innovation of the new standard 

is the substitution of 1'dylrimic-power" ratings for the 

old "music -power" ratings. The old music -power mea- 

surement was unrealistic and impractical. since it required 

operation of the amplifier from an external, well -regu- 

lated power supply, instead of the amplifiers own power 

supply. Unfortunately; many transistor amplifiers cannot 

ithstand full -power operation for the time needed to 

make the power and distortion measurements, even with 

their own nonregulated supplies. Driving them to the 

higher levels attainable with a regulated power supply 

invites destruction of the output transistors. 

The new dynamic -power test is actually a tone -burst 

measurement similar to the one 1 use for loudspeaker 

transient -response testing. The test signal is applied and 

the distortion is read on a calibrated oscilloscope connected 

to the output of a distort:on meter during the period 

of the burst. This method of measurement does; indeed. 

indicate the power output and distortion of an amplifier 
under transient conditions, during which the power - 

supply voltages do not vary significantly. Although it 

overcomes the inadequacies of the 

REVIEWED THIS MONTH 

Scott LT -112 FM Tuner Kit 
Ampex 1150 Tape Recorder 

the basic features of the new standard were described by 

Daniel von Recklinghausen in the January 1966 issue 

of I-liF1/STFREo REvIEW. A complete performance spec- 

ification. using all the tests covered by the standard, is 

unnecessarily complex and time consuming for the pur- 

poses of the Hirsch -I louck Laboratories reports. However, 

as a matter of routine. we have always made most of 
these tests on amplifiers we have tested. even though 

space does not permit publication of all the data. 

I am pleased to see in the new standard that the con- 

tinuous power rating of an amplifier is now defined with 
all channels driven. This has been a standard procedure 

old music -power measurement, I 

consider that it merely legitimizes 

a relatively meaningless and mis- 

leading specification. As I see it, 

the transient -distortion measure- 

ment is an indication of how Gird 

an amplifier is. rather than how 

good it is. An ideal amplifier would 

give identical readings under continuous and dynamic 

test conditions. If the dynamic power is greater than the 

continuous power, it is an indication of inadequate 

power -supply regulation and is certainly nothing to be 

proud of. 
Of course, the apparently higher power output obtained 

under dynamic conditions looks better in advertised rat- 

ings. so they may he expected to he popular with manu- 

facturers seeking their share of a highly competitive 

market. This condition has existed for at least seven 

years. and I expect that it will continue. but I would like 

to go on record as a dissenter. (Continued on uexl page) 
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EQUIPMENT TEST REPORTS 
By Hirsch -Houck Laboratories 

SCOTT LT -112 
STEREO FM 
TUNER KIT 

SCOTT'S LT -112 stereo FM tuner is unusual in several 
respects. It is one of the Scottkits, which are designed to 
he as simple and foolproof as a kit can be. It is almost 
completely "solid-state" in design, using only four nuvis- 
tor tubes in its tuning section, and transistors throughout 
the rest of its circuits. Best of all, it is one of the finest 
stereo F\I tuners we have tested and is easily the best kit - 
built tuner we have checked. 

The critical portions of the LT -I 12 are supplied pre - 
wired and aligned, making it possible for a relatively 
nontechnical builder to obtain optimum performance. 
These portions include the front end, i.f. section, and 
multiplex circuits. Each of these is on its own printed 
wiring board. The mechanical construction of the kit in- 
volves mounting the front -panel controls, the tuning -dial 
mechanism, and power -supply components. Wiring con- 
sists of interconnecting the various hoards and controls 
and wiring the power -supply section. The only alignment 
needed is a simple touch-up, using receiver noise and re- 

ceived signals. A special setting on the front -panel tuning - 
meter switch is used for this operation. The advantage 
here is that the kit builder at some later date can recheck 
the alignment without taking the tuner to a service shop. 
I-IIFI/STEREO REVIEW'S kit builder reports that no more 
than a Saturday afternoon need be set aside for assembling 
the unit and that it worked beautifully even before the 
touch-up alignment. 

The heart of any FM tuner is its front end. The Scott 
LT -I 12 has essentially' the same front end as that com- 
pany's factory -wired tuners, and this probably accounts in 
large measure for its excellent performance. } laving the 

characteristic stability of Scott tuners, the LT -112 has no 
need of AFC, since it does not drift perceptibly during 
warm-up. The tuning meter can also be set, by means of 
a front -panel switch, to operate as a zero -center tuning 
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indicator or a relative signal -strength indicator, in addi- 
tion to the alignment function already mentioned. 

The audio section is on its own circuit board and has 

a 5,000 -ohm output impedance, sufficiently low to feed 
all normal lengths of shielded cable without loss of high 
frequencies. At the output of each channel is a two -sec- 

tion rejection filter that completely removes all multiplex 
pilot signal and 38-kc oscillator signal from the outputs. 
This insures whistle -free off -the -air tape recordings. 

The Scott LT -I12 met or exceeded all its specifications 
that we were able to check. Its sensitivity was 2.1 micro- 
volts (rated 2.2). Harmonic distortion at 100 per cent 
modulation was about 0.5 per cent (rated 0.8 per cent). 
Capture ratio vas 2.4 db (rated 4 db). I lum was -66 dh, 
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100K 

whirl is the lowest we have ever measured on a tuner. 
Previously we had believed the residual hum of our gen- 
erator to be about -60 db. 

Channel separation is rated at 35 db. We measured it 
as 40 db at middle frequencies, and better than 30 dh 
from 30 to 2.000 cps. It was better than 15 db even above 
10,000 cps. The subchannel filter reduced the separation 
to about 5 db at the very high frequencies, but did not 
noticeably degrade the stereo effect. Overall frequency 
response was ± 1 .5 db from 30 to 1 5,000 cps. 

The limiting action of the Scott LT -I 12 was excellent- 
that is, extremely abrupt. Essentially full limiting and 

minimum distortion were obtained for any signal stronger 
than 3 or 4 microvolts, so that full fidelity could be had 

from even the weakest signals. This makes it an ideal 
tuner for fringe -area reception. 

The tuning action of the LT -1 12 was smooth and com- 
pletely noncritical. In every respect it was faultless, and it 

appeared to match the performance of some factory -made 

tuners selling for perhaps twice its price. Because of its 

simple construction and apparently trouble -free nature, it 

(Conlinned on /gage 32) 
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don't 
understand 

my Oscar 

Neither do a lot of 
broadcasting in stereo and 

the receiver switches to 

other people 
stereo automatically. And it 
gets any station Margie's 
receiver can get. It's so sim- 

He's an electronics engineer. ple to operate, too: With a 

And he talks like one. But at tuning knob that gently but 
home, too? Just because he de- 

I firmly lets me zero in on a 

signed Bogen's new RT8000, station. And a clever switch 
does he have to bend my ear with that lets me listen in the living 
silicon output transistors and room, or den, or in both rooms 
oversize heat sinks? at the same time. Or for using 

I already know everything I earphones, when Oscar's 
need to know about it. It's gor- talking. 
geous enough for a shelf in our 
living room (actually, the wal- 
nut -grained tuning scale was 
Ty idea). It plays beautifully, 
whether Oscar turns the volume 
all the way up, or I listen to some 
nice, quiet Mantovani. It has AM 
(which Margie's $500 receiver 
doesn't have) and FM -stereo. 
When I dial, a little light blinks 
on whenever I reach a station 

RT 8000 
Solid State 70 watt 
AM/FM-Stereo 
Receiver 

BOGEN 
COMMUNICATIONS DIV. I IJj) LEAR SIEGLER. INC. 

Paramus. New Jersey 

It looks beautiful. It 
sounds beautiful. 
Even without 
Oscar's discount, 
the price is beau- 
tiful, too. 

What more 
does anybody 
have to know? 

.CO.N A_ 1 I IN.. 

r 
11-1 

. . -- --.- _-/j9D110:ó0 

OUTPUT POWER: 35 watts per channel, 70 watts 
combined (IHF rating). Peak power, 1.0 watts. 
FRED. RESPONSE: 20-50,000 cps ± 1 db. (Sub- 
sonic sharp cut-off filter is incorporated io 
eliminate noise and rumble below 20 cps). 
DISTORTION: Less than 1% at rated output. 
FM SENSITIVITY: 2.3 uv (IHF). AM LOOP SEN 
SITIVITY: 80 us per meter for 10 db S/N. FM 

STEREO SEPARATION: 25 db at 50 cps; 38 db 
at 1,000 cps; 22 db at 10,000 cps. ANTENNA: 
FM built-in line; external connection for bal- 
anced 300 ohm or 75 ohm coax cable. AM HI.O 
loopstick; connection for out000r antenna. 
AUDIO SENSITIVITY: Phono Mag. 2.5 mv; Tape 
Head 2 mv; Aux. 200 mv. OUTPUT IMPEDANCES: 

4/8/IC ohms. OUTPUTS: speakers, tape out. 
INPUTS: Mag. phono, tape head, tape monitor, 
aux. SPECIAL FEATURES: Instrument -type tun- 
ing meter, automatic stereo switching with 
"Stereo Minder" light indicator, front panel 
jack for stereo headphones, special circuitry 
to avoid triggering false FM -stereo indications, 
counter -balanced flywheel tuning,four IF stages 
for FM, plus wide -band ratio detector, 3 IF 

stages for AM, special low -noise RF transistor, 
oversize heat sinks for extra -cool operation. 
Price: 5319.95. 

3)-, 
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a 
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is a logical choice for anyone who wants the finest in I'M 
reception at a most reasonable price. An instruction sheet 

is available for those who might wish to add an oscillo- 
scope tun ing/multipath indicator to the LT -112. The price 
of the LT -I12 Scottkit is S179.95. An attractive walnut 
case is available for about S21. The factory -wired version, 

the 31 2B, is available for S249.95. 
For more information, circle 188 on reader service card 

AMPEX 
MODEL 1150 
TAPE RECORDER 

THE AMt'Itx 1100 Series tape recorders are four -track, 
three -speed machines, with fully transistorized electronics. 
They are available in several versions and are, in many 
ways, unlike any others we have used. The Ampex en- 

gineers have taken a fresh, unconventional approach to 

rape -recorder design, and our reactions to the resulting 
product are somewhat mixed. Nevertheless, the Model 

150 that we tested is a machine that meets or exceeds 

its specifications and produces impeccable sound either 
from prerecorded tapes or those of its own making. 

The Ampex 1150 is also one of the easiest -to -use 

machines we have found for playing recorded tapes. 
During playback, there is no need to interchange tape 
reels after playing in one direction, either for four -track 
stereo or mono recordings. For playback only, the 1 150 

is essentially a one -reel machine. The tape is passed into 
the head slot and then laid in ,a slot between two plastic 
covers in the upper right-hand area of the deck. Moving 
the t't.A /REcoitn lever upward threads and winds the 
tape automatically on a special take-up reel beneath the 
covers. The other lever (FAsr \Vttvu) can only be op- 
erated when the tape motion is stopped, making tape 
spillage or breakage virtually impossible. 

Tape direction is controlled by a small switch under 
these levers, with arrows to indicate the direction of tape 
travel. Unlike most machines, the Ampex 1150's single 
motor actually reverses direction when this switch is 

operated. This requires a pause of several seconds when 
reversing the tape travel. 

The Ampex 1150 has two playback heads, one for 
each pair of stereo tracks. When tracks one and three 
have been played to their end (or at a iy other time one 
i 
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chooses), the reverse switch can he operated to move 
the tape in the opposite direction. This simultaneously 
switches to the other stereo playback head so that tracks 
two and four are played while the tape returns to its 

original supply reel. 

Unfortunately, the Ampex 1150 can only record in 

the left -to -right direction (tracks one and three) when 
set up with the automatic threading arrangement. There 
is a single combined record/playback head for these 
tracks, and a playback -only head for tracks two and four 
To record four -track stereo you have to remove the plas- 
tic covers over the take-up reel and remove the special 
reel by unscrewing the retainer. You then screw a short 
spindle section onto the shaft, and place a conventional 
7 -inch tape reel on the right-hand spindle. Now record- 
ings can be made as with any other recorder. 

On the positive side once more, there is a very effec- 
tive automatic tape -reversal system built into the Ampex 

150, so that one need not even operate the reversing 
switch at the end of a reel. Pressing a lever on the panel, 
with the instrument in the ttEcORn mode, records a 20 -cps 

(subsonic) tone on tracks one and three. When the tape 
is subsequently, played, it will reverse direction and switch 
to the other pair of tracks at the point where the 20 -cps 

tone was recorded. The tone can he added to commercial 
tapes or to one's own recordings at any desired point. 
All of Ampex's prerecorded tapes are sold with the tone 
recorded at the proper reversal point. 

The record -playback performance of the Ampex 1150 
was excellent when checked with Scotch 111 tape. Am- 
pex's engineers state that even better results would have 
been obtained if the response had been measured with 
the Ampex -manufactured tape for which the machine 
was aligned. The 1150 is rated at 50 to 15,000 cps at 

7112 ips, and 50 to 7.500 cps at 33/4 ips, all within ±4 
11h. We measured the record -playback response at ±4 
db from 50 to 15.000 cps, and ±I.5 db from 40 to 
12,000 cps, at 71/2 ips. At 33/4 ips it was ±4 db from 
50 to 7,500 cps. At 17/8 ips, response was ±4 db from 
30 to 3,000 cps. 

Playback response, as measured with the Ampex 
31321-04 alignment tape, was ±2 db from 50 to 15,000 
cps. Signal-to-noise ratio was 43 db at ^1Y2 ips and 45.5 
db at 33/4 ips (rated 46 and 44 db). \Vow and flutter 
at 71/7 ips were 0.03 and 0.04 per cent, respectively, which 
betters by a wide margin Ampex's rating of 0.15 per cent. 
In fast forward and reverse, 1.800 feet of tape were 
handled in less than 180 seconds. 

In general. we feel that the LI 50's lack of third -head 
monitoring capability, and its overall design approach 
make it a more logical choice for those whose primary 
interest is playing recorded tapes rather than recording 
their own. The unit has a very low noise le\el (one does 
not hear the tape hiss that plagues so many tape recorders) 
and very low distortion. Once one is accustomed to its 

special operating requirements, the Ampex I I50 is a 

top-flight performer, and it makes a smoothly operating, 
flawless -sounding adjunct to any high-fidelity system. The 
price of the Ampex 1 150 is 5369.95. 

For more information, circle 189 on reader service card 
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Alac. SPEAKERS ARE CHOSEN FOR CRITICAL 
PROFESSIONAL USE- BUT THEY WERE DESIGNED 
FOR THE HOME. 

Professional 
Studio at WTFM in New York, one of 
the world's pioneer radio stations in 
FM stereo. AR -3 speakers monitor 
the audio quality throughout WTFM's 
studios and control rooms, as they 
do at many other broadcast stations. 
WTFM cannot afford to use speakers 
that provide false information. 
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Library in the home of Virgil 
Thomson, distinguishes American 
composer and dean of music critics. 
The speakers over the bookcases 
are AR -3's, chosen for their non- 
electronic, musical sound. Reflection 
in the mirror is Mr. Thomson 
watching the photographer. 

AR speakers are $51 to $225. A catalog of AR products-speakers and turntables-will be sent free on request. 

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH, INC., 24 Thorndike Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02141 
CIRCLE NO. 59 ON READER SERVICE CARD 



If you are 
not afraid of 
loading your 
own camera... 
here are the picture -taking 
advantages built into 
the New Fujica Drive 
You get a full weekend's shooting on 
one roll of film because you can take 
twice as many pictures on any 35mm 
film ...with the Fujica Drive, the usual 
12, 20 or 36 exposure roll gives you 24, 
40 or 72 shots. 
You can use any 35mm film ... even 
new high speed color films (ASA 200). 
Your exposures are automatically 
correct. The built-in computer electric 
eye is so automatic, it sets both the cor- 
rect lens openings and shutter speeds and 
signals when it's better to use flash. 
You get full range exposure control. 
Switch from automatic to manual expo- 
sure and make any settings you wish 

ith speeds up to 1/300th. 
The film advances automatically. One 
winding of the powerful spring drive and 
you can snap off 20 consecutive shots 
as fast as you can press the button. 
You get a 5 -element f/2.8 lens that 
takes pictures so sharp. you can project 
color slides onto your largest screen with 
every detail brilliantly clear ...get excel- 
lent enlargements from your black and 
hites. 
A precision camera. Small enough to 
fit into your pocket, light enough to 
operate with one hand ... and surpris- 
ingly simple to use. 

The Fujica Drive costs less than $70. 
One demonstration at your dealer is all 
you need, or write for color brochure. 

FUJICA DRIVE 

1 UJICA 
Karr= 

,111 

- ^+."-... 

FUJI PHOTO OPTICAL PRODUCTS, INC. 
A subsidiary of Ehrenreich Photo -Optical Industries, Inc. 
623 Stewart Ave., Garden City, Dept. A-25, N Y.11533 
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DOWN 
with 

MUSICAL UPLIFT 
By Russell Baker 

ONE OF T11E more alarming social 
phenomena of the past year has 

been the commercial success of the mis- 
named "protest song," a pop religious 
musical form aimed chiefly at the youth 
market. 

\Y/hat have we done to these kids 
that they should sit around phono- 
graphs getting their kicks from such 
stuff as this? Youth should be humming 
about June and moon and meeting mil- 
lion dollar babies in five -and -ten -cent 
stores. It should not he wasting the 
golden years brooding to the melan- 
choly message of the revival tent, which 
is the burden of the protest song. 

The protest song is not a protest song 
at all, of course, but a morality song 
cast in the form of a lament. In a folk 
or a rock rhythm, and sometimes in a 

combination of the two, the singer ex- 
presses himself in favor of the old-time 
American virtues and Christian prin- 
ciples. 

He deplores hypocrisy, violence, the 
mistreatment of man by man, the arms 
race and the abuses of democratic free- 

rGlii 
"IVhy should we buy you a guitar just so 

you can sing against our way of life?" 
Drawing by Donald Reilly: 1965 The New Yorker Magazine. Inc 

dom. Commonly, he paraphrases the 
evangelist's warning that we are all 
doomed unless we mend our ways. 

A major theme is the soul -deadening 
effect of society's refusal to forego sin. 
The singer may complain that in a world 
such as this he can't get no satisfaction. 
He may warn his dad that materialism, 
exemplified by dad's desire for a color 
TV set, is creating a sterile world in 
which the young feel bereft and purpose- 
less. 

The school board's insistence upon 
making him get a haircut he may find 
a betrayal of the democratic right of 
self-expression. He may he desolated by 
the refusal of the Chinese Communist 
regime and the people of Selma, Ala., 
to live by the precepts of Jesus and 
practice love. 

Morally, the lyrics are pure enough 
to be set in embroidery over horsehair 
sofas. Yet, ironically, there has been a 

good deal of opposition from middle- 
class parents, who seem to have been 
gulled by the term "protest songs" into 

(Continued on page 36) 
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1. With 1 Finger Of 

Your Right Hand, Pick 

Out Key A, Key F, Etc. 

F G AFB 

F G A B C D E 

DIE 

3. That's All It Takes To Play 

Complete Songs On The New 

Heathkit®/Thomas COLOR-GLO Organ 
Play Complete Songs In Minutes ... Instead Of Months! Color-Glo key 
lights on this new I leathkit/Thomas Transistor Or gan show you the correct 
notes and chords. You play melody, harmony and bass notes insranlly .. 
even if you've never played an organ before! 
Switch On The Color-Glo, And You're Ready To Play! Each key on the 
upper keyboard lights up with a letter. You simply match the key's letters 
with the letters on the music to play melody. For harmony, there are 3 red 
keys, 3 black keys and 3 green keys on the lower keyboard. Just press and 
hold the notes that match the background color in the Thomas Color-GIo 
music book (included). To add the bass, press the pedal that's marked with 
the same color as the harmony notes. That's all there is to it Touch the 

switch again, and the Color-GIo keys disappear, leaving a beautiful spinet 
organ. 
All Genuine Thomas Factory -Fabricated Parts! Other features include ten 

organ voices; repeat percussion; two 37 -note keyboards; 13 -note heel & 
toe bass pedals; variable expression pedal; 2 levels of vibrato; balance 
control; 12" speaker; 50 -watt EIA peak music power amplifier; and hand- 
crafted walnut cabinet. The transistorized tone generators, the heart of the 

organ, are warranted for 5 years. 
Nuild It In About 50 Hours! Takes no special skills or knossledge ... you 
even tune the organ with a pretuned tone generator. Easy credit terms 
available, too. Get the full story ... use the coupon to send for demonstra- 
tion record and the FREE Heathkit catalog. 

Kit GO -325 Organ, 153 lbs $349.95 
GDA-232-1, matching walnut bench, 18 lbs $ 24.95 

Hear It Perform Yourself! 

( NEA71-1KIT 1966 Send 50c for 7", 331/3 rpm dem- 
onstration record (see coupon). 
For full details on this, plus 
over 250 other Heathkits, mail 
coupon or write Heath Com- 
pany, Benton Harbor, Michigan 
49022 for FREE Heathkit 
Catalog. 

L 

2. Now Put 2 Fingers 

And A Thumb Of Your Left 

Hand On The Red Keys... 

The Green Keys...Or The 

Black Keys. 

Heath Company, Dept. 40-4 
Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022 

Enclosed is $ 

----- 
, 

= v7 -V-2 .r' , 

4= 

Kit GD-325 

$34995 
(less bench) 

H lie AT' IiSIT' 

, plus shipping. 

Please send model(s) 
Enclosed is 50c. Please send Organ Demznstration Record No. 

Please Send FREE 1966 Heathkit Catalog. 

Name 

GD-232-5. 

Address 

City State 
Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. 

lip 
CL -238 

J 
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For a demo visit your hi h dealer or Nor re for Menlo,. artel Electonics. los Angles. 2356 South 
Cotner: New York City 1196 Broa 1nay: Chicago 5.15 North Lincoln Avenue En] w,i led tape. Send for 
the new Martel "Tape Tabu ator for It e het ng of Clae -:Cal ref ertares 152 75 value) Dept 6. Cahforr a 
office. Enclose 25 cents for pot.tage and handling. Sound begins and ends v.4h a U" r Tape Re-cJ_r. 
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With just a flip of a switch, 
the new Uher8000E tape recorder offers you 
4 track stereo,monaural recording and playback, 
4 speeds,4 heads, synchronous sound on sound, 
multiplay sound with sound,echo effects, 
exclusive built=in automatic slide synchronizer 
(Dia=pilot),optional sound activator, 
(whew) and a host of other fantastic features. 
(You'll also flip over its all new solid state circuitry.) 

If the above isn't enough reason to switch to Uher, 
you should listen to its concerthall sound. 

.7trulmartel 
MARTEL ELECTRONICS 

aou u+.o.rr ro. 
UME.I.vLxCCOVOCx3. 

Get in the groove,any 
groove - 

gently 'With the Cueing Device affixed to your Miracord 40A or 40H 
turntable, you can locate your cartridge stylus to start play 
in any selected groove on the record. 

It works simply and precisely, and independently of the arm and turntable mech- 
anism. A flip of a lever raises a small platform, and elevates the arm a bare fraction 
of an inch, so that it can be moved across the record without touching the surface. 
Thus the stylus can be positioned exactly over any band or groove. Resetting the 
lever lets the platform (and arm) sink slowly, gently lowering the stylus into the 
selected groove. All Miracord 40 Series turntables are pre -drilled to accept this 
accessory. Price is $12.50 at 
most hi-fi dealers. 
Benjamin Electronic Sound 
Corp., 40 Smith Street, 
Farmingdale, N. Y. 11736 40 Series 

Miracord 

Cueing 
Device 

putting their feet down, and thereby 
guaranteeing the music's popularity 
among their children. 

"The Eve of Destruction," one of the 
biggest sellers of last summer, is banned 
on many radio stations, for example, 
despite the fact that it contains nothing 
more subversive than a hysterical youth's 
rather disarming admission that he is 

scared silly by the complexities of the 
modern world. 

Appalled by the problems confronting 
humanity in the 1960's, he calls upon 
society to return to the old copybook 
maxims or suffer the fate of Sodom and 
Gomorrah. Sung to a trumpet on a saw- 
dust floor, it would have been a perfectly 
orthodox pulse -pounder for Billy 
Sunday. 

It is difficult to fault the millions of 
the affluent young who lay out good 
money for this music. Nobody wants to 
come out against righteousness. And yet. 
it is a curiously middle-aged, even an 
old, taste to prefer music that dwells on 
morality, sin and corruption without a 

trace of humor or light-heartedness. 
In earlier generations, the nature of 

youth was to squirm in the tabernacle. 
to cast a yearning eye on the tree beyond 
the stained glass window, and to assume 
that damnation was something that hap- 
pened to old people and that youth was 
for living. 

Traditionally, morality lectures and 
warnings about the disasters inevitable 
in life have come from the aged or from 
the middle-aged, and young people 
accepted them as one of the drearier 
burdens of youths. 

Now, however, we may he developing 
a generation of juiceless young fogies 
who acquire the taste for righteousness 
twenty years before it would naturally 
become their fate. It is unnatural. Moon 
and June are for youth, and million - 
dollar -babies, and nonsense about mairzv 
doats and dozey doats. 

When the young start swinging to 
laments about not getting no satisfaction 
and society's mindless pursuit of color 
TV and democracy's sellout by the school 
hoard, they have moved into premature 
adulthood. This is unhealthy. 

When they start becoming righteous 
about it, the situation is simply intoler- 
able. The modern world is impossible 
enough as it is without having to cope 
with millions of kids who are convinced 
that destruction can he averted it the 
Chinese will switch to love and dad will 
turn off the color TV. 

The time to stop the protest song is 

right now. Parents of America. unite! 
Tell your children that you simply love 
these good old religious protest songs of 
theirs. You have nothing to lose but yowl 
children's self-righteousness. 

1965 by the Now York Times Company. 
Reprinted by permission. 
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ELECTRO -VOICE, INC., Dept. 464F, 616 Cecil Street, Buchanan. Mich. 49107 

Of Beetles, Beatles, and Beethoven! 
The new E -V SEVEN speaker system- 
like the VW beetle-is not for every- 
one. You have to be someone special 
to appreciate its value. 

That's because the E -V SEVEN doesn't 
go along with the crowd. There are no 
claims that it's the world's finest loud- 
speaker regardless of size-none of 
that malarkey. (You know better, and 
so do we.) 

So let us show you how much rare 
value we've packed into this practical - 
sized cabinet. Value you'd not suspect 

in a speaker this size. 

First off: it really fits a bookshelf. Just 
9" deep, 10" high, 19" wide. Easier to 
park anywhere you want to play it. 

Then the sound: it starts with an 
honest 50 cps from the 8" acoustic - 
suspension woofer. On up-smoothly- 
to 15,000 cps from the 3"cone tweeter. 

And no rrere switch or volume con- 
trol adjusts the highs. An expensive RC 

network actually "tilts" the E -V SEVEN's 
response-Lp or down-from flat to 
whatever your room may need. Con- 

tinuously smooth. Absolutely unique. 
You can put up to 50 watts peak 

pcwer into the E -V SEVEN: no strain, just 
music. Beethoven. The Beatles. Anything! 
All this for just $65.00 list, in an oiled 
walnut cabinet finished on four sides. 

The E -V SEVEN is carefully engi- 
neered, carefully constructed, and far 
ahead of the other compacts in value- 

just like the VW. 
There is one big dif- 

ference. We think you'll 
like our styling better! `ú 
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The Best -Selling Tape Recorders in the World 
Best -Looking, Best -Performing, Best Value, Too! 

SONY SOLID STATE STERECORDERS: Model 660. All -new -fea- 
tures ESP, the first fully automatic tape reversing system, and 
XL -4 Quadradial Sound, a virtual curtain of stereophonic music. 
50 -watts of power per channel, 3 motors, push-button operation. 2 
speeds, vertical or horizontal operation. Less than $575. Model 530. 
All -new - the first truly portable professional -quality sterecorder. 
XL -4 Quadradial Sound. Retractomatic Pinch/Roller for easiest 
threading. 20 -watts of power per channel, 3 speeds, vertical or 
horizontal operation. Less than $399.50. Model 260. Tie popular 
stereo -compact - provides new total dimension to stereo listening 
with case -integrated, high compliance XL -2 Radial Sound speakers. 
10 -watts of power per channel, 2 speeds, separate bass and treble 
controls, vertical or horizontal operation. Less than $249.50. 
Model 200. Perfect for the budget -minded -detachable split -lid 
integrated speakers for optimum stereo effect. Separate push- 
buttons for each channel pelt -nit sound -on -sound or sound -with - 
sound recording. 2 speeds. Less than $199.50. 

SONY SOLID STATE STEREO TAPE DECK RECORDERS: 
Model 777. The Connoisseur's choice for professional tape record- 
ing and reproduction - featuring Sony -exclusive "Trac-Stan Drive", 
Electro -Bilateral Heads. 2- and 4 -track playback, push-button oper- 
ated controls, tape -and -source monitoring, remote control. $695. 
Model 350. Features 3 -head design for sound -on -sound and tape - 
and -source monitoring - walnut -grained base, 4 -track. Vertical or 
horizontal operation. Less than $199.50. (Available as 350-C for 

portable use). Model 250-A. The most talked -about, most -wanted, 
biggest -selling 4 -track stereo tape deck recorder in America. Hand- 
some walnut -grained base, vertical or horizontal operation. Less 
than $149.50. 

SONYMATIC SOLID STATE MONO TAPE RECORDERS: Model 105. 
Ideal for office, home or school. Automatic Volume Control for per- 
fect voice recording - plus switching to manual volume control for 
recording the full dynamic range of high fidelity music. 4 -track, 
VU meter, 3 speeds, 7" reel. $139.50. Model 104. 3 speeds, 7" reel 
and dual -track provide up to 8 hours of recording time. Sonymatic 
AVC assures perfect recordings everytime. Easiest tape threading 
with Retractomatic Pinch/Roller. Automatic Sentinel Shut -Off 
Switch. Loaded with features and unbelievably priced for Sony 
quality at only $99.50! 

SONYMATIC SOLID STATE BATTERY AND A 'C TAPE RECORD- 
ERS: Model 800. The Executive's choice-ServoControl motor auto- 
matically maintains precise speed and timing accuracy. 3 speeds, 
5" reel, push-button controls, Automatic Volume Control, Remote 
Stop/Start Switch on microphone. Less than $199.50. Model 900. A 
miracle of miniaturization, weighing only 51/2 pounds yet producing 
a big sound! 2 speeds, 3'/4" reel, Automatic Volume Control, Re- 
mote Stop/Start Switch on microphone. $67.50. Add the incredible 
flexibility of voice -controlled stop and start with the VCF-85 Mike. 
Less than $22.00 additional. 

To find out more about why more Americans choose Sony than any other recorder, see your local franchised dealer 
or write to Superscope, Sun Valley, California, Dept. 18. 

SONY SUPERSCOPE The Tapeway to Stor.o 
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Byron's Chi1de /Harold: a wood engraving by George Cruikshanh (1874) 

. Berlioz's 

iroldinQel-taly 

IN 1834, four years after he produced the Sjmphouie 
/anla.rtique (at the age of twenty-seven), Hector 
Berlioz completed another large-scale symphony with 

a descriptive title. It was Harold in Italy, a four -move- 
ment work with an important viola solo part that was 

originally intended to be played by Niccoló Paganini 
at the first performance. 

And thereby hangs a tale that began in the final days 
of 1833 at a concert at the Paris Conservatory. The 
Symphonic faula$ligne was performed on that occasion, 
for a wildly enthusiastic audience. In his memoirs Berlioz 
recalled what followed: "To crown my happiness, after 
the audience had gone out, a man with a long mane of 
hair, with piercing eyes, with a strange and haggard face, 
one possessed by genius, a colossus among giants, whom 
I had never seen and whose appearance moved me pro- 
foundly, \\ as alone and waiting for me in the hall, 
stopped me to press my hand, overwhelmed me with 
burning praise. which set fire to my heart and head: it 
was Paganini! Berlioz goes on to report that some weeks 
after this initial meeting Paganini came to visit him and 

proposed that he compose a solo piece for viola-Paga- 
nini intended it as a vehicle for a treasured Stradivarius 
instrument he owned. 

Berlioz wrote of his commission from Paganini: 

I tried then tc please the illustrious virtuoso by writing 
a solo piece for the viola, but a solo combined with the 
orchestra in such a manner that it would not injure the 
expression of the orchestral mass, for I was sure that Paga- 
nini. by his incomparable artistry. would know how to 
make the viola always the dominating instrument. His 
proposal seemed new to me, and I soon had developed in 
my head a very happy idea, and I was eager for the realiza- 
tion. The first movement was hardly completed, when 
Paganini wished to see it. Ile looked at the rests for the 
viola in the allegro and exclaimed: '' ' o, it is not that: 
there are too many rests for me: I must be playing all the 
time." "1 told you so," I answered: ''you want a viola con- 
certo, and you are the only one who can write such a 

concerto for yourself." Paganini did not answer; he seemed 
disappointed, and left me without speaking further about 
my orchestral sketch. 

When the completed score ;as played for the first 
time-in November, 1834, at the Paris Conservatory-it 
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In tu, of the Lest recordings of Berlioz's Harold in Italy. William Primrose plays the villa .solo: "ir Thomas Reerh- 
runts poetic interpretation for Columbia (mono only) and Charles .hunch's dramatic wading for RC:I I'ietor (.stereo/ 
11111110). Alm) commendable is Leonard Rernstein.s collaboration with violist William Linerr for Columbia (stereo/mono). 

was not Paganini but an obscure violist named Chrétien 
Urhan who played the solo part. 

The overall title Harold in pal) and the descriptive 
titles for the four movements of the score (''Harold in the 
Mountains: Scene of Melancholy. Happiness. and Joy''; 

"March of the Pilgrims Chanting the Evening Prayer''; 
"Serenade of a Mountaineer in the Abruzzi to His 

Mistress'' "Orgy of the Brigands") are from Lord By- 

ron's poem Childs llarold, about a melancholy dreamer 
who in his poetic wanderings about the Italian country- 
side seems to epitomize perfectly the goals. aspirations. 
and internal conflicts of the early Romantics. But like so 

many nineteenth-century musical works with supposed 

literary programs. Berlioz's Il.tro/d itt I/.dl depends not 
one whit on its literary associations: it can be heard and 

enjoyed purely for itself without knowledge of its extra - 
musical implications. 

The standing of llare/d in /1.11l in today's record 

catalogs and concert halls is ascribable to the efforts of 
two conducting giants of the recent past, Serge Kous- 
sevitzky ,and Arturo Toscanin,. Both Koussevitzky- and 

Toscanini repeatedly conducted Haro/d iu )Lally a quarter 
of a century ago. when the score was thought to be little 
more than a curiosity and a museum piece. Koussevitzky 
led the first performance of the work recorded in this 
Country; William Primrose was the violist in these ses- 

sions, held in November. 1944, and the orchestra. of 
course, was the Boston Symphony. After its distinguished 
career as a live -disc set of -8-rpm recordings. this per- 
formance was made available briefly by RCA Victor as a 

Vault Series long-playing record; like nearly everything 
that Koussevitzky recorded for RCA Victor. the perform- 
ance was a stunning one, with a passionate commitment 
that is the most frequently missing element in the music - 
making of today. Unfortunately, since RCA Victor has 

withdrawn all the Koussevitzky recordings from the 
catalog, present-day listeners are deprived of the re- 

corded legacy left by one of the supreme conductors of 
the twentieth century. 

William Primrose has dominated the recording scene 
where /larnld in /dal) is concerned ever since that pioneer 
performance with Koussevitzky. About half a dozen years 
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later he made a new recording in London for (American) 
Columbia, with Sir Thomas Beecham conducting the 
Royal Philharmonic Orchestra (ML 4542); eight years 
after that. Primrose went to Boston for a third recording 
of Harold in llall. this time with Munch and the Boston 
Symphony Orchestra (RCA Victor LSC/1-M 2228); and 
it was only illness that prevented Primrose from perform- 
ing the viola solo in Leonard Bernstein's 1962 recording 
with the New l ork Philharmonic (Columbia MS 6358, 
ML 5758)-the Philharmonic's principal violist. Wil- 
liam Lincer. took over here for Primrose. 

In addition to the Primrose -Beecham. Primrose -Munch. 
and Lincer-Bernstein recordings. there is only one other 
performance of Harold in lia/' currently available-the 
Angel recording (S 36123. 36123) with Yehudi Menu - 

hin as violist and Colin Davis conducting the Philhar- 
moniat Orchestra. Granting the curiosity value attached 
to hearing Menuhin as a violist in so extended a role, his 
performance strikes me as conspicuously undernourished. 
It is difficult to say how much of this is Menuhin's fault 
and how much the conductor's. But in a score that has 

drawn sparks from other performers. the Menuhin-Davis 
collaboration is a distinct letdown (the sound reproduc- 
tion is fine, however). 

The Primrose -Beecham view of Harold in )fall, like 
the Menuhin-Davis. tends to understatement of the dra- 
matic. but the poetic elements in the music are handled 
so lovingly and with such conviction that the reading 
attains a validity all its own. There is no stereo version of 
this recording; Primrose -Munch and Lincer-Bernstein 
are the stereo alternatives. both of them highly charged. 
dramatically oriented performances. Primrose is the more 
assured and more suave violist of the two. and for this 
reason his is the stereo recording I prefer. Nevertheless, 
the team of Lincer and Bernstein has been given some- 
what better reproduction. and their performance emerges 
with cleaner. more sharply defined textures. 

Only the Menuhin performance is currently available 
on four -track stereo tape (Angel ZS 36123): however. 
the extremely vivid and well-balanced sonic reproduc- 
tion is little compensation for the generally soporific 
performance. 

REPRINTS of the latest review of the complete "Basic Repertoire" ore available without charge. Circle number 179 on reader service card. 
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Compare these Sherwood S-7800 features and specs! ALL -SILICON reliability. Noise -threshold -gated automatic FM Stereo/mono switching, FM stereo light, 
zero -center tuning meter, FM interchannel hush adjustment, Front -panel mono/stereo switch and stereo headphone jack, Rocker -action switches for tape 

monitor, noise filter, speakers (A) and (B) disconnect. Music power 100 watts (8 ohms) C 0.3% harm distortion. IM distortion 0.1% e,, 10 watts or less. Power 

bandwidth 12-35,000 cps. Phono sees. 1.8 mv. Ffum and noise (phono) -70 db. FM sens. (IHF) 1.6 µv for 30 db quieting. FM signal-to-noise: 70 db. Capture ratio: 

2.4 db. Drift =.01%. AM sens. 2.0 µv. AM bandwidth 7.5 kc. 43 Silicon transistors plus 16 Silicon diodes and rectifiers. Size: 1634 x 434 x 14 in. dp. 
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if you missed our previous ad compering Sherwocd's new 5-8800 ALL, 
SILICON FM recetver with many other rereivers. write for you. free copy. 

S-7800 100-W. FM -AM Receiver 
Chassis: $399.50 
Wal. Cab. 28.00 

Now we've added AM...and the industry's longest warranty 
-3 years-to our ALL -SILICON 100 -watt FM receiver. 

How can Sherwood oiler this long warranty? Only because 
we said "No!" to both ordinary Gerrnaniam Transistors and 
old-fashioned tube Nuvistors, insisting on ALL -SILICON relia- 
bility. No other receiver has its pacesetting 1.6µv FM sensi- 
tivity, its remarkable 0.1% distortion rating. tar the most 
true-to-life sound. 

Sherwood Electronic Laboratories, Inc., 4300 North California Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60618 Write Dept. R4 
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THE MUSIC OF INDIA 
FULL APPRECIATION BY WESTERN AUDIENCES OF THE MILLENNIA -OLD 

CLASSICAL MUSIC OF INDIA WAITS UPON THEIR DISCOVERING 
THAT IT IS (A) NOT JAZZ, AND (B) NOT FOLK MUSIC 

By JAMES LYONS 

it ARSHAN" is a term drawn from the ancient and 

intellectual language of Sanskrit, and is one of 
those words that fortunately cannot be trans- 

lated. I say fortunately because such words have a way of 
enriching not only our vocahularies but our lives. Darshau 

defines a duality of mind and heart given to only a few 
men; and, more precisely, it defines that "optional extra" 
gift, given to many fewer men, for transmitting or radiat- 
ing the essence of their specialness. All great musicians 

have a kind of darxhan. Rut words do not travel with their 
connotations intact. Only a great musician of India can 

have genuine dar:rhont. 

One who has it is the super -showman sitarist Ravi 

Shankar, and audiences across America lately have been 

basking in its glow. Ile generated more than ever when 
last I heard him play, which was in New York's hallowed 
old Town Hall earlier this season. The management had 

to set up extra rows of seating to cope with the traffic, 
and, even so, some would-be customers were turned 
away cash in hand. Of those who did get in, perhaps 

half looked and acted as if they belonged either at a 

downtown hootenanny or at an uptown jam session. 

Many were tie -less or jacket -less, wearing beards and 

boots and wild sweaters. All through the evening they 

swayed ecstatically. At first glance one might have as- 

sumed they were moving in time with the music. and 

surely most of the poor innocents must have thought 
they were. 

Only a decade or so ago no Indian virtuoso could have 

filled this relatively small house, let alone Carnegie Hall, 
where another capacity audience turned up this past 

season to hear Ravi's brother-in-law, Ali Akhar Khan, 
play his magic sarod. Rut today Indian music is an 'in'' 
thing, and you had better he with it because it's a big 
part of what's happening, baby! 

The only trouble with it is the teay it is happening- 
it may come as something of a surprise to these young 
enthusiasts that (I) Indian music is decidedly not jazz, 

and (2) Indian music is decidedly not folk music. Yet 
the young moderns I have talked with insist it must be 

one or the other, which helps to explain why it has be - 

cone a new fact of life on the musical scene. both live 

and recorded-for example, there are upwards of eighty 
long-playing discs currently available for the delectation 
of fresh converts. 

The differences between jazz and Indian "classical'' 
music (the only kind of Indian music most Americans 
have heard) run dramatically deep. And these distinc- 
tions are also. I should think. almost patently clear-cut. 
They are to be found first and most obviously in the 

disparate maturity (to understate the case) of the two 
forms; second in the respective concepts of form per .re; 

and third in the dissimilarity not only of the end products 
involved, but the means of arriving at them. And there 

are no doubt other, subtler distinctions. 

To PARTICULARIZE, the foregoing differences could be 

pinpointed as follows: 
First, Indian "classical'' music has been around for 

two or three thousand years, whe eats jazz is a child of 
the twentieth century (or an illegitimate offspring of 

the wicked eighteenth and nineteenth). Second, Indian 
philosophers, aestheticians, theologians, mathematicians, 
poets, and musicians have long since evolved matrices of 
tonal expression with meaningful referents to the whole 
of man's existence, whereas jazz is still aspiring to the 

conditions and the high office of art. still trying to tran- 

scend its tandem raison d'être of protest and individual 
self -realization. Third-and most crucial-Indian com- 

poser -performers improvise over the melody, within the 

awesome discipline of becoming one with their accom- 

paniment in a structure of rationale -laden and intricate 
rhythmic patterns. With a confidence proportionate to 

their genius, they make their adventurous way guided 
only by a sense of destination implicit in the ethos that 

attaches irrevocably to the chosen raga, or me odic theme, 

they are exploring. Jazz musicians, however improvise 
over the chordal structure (excepting the tootlers of the 

Twenties, for whom melodic improvisation was a mat- 

ter of neo -rococo frills, and excepting also those few 

progressives of today who like to work against recurrent 

ostinatos in a manner that only distantly approaches the 

interplay that is the without -which -not of Indian music). 
The jazzman. in the main. could not care less about the 

It hakes Loth muscle una' lung garnet to Now the ram -in_:!. nr ranacringa, 
n huge metal horn u.%,aoriuted with hilan watchmen. ceremonials, anti roar. 43 



nuclear melody. and certainly no extra -musical gn.t/iIl I. 

ar.,,me'/ to be inherent in the lane; fettered only by the 
ground rules of the game as he personally perceives them, 
the jazz soloist can freewheel anywhere, over and around 
the rhythmic pulse of the moment, flying as his fancy 

dictates and his stamina permits. 
I -low, then, can anyone hear jazz in Indian classical 

music? 

So it is too with the notion that Indian music is "folk" 
music. To he sure, what with a population of four hun- 
dred million speaking a baker's dozen principal lan- 
guages and more than two hundred others (not count- 
ing dialects), the sprawling subcontinent is possibly the 
world's richest repository of "ethnic" raw material. Rut 
the Ravi Shankars and Ali Akbar Khans work their 
spells within what is plainly another, purer sphere of 
expression in the grand tradition of an indisputably 
"fine" art-and that is where they are at when they are 

eliciting swoon behavior from hip kids who dig them 
the most. "In" it may be, but it is a clear case of mis- 
placed chic-although ignorance in this instance is box- 
office bliss. The law of supply and demand is just as 

inexorable in the rarefied world of the artistic market- 
place as it is elsewhere. And just as susceptible to shrewd 
manipulation, too-hut that is another story. 

The roots of this absurd situation --the right music 
being appreciated for the wrong reasons-are entangled 
with those of phenomena more anthropological and 
social -psychological than merely musical. A sticky vicket 
it is, and lots of luck to any Ph.D. candidate who at- 
tempts to break down the many driving impulses in- 
volved via factor analysis or any of the other statistical 
techniques beloved of behavioral science. Less scientifi- 
cally, however, it is easy enough to trace the growing 
popularity of Indian music to Ali Akbar Khan's first 
New York appearance. which was a small-scale but par- 
ticularly posh affair in April of 1955 under the aegis of 
the Museum of Modern Art. These highly prestigious 
auspices insured a measure of attention by the press, 
and the notices were predictably panegyrical. (Indian 
musicians have it made in the Occident because few of 
our musical experts know their way about any sonic 
realm other than that of the tempered scale.) Winthrop 
Sargeant, music critic of The Nern Yorker, made the 
best sense, as he often does: 

"Since, as the saving goes, the world is shrinking these 
days, I suppose it is natural that we should he getting better 
acquainted with the musical arts of cultures other than our 
own-arts that seem to differ from each other as much as 
languages do. I finlike some of the others. the one practiced 
by the inhabitants of India evidently possesses those char- 
acteristics of intellectual complexity and emotional richness 
that we associate with art, as distinct from folk music. I 

have, from time to time, heard and admired the playing of 
Indian musicians, both here and in India, but I have never 
before encountered quite the degree of virtuosity in this idiom 
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The sitar is as fascinating in rrppeurron'e rrs it, is in sound. «n 
its muster. I:ori squirt/air. quite Its nursicnl us he is photogenic. 

that was displayed at the Museum of Modern Art on Tues- 
day evening of last week by two superb Indian artists.... I 
found their music endlessly fascinating from a technical 
point of view and curiously hypnotic in its emotional effect." 

All of the other critics expressed enthusiasm more or 
less unreservedly, though vitiating their praise with care- 
ful disclaimers. 

What it all comes down to, however, is that the New 
York Tinter report was headlined "Performance Akin 
to Improvised Jazz," and this was the label that was to 
stick. Moreover, World \Var II and jet airplanes had 
shrunk the globe, and the time was right for cross-cul- 
tural postures. The foundations sent several of our "seri- 
ous" composers across the Pacific to translate Eastern 
aesthetics into Western terms. And in jazz, too, East and 
West drew nigh: Ornette Coleman actually took up the 
double-reed 'hehnai: and it cannot be denied that such 
as Don Ellis, Yusef Lateef, and notably John Coltrane 
were notably influenced by the mystique (and the reality) 
of the Indian ragas. 

Visiting virtuosos from India still bristle when eager 
young Americans persist in drawing them into intel- 
lectual conversations about jazz. Rut the artists no longer 
argue with their fans; they have learned to field em- 
barrassing questions good-naturedly, or, if that fails, 
merely to smile inscrutably (how else?) and feign 
fatigue. 

So much for what Indian music is not. Now, to what 
it is. 

Capitol's import affiliate, Odeon, which has been bring- 
ing in scads of Indian LP's, this past Christmas sent 
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out a promotional calendar featuring a color close-up 

of the singer Lata Mangeshkar. She is described as 

"India's greatest artiste" in the caption. This is like say- 

ing that Bing Crosby is America's greatest artiste. In 

short, there are "pop" and "classical" stars in the Indian 
firmament, too. And since the wasteland of television 
has not yet embraced the Indian subcontinent, the prin- 
cipal musical and entertainment medium for the masses 

is still the motion picture. For lo these many years Lata 

Mangeshkar has been the hottest thing in filmigeet 
(movie songs). India's, if you're curious, are about on 

a par with ours, qualitatively. Quantitatively, the movie 
repertoire looms large in any record catalogue, and so 

it does in Capitol's Indian imports. But this is not the 
kind of Indian music that is sent (to paraphrase Bee- 

thoven's perception of his Alis a Solemn is) from the 
heart to the heart. 

Few of us understand Hindi, Urdu, Gujarati, Tamil, 
Telegu, Bengali, or IIarathi, much less Kanarese, Ma- 
layalam, Punjabi, Konkani, Oriya, or Pushtu, and it would 
be extremely difficult, if not actually impossible, to ex- 
plicate the more "classical" genres of Indian vocal music 
without such understanding. This is a pity, for much 
of it is profoundly beautiful. Considerations of pure 
vocal craft being universal, however, students of the 
voice would do well to investigate the recordings of such 

singers as Bhimsen joshi and Bade Ghulam Ali Khan, 
either of whom makes our Callases and CaballCs sound 
like nothing much technically. 

Indian classical instrumental music, however; is another 
thing entirely: it is accessible to 'Western understanding. 
Full Western -type orchestras are out of the question 
in this music (for reasons to become obvious), which 
leaves for consideration only what we would call chamber 
music-typically, a trio comprising the solo virtuoso, his 
accompanist (who may be a virtuoso himself), and a 

third instrumentalist who provides a simple drone behind 
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them. That such an innocuous -seeming ensemble can- 
and does-become a vessel of divine fire is the enduring 
wonder of Indian music. 

The ever quotable Virgil Thomson once remarked that 
"you feel music viscerally or you do not feel it at all." 
This is the sort of epigram that drives musicologists 
(especially Central European ones) into paroxysms of 
polemic. Fortunately for such organization -happy schol- 
ars, Indian music has more than enough to engage the 
intellect. But first, last, and above all, the music of India 
-hereinafter I mean its instrumental "classical" music- 
is a visceral proposition. It can be insinuatingly languor- 
ous, beguiling, intoxicating. And although it can also 
be intellectually stimulating, it is always the literally 
suspenseful excitement of it, unremitting and cumulative, 
to which the listener responds. 

Of course there are several possible ways to inculcate 
or to develop for oneself a fuller "appreciation" (hate 
that word!) of Indian music. Ideally the interested party 
should (a) read up on the ancient history of this ancient 
land, (b) expose himself to translations of the Veda 
texts from which the rationale of the raga emerged, and 
(c) get straight on the cognates of Western music (they 
are fewer by far than might be presumed) the better to 
know what no/ to listen for. 

WiiY bother? Because even the best -educated Occi- 
dental invariably and habitually associates the period 
known as Antiquity only with the Greeks and Romans; 
because it was later monotheistic religions that shaped our 
philosophies; and because ears attuned to harmony (even 
the most sophisticated ears, such as a music critic's or a 

constant concertgoer's) do not easily hear, really hear, a 

sound that is essentially uouharmonic «hen they are 
already fascinated with fiercely complex and endlessly 
subtle rhythms. The conditionings of a lifetime are not 
set aside without a certain amount of effort. 
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The classical trio of 
Indian music is 
exemplified here by 
virtuosos t1.ctarl Ali 
Akbar Khan (right); 
-arod. and Pandit 
A'lahapuru.ch Alisra (left), 
tabla, accompanied by a 

player al the tambora. 
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Hearing all there is to hear, then, is not so easy. But 
listening is easy enough, provided you listen to what is 

going on: thematically at the outset, then emotionally 
and poetically (each raga is meant to reflect a describable 
mood and an atmosphere appropriate to a definite season 

or even a definite hour of the day or night), and finally 
rhythmically. 

The foregoing suggests another of the many differ- 
ences between Indian music and jazz. Whereas jazz is 

a contemporary statement, a kind of highly personal 

journalism, Indian music is a painstakingly organized 
legacy of altitudes towards life as they have endured 
and slowly evolved over three millennia-hence, a realm 

of experience at once elaborately defined and yet. in 

Western terms, indefinable. As all this Implies, the Indian 
rata is surrounded by a plethora of rules and regula- 
tions for the performer. The listener faces only the 
pleasures of familiarity-although even that is no pre- 
requisite. Nonetheless, the following précis of the raga 
system may be helpful to those curious enough to pursue 

to its source the genesis of an unfamiliar delight. 
To start with, Indian music is not composed. Not in 

our sense, anyhow. Indian musicians do not play from 
printed parts. There are no scores to he had. No work 
exists on paper. The instrumentalist is the composer, 
then and there, and beyond a point (hut within the ground 
rules) each performance results in a unique creation. 
The composition is based not on "themes,'' as we under- 
stand the term, but on ragas (male) and ra,cini.r (female) 
in which categories they are classified. These are neither 
scales nor modes, though they partake of both conven- 
iences. They are rather precise melody forms, a sequence 
of notes ascending and (often differently) descending, 
within which the performer must "say'' everything. To 
stray tonally beyond the limits of the sequence is roughly 
comparable to a Western musician's hitting a patently 
wrong note. 

On the face of it this sounds rather like our theme -and - 

variations scheme. But in fact the raga framework offers 
expressive possibilities beyond the furthest reach of any 

GLOSSARY OF THE MORE COMMON INDIAN INSTRUMENTS 

Basari-A bamboo flute, usually transverse bur some- 
times of the tipple or vertical variety. Limited in range 
(two octaves) and difficult to play, but enormously 
expressive in the hands of a master. 

Erraj-A bowed instrument used chiefly for accompany- 
ing; adapted by Muslims from the .arangi. it usually 
has tour main strings, two of brass and two of steel, 
plus seven sympathetic wire strings. 

Alwr/dug-I-iterally, 'earthen body.'' A barrel -shaped 
drum with leather parchments at either end: both 
faces are tuned in unison. In North India it is used 
chiefly to accompany the Villa. but in South India it is 
used in all ensemble performances. 

Saran,>;i-Perhaps the most important bowed instrument 
in Indian music. Widely used for accompanying voices, 
but often heard also as a solo instrument. It is played 
as if it were a miniature cello (which it resembles), 
with the how convexly arched inwards. It usually con- 
tains three main strings made of gut and a fourth made 
of brass (tuned C. G. C, and E or F), plus eighteen 
sympathetic strings but sometimes many more. The 
word itself means hundred -stringed: some sarangis are. 

Sdrot/-A wonderful many -voiced string instrument. It 
has a gourd -style sound box and usually twenty-five 
strings. Ten are plucked with the right hand while the 
left controls vibrato, and the remaining fifteen provide 
sympathetic resonance. Of the ten playing strings, four 
are for the melody, two are for rhythmic accentuation, 
and the other four are tuned to the dominant of the 
scale. 

Shehmai-An oboe -like- double-reed instrument capable 
of producing exquisite sounds, though it more often is 

played by semi -virtuosos \vho manage ro make it simu- 
late a scared sheep. As implied, an extremely difficult 
instrument to master. 

Sitar-An ancient member of the rim family, current in 

its present form for about seven hundred years. It is 

fashioned from seasoned gourds and teakwood, and 
has a long track of twenty metal frets with six or 
seven principal strings above them plus (usually) 
thirteen resonating strings (sometimes strummed with 
the little finger of the right hand ). The main strings 
are plucked by a wire plectrum worn on the index 
finger of the right hand. 

Tabla-In usual usage, the word is a plural form. 
Loosely speaking, the tabla are a pair of small drums, 
one of copper and one of wood. Actually, the Labia is 

the right-hand drum and the left-hand one is the batty. 
but '`talk¡" always refers to the set of two. Though 
physically very different from the m ridamg. the tab/a 
are based on the same principle and serve the same 
musical purpose. 

Tam¡rnra-Sometimes transliterated tambura. this is a 

simple drone instrument, long -necked, with tour or 
five strings tuned to provide a tonic reference for the 
ensemble. 

Visa-More often transliterated "reena." It is common 
in South India, where the typical instrument has a 

somewhat whiny and metallic tone in contrast to the 
sweeter -voiced North Indian varieties. The origins of 
the lima are lost in time and there are so many varia- 
tions in design that no "typical" type can he described 
(both the .tarot/ and the sitar are derived from the 
rim!). Irsually, however, it is a stringed instrument 
made of jackwood, rosewood, or ebony with a hemis- 
pheric resonator at the bottom and another smaller 
resonator (a seasoned gourd) near the top of its long 
neck. The average of twenty-four frets are embedded 
in wax. Pegs and two sets of bridges control the strings. 
one set each for the main playing strings and the 
"open strings'' which provide overtones and preserve 
the rhythm. 
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Western form. Our octaves are limited to a dozen speci- 
fied pitches; the equivalent Indian span provides these 
jilts conveniently numerous others in between those fa- 
miliar to us. To illustrate: if an hour-long raga were writ- 
ten out on staves and the pages bound, the resulting 
volume would approximate in girth the orchestral score 
of Parsifa/-if not, indeed, the whole of the Ring cycle. 
(Do not he confused by the double duty expected of the 
word ''raga''-or simply "rahg.'' as it is sometimes 
known. The raga chosen for the occasion becomes, in 
effect, the title of the whole piece. That is all there is 

to this seeming ambiguity.) 
Keys-i.e., tonalities-arc unknown in Indian music, 

and so, therefore, is modulation (changing from one 
key to another). To more than compensate for this. the 
fundamental rhythmic units may vary in atatra (number 
of beats) from three to an incredible 108 within the 
system of talar (or tan/.r), which assembles 360 rhythmic 
cycles with fixed time units. To say that a raga is "in 
ten" could mean, for example, that the division of heats 
is three -three-four or two -three -two -three or four -four -two, 
with the proviso that there is an emphatic stress on one 
of the beats (known as the .ram). 

The an, is perhaps the most nearly unique feature 
of this system. That any two virtuosos could travel so 
fast, each following his own route, as it were, and yet 
repeatedly come face to face on the beat at exactly the 
same instant, is among the abiding wonders of Indian 
music. And the integrity of the to/a demands no less. 

Other expressive commitments notwithstanding, the solo 
instrument and the drums absolutely must come together 
on the sa,t. and it is towards this pivotal beat in the 
rhythmic cycle that they reach-so, with delicious agony. 
does the listener-during those moments of virtually un - 

Left. a seretee,,th-century 
Mogul miniature from the 
Gohlschmidt Collection, 
Berlin. depicts a famed 
Indian musician. Parasuram 
llinjari-i .lahangirshaki, 
playing the viva. The 
painting at right, titled 
"Girl playing music for 
four deer." dates from about 
1700 and originated in the 
Punjab /!ills. It is note in 
the A'ew Delhi National 
Museum. The girl is 
playing the "Todi Bagini " 
a ragini being a secondary, 
generally less 
profound. raga. 

bearable tension which are, for Indians, a concomitant 
of great musicianship. 

Unlike our tempered scale, which has enriched West- 
ern music by facilitating an almost infinite variety of 
harmonic structures atop each pitch in the scale, Indian 
scales are faithful to the pure interval. To put it another 
way, they are not tempered. Each of the seventy-two 
melds or "parent" scales has, for all practical purposes, 

twenty-two intervals, or shratis, within the octave. In the 

construction of any given toga, certain pitches are used 

and others omitted. The "C' of Indian music, which we 

may consider the tonic or "home" note of the raga. is not, 
as it is in Western music, a fixed number of frequency 
vibrations. The C is where the artist chooses to place it; 
it is the relationship between that C and the other notes 

of the raga that is constant. In consequence. Indian 
melody is not made up of any random selection from 
the twenty-two shrutis. but is built on live. six, or seven 

notes of a predetermined pitch inflection or coloration 
selected expressly to communicate a mood. 

SHORT of an entire volume devoted to the subject, it 
is possible to delineate the musical form of the raga only 
roughly. (There are some 700 ragas in the Indian -stand- 
ard repertoire" and a mathematically possible total of 
just under 69,000. by the way.) The opening section- 
serene, slow, and rather like an invocation-is called the 

a/ap. Here the ascending and descending structure of the 
raga. respectively the arohjna and atarohana. are stated 

by the solo artist, unaccompanied, and developed with 
exquisite tracery, often at great length. Next, with the 

entrance of the rhythm instrument, comes the jar (lit- 
terally, "putting pieces together''), in which the thematic 
material is rewoven into innumerable melodic patterns. 
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Gradually, almost imperceptibly, the tempo increases and 

so does the complexity, until suddenly we find ourselves 
in the final jh.,la, which is, at its best, a display of corus- 
cating virtuosity the likes of which arc completely un- 
known in the music of the Occident. 

By now it is surely clear that virtuosity alone is not 
enough to make Indian classical music with. Not that the 

subcontinent does not have its share of whiz -fingered 
technicians who (like so many of our own prodigies) 
can perform with positive perfection without ever be- 

coming involved, without ever making contact with the 

music. But the musician had better have clarrha if he 

really intends to reach the listener. Most of the export 
virtuosos have it, or they would not have attained that 
privileged status. So also do most of those who make 
records-the economy of the industry over there is roughly 
akin to what ours was a quarter -century ago-which is 

to say, among other things. that you just about have to 

exude dar:rhau to get a recording contract. The uninitiated 
Western listener in short, can be pretty sure of encoun- 
tering only good goods in Indian music. 

But not even the dan.rhan of a Rubinstein -I lei fetz- 

Schnahel-Horowitz-Toscanini or who -have -you is going 
to make any difference if von just sit back for a few min- 
utes of listening and expect the "international Language'' 
(that chimera. that myth) to penetrate your prejudiced 
ears. There are many musics in this world, and most of 
us are attuned to but one of them. Baroque and rococo 

and romantic and impressionist and neoclassic are not 
really separate musics, but merely part and parcel of the 
Western tradition in its richness and diversity. They are 

one music, which includes also (are you ready?) the 
fox-trot, country-and-western, and ocl: 'n' roll. 

Indian music, on the other hand, like the sequestered 

a,>?aku (the Imperial Court music) of Japan and a pro- 
fusion of other musics, is unique; one of a kind, a uni- 

verse of expression unto itself. It does not give tip its 

secrets at first hearing. Only by repeated exposure, only 
by listening, will anyone learn how to listen-and that 
goes equally, of course, for Indians approaching Beethoven 
for the first time. 

Dr. Samuel Johnson once described opera as ''an eso- 

terick and Irrational Entertainment"-hut surely the In- 
dian raga is by definition more exotic. more alien to every- 
thing in our Western heritage than opera is. It is also 
irrational (inner logic notwithstanding) because it dares 
to base its appeal on what the Indian critic Shirish Gor 
once called the ''aesthetic of affect," meaning that, ideally, 
it will get to you. This notion has been repeatedly torn 
to shreds by musicologists, but it remains a fact that the 
Sanskrit term from which raga comes is a word that 
means simply ''to please.'' And one cannot expect that 
to happen right away-not more than enough to be 

"hooked" by, at any rate. 

It is perhaps not untoward to point out that North and 
South Indians find each other's music either reprehensible 
or incomprehensible, and a few moments is about all 
that either can take of the other's musical poison. \Ve 
have no right to be that cavalier. We are not Indians. 
We must repose a certain confidence in the power of 
music to say what words cannot. And remember that 
at any Indian concert a raga is apt to unfold for several 

hours. So empathize with the poor Indian musician who 
wanted to keep going even after the recording engineer 
gave him the red light --and come back for more. After 
a while you will need no urging, and you will enjoy 
having those extra ears that come with the broadening of 
your auditory perceptions. 

.Cones Lyons is the distinguished Edit", of The \nu'rieeur liecnr l 

Guide and a prolific rnriter sin musical suhiects. Ile recently 
!v.' elected Boar,/ Chairman of The Society for Arian Music.. 

A SELECTED DISCOGRAPHY OF INDIAN MUSIC 

Master Musician of India: Ustad .41i Akhar Khan. Con- 
noisseur Society CS -162. mono and stereo 33 1/4 and stereo 
15 rpm. You might as well start at the top with this mag- 
nificent recording by the greatest sarodist of them all. 

The Sou,nls of India: Kati Shankar, Columbia WL-119, 
mono only. Delightful, and all the more so because this 
master of the sitar introduces the ragas himself. 

Ragas Yuman and Shri: Palm/dal Ghost,. Odeon a\IOAE- 
102, mono only. The late wizard of the Indian flute per- 
forms with transcendent artistry and exquisite effect. 

Ragas Gooukali and Ala/ka,n,s: Bade Ghnlant Ali Khan. 
Odeon MOAE-105, mono only. I would unequivocally 
place this with the outstanding vocal recordings of all 
time. The man is unbelievable. 

Ragas Todi and Alishra Thun,ri: Bisn,i!!,h Khan. Odeon 
MOAE-120, mono only. Surely this artist is the most won- 
derful Pied Piper ever heard on records. I lis .rhehaai 
sounds like a celestial oboe. 

The 1)rn,s of India: Chatr Lal. World -Pacific 1103, 

mono only. This extraordinary tab/a virtuoso died re- 

cently in his fortieth year. Our loss may he inferred from 
this disc. 

Ragas Atipau-ki-Todi and Pria-1)hanashri: Iihin,seu 
Joshi. Odeon AIOAE-129, mono only. Here is another 
amazing singer. I know of no other, anywhere, who sings 
more compellingly. 

Ragas and Talas: Ravi Shaukar and Alla Rakha. \Klorld- 
Pacitic \VP -1 ail. mono only. The attraction here is chiefly 
Rakha, who is for me the supreme master of the tabla. 

Three Classical Ragas: Ravi Sbankar and Chatnr Lal. 
Angel 35 168. mono only. The first of Ravi Shankar's re- 

cordings to reach America, and still one of his finest. 

Alusic of India: Ali Akhar Khan and Chatur La!, with 
spoke introductions by )'ehndi Alen/thin. Angel 
35283, mono only. After fifteen years, this remains my 
favorite Indian program. What music -making! 
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HOW MANUFACTURERS PROTECT 
YOUR HI-FI EQUIPMENT 

AN INDUSTRY EXPERT DESCRIBES THE MANUFACTURING PROCEDURES 

NECESSARY FOR ADEQUATE QUALITY CONTROL 

By RICHARD F. POWELL 

FVERY time a would-be moon rocket or survey satel- 

lite misses orbit, falls into the sun, or otherwise 
malfunctions, Sunday -supplement commentators 

invoke the mystic term "reliability" and hold forth on 

the problems of ensuring it. What is reliability? As cur- 
rently used, it means the quality that keeps things from 
blowing up, breaking down, or otherwise falling apart 

during use. For examples of products that have a high 
degree of reliability, consider your refrigerator and your 
telephone. When was the last time they required the 
attention of a serviceman? Why can't the same relia- 

bility be built into a hi-fi system? Why not, indeed? 
After all, considering the cost of your equipment, 
shouldn't you expect essentially trouble -free perform- 
ance over a number of years? 

One thing is sure: hi-fi manufacturers, as well as 

others, must do more than make advertising claims in 

order to deliver a truly reliable product-and offering 
more liberal warranty terms is not the answer, either. A 

warranty is useful after troubles have occurred; it does 

nothing to prevent them. Manufacturers genuinely con- 

cerned with their customers' long-term satisfaction con- 

ciously design and manufacture their equipment to 

minimize the amount of service necessary. A longer 

than -usual warranty simply reflects the confidence of a 

manufacturer that he has done a good job in preventing 
trouble from occurring. 

The technical branches of the armed services are con- 

stantly faced with problems of reliability, and in co- 

operation with industry, they have developed techniques 

to test and ensure it. llu=ing the development of these 

techniques it was found that statistical methods used in 

life -insurance computation could be applied to the life 
characteristics of electronic equipment. There are strik- 
ing similarities between the correlation of the equipment 
failure rate to the time curve and the correlation of the 

human death rate to the age curve. Reliability, therefore, 

is subject to statistical measurement. 

The most effective approach to ensuring reliability in 

audio equipment therefore may be thought of as efforts 
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toward lengthening its life span-identifying the causes 
of death (failure), and either removing them or reduc- 
ing their severity. This requires that specific causes of 
failure be eliminated in all phases of design and produc- 
tion. Reliability must first be designed for, and then 
built into the product; it cannot he tested in or in- 

spected in. 

NECESSARY first step in designing reliable equipment A 
is the careful selection of parts and materials. It isn't 
simply that a part must he "good"; it must he good for 
its intended application. Designers are encouraged to 
use specific types of parts (such as resistors, capacitors, 
and coils) that have proved to be trouble -free in the 
past. A manufacturer will not place large orders for new 
parts until samples have passed a series of physical and 
electrical tests. Consideration is given to the "quality 
history'' of a supplier before granting new approvals as 

well as in maintaining approvals already granted. When, 
as sometimes happens, a supplier furnishes production 
quantities of parts that are not of the same quality as 

the initial samples, approval is immediately cancelled. 
For example, to take an extreme case, a manufacturer 

might find that there is a sudden increase in the assembly - 
line rejection rate of a certain transistor amplifier be- 
cause the units show a high rate of breakdown during 
final test. The problem is traced to a particular transistor 
in the amplifier. Production is stopped, and all similar tran- 
sistors from the same manufacturer are immediately segre- 
gated and returned to the supplier for analysis. (A 
"cushion" stock of the same type of transistor from an- 
other supplier or rush deliveries from an alternate source 
would allow production to be restored in short order.) 
In a case such as this, it might take the supplier months 
of intensive work to locate and correct his problem. He 
must then submit new samples, and when they pass a 

complete recheck, the approval of his transistor can be 
reinstated. 

But the occurrence of such a problem is usually pre- 
vented by the incoming inspection department. Their 
job is to check all incoming shipments using Military - 
Standard statistical sampling techniques. A record is 

kept of the quality history of each supplier of each part, 
and the purchasing department is informed if there is 

any slippage in quality. The supplier of the part is im- 
mediately informed and requested to take prompt cor- 
rective action. 

In addition, the designer of a product makes a signifi- 
cant contribution to its reliability by allowing large safety 
margins. These are provided in two ways. The first, which 
guards against gradual deterioration of performance, is 

to design the circuits to operate normally under what 
engineers refer to as "worst -case" conditions. Therefore, 
tolerances in electrical components are kept conservative 
(for example, resistors that are within ±5 per cent of 

their nominal values are chosen rather than ±10 or 
±20 per cent) so that the chances of there being a 

cumulative error in one direction sufficient to degrade 
operation is substantially reduced. A second margin of 
safety, which guards against sudden or catastrophic fail- 
ure, is adherence to a conservative policy of allowable 
stress on parts. The design permits no more than one-half 
of the parts manufacturer's rated voltage, for example, 
to be applied to parts that are sensitive to stress. This 
means that the temperature of all heat -sensitive com- 
ponents such as transistors, resistors, and capacitors is 

kept well below their maximum ratings. It is interesting 
to note that these are the same standards that are applied 
in the design of the electronic equipment used in the 
space vehicles of the Apollo manned space program. 

Another design factor that contributes greatly to re- 
liability is the use of standardized "building blocks." 
For example, whenever possible, the same i.f. amplifier 
and multiplex section subassembly units are used in 

tuners, tuner kits, stereo -compact systems, and receivers. 
Using the same proved -in -use circuit modules in a va- 
riety of equipment not only results in economies for the 
manufacturer, but also results in a far more reliable prod- 
uct because these modules will already have undergone 
reliability testing in manufacture and will have stood up 
under countless hours of "field testing" in customers' 
homes. Once the design for a hi-fi component is com- 
pleted, technicians build one or more prototype units by 
hand. The prototype units are tested and thoroughly 
evaluated from both the technical and marketing points 
of view. If the prototypes successfully pass the evalua- 
tion, a small production line is set up to produce a pilot 
run of perhaps two dozen units. These pilot -run units 
are again retested and distributed for use -tests in the 
factory and in the homes of a selected group of company 
personnel. Written reports are turned in and are re- 

viewed by a committee, which then presents its recom- 
mendations to management: go, no-go, or everyone hack 
to the drawing hoards. 

A Ivan -wily is useful niter tr»uhh's luzre (recur,ed. 
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Parts samples crust puss physical and electrical tests. 

Up to this point, we have been examining the prob- 

lems associated with the selection of reliable parts during 
the design process. Now the problem is how to put 

these reliable parts together in a reliable way. Some idea 

of the magnitude of this task can be grasped by consider- 

ing soldered connections. If an assembler can solder one 

hundred connections and get ninety-nine of them per- 

fect, one might consider this good performance. The 
laws of probability gang up on us, though, since the 

probability of having all joints correctly wired and sol- 

dered is the mathematical prodiic/ of the probabilities 
of having each individual joint correctly wired and 

soldered. 
To illustrate, if the probability of having each joint 

perfect in a typical FM receiver, which has three hundred 
and fifty-five handwired joints, is 99 per cent, the prob- 
ability of having all joints perfect would be 3 per cent. 

Obviously 97 per cent rejection of the finished product 
is far from good enough. With proper training of the 
wirers and solderers on the assembly line and with 
stringent enough controls. it is possible to increase the 
probability of perfection on the assembly lines to as 

high as 95 per cent. 
At the end of the assembly line, every unit is indi- 

vidually aligned (when required) and tested to meet 
factory specifications. Further rechecks are made by 

quality -control inspectors thereafter to ensure that nothing 
was overlooked during the alignment and test procedures. 
Samples are also drawn at random from each group of 
units presented for inspection before they enter the fin- 
ished -goods stockroom. The sample units are completely 
inspected mechanically and completely tested electrically 
to factory specifications. If a defect is found, the entire 
group is rejected and returned to the department from 

which it came, where it must be completely retested be- 

fore it may be submitted again. These procedures reduce 

defects and errors to an almost negligible percentage, 
which is probably as close to perfection as is possible 
with fallible human beings involved in the process. Since 

people are fallible, occasional defects do slip through. 
This is the main reason for a warranty. 

All these efforts are to no avail if damage occurs dur- 
ing shipment from the manufacturer to the ultimate user. 

As a result, it is necessary to design not only a reliable 
piece of equipment, but also a shipping carton that will 
protect it from the various shocks and vibrations of ship- 

ping. There are limits, however: a carton could be de- 

signed to protect its contents from a 5,000 -foot drop 
from an airplane, but it would be ridiculously large and 

costly. Container design is based on the worst likely 
handling in shipment rather than the worst po.rrible. A 

good pragmatic test for a manufacturer to tell how well 
a carton is doing its job is to ship the unit across the 

country to a distributor on the opposite coast and have 

him-without opening the carton-ship it hack to the 

factory. Of course, samples of packaged units are peri- 

odically taken from stock and unpacked for inspection to 

find out whether packing is being carried out as specified. 

AN ESSENTIAL part of eny reliability testing procedure 

is the production life -test program. This involves select- 

ing at random a percentage of the units going through 
final quality control and operating them under "accel- 

erated" conditions for 24 hours. The tests are designed 

to encourage failures where weaknesses exist. but to avoid 

damage to perfectly good units. The test for an ampli- 
fier, for example, consists of operating it with a 125 -volt 
line (instead of the usual 117 volts), switching it on 

and off (8 minutes on, 2 minutes off) for S hours, and 

then operating it continuously for 16 more hours. All 
this is done while the amplifier is delivering full power 
to a load resistor. This sort of test quickly spotlights po- 

tential defects, because the first 24 hours represent a 

period of relatively high failure rate (a phenomenon 

that engineers refer to as "infant mortality"). Any fail- 
ures under the life tests :are analyzed to determine their 
cause. 

Reliability, as you should be aware by now, is the 

product of endless attention to detail, from the initial 
design of a product to its final packaging. Although little 
of this usually comes to the attention of the audiophile, 
he is the one who benefits because he has a product that 
not only works well when he first plugs it in, but will 
continue to deliver high -quality performance for years 

to come. 

liichard F. Pouv.11 is Manager of Product Engineering for 11.11. 

Scott. Incorporated. well-known manufacturer of hi-fi equip- 
ment. and his ditties include .snperrision of quality control. 
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ll"IIERE DO OUR GIANTS OF MUSIC 
CO/tIE FROM-AND WHERE DO THEY GO? 

IT WOULD SEE/11 THAT II"E HAVE YET TO LEARN 
HOW TO CARE FOR THEM PROPERLY 

fly FIRITZ MUTTNISI 

ON a rainy April night fifteen years ago, a packed 
Carnegie Hall was hushed as pianist Simon 
Barere, with the Philadelphia Symphony Orches- 

tra under conductor Eugene Ormandy, struck the imperi- 
ous opening chords of Grieg's A Minor Concerto. The 
evening was a festive one, an elegant audience, including 
many diplomats and other officials of the Scandinavian 
countries. having come together for a concert sponsored 
by the American -Scandinavian Foundation. The non- 
official music lovers in the hall-my wife and I included 
-were there for another reason: it was the first time in 

many years that the incredible Barere had appeared with 
an orchestra in New York City. 

Two minutes after the Grieg began, my wife touched 
my arm in surprise, and I looked back at her in equal 
astonishment. In crossing his left hand over the right, 
Barere had struck a wrong note! This had never happened 
before when we had heard him play; according to legend, 
he was infallible when playing in public. But within a 

few bars his tempo dragged, his hands stopped, and he 

leaned slowly forward until his forehead hit the keys 
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with a cacophonous impact. Then he swayed to the left, 
and with a dreadful thud fell to the floor, unconscious. 
The stunned audience seemed scarcely to breathe, and it 
must have been half a minute before the last musicians, 
at the back of tie orchestra, stopped playing. A physician 
in the audience rushed to the stage and helped to carry 
the stricken man to the green room. Half an hour later, 
at the end of the intermission, an audience standing 
nervously and half in tears heard the choked announce- 
ment: oxygen and other medical efforts had been in vain, 
and Simon Barere had died backstage. The rest of the 
program was cancelled. So ended a fantastic life and ca- 

reer, one that was unique in the annals of modern music. 
What is the stuff musical giants are made of? Culti- 

vated antecedents, generations of wealth. a family made 
up of scholars and artists, a protected childhood with the 
best education money can buy? Let us see. Simon Barere 
Was born in the ghetto of Odessa. to poor Jewish par- 

ents, the eleventh of thirteen children. The two oldest 
brothers, fifteen and seventeen years his senior. were 
self-taught hut competent popular musicians who earned 
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their living playing in cafes and restaurants. Simon's 

mother liked music, and his father didn't really dislike 
it unless it was played while he was at home. He used to 

chase the four -year -old Simon away from the piano again 

and again, but the boy would be back at it the moment 

his father left the room. \Vhen Simon was five, he got 
his first piano instruction from a teenage girl living on 

the floor above. She taught him the elements of reading 

music, a little something about the scales, intervals, fin- 

gering. More sporadic training came from the two older 
brothers when they were visiting back home: they taught 
him popular runes and folk songs. By the time Simon 

was seven, they had left Odessa for jobs in the far east- 

ern reaches of Russia. 

Then, only one year later, tragedy struck: Barere's 

father died, leaving his wife and the youngest three chil- 
dren unprovided for. At that point Simon went out and 

got his first job: playing piano in a movie house. It was 

the only place he could work. because nobody could see, 

in the darkened theater, that a child of eight was doing 
a man's job. He played so well-pop tunes and operetta 

scores-that he made enough money to support himself, 
his mother, and two little sisters. In the morning he was 

a child and went to a special public school that empha- 

sized music (Benno Moiseivitch had gone there a few 

years earlier), and in the afternoons he sometimes played 
with other children his age. But in the evening he sud- 

denly became a man, a competent entertainer who sup- 

ported his family by working-mere child's play!-ten 
to twelve hours even' night. seven days a week. Did that 
break the boy? Yes. in one respect: it broke the amateur 
in him and made him a highly skilled and efficient pro- 
fessional musician. 

DURING the next few years, Barere graduated into 
better establishments where he played together with bala- 

laikas, violins, and practically any kind of entertainment 
combo. By the time he was eleven or twelve his skill 
had grown considerably, and employers didn't have to 
hide him away in the dark any more. With steadily in- 

creasing pay, he performed in good restaurants or night 
clubs, having developed an astounding pianistic tech- 

nique, stunning facility at sight-reading, and a large 
repertoire of popular and semi -classical pieces. 

Legend has it that between his twelfth and fifteenth 
year Barere played the piano ten hours even' night in 

the most luxurious brothel in Odessa, beloved and pam- 

pered by the ... mmm ... staff, and Barere himself told 
me it was this nocturnal routine that built up his colossal 

technical ability. Whether it merely amused him to cor- 
roborate a good story, or whether it was the truth, we 

cannot say for sure, but the tale is not at all improbable. 
The ghettos of Odessa and Nikolacv have given the 
twentieth century more great performers than any other 
places of comparable size and educational opportunities, 

and of several of these masters it is reported that, as teen- 

agers, they earned a living by playing in bordellos. 

When Barere was sixteen, tragedy struck again: his 

mother died. Recognizing his pianistic genius. she had 

for years insisted that some day he must go to St. Peters- 

burg, study in the conservatory, and get a thorough musical 

training. So it was that the teenager Barere honored the 
wish of his late mother. Soon after her funeral he placed 

his two young sisters in the care of friends, and set out 
for St. Petersburg and its Imperial Conservatory, oblivious 
of (or ignoring) the fact that under the Czarist regime 
(this was in 1912) Jews were not permitted to enter 

either Moscow or St. Petersburg without a special police 
permit. Ile arrived on a dark and wet evening in early 
November and went straight to the conservatory. At 
about 8:00 P.M. (there were several witnesses) he walked 
into an office and was confronted by a rather stout gentle- 
man who asked what he was doing there. Barere explained 
that he had just arrived from Odessa and wanted to 
study at the conservatory. Asked whether he could play 

any instrument, he said, ''Sure, I play the piano'" "Play 
something for me.- suggested his questioner. The boy 

said he knew only two classical compositions, one by 

Chopin and the other a paraphrase by Liszt on themes 

from R) oletlo-these had always been "quite success- 

ful'' when he performed them in restaurants. So, he 

started ith the Rigoletfo and the stout man all but fell 
off his chair with astonishment. He was Alexander 
Glazounov, famous composer and director of the con- 

servatory. Next Barere had a go, with dizzying speed, at 

Chopin's Etude No. 4 in C -sharp Minor. and Glazounov 
dragged him right away into another building where the 

piano department was. Shouting ''Now listen to this!", he 

soon, according to the legend, had Mmes. Essipoff and 
Vengerova arguing over which of them was to get this 
prodigy as a student. Essipoff won, and Barere was en- 

rolled by 9:00 P.M. But he was warned not to go out 
during the next four days-it would take that long to 

arrange for him to stay in town as a Jewish student. 
Before the police documents arrived. however, Barere 

had gone out and gotten himself a job playing in a posh 

restaurant. Thus, young Barere secured himself a high - 

salaried position on his second day in town and was able 

to support himself and his two sisters back in Odessa. 

During these student years he always had first-rate jobs. 
including the Villa Rode. one of the most famous res- 

taurant -night clubs in Czarist Russia, where he played 
both popular and classical music for several years. 

HE great Russian conservatories always had a repu- T 
tation for thorough training and a severe curriculum 
aimed at all-round musicianship, and admittance to them 
was a highly coveted privilege. But oddly enough, all the 
rules for a balanced musical training were suspended in 

Barere's case; he was left alone and given nothing but 
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concentrated piano instruction. No harmony, no counter- 
point, no history of music, no studies of form and style. 
All these courses, his teachers felt, were only the means 
to an end-i.e., to make first-rate performers of the stu- 
dents. This youngster, however, had already achieved 
the end and didn't need the means any more. Glazounov 
said and wrote of him: "Barere is an Anton Rubinstein 
in one hand, and a Liszt in the other." 

ARERE remained at the conservatory for seven years, B 
much longer than usual, because the director insisted upon 
keeping him as a student to prevent his getting drafted, 
feeling that this kind of genius should not be wasted 
in the army or endangered at the front during World 
War I. In 1919, aged twenty-three, Barere received the 
Rubinstein Prize, left the conservatory, and went to 
Odessa to bring his two sisters back to St. Petersburg. 
His pockets filled with the savings from years of night 
club work, he got lost in happy homecoming celebrations 
and, in a few foolish nights of wild gambling with former 
friends, lost all his money. Since the elegant high -pay ing 
establishments of the aristocracy and wealthy bourgeoisie 
had gone out of business after the Bolshevik revolution, 
it made little sense to return with empty pockets to St. 

Petersburg. Thus, when a man Barere hardly knew sug- 
gested that he become his manager and arrange a con- 
cert-the first solo recital of classical music he was to 
give in his life-he accepted. The recital created such a 

furor in Odessa that Barere had to give six more in the 
next six weeks. This proved a much easier and faster way 
of making a good living than nightclub work and 
prompted the artist to give up any idea of returning to 
the entertainment business. 

In 1920, Barere married a gifted young pianist, I 

Vlashek, and they both started touring the vast reaches 
of Russia, including Siberia and places as far afield as 

Vladivostok, usually in separate appearances and different 
towns. Soon the first offers for concerts outside Russia 
started to come in, but he rejected them. By the time he 
realized his mistake, the freshly engineered Iron Curtain 
had come down. It was not until 1928 that his govern- 
ment sent him out as a cultural ambassador to give recitals 
in the Baltic and Scandinavian countries. He made 
Riga, Latvia, his headquarters, and several years later, 
after enormous difficulties, his wife and young son re- 

ceived permission to join him there. 
In 1932 he moved to Berlin and immediately estab- 

lished his fame in Germany with a series of triumphant 
concerts. However, a year later this glamorous European 
career collapsed when the Nazi laws against Jew ish per- 
formers made further German appearances impossible. 
At the same time. his manager in London suddenly died. 
and Barere found himself without bookings and without 
funds. In desperation he turned back to his former en- 
tertainment skills: an admirer, then president of the 

German film company UFA, offered him a high salary in 
the stage show at the Hamburg UFA Theater. Under an 

assumed name, Barere appeared four times daily, per- 
forming such popular classics as Liszt's Sixth Hungarian 
Rhapsody and Chopin Nocturnes. Within a few days, 
block -long lines were forming at the box office, every- 
body wanting to hear this incredible pianist, the news- 
papers trying to guess who this man was who played 
like the world's greatest, yet had never been heard of 
before. 

In six weeks of playing in this vaudeville act Barere 
made enough money to move with his family to Stock- 
holm. But the experience of that brutal cut-off of a four- 
teen -year concert career, the shock of being forced back 
into the role of a commercial entertainer, caused a se- 

vere breakdown. For almost two years he sat brooding 
and refused to touch a piano. The family lived on the 
earnings of Barere's wife, who built up a distinguished 
recital career in Sweden and gave hundreds of piano 
lessons to advanced students. 

Finally, late in 1935, the artist got hold of himself. A 
new management called him to England for a number of 
brilliantly successful recitals; he appeared with the Royal 
Philharmonic under Sir Thomas Beecham and cut eight 
records for HDTV, among the most stupendous pianistic 
achievements ever put on disc. Barere, at the age of forty, 
was at the summit of his musical and technical mastery. 
In November of 1936 he appeared for the first time in the 
United States and, playing at Carnegie Hall, stunned 
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both audience and critics. Returning several times for 
further recitals, he decided finally to stay for good, and 
in 1939 his family followed to make their home in New 
York City. From then on he played hundreds of recitals 
all over the country, in Canada, South America, Australia, 
and New Zealand. and wherever he went both the press 

and the public responded with extravagant enthusiasm. 
What precisely was the unique quality of Barere's 

playing that every knowledgeable person had to recognize 
immediately? Barere, in the pianistic sense, was a freak. 
The word may sound unkind, but it describes his talent 
correctly. His technique was self-taught, completely un- 
orthodox-and highly practical. While most pianists 
usually keep their wrists and hands in a fairly straight 
line with the forearm, Barere always turned them in- 
wards at a 45 -degree angle. His hands looked as power- 
ful as those of any other great performer, but when you 
touched them, they were unbelievably soft-shaking hands 
with him was like grasping jelly. He would always tell 
you not to squeeze his hand: it was too sensitive and hurt. 

He never practiced to prepare himself for concerts, for 
both his memory and his manual dexterity were always 
there when called upon. More than any other artist he 

was proof of the theory that all manual skills are strictly 
based on brain functions, and never mind the motor con- 
trol. Once the pianistic automatism had been fully devel- 
oped in the brain as a memory function, he needed noth- 
ing more than to call on that memory in a trance -like 
condition of fierce mental concentration. For example: In 

I r, 

Critics were hard pressed to do justice to Barere performances: 
"poet musician ...breathtaking ing virtuosity ...defies description." 

the summer of 1946 Barere was spending his vacation in a 

cottage in Massachusetts. One evening around midnight 
he received a telephone call from the Brooklyn Academy 
of Music: could he substitute the next evening for Artur 
Rubinstein, u ho had cancelled his performance at the 
last moment because of illness in his family? Barere said 
yes, jotted down the items of Rubinstein's program, and 
the next day took over his colleague's performance with- 
out having touched a piano in the previous three months. 

Many studies have been made on the physiological 
aspects of pianistic speed, among them those by David 
Saperton, the late Jan Holcman, and Professor Homer W. 
Smith of the New York University College of Medicine. 
It appears that Barere's speed at the keyboard, in the 
measurements of most researchers (including my own) 
exceeded that of all oth. r great performers by amounts 
of from 10 to 30 per cent. But, more important, he also 
showed, despite this unequalled speed, more control, ex- 
quisite coloring, subtle shading of touch, and artistic 
beauty than most of his peers. Some critics and a few of 
his colleagues had reservations about Barere's stupendous 
virtuosity, accusing the artist of an obsession with speed 
and a willingness to sacrifice to it more important musical 
considerations. It is true that Barere greatly enjoyed the 
full exploitation of his stunning abilities, and at times 
he would brag with childlike pride about having played 
this or that virtuoso piece quite a bit faster than the great 
Mr. X or Mr. Y (for example, Josef Lhevinne and other 
musicians needed one -and -one-half sides to record 
Schumann's Toccata in C Major; Barere's HMV disk is 

the only one to do it on one side). But it is unlikely that 
he ever subordinated musical beauty or majesty to stunt 
virtuosity or speed per second. His pianistic perfection 
was so secure, it came so effortlessly and automatically, 
that he could always put it into the service of a superior 
musical conception. 

WHAT did Barere's great keyboard contemporaries 
think of him? Sergei Rachmaninoff, Josef Hofmann, 
Josef Lhevinne, Leopold Godowsky, and many others 
were admiring friends and frequent visitors at the Barere 
home. Isidor Philipp, the great pianist and teacher, used 
to write an admiring and grateful note after every one of 
Barere's New York performances and Noel Strauss, then 
senior critic of The New York Times, coined the phrase 
that followed the artist around the world: "Truly a giant 
of the keyboard." Finally, there is the more recent judg- 
ment of one of Russia's greatest musicians who concertizes 
regularly in the United States. Asked about the new key- 
board titans Russia keeps producing in such numbers, he 
replied wistfully, "There is only one man whose art comes 
close to that of the late Simon Barere: Sviatoslav Richter." 

No other pianist ever garnered so many uninhibited 
superlatives from the press and excited audiences. A check 
of the acclaim accorded other titans of the piano in the 
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last thirty-five years will reveal that they abound in evi- 

dence of the fullest critical admiration, but compared 
with the reviews of Barere's performances they sound 

restrained and rather like routine reporting. How, then, 

could it happen that this colossus, this veteran of several 

thousand recitals and countless orchestral appearances, 

had only a moderate income, died without any savings, 

and appeared in concert only a few times each season in 

the last seven or eight years of his life, especially in 

New York City? The answer is a sad story that has much 

to do with the complex structure of modern concert man- 

agement and its coldly commercial principles of opera- 

tion. Under the system, an artist is assigned an orbit of 
activity and a scale of fees, both of which are rigidly main- 

tained irrespective of artistic merit or audience appeal. No 
attempt is made here to fix any blame, nor do I presume 

to understand the mysterious financial intricacies of a bil- 
lion -dollar industry that has been the subject of intensive, 

though inconclusive, congressional investigations. But one 

thing is clear to anyone who knew Barere and his pro- 
fessional and material circumstances: his fees were held 

by his management to the medium level of $1300 to 

$1500 per appearance, while the "top" performers were 

receiving 53000 or more. Sometimes his fees were cut 

back to this level even when Barere got bookings for 
himself at a much higher figure-without any effort on 

the part of his representatives-for no other reason than 

keeping his fees low and "uniform." No doubt there 
were strategic reasons behind such managerial vagaries, 

but it is difficult for one to unde-stand the rationale of 
such seemingly uneconomic decisions in the field of artist 
"marketing." 

It is equally incomprehensible that no American record 

company of the time had either the initiative or the fore- 

sight to cut a single disc of Barere's incredible pianism. 
RCA Victor released under U.S. license four 'S -rpm 
recordings made overseas :and that was all. In 1951-52, 

after the artist's death, his son Boris, a very able pianist 
himself, released three 331/2 -rpm discs produced from 
acetate masters privately recorded during Carnegie I lall 
recitals between 1948 and 1950. Another three discs were 

released by Remington Records (now out of business), 

also mostly made from private Carnegie I recital re- 

cordings. Unfortunately, the processing of these acetate 

masters by a clumsy recording engineer butchered the 

job in every technical aspect. And yet, the genius of 
Simon Barere's artistry still shines through all the sonic 

rubble jammed into the grooves. 

The modesty and humility of this pianistic titan was 

at times very moving. Only two months before his death- 
he was almost fifty-five then-he said to me over luncheon 

at the Russian Tearoom, next door to Carnegie Hall: 
"You know, I believe now I am really learning how to 

play the piano!" Although admired and lionized by those 

who found it chic to have him at their parties, he shunned 

such company and stayed with the people he loved. The 
reason was not at all any inferiority he felt owing to his 

lack of formal education. Barere was a smart dresser, 
with elegant old-world manners, an unashamed epicure 
who knew a lot about fine food and drink, and a con- 
noisseur of beautiful women. For years he overate, and 
weighed over two hundred pounds until his health became 

precarious and doctors ordered him to reduce. 

He did, but probably too late. In 1947 he felt ill during 
a walk and hailed a cab to take him to his physician. In 
the taxi he collapsed, and the driver, in desperation, took 
the unconscious man to the nearest place he could think 
of: the Manhattan Eye, Ear, and Throat Hospital. There, 
in the emergency room, he was pronounced dead on ar- 
rival. But one young doctor thought he could still detect 
a faint trace of life, and began resuscitation efforts. After 
one hour, he had Barere conscious again, and treatment 
of his uremia attack (a kidney failure) could begin. The 
condition had been mildly with him since his adolescence, 

but his love of food and his excessive weight led to high 
blood pressure and finally caused the near -fatal seizure. 

When he had recovered after five weeks of hospitaliza- 
tion, his doctors warned him that he must give up his 

recital career. He could well live for another ten or fif- 
teen years if he avoided all exertion; otherwise they 

couldn't give him more than a year or two. But one 
day after his hospital discharge Barere was on his way 
to Dallas for another concert. "This is not life-if I 

can't play the piano I might as well be dead !" he declared. 

TIE UNCANNY clairvoyance that sometimes goes with 
artistic genius did not permit Barere the luxury of illusions. 
As early as 1936, during a walk with his son, he told him 
suddenly, "I am going to die some day on the concert 

stage." Shortly before his death he was very happy be- 

cause he had signed up with a new and energetic manage- 

ment firm that would give him the higher fees he should 
have been receiving for more than fifteen years. They had 

just booked him for a Scandinavian evening in Carnegie 
Ilall-for the first time in many years he was again to 

appear with a great orchestra under a famous conductor- 
and many more such events were already planned. That 

afternoon Boris dropped in for a chat; his father, in high 

spirits, was bubbling over with the happy news. Then, 

without any apparent reason, he fell silent; with tears in 

his eyes he walked over to Boris and embraced him, 

ovem helmed by emotion. "Son," he said, ''soon you will 
live without me-I won't be around much longer." Four 

weeks later Simon Barere died on the Carnegie I tall con- 

cert stage. 

Fritz Kuttner, a musicologist and writer on musical subjects 
and a long-time observer of the American concert scene. was a 

clase friend of Simon Ilurere. A complete discography of re- 

cordings by liarere may be obtained by sending a stumped. self- 
addressed envelope to Dr. líutnter, care of 1IIFr/STEREO Review. 
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MR. A. C. GONZALEZ, of Trona, California, traces 

his interest in music back to one of his earliest 
childhood memories, an incident that occur:ed 

when he was a five -year -old in Mexico. He writes: "I re- 
member it as though it were just yesterday. There was a 

brass band of eight men dressed in white cotton slacks, 
blouses, huaraches, and straw hats. They were hired to 
play at a religious celebration for the Virgin in the little 
mining town of Pánuco. Sinaloa." 

Later his family moved to Mazatlan and then to San 

Blas, where "there were mariachis, orchestras. and brass 
hands all over, all the time, and of course where there 
was music, there I would be.'' Porty years later Mr. Gon- 
zalez, now the father of six sons and a daughter named 
Mlavi (the niar,i is a song thrush), regrets that he never 
learned to play a musical instrument. but he says he did 

the next best thing-he built a hi-fi system for his home. 
Mr. Gonzalez's set, shown above. represents some two 

and a half >ears of carefully budgeted purchases. Seen 

above Radio Shack's Realistic turntable are two more 
Realistic components, the Model TM -8 AM/FM ste co 
tuner and the SAF-40B 40 -watt stereo amplifier. Below 
the Allied Radio Knight KN4400 stereo tape recorder, 
with its pair of Electro -Voice 729 microphones, is a 

Fisher X -I00 40 -watt stereo amplifier that serves the 
tape deck as a quality power amplifier. There are Mosley 
speaker -jack wall plates installed in several rooms and 
in several places in the Gonzalez living room. The reason 

for this, says Al r. Gonzalez, is that his wife rearranges 
the furniture eery week, and the extension speaker jacks 
make it possible to reposition his Realistic speakers for 
the best effect with any furniture arrangement. 
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INSTRUMENTS 
OF THE ORCHESTRA 

This portrait etching 
of Joseph Szigeti. done in 1919. 

sacrifices a certain amount of literal 
accuracy to the presentation 

of an artistic truth: 
the oneness of riulin 
and master violinist. 

THE VIOLIN is the most expensive instrument in the 
orchestra. Fiddlers in first-rate orchestras usually 
play first-class instruments, and these outvalue solid 

gold flutes and even, with rare exceptions, the larger 
strings (violas, cellos, and double basses) of comparable 
quality. Prices as high as 550.000 for a fine Stradivarius 
or Guarnerius have induced many treasure hunters to drop 
their shovels and go poking about hopefully in cluttered 
old attics. However, such dusty searches can end in espe- 
cially poignant disappointments; it is not terribly difficult 
to find a violin labeled ''Antonius Stradivarius"-but 
both the label and the instrument may date back no farther 
than 1936 and may never have been any closer to Italy 
than Hong Kong or Honshu. 

By IRVING GODT 
Average orchestral violinists can't usually afford rare 

antique instruments. These find their way into the hands 
of successful soloists, rich collectors, or museums. But a 

working fiddler will often spend as much for a good instru- 
ment as for a new car (53.000 to S6,000). That lush 
string tone of some orchestras is luxurious indeed; it may 
cost close to a quarter of a million dollars-not counting 
the players' salaries. That may run another million a year. 

Violin -like instruments-that is, bowed instruments 
with a sound box and a fingered neck-probably origi- 
nated somewhere in ancient Central Asia and spread from 
there in all directions, but our earliest record of the use 
of the bow dates from the ninth century. In Italy in the 
sixteenth century. the word r'inli,,o (Italian for violin) 
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was used to designate viols and other instruments r.kted 
to our violin, but very different from them in tone quality 
and structure. Around I600, violin() meant either violin 
or viola; to specify our modern violin Italians used the 
term soprano viola dd br.ucio or liple --that is; the high 
arm -viol" as opposed to the "leg" viol or viola da gall/ha 
f:unil}'. 

Antonio Stradivari (or, as Latinized. Stradivarius) the 
most celebrated name in fiddles, stands .t the end of a 

great line of. Italian luthiers (violin makers) : Gaasp:tro da 
Salo, Giovanni Paolo \'faggini, and the families Anuti 
and Guarneri. We prize the instruments of these early 
makers less for their antiquity and superb workmanship 
than for their unique tonal beauty. 

Violins are the most numerous instruments in the or- 
chestra. In a hundred -man symphony, the sixteen to 
eighteen first violins and the sixteen second violins to- 
gether account for a third of the muster. The principal 
violinist (concert master) is usually the most important 
player in the orchestra, he it symphonic or chamber. Ile 
plays the solo violin passages that occur in symphonic 
works, such as those in Rimsky-Korsakov's Scheheraz ¡de, 
or the principal violin parts in concerti gross'. such as the 
Batch /ir.n/cnb.',r' Concertos. As leader of the violins, he 
functions as a kind of ''part whip'' who sees that the 
bowing and phrasing of each man in the section conforms 
to the effect sought by the conductor. In performance, the 
men behind Rini watch his how as carefully as they .lo the 
conductor's baton. Almost as much as the conductor, he 
is responsible for that unity of sound, the silky sheen that 
marks the hest string sections. 

The violin has four strings of wire, gut, or wire -wound 
gut. The player tunes them (C, D, A, IT) by twisting the 
pegs at the end of the neck to stretch the strings to the 
proper tension. The E -string, the thinnest and highest, 
sounds with a clear ringing quality that has earned it the 
nicknames ch.r,Nerelle. canlino. and Salt aile (French, 
Italian, and Gerna.ut tributes to its singing capacities). 
Most people know the rich, mellow tone of the lowest, 
the G-string, through Bach's /fir for the G Siring. a title 
that would lave surprised Bach, since he wrote it I or the 
upper strings of the orchestra fiddles as the second move - 

meat of his Orchestral Suite in D. The C -string thing was 
a nineteenth century error in taste. 

The insignificant -looking bow, the stick with a hank of 
horsehair stretched between its ends (centuries ago it 
had the convex shape of the archer's bow), is the pre- 
cision tool with which the violinist creates the profusion of 
tone dualities latent in his instrument. A seemingly endless 
variety of bowing styles endows the violin with its irre- 
sistible expressive power: hgalo (smoothly connected 
notes), up-bow, down -bow, n,arle!!alo (hammered 
strokes), spit -cam (bouncing strokes), col legno (using 
the wood of the bow instead of the horsehair), and dou- 
ble stops (playing two strings simulaneously). These and 
many other basic techniques can be combined in subtle 
ways through the taste and imagination of the artist. 

No other instrument in the orchestra can match the 
melodic abilities of the massed violins. The pulsing lyric- 
ism of the third movement of Mendelssohn's "Italian" 
Symphony, the infectious sweep of the waltz in Berlioz's 
Stmuphonie /aulasligae, and the voluptuous climax of 
Wagner's Trisha, and l.rohle Prelude attest to but one side 
of its character. The vehement first announcement of 
Beethoven's Fifth Symphony, the tense excitement in 
Bartók's ,llusic for S/ringr, Percussion. and Celesta, dis- 
play another. The whole string orchestra playing pizzicato 
(plucking the strings) lends an unusual breathlessness to 
the third movement of Tchaikovsky's St rnphony No. 3. 
Wagner, in the opening bars of the Lohengrin Prelude, 
blends a quartet of solo violins with the rest of the violins 
divided into four groups to achieve an effect of purest 
transparency. And the double and triple stops at the end 
of Peter Warlock's wonderful Capriol Smile evoke the 
gleam of brandished blades (the last movement is a sword 
dance). 

A generation ago, an orchestra might show off its first 
violins by having the whole section stand up to play, in 
unison, The Flight of the Bumble lice. Paaganini's Alo/o 
perpc/uo. or the prelude of Bach's Partita in E. Perhaps 
commercial TV will rediscover this specialty act in its 
eagerness to make music video -worthy. But a fine violin 
corps doesn't need stunts to exhibit its discipline and com- 
mand of beauty-just good music will do. 

(it,s'ttvoi//ttti.. /00. 

Mt/Mr6/tt, IOW. 

/700. -- 

lill't Z2L, /I'4(l. 

("rawer, /170. 

l/t'r,tk /.9a. 

Although the .size and shape of the violin Inure not chnaged drastically through the years. the bon has undergone 
considerable mod ifirution. The e.vdnplec uhurr illustrate the ill relopn au rnt.c of lea:c than one hundred lift } rears. 
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INTRODUCTION TO THE MUSICAL CALENDAR ~7 
MUSIC being what it is, its history cannot be reduced 

to a conveniently arranged, equally spaced series of 
pigeon holes, each stuffed with the appropriate ma- 

terials. Directions, trends, and classifications exist in music 
only after the fact; no trumpet blows to signify the beginning 
of a period or the end of one. And composers compose; they 
do not arrange themselves in history. 

The Calendar of Classical Composers on the facing page 
begins with the year 1400. Of course, certain composers have 
to be included. But there were great and important composers 
who lived before that date and therefore are not, and there 
were others living after it who also are not. Their names are 
absent purely for reasons of space limitation; their styles are 
represented by other composers, and the space they might 
have occupied has been usurped by other perhaps less accom- 
plished men who personify a style less rich in exemplars. Any 
compendium of this kind is necessarily personal, subjective, 
and arbitrary. One may deal coolly and scientifically with 
mathematical theorems or chemical hypotheses, but when it 
comes to the artistic productions of man, every prejudice, 
guilt, and hidden love in one's system creeps to the surface 
and subtly modifies all efforts to he objective. 

Nonetheless, allowing that the calendar is not a substitute 

for Grove's Dictionary of Music and Musicians, nor for a 
college course in music history, it has a number of very prac- 
tical uses. It facilitates comparisons-of composers and their 
styles with one another, with the historical periods in which 
they worked, and with certain historical events outside the 
field of music-and in so doing offers an overall perspective 
useful to any explorer of music. Second, it shows (by over- 
lapping colors) that periods blend into one another more or 
less gradually, that individual composers may anticipate a 
style or an aesthetic view, or may lag behind one, that change 
may come to one country earlier than to another (Italy, for 
centuries, was years in advance of the remainder of Europe), 
or may not come at all (impressionism never took hold in 
Germanic countries) . 

The Calendar, then, offers to the beginner a simplified 
guide to the intricacies of music history, to the intermediate 
an opportunity to place his knowledge in perspective, and to 
the knowledgeable a handy tool for reference and even, per- 
haps, a few factual surprises. As an adjunct, the major stylistic 
periods are briefly-and simply-defined below. They are a 
prelude to a series of extensive articles, to appear in forth- 
coming issues of IilFI/STEREO REVIEW, that will treat each 
of the major periods in depth. -James Goodfriend 

The RENAISSANCE was, above all, the great age of polyphonic vocal music. 
Religious music was dominant, but there existed a large amount of secular 
dance and processional music, together with a continuing tradition of secular 
vocal music that amounted, by the end of the period, to an important body 
of work. Voices and instruments were used comparatively interchangeably, 
though there were the beginnings of a separate, purely instrumental music. 
Music printing was invented. The principal forms of the period included the 
motet, mass, madrigal, chanson, and later the Lutheran chorale in vocal 
music; dance forms like the pavane and galliard; and such non -dance forms 
as the ricercari and canzona in instrumental music. 

The BAROQUE period evolved from the Renaissance by slow degrees, the 
most sudden development being the invention of opera. Solo vocal music 
developed to a high degree, and much music was written for specific instru- 
ments in purely instrumental musical forms. Major and minor keys and well - 
tempered tuning all but completely replaced the old church modes, and the 
typical melodic line was a highly ornamented one. Orchestras began to as- 
sume a relatively standard make-up. Principal vocal forms of the period 
were opera, oratorio, cantata, recitative and aria, and song; principal instru- 
mental forms and styles were fugue, passacaglia, theme and variations, 
dance suite, church and chamber sonatas, chorale prelude, concerto grosso 
and solo concerto, the French overture, and the Italian sinfonia. 

The ROCOCO began as a revulsion against the Baroque while continuing 
certain of its ideals. Polyphony and the "learned forms" of composition vir- 
tually disappeared and were replaced by a new concentration on expressivity, 
clarity and lyricism, resulting in both light, elegant, and somewhat super- 
ficial music, and heavy, sturm and drang romanticism. The period saw the 
development of the symphony and the replacement of the concerto grosso 
with the solo concerto, and the refinement of orchestral techniques includ- 
ing full orchestral crescendos and diminuendos. Comic opera and operetta 
began, and the piano replaced the harpsichord and organ as the dominant 
keyboard instrument. Principal forms were the symphony, concerto, solo 
sonata, and song. 

The CLASSIC period was the first to exhibit a true dominance of instru- 
mental music. The establishment of the sonata principle governed the de- 
velopment of the symphony, solo sonata, and chamber music forms. Chamber 
music itself rose to a new position of importance, while the solo concerto 
achieved its classical form. In most countries (some, like England, had 
achieved it earlier) music moved away from noble patronage to publicly 
supported concerts. The single most important instrument was the piano. 
Principal musical forms were Italian opera and German operetta, the four - 
movement symphony and chamber music forms, and the threemovement con- 
certo and solo sonata forms, plus the lighter divertimento and serenade. 

ROMANTICISM embraced many separate movements and had many different 
aspects. To varying degrees composers placed their emphases on expressive 
content rather than on formal elegance, leading first to an unprecedented 
emphasis on the development section of sonata form, and later to the quest 
for simpler and freer forms altogether. A new predilection for pure melody 
arose at the same time that harmonies became far more daring. Music grew 
both larger and smaller as the size of orchestras and of orchestral works 
increased and the musical miniature began a life of its own. The lied became 
a dominant form. Nationalism brought new sounds into serious music, and, 
instrumentally, it was the age of the virtuoso as a public hero. German opera 
turned serious and built toward the Wagnerian music drama, and Italian 
opera became more concerned with the dramatic. The principal forms, be- 
sides opera and music drama, were the symphony, the virtuoso solo concerto, 
the symphonic poem, song, and an abundance of more or less free forms that 

went under the name of impromptu, nocturne, prelude, fantasy, etude, bal- 
lade, and the like, or under no formal name at all. The art of orchestration 
came into its own. 

The division between the Romantic and the LATE ROMANTIC or Post Ro- 
mantic is a purely artificial one. One either sets an arbitrary line between the 
two or, more honestly, if more confusingly, regards each composer individ- 
ually, ignoring comparative dates. Late Romanticism has few characteristics 
of its own, but rather continues and in some cases carries further the trends 
of its predecessor. Musical nationalism still arises today, and music is pro- 
duced today that has far more in common with Brahms than with Stravinsky. 
Late Romanticism is with us still. The increasing emphasis on expressivity 
led, among Late Romantics, to greater and greater degrees of chromaticism, 
and finally, in 1908, to the doors of one of the most powerful of Modern 
movements: dodecaphony, or twelve-tone composition. Performing forces 
grew to mammoth size and works to enormous length. 

IMPRESSIONISM is getting to be a bad word, and it must be taken today- 
even more than the word "Baroque"-apart from its literal meaning. Im- 
pressionism was a basically French movement that found echoes in other 
lands. It was characterized by an approach to form very different from that 
of Western music of the preceding few centuries, by a use of harmonies for 
and in themselves rather than as elements in a progression, and by an in- 
tense interest in the temporally and geographically exotic: Gregorian chant 
and the old church modes, folk music, the music of the orient, to a certain 
extent early jazz. Rather than specific forms, certain harmonies and har- 
monic usages are taken to be hallmarks of Impressionistic style. 

One adopts the word "MODERN" as a convenient term for a quandary. So 
many styles exist or have existed since 1900 (and in a few cases far earlier) 
that are decidedly not a part of something else that one could hardly find 
space to list them, much less describe them. In very general terms, there 
have been two major movements, plus a grab-bag entitled "Modern National- 
ism" that might include such disparate composers as Bartók, Janácek, Ives, 
Vaughan Williams and several dozen others. The two major movements are 
that stemming from Schoenberg on the one hand (largely the twelve-tone 
composers and serial sts), and that arising from Debussy and Stravinsky on 
the other. Quite recently the two have met, but the arch formed by their 
meeting subsumes composers so different from one another in sheer sound, 
and related to special elements of past and present by such varying degrees, 
that classification is as yet impractical. A new schism has developed between 
serialists, tending toward greater control of every aspect of their music 
(including performance), and the aleatoric or "chance" composers. Other 
techniques and styles of the time include gebrauchsmusik, jazz and jazz - 
influenced music, polytonality, atonality, machine music, electronic music, 
musique concrete, primitivism, satirical music, a scientific approach to folk 
music, and music as political propaganda. 

NEO-CLASSICISM, a modern movement distinct enough to be seen as an 
entity, is not, as its name might imply, a reactionary return to the music of 
the past nor is it bound up with the music of the Classic period. It is rather 
a reaction to the excesses of Late Romanticism in the form of an objective 
rather than expressive approach to composition and an emphasis on clarity 
of texture. As part of this approach, Neo -Classicism emphasizes a contra- 
puntal texture, limits orchestral size and color, divorces music from pro- 
grammatic associations, and has adopted certain forms and styles of earlier 
music (toccata, fugue, concerto grosso, passacaglia, and dance suite), using 
them in conjunction with purely twentieth-century melodic, rhythmic, and 
harmonic language. The primary eighteenth -century influence has been 
Johann Sebastian Bach. 

An additional copy of the Calendar may be secured by circling number 180 on the Reader Service Card, page 23. 
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"O
ne of the m

ost persistently 
adm

ired, beloved, lurid influential 
m

usical figures throughout the 
entire w

orT
ld...R

udolfSerkin plays 
not only w

ith his w
hole body but 

also w
ith his w

hole =
soul... alw

ays 
w

ith Serkin it is m
usic-m

an-m
ade 

m
usic that is enshrined...there is 

no need to say m
orelabout a 

m
an like this, for everything he is 

deep dow
n at the core of him

 is 
expressed m

 his m
usic." 
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W
hen R

udolf S
erkin m

ade his A
m

erican debut w
ith 

the N
ew

 Y
ork P

hilharm
onic under A

rturo T
oscanini 

in F
ebruary, 1936, O

lin D
ow

nes w
rote in the N

ew
 

Y
ork T

im
es: "W

 hen 
a soloist of such capacity arrives, 

it 
is 

em
ber"S

ince that historic date, 
audiences in this country and abroad have found every 
S

erkin perform
a 

e.. 
records, in concert halls, at 

M
arlboro ...not only m

em
orable but often 

unforgettable. 

S
erkin M

onth on C
olum

bia M
asterw

orks offers 
eloquent additions to M

r. S
erkin's distinguished 

recorded repertoire, In these im
peccable readings, the 

m
aestro epitom

izes L
ife m

agazine's description: 
"R

udolf S
erkin looks like a scholar and plays like an 

angel." T
he halo of acclaim

 that surroundo M
r. S

erkin 
is richly deserved for his every m

usical endeavor. 
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T
he M

arlboro M
usic F

estival in 
V

erm
ont, says noted violinist and 

conductor A
lexander S

chneider, is 
"a place w

here professional m
usicians 

m
ake m

usic for the sheer joy of it." 
W

ith R
udolf S

erkin as its guiding 
spirit, the M

arlboro ensem
ble is 

com
posed of lum

inaries from
 all over 

the w
orld, w

ho com
e each sum

m
er 

to bask in the atm
osphere w

hich 
in M

arlboro's alone. T
he dedication, 

spirit and excellence of this unique 
festival is captured in the grow

ing 
library of M

arlboro perform
ances on 

C
olum

bia M
asterw

orks. 
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HI FI/STEREO REVIEW'S SELECTION OF THE TOP RECORDINGS 

BEST OF THE MONTH 

CLASSICAL 

MAHLER'S TENTH SYMPHONY REALIZED 
New Columbia re/case is a musical event of the first magnitude 

" ILE leape up to my God...." This line from 
Edith Sit yell's Still Falls the Rain (by way of 
Christopher Marlowe's Faustus) s) could stand 

as a fitting epigraph to Gustav Mahler's last symphony as 

revealed in Columbia's newly released recording with 
Eugene Ormandy and the Philadelphia Orchestra. The 
sense of the epigraph is beautifully conveyed in the 
final ecstatic soaring of the orchestral strings up to the 
serene harmonies that round off this remarkable musical 
masterpiece. 

Mahler had sketched out the music for his Tenth 
Symphony in 1910, and at first-shortly before his death 
in May of 1911 --he had given instructions that the 

sketches he destroyed. Two of the movements (the long 
opening Adagio; as well as the brief Purgatorio that 
forms the third part in this per- 

forming version by Deryck 
Cooke) were left in sufficiently 
finished shape as to harmony and 
orchestral indications that the 

composer's widow, Alma Maria 
Mahler Werfel, felt it possible to 

authorize publication, in 1924, of 
a facsimile in which Alban Berg 
and Ernst Klenek had a hand. 

By the time regular publication 
came about in 1951, conductors 
Alexander von Zemlinsky and 

Franz Schalk, who had led the in- 
itial performances, had also done 
some tinkering of their own. It is 

this version of the two move- 
ments that was recorded on the 
Epic (George Szell), Westmin- 
ster (Hermann Scherchen), and 

SPA (F. Charles Adler) labels. 

While working on an illus- 
trated BBC lecture on the Tenth 

.. r.. .., .414/.«44).414/.«44)/ 

erw:..i -r 

ka 
. 1.. 

+x-ti 

Symphony for the 1960 Mahler centennial, British musi- 
cologist -corn poser -critic Deryck Cooke became fasci- 
nated with the challenge posed by the unrealized Mah- 
ler sketches; and, with some diffidence, Cooke presented 
the initial stage of his attempt to bring the complete 
Mahler Tenth into being as living music in a December 
19. 1960 broadcast. 

There were some sizable gaps in the score as given 
on this broadcast (I have heard a copy of the tape), and 
after the broadcast there remained sonic question as to 
the feasibility of Cooke's attempting a real completion- 
not only because he had not been alone in the first at- 
tempt, but also because Mrs. Werfel had decided to put 
a stop to the whole business. By 1963, however, this 
obstacle had been overcome, and the Cooke performing 

version of Mahler's Tenth Sym- 

phony was premiered in England 
and Germany a year later. Eugene 
Ormandy conducted the Amer- 
ican premiere on November 5, 

1965, and the Columbia record- 
ing sessions followed immedi- 
ately thereafter. 

There can be no question but 
that Deryck Cooke has captured 
to perfection the sense of Mah- 
ler's orchestration and harmony, 
working as he has all the way 

from the original sketches (in- 
cluding those of the earlier - 
published first and third move- 

- merits). The end result is a hire - 
movement symphonic masterpiece 
of immense dramatic impact, 
piercing lyrical beauty, and re- 

markable architectural cohesion. 
It is clear from this recorded 

performance that Mahler had at 

..tl.tsc 

"1 

dtt?'c,=:=~75-. nrYli. 

t USTAV \11In.r:IR 
A photo dated 12 September 1910 and autographed 

alter a performance of the Eighth Symphony 
(Collection New 1'frrk Public Library) 
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last achieved a genuine synthesis of the lyrical manner 
of Das Lied von der Er de and the Ninth Symphony and 

the polyphonic technique he had struggled fiercely to 
perfect in the Fifth, Sixth, Seventh, and Eighth Sym- 

phonies. Where even the Rondo barleske of the Ninth 
sounds rather forced in its ingenuities, the extensive use 

of thematic metamorphosis and interlocking between 

movements, not to speak of complex polyphony, seems 

to come entirely naturally in the Tenth from first to last, 

reaching a magnificent climax in the thematic combina- 
tions leading up to the last -movement apotheosis. 

In essence, the Mahler Tenth Symphony falls into two 
main sections, further divided into live movements. The 
first section comprises the great opening Adagio (music 
that clearly anticipates Alban Berg in its climactic, hair- 
raising dissonance toward the end), and a brief scherzo 
of lighter character. The mood is not one of exhausted 
resignation, but of exuberant vitality. 

The three -movement second section evokes the world of 
Dante's Counnedia-but in the order of Piirgatorio. In- 
ferno. and Paradiso. As with Dante's Prn a,aiorio. so with 
Mahler's: it is no place of hellish torment, but a place 
where the soul must undergo necessary purification from 
earthly sin before eventually being received into Paradise. 
Mahler's music here is brief, and tinged with a sense of 
regret. There follows what might he called the Inferno 
movement, a Satanic scherzo ( Mahler noted at one point, 
"The Devil dances this with me!''). A note of hysteria, 
underlined by prevailingly dissonant texture, dominates 
here, and there are echoes of the first movement of Das 
Lied you der Bade-the Drinking Song of Larlhly Woe. 
The movement ends with the most startling single note 
of the entire Symphony-a deathly thud of the muffled 
bass drum, almost terrifying when first heard. 

It is this same deathly thud that opens the last move- 
ment. This astounding dramatic lour de force came about 
because of an incident that i\lahler witnessed in 1907 
from his suite in the old Hotel Majestic overlooking New 
York's Central Park (he was conducting at the Metropol- 
itan Opera at the time) : a fireman's funeral, whose only 
sound as heard by him was the thud of a muffled bass 

drum reflected from the side of the building and from 
the street below. 

Though the early pages of the movement are steeped 
in gloom, a long and extraordinarily lovely flute solo gives 
promise of redemption. As the movement proceeds, there 
are episodes of turbulence and torment, recollections of 
themes from the previous movements culminating in the 
gigantic dissonance from the first -movement Adagio. 

There follows the resolution, taking the form of a long 
epilogue unsurpassed anywhere in Mahler's work for its 
impassioned beauty. Here is no longer the saddened, ex- 
hausted, and resigned being we knew from the final pages 
of Das Lied von der linde and the Ninth Symphony, but 
one who has somehow discerned the fabric of existence 

in its wholeness, and rejoices even at the moment of ulti- 
mate confrontation. 

There will, I trust, he more than one recorded inter- 
pretation of this symphony in Deryck Cooke's realization. 
The music deserves no less. Eugene Ormandy and his Phil- 
adelphia Orchestra have done a great and glorious thing 
in the first recording, as have producer Thomas Frost and 
the engineering staff. The interpretive emphasis here is on 
drama and passion, and perhaps there will be other re- 

corded readings that will reveal more of the purely lyrical 
depths of the score, especially in its more serene episodes. 
For the present, however, we can only express our utmost 
gratitude to Deryck Cooke. to Eugene Ormandy, and to 
Columbia Records for making the experience of this Tenth 
Symphony a deeply moving reality. 

The recorded sound is, in a word, unsurpassable-it is 

a marvel of full-bodied spaciousness, transparency, and 
depth, and the stereo localization of the instrumental 
choirs is most realistic. David 

Os OO M \HLER: Symphony No. 10 (performing retsioo 
by Deryck Cooke). Philadelphia Orchestra, Eugene Or- 
mandy cond. Co1-unrus M2S 735 two discs St 1.79, M2L 
335* $9.79. 

CHESTNUTS AND SURPRISES 
BEAUTIFULLY SUNG 

The exceptional artistry of Victoria de los Angr les and 
Kenneth AlcKcllnr redeems programs of favorites 

IT is ironic 
have also 

overexposure 

fact that the world's "most beloved" songs 
become the most tiresome as a result of our 
to them. In fairness, however, we cannot 

condemn any music for its excessive popularity. Nor can 
\ve deny the fact that, in performing this type of music, 
singers also demonstrate an act of courage. After all, the 
mere performance of an obscure song may rate .t favorable 
critical comment, while with O sole mio a tenor risks com- 
parison with Caruso himself, and a soprano's /l Bacio will 
usually he judged against Rork or Sutherland's. 

Actually, however, there is ample evidence from the ear- 
liest recorded era that hackneyed and even brazenly in- 
ferior material can be redeemed by exceptional perform- 
ing artistry. And if all singers involved ill similar 
endeavors possessed half the taste and musicianship dis- 
played by Victoria de los Angeles in Angel's new "A 
World of Song'' or Kenneth McKellar in London's ''Con- 
cert Classics," we would perhaps never tire of Ich liebe 
dick or Santa Lucia. 

Seven of the Spanish soprano's choices are certainly 
overfamiliar, but they are all enchantingly done, at times 
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ith a rich infusion of sentimentality that, in this case, is 

hardly misplaced. There is no evidence here of the lately 

rumored vocal difficulties; her tones arc plush, richly col- 

ored, and steady, her communication affectingly tempera- 
mental. The enunciation, however, is not always clear 

and, in the case of the I)volák song, the language (Ger- 
man) is hard to identify. It is evident that producing 
beautiful tones was uppermost in the artist's mind, and 

in this effort she succeeded brilliantly. 
The less familiar portion of "A World of Song" in- 

cludes a characteristically sweet chanson by Hahn, an evoc- 

ative Sicilian song by Sadero, the Brazilian Aztt/ño in a 

Canteloube-like setting, and two zarzuela excerpts that are 

interpreted with nothing less than a bewitching mastery. 

Colorful and sympathetic accompaniments and opulent 
recorded sound add to the fun. 

Tenor Kenneth McKeIlar's program is a similar mixture 
of chestnuts and surprises. Orchestral and piano accom- 

paniments alternate here in a way that makes for one or 
two disconcerting sequences, but the artist is always on 
sure stylistic grounds in moving from I'/aisir d'Amour to 

Die Forelle to ''Ne stot donna." His diction is exemplary 
in clarity, though I would not call his command of either 
German or Italian entirely idiomatic. 

The esoteric portion of Al r. McKellar's program in- 

cludes two sensitise songs by England's John Ireland and 
talph Vaughan Williams, and a seldom -heard Bizet air 

that perhaps he should have sung in French and not in 

English. The real prize, however, is lierlioz's youthful 
1Iegie, a gorgeous Romantic outpouring. The annotations 
are unnecessarily apologetic about Robert Sharpies' or- 

chestration of the composer's piano setting. The song in- 

deed "cries out for orchestral accompaniment, and the 
present treatment is very effective. 

Except for noticeable evidence of artificial enlargement 
of the voice through reverberation, the sound is impressive 
and nicely detailed. George /ellinek 

Os OM VICTORI \ DE LOS ANGELES: A World of Song. 
Mendelssohn: Oat 11'ings of Song. Grieg: Ich liehe Bich. 
Brahms: Lullaby. Dvolák: Songs Al) Mother Taught Ale. 
Martini: Plai.rir d' Amour. Hahn: L'Enamourre. I)elibes: 
The llnids of Cadiz. Stanford: Irish Lullaby. Sadero: Era 
!a ro. Yradier: Laa Paloma. Ovalle: Azulúo. Luna: De Es- 

paña rengo. Chapi: Caree/eras. Victoria de los Angeles (so- 
prano); The Sinfonia of London, Rafael Frühbeck de Bur- 
gos cond. ANGEL S 36296 55.79, 36296' 51.79. 

Os OO KENNETH MC KELLAR: Concert Classics. Gior- 
dani: Caro ratio hen. Schubert: Die Fore!le. Grieg: lch liebe 
Bich. Cottrau: Santa Luria. Bizet: The Fair illaid of Perth: 
Serenade. Ireland: Sea Fever. De Curtis: Torva a Surricnto. 
Puccini: Turandot: Ner,rnn dorma. Vaughan Williams: 
The Roadside Fire. Massenet: Marron: Le Wee. Berlio': 
Elrgie. Martini: Plai.rtr d'Amour. Leoncavallo: Ila/tina/a. 
Kenneth McKellar (tenor); orchestra conducted by Robert 
Sharpies; Denis \Voolford (piano). LONDON OS 25928 
$5.79, 5928` $.f.79. 

Ls. s 
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--- * ENTERTAINMENT.t 

BEST MUSICAL IN YEARS: 
AJAN OF LA MA.VCHA 

Composer Mitch Leigh, and lyricist lop Darion score 
with an unusual treatment of Cervantes' masterpiece 

STANLEY Kuiwich, the motion -picture director and 
producer, recently expressed admiration for the skill 

(and in some cases creativity) that go into the making of 
television commercials. And have you ever listened care- 
fully to the music of some of them? There is a lot to be 
heard in these brief bits from time to time. 

One of the men who write such music is Mitch Leigh. 
A one-time student of the late Paul Ilindemith, Leigh, 
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The death of Don Quixote: Dulcinea (loam Diener). Qui- 
xote (Richard Kiley); and Sancho Panza (bring Jacobson). 

thirty-eight, owns a company called Music Makers, which 
is, among other things. a recording studio on New York's 
57th Street. Leigh is also the man who wrote the music 
for than of La Alancha, the unorthodox musical that 
opened at the ANTA Theater last November. The show 
has created a fuss among professionals in New York. and 
i understand tickets are sold out well into the foreseeable 
future. 

Small wonder. Leigh has written far and away the best 
musical score for Broadway of the last eight, maybe ten, 
years. a score you can listen to as music rather than as an 
auditory souvenir of the show-usually musical -comedy 
albums are most useful to those who have already seen a 

performance. But whether you've seen the show or not, 

you can enjoy this album. and the last score I remember 
saying that about was Al) Fair Lad'. 

Though: i haven't seen it, Alan of La Mancha seems, 
from the evidence of the ,album, to have an odd and in - 
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teresting structure. Described as "a musical within a play," 
it starts with Cervantes in a cell, awaiting trial before a 

court of the Inquisition. Some prisoners steal his uncom- 
pleted manuscript of Don Oui.\ote. Pleading for its re- 

turn, he tells them its story himself, slipping into the 
Quixote role, at which point the show becomes musical. 

Leigh has used Spanish musical materials to create a 

score of rich texture; yet. so well has he blended his in- 
fluences, so personal is his style, that I can't imagine any- 
one but an American \\ riting it. The music is warm, often 
sensuous. It is also extraordinarily biting at times, as when 
Aldonza, the slut Quixote has mistaken for his dream 
girl Dulcinea, tells him she was "born on a dung heap" 
and is likely to die on one. There is a folk -like song called 
Little Bird that the mule -drivers sing. Later, when Quix- 
ote has convinced Aldonza of her worth and she refuses 

to lie with the drovers, she is mercilessly beaten. Little 
Bird is then repeated, the drovers singing it with malice 
while fierce bitter expletives from the brass punctuate their 
violence. The song becomes disturbing in the extreme. 

Richard Kiley, whose talent has grown and grown and 

grown in recent years, is magnificent as Quixote. Today 
the best singer in our musical theater as well as one of its 

finest actors, he sings the score with power, conviction. 
and intensity. It's a good thing he does, too, or Joan Diener 
would walk of( with the show in the role of Aldonza. 
Miss Diener delivers with jarring intensity two of her 
key songs, It's All the Same, in which she says it's a matter 
of indifference whom she lies with, and Aldonza, wherein 
she tells Quixote to look at her and see her as she is-a 
filthy whore "reeking of sweat." I ler delivery of these 
songs is shrill, harsh, nervous, and extremely effective. 
\Vhen she reprises the song Dulcinea as Quixote lies 
dying, her soft singing indicates that the earlier vocal 
harshness was entirely deliberate. Everyone, in fact, sings 
his assigned part well, particularly tenor Robert Roun- 
seville as the padre. 

I was disturbed slightly by one discordant note in the 
show: the tendency of the song I Like hint to characterize 
Sancho Panza in terms of New York show -biz Jewish 
humor. This is a style that normally delights me, but I 
can't see how it fits the Spanish character of the play. 

The orchestrations, turned out by Leigh's team of ar- 

rangers at Music Makers, are as fresh as everything else 

in the show. They utilize French horns, double reeds, and 

classical guitar-instruments one doesn't ordinarily hear 
in Broadway scores. And the parts are extremely well 
written. The recording quality is as warm as the music, 
and nicely balanced as well. Gene Lees 

® MO MAN OF LA MANCHA (Mitch Leigh -Joe Dar - 
ion). Original -cast album. Richard Kiley, Joan Diener, Irv- 
ing Jacobson, Robert Rounseville, others (vocals) ; orchestra, 
Neil Warner cond. /. Don Quixote; It's All the Same: IY'hat 
Do You rant of Ale: and nine others. KAPP KRS 4505 
S 1.79, KR 4505 S3.79. 

LIAM CLANCY: A STIRRING 
PROGRAM OF IRISH SONGS 

his solo album for Vanguard reveals 
strength, charm, and fine musicianship 

T1.Ant CL..\Nc5 is undoubtedly best known as a member 
i 4of the tine, lusty group of singers called The Clancy 
Brothers and Tommy Makem. Here, in Vanguard's new 
release, he is on his own-I believe for the first time on 
discs-and the experience is a complete delight. 

Except for one song, The Rocky Road to Dublin, 
which Luke Kelly sings with him, Clancy appears alone, 
accompanying himself on either six- or twelve -string 
guitar. He seems to me to have all the dualities that 

professional Irishmen" try for and can't get: enormous 
charm and great strength are two of them. and these 
don't always go together. But strong and charming 
Clancy is, and holstered also by a fine musicianship and 
subtle actor's sense so beautifully handled as to be all 
but invisible. Only someone listening carefully several 
times will hear how his effects are achieved. 

lis subject matter is what you might expect: the 
Troubles of the Irish Revolution, of course-and drink- 
ing, and women, and hard times. And it sounds as though 
he knows all about those things. All the material is 

fascinating, but Mr. Clancy's album would deserve to 
be the best of several months for his inclusion and per- 
formance of two songs. They follow one another on his 

album, and my copy is already a little worn on the two 
bands. To take the second trst-Royal Canal: Brendan 
Behan used this song as a frame in which to set his 
platy The Quare Felton'; and Clancy sings it beautifully', 
getting the listener completely involved before he ham- 
mers home the play on words with which the song ends. 
It is, by the way, a prison song. 

And secondly, the first: The Patriot Game; credited 
here to Behan's brother Dominic. If Bob Dylan and my 
suspected chronology run true to form, then Dylan used 

this song for 117ith God on Our Side as one more of his 

contemporary reflections on ageless topics. But for once, 
if I'm right, Dylan didn't improve on the original. The 
Patriot Game is the most softly chilling, precise anti -war 
song I've heard, every bit as good as Johnny, I Hardly 
Knew Ye (and how Clancy could sing that!). 

Good sound, but there is to my ears no discernible dif- 
ference in quality between the mono and stereo versions. 

Joe Goldberg 

Os ® LIAM CI-ANCY: Liam Clancy. Liam Clancy (vo- 
cals, guitar, twelve -string guitar), Luke Kelly (vocals). Anac 
Citan: Black Irate,. Side: Ten and Nine: Galway Racer: 
Lang A -Growing; and nine others. VANGUARD VSD 79168 
S5.-9, VRS 9168 54.79. 
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WHY PAY $78 FOR THE AR TURNTABLE 
WHEN YOU CAN GET A QUALITY AUTOMATIC 
FOR $99.50? 

1 The above price comparison doesn't reflect actual cost. The $78 price of the AR turntable includes an 

oiled walnut base, transparent dust cover, and center piece for 45 -rpm records. These necessary parts of a 

record player must be purchased separately for the "$99.50" automatics, increasing their total cost to at 

least $114.75 and as much as $125.20. 

2. Assuming that you are prepared to spend from $36.75 to $47.20 more for a changer, you should know 

exactly what you are paying for. 96% of records must be turned over by hand whether you use a changer 

or a manual turntable - outside of the old 78's, only 4% of recorded selections take up more than one disc.* 

3. The AR turntable is guaranteed, as a condition of sale, to meet NAB broadcast turntable specifications 
for rumble, wow, flutter, and speed accuracy. There is no possibility of the player slowing down, and the 

music going slightly flat, as a load of records builds up on the platter. The AR turntable has been selected by 

professional equipment reviewers** above all other turntables in the field, including those costing twice as 

much. Selection was on the basis of outstanding performance, including insensitivity to mechanical shock 

and acoustic feedback. 

*lf you are stacking records for background music, of course, you can load a changer with unrelated singles. 

**Lists of the top equipment choices of four magazines are available on request. All four chose the AR turntable. 
(Three of the four, incidentally, chose AR -3 speakers.) 

A ;OUSTIC RESEARCH, INC., 24 Thorndike Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02141 
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'S own 
ozart 

estiva 
If you can't get to Europe for this year's music - 
making, don't despair. This month DGG is bring- 
ing you its own Mozart Festival, with everything 
from concertos to chamber music, symphonies to 
serenades. And with everyone, from von Karajan 
to Fischer-Dieskau. All new. All noteworthy. All 
superbly recorded in DGG's grand manner. 

SYMPHONY NO. 29 IN A, K. 201 
SYMPHONY NO. 33 IN B FLAT MAJOR, K. 319 

Berlin Philharmonic/llerbert von Karajan. 
39 002, Stereo 139 002 

THE MAGIC FLUTE (Highlights) 
Evelyn Lear, Roberta Peters, Dietrich Fischer- 
Dieskau, Fritz \Vunderlich, others; Berlin Phil- 
harmonic/Karl Boehm. 
19 440, Stereo 136 490 (includes leaflet of texts) 

CLARINET QUINTET IN A, K. 581 
OBOE QUARTET IN F, K. 370 

Berlin Philharmonic Soloists. 
18 996, Stereo 138 996 

DIVERTIMENTO NO. IS IN B FLAT, K. 287 
"EINE KLEINE NACHTMUSIK," K. 525 

Berlin Philharmonic/Herbert von Karajan. 
39 004, Stereo 139 004 

I'I LNO CONCERTO NO. 12 IN A, K. 414 
PI tNO CONCERTO NO. 26 IN D, "CORONATION," K. 537 

Geza Anda, pianist C conductor/Sal/burg Camer- 
ata Academica. 
39 113, Stereo 139 113 

QUARTETS FOR FLUTE & STRINGS 
In D, K. 285; in G, K. 985a; In C, K. 285b; in A, 
K. 298. 
Berlin Philharmonic Soloists. 
18 997, Stereo 138 997 

AND ON ARCHIVE 
PRODUCTION 

:MOZART: SEREN tDE NO. 4 IN D, K. 203 (18911) 
MARCH IN I), K. 237 (189C) 

Cappella Coloniensis, Ferdinand Leitner, cond. 
3263, Stereo 73263 

J. S. BACH: CANTATA NO. 147, "IIerz and Mond and 
Tat and Leben" 
Ursula Bueckel, I lertha Toepper, John van Kes- 
teren, Kieth Engen, Munich Bach Choir, A nsbach 
Bach Festival Soloists, Karl Richter, cond. 

CANTATA NO. 60, "0 Ewigkeit, du Donnerwort" 
Bertha Toepper, Ernst I laefliger, Kieth Engen, 
Edgar Shann, Munich Bach Choir R Orchestra, 
Karl Richter, cond. 
3231, Stereo 73231 

TELEMANN: "INO" CANTATA 
Gondola .Janowitz, Ilamburg Telemann Society 
Orchestra, Wilfred Boettcher, cond. 
3259, Stereo 73259 
FREE! Send for the lively new illustrated DGG and 
Archive catalogs. Write MGM Records, Classical 
Division, 1510 Broadway, New York City 10036 
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HIFI/STEREO REVIEW'S CHOICE OF THE LATEST RECORDINGS 

CLASSICAL 
Reviewed by WILLIAM FLANAGAN DAVID HALL GEORGE JELLINEK IGOR KIPNIS 

0 ® BACH: Cantata No. 203, "Ancore 
tradilore." Jacques Villisech (bass); Gus- 
tav Leonhardt (harpsichord). Cantata ,\o. 
209, "Von as che sin dolore." Agnes Giebel 
(soprano); Frans Vester (flute); Gustav 
Leonhardt (harpsichord); the Leonhardt 
Consort. TELEFUNKEN SAWT 9465 $5.79, 
AWT 9465" S5.79. 

Performance: Excellent No. 209 
Recording: Superior 
Stereo Quality: Fine 

Of these two secular chamber cantatas. No. 
209 is the more effectively performed he e. 

Agnes Giehel is in excellent voice, and both 
her sympathetic treatment of the text (con- 
cerning an Italian artist who is persuaded 
to return to his native country) and the 
stylish playing of the Baroque ensemble are 
a pleasure to the ear. The solo bass cantata 
(all about lose betrayed and the resolution 
to renounce it) is less satisfactory partly 
because the bass soloist is not capable of 
much color and dynamic nuance, and partly 
because the first movement of the work is 

taken at a hectic tempo. Too, although the 
music is scored only for voice and a partially 
realized continuo, a cello would have 
strengthened the bass line. This is done in 
a superior recording of the cantata on Odeon 
911163 ( mono or stereo) by Dietrich 
Fischer-Dieskau. who invests his part with 
far more dramatic expression than Villisech 
does here, and Edith Picht-Axenfeld, whose 
harpsichord playing is more graceful than 
Leunhatrdt's. Telefunken's sound is first-rate, 
and texts, in both Italian and German. are 
included. I. K. 

O ® BACH : Passaraglia and Fugue iu C 
Minor (I!II"I" 582): Toccata alit/ Fugue in 
1) Minor (13117V 565): Fantasy and Fugue 
in G Minor ("The Great." 13117V 542): 
Prelude in 1) Minor (13117V 539); Prelude 
and Fugue iu G Major ("The Great." 
13IVN 541). E. Power Biggs (pedal harpsi- 
chord). COLUMBIA MS 6804 $5.79, ML 
6204°° S4.79. 

Performance: A curiosity 
Recording: Superior 
Stereo Quolity: Natural 

The pedal harpsichord, a combination of a 

regular two -manual (keyboard) harpsichord 
and a pedal board, and the pedal clavichord 

Explanation of symbols: 
OO = stereophonic recording 
® = monophonic recording 

* = mono or stereo version 
not received for review 

-two clan ichords, one on top of the other, 
plus a connecting pedal hoar.l-were the 
practice instruments used in the eighteenth 
century by organists who preferred the com- 
forts of an instrument at home to the frigid 
environs of an organ loft in winter. Of the 
two, the pedal clavichord, because of its 
lower cost. was by far the more common. 
On records, the pedal harpsichord has been 
rare (a Cook recording by Bruce Prince - 
Joseph of some Bach pieces is presumably 
still available); the pedal clavichord has not 
to my knowledge ever been recorded, al- 
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E. I't)tvElt BIGGS AT THE PEDAL IlAltl'SICIIORI) 
Good playing on a rare instrument 

though it will no doubt make its disc debut 
at some nor -too -distant date. 

Biggs. who here plays a pedal harpsichord 
recently constructed by John Challis, has 
chosen repertoire that is associated only with 
the organ, and although the innovation is 

interesting. it is also not a little curious to 
the ear. The relatively straightforward non - 
chordal style of the D Minor Prelude and 
the I'assactglia seems to be better adapted to 
the pedal harpsichord than the Toccata and 
the Fantasy, the held chords of which do 
not sustain on the harpsichord unless they 
are arpeggiated. 

One defect of the record is the sameness 
of registration. for the instrument offers 
little variety of color: indeed, its most im- 
pressive characteristic is the resounding 
sonority of its pedals. Interpretively, Mr. 
Biggs indulges in a few interesting but some- 
what questionable practices: in the Passa- 

caglia. I commend his insertion at two points 

of a brief cadenza. hut the application of 
nine! inégales. a practice considered accept- 
able only in French music or at least pieces 
written in the French style, seems not only 
stylistically incorrect hut arbitrary as well. 
Then, too, one has the feeling that Biggs 
would have sounded more at home on an 
organ-although technically I have no com- 
plaint. Columbia's sound is quite impres- 
sive. /. K. 

OO CD BEETHOVEN: Cello Sonatas: Op. 
5. No. I, in F Major. and \'o, 2, in G 
Minor; Op. 69, in A Major; Op. 102, \o. 
1, in C Major; and No. 2, in 1) Major. 
Antonio Janigro (cello); Jiirg Demus (pi- 
ano). VANGUARD VSD 71136/37 two discs 
$11.58, V RS 1136/37 59.59. 

Performance: Op. 102 best 

Recording: A trifle cramped 
Stereo Quality: Favors left channel 

It was 3eethoven who originated the cello 
sonata as we know it today. His Op. 5 pair, 
especially the second of the two, reveals the 
young Beethoven in top form. just as Op. 
69 is of a piece with the G Major Piano 
Concerto of the middle period, and the Op. 
102 pair is typical of the more accessible as- 

pects of the late Beethoven style. 
Casals young and Casals old. Fournier and 

Gulda. Schuster and \Vührer. Starker and 
Bogin, Rostropovich and Richter. Janigro 
and Zecchi a decade ago, and now Janigro 
and lürg Dcmus today, have all taken a 

shot at the Beethoven cello sonatas in their 
entirety. To choose any single version out 
of this illustrious company as being the best 
of al is an impossible task. 

Taking the new Janigro recording on its 
own merits, it is my impression that he and 
Demus are more at home with the terse in- 
tensities of the Op. 102 set than with the 
expansiveness of Op. 69 or Op. 5. No. 2. 

They bring fine momentum and tension to 
Op. 102, No. 2 in particular. The micro - 
phoning of cello and piano seems rather 
close up and a trifle cramped in the bass. 

NOTICE: The 1965 Po/art index to 
Record Reviews is now available. In a 

format much like the Schwann catalog's. 
this booklet indexes. by publication. 
month, and page number, records and 
tapes of all kinds which in 1965 re- 

ceived critical reviews of substance in 
ten leading American music and sound 
periodicals, among them IItFt/STEREO 
RrvtE\r'. To obtain the Index. write 
to Polart, 20115 Goulburn Ave.. De- 
troit, Michigan 48205. enclosing 51.50 
(postpaid). 
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with the left channel being favored through- 
out the four sides. 

Speaking for myself, I would not he ready 
to throw out either my Rostropovich-Richter 
records or those of Starker and Bogin from 
the 1950's. 1),I1. 

O OO BEETHOVEN: String Quarlets: 
Op. 59 ("Rasonnmorsky"): No, 1, in F 
Major; No. 2, in E Minor; No, 3. in C 
Major: Op. 74. in E -/lac ("Harp"); Op. 
95, in F Minor. Fine Arts Quartet. CON- 
GER'r-Disc SP 506/3 three discs $14.94, MP 
1506/3' 511.94. 

Performance: Op. 74 and Op. 95 best 
Recording: Generally good 
Stereo Quality: Excellent 

The Fine Arts Quartet takes a more lyrically 
expansive view of the great Op. 59 quartets 
than the luilliard with their hair-raisingly 
taut and dramatic versions for Epic (re- 
viewed in January). However, the three 
records of the Concert -Disc set include not 
only a fine version of the "Harp" Quartet. 
as was the case with the luilliard album. 
but the tersely dramatic Op. 95 for good 
measure. The latter gets the most impres- 
sively dramatic performance of the lot here. 

Judging by the number of Beethoven 
quartets per dollar, this album is an out- 
standing buy. However, on my stereo review 
copy, the pickup tracking was borderline in 
some of the climactic passages of Op. 59. 
No. 2. D. 11. 

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT 

O OO BEETHOVEN: String Quartets: 
No. 10, in E-/I5i, Op. 74 ("Harp"); No. I1, 
in F Minor, Op. 95. Weller Quartet. LON- 
DON CS 6131 55.79, CM 9431:: $4.79. 

Performance: Warm and persuasive 
Recording: A-1 

Stereo Quality: Excellent 

The Weller Quartet, composed of young 
players from the Vienna Philharmonic Or- 
chestra, burst upon my awareness by way 
of this Beethoven disc. and one of the 
Brahms Opus 51 quartets. like a low -charge 
thunderbolt. This is to say that the ensemble 
resembles more nearly the lyrical Pro Arte 
Quartet of the 1930's than it does such con- 
temporary groups as the Juilliard String 
Quartet. with its fierce tautness of approach. 
Not that the Wellers are lacking in backbone. 
But they display not only unerring intonation 
and mutual resiliency. hut also :t tonal 
warmth that is altogether captivating. 

Thus their readings of the fast movements 
of the "Harp" and Op. 95 quartets are a 

trifle more weighty than we are accustomed 
to hear from contemporary chamber groups, 
but they carry their own special conviction. 
On the other hand, their pacing of the 
great Adagio of the "Harp" Quartet is a 

little faster and more flowing than usual, an 
approach that offers new and valid insights 
into this music. 

The ensemble playing is utterly impec- 
cable, as is London's recording. If these re- 
corded performances can he counted on as 
the norm for the Wellers. then let us have 
more from them and soon! D. II. 

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT 

O © BOULEZ: Le Soleil des Eaux. Jose- 
phine Nenduck (soprano), Barry McDaniel 
(tenor), Louis Devos (bass): BBC Chorus 

74 

and Symphony Orchestra. Pierre Boulez cond. 
MESSIAFN: Chronochromie. KOECII- 
LIN: Les Bandar -Log. BBC Symphony 
Orchestra, Antal Dor:tti cond. ANGEL S 

36295 55.79, 36295' $4.79. 

Performance: Sounds marvellous 
Recording: Excellent 
Stereo Quality: Excellent 

One of the most fascinating traits of the post- 
\\'ebernite twelve-tone absolutist is his ap- 
parently compulsive need to reach back into 
the history of music-recent or even further 
-to nail down musicological documentation 
of the inevitability of post-Webernite ascend 
ancy. I recently heard the American com- 
poser Milton Babbitt. in a public address. 
suggest that a serious re-evaluation of the 
contribution of Scriabin was long overdue. 
Seems we've all been doing Scrisbin in. That 
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exhausted old "mystic" chord of his consti- 
tutes, after all, a primitive precursor of to- 
day's advanced serial organization. He is 
suddenly very significant. Of course, we 
would do well to sweep the "mystic" part of 
it under the rug-even though this adjective 
describes Scriahin's aesthetic intent vividly. 
But, anything goes: these days such breath- 
takingly diverse and mismatched fellows as 
Franz Liszt (those fascinating piano tran- 
scriptions of Wagner!), Charles Ives, Claude 
Debussy (Ravel's classicism doesn't fit the 
hill. so he's finished, of course), and Olivier 
Messiaen (he wrote one ''totally organized'' - 
type non-\\'ebcrnitc piece. then more or less 
let it go at that)-all find themselves on the 
same Procrustean bed. 

If I make so extensive a point of all this. 
it is because the music we hear in this ex- 
tremely valuable and very exciting new 
Angel issue seems almost to have been as- 
sembled to make such a point: how, as it 
were, from Charles Koechlin (I867.1950) 
and Olivier Messiaen (1908- )-with 
the help of \X'ebern-France has evolved its 
newest genius. Pierre Boulez. 

The most extraordinary thing about the 
three works involved here is. of course, that 
they are so totally different from each other 

and so personal. (That last word is definitely 
not In with the New Critics!) The Koechlin 
piece is extravagantly varied, drawing as it 
admittedly does on the widest range of con- 
temporary musical devices, remarkably pic- 
turesque, and in its post -Impressionistic way 
evocative. This is indeed a composer we 
should hear more of. 

The Boulez work displays pretty much 
what his best work has usually displayed: an 
extraordinarily enlightened and cultivated 
ear that, in the musical product itself, can 
make even the most nntré, complex musical 
configuration immediately communicative. I 

find the first movement by far the more ex- 
traordinay. But perhaps this is because its 
technique is less \C'eberniaun. Still. even in 
the sum of its parts, it is a ravishingly beau- 
tiful work and one that all who are inter- 
ested in recorded contemporary music should 
make instant acquaintance with. 

The Messiaen piece I find something of :t 

bore-after the first impact of its extravagant 
sonority wears off. Could he that I tire easily 
of birds and hells. The performances of all 
the music seem to me uniformly remarkable 
in both instrumental technique and interpre- 
tive projection. And Angel has supplied re- 
corded sound and stereo that are of the high- 
est quality. IV. F. 

O © BRAHMS: Piao Sonata No. 1, in C 
Major-, Op. 1; Piano Sonata No. 2, in I: - 
sharp Minor. Op. 2. Julius Kitchen (pi. 
ano). LONDON CS 6410 $5.79, CM 9410° 
S4.79. 

O © BRAHMS: Waltzes, Op. 39: To -o 

Rhapsodies, Op. 79: Four Ballades, Op. 10. 

Julius Kitchen (piano). LONDON CS 6444 
55.79, CM 9444 54.79, 

Performance: Virtuosic 
Recording: Excellent 
Stereo Quality: Very good 

These are the third and fourth volumes of 
what will eventually he an eight -disc collec- 
tion of the complete works for solo piano 
by Brahms. Katchen impresses one with his 
all -encompassing technical command; the 
fistfuls of notes towards the close of the early 
Second Sonata, for instance, do not seem to 
faze him a hit. He also has a big tone and 
a warm approach, vital elements for Brahms' 
piano music. In the two sonatas, the playing 
is exciting and convincing. The other disc 
offers a fine. sympathetic account of the 
Waltzes, but in the Rhapsodies and the 
less frequently heard Ballades, well played 
though they may he, a certain quality of 
rhetoric seems to he missing. The Ballades 
in particular are a trifle bland, and I think 
that lürg von Vintschger (on an import, 
Columbia STC 80577) achieves Netter re- 
sults with the impetuosity and the fieriness 
of this music. London's sound is spacious 
and warm. 1. K. 

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT 

O © BRAHMS: String Quartets, 0p. 
51: No. 1, in C Minor; No. 2, in A Minor, 
Weller Quartet. LoNDoN CS 6432 55.79, 
CM 9432' S4.79. 

Performance: Superb 
Recording: First-rate 
Stereo Quality: Good 

In the knotty and formidable Brahms Op. 51 

(Continued on page 76) 
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Classic Comments 

society woman who invited 
Fritz Kreisler to dinner 
added to her note: "P. S. 

Please bring your violin." Mr. 
Kreisler was equally polite and 
wrote a note accepting the invita- 
tion. He too had a postscript: 
"P.S. My violin never dines out!" 

RCAVictor 
The most trusted name in sound t 

Comments on Classics: 
New Recordings from RCA Victor Red Seal 

Marvel at the two Lucias-romantic and 
tragic-which beautiful Anna Mollo sings 
with such warmth and rare insight. Georges 
Prétre enriches this performance with his 
electrifying tempi. With Bergonzi, Sereni 
and F/agello. 3 -record album including 
libretto and text. In Dynagroove sound. 

Donizetti 

WEIR DI IdiSYtST2E1VT200R 
Moffo Bergonzi Sereni Flagello 

RCA ~ma Oprra OrMralra,aed Chorus 

rjleorges Prétre, (hda:lar " 

sr,_;. I.',_._", 7.:- 
' 

o `z.. 
IstK' k"-. 

MO*, ..-L " \ 
ANNA mono . opriwou.--,,, ) r 

dwwd- 

Two masterpieces never recorded before 
by Rubinstein. A fine example of Liszt's 
drtuoso music and the greatest of Sefut- 
bert's piano works. Recorded i,i RCA Vic- 
tor's Rome studios, in Dyrroove sound. 

'ARTUR RUBINSTEIN 
Liszt: Sonata in 8 Minar 

Schubert: "Wanderer" Fantasy 
Two romantic masterpieces l\ in their first recording 

nw 
by Rubinstein ,Mql 

Erick Friedman's powerful tone and extra- 
ordinary technical command, combined 
with conductor Ozawa's verve, energy and 
perception result in a recording of remark- 
able statue. In Dynagroove sound. 

ERICK FRIEDMAN 
The Tchaikorsky and 

Mendelssohn Violin ConcertosT,,t70e 

SEIJI OZAWA max 
conducting the London Symphony Orch. 

7 - 

Swinging collection of /3 Roston Pops fa- 
vorites. Arthur Fiedler and the orchestra's 
62 -piece string .section. Includes ingenious 
arrangement combining "Humoresque" 
and "Swanee River." /8 solo violinists play 
the Finale from Mendelssohn's Violin 
Concerto, plus "Malagueita" and others. 

NOhDAY FoR Gs'r' 
:.1 a r P(1PS 'A>XffOt REDLER 

"1 ' tCl'.r .a 

Important event for Rralnns lovers and 
Robert Shaw devotees. This is Shaw's first 
recording of both hooks of the Liebeslieder 
Waltzes. With outstanding piano soloists, 
Claude Frank and Lilian Kallir. 

4 

grahms/THE LIEBESLIEDER WALTZES 
THE ROBERT SHAW CHORALE 
:mamas Edith -Florence KoplefSeth McCoy 
-heed« UppmanClaude Frank and 
Dian Kallir, Pianists 

N 
y 

Pennario and conductor, Seiji Ozawa, in a 
collaboration marked by rare interpretive 
feeling. Pennario displays his affinity for 
Schumann. A sparkling performance of 
the Strauss. In Dynagroove sound. 

LEONARD PENNARIO biA 
Schumann: Piano Concerto 

Straus*: Barleeke 

SEUI OZAWA 
Conducting the Symphony Orch. 

I ; 
1 "iy. 
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di.tyou know... 

that any records and tapes reviewed in this issue 
can be purchased through the HIFI/STEREO REVIEW 
Record Service? 

To order, simply fill out the coupon below. Orders 
can be accepted only for recordings reviewed in this 
issue, and must be received no later than the date 
indicated at the bottom of the coupon. 

IIIFI/STEREO REVIEW RECORD SERVICE DEPT. SC 
ONE PARR AVE. NEV YORK 16, N.Y. 

Please send the following records and/or tapes reviewed in this issue. 
Check or Money Order for $ is enclosed. 

0 C.O.D. Within the Continental Limits of the United States only. 

ALL RECORDINGS ARE FULLY GUARANTEED 
PAGE NO. 
OF REVIEW TITLE 

RECORD (TAPE; 
NUMBER (SEE 

REVIEW) 
MANUFACTURER PRICE 

(SEE REVIEW) 

quartets here the Weller ensemble made up 
of young members of the Vienna Philhar- 
monic, truly proves its mettle. Its flawless in- 
tonation. tonal warmth, and utter clarity of 
linear projection do more to communicate the 
substance of Brahms' musical intentions in 
palatable fashion than any performance I 

have heard thus far on or off records. With 
all due respect for the worthy efforts of the 
Budapest Quartet (see the March 1966 is- 
sue, page 82), this recorded performance 
by the Weller Quartet tops all that have 
been done thus far. in my estimation. 

There is strength-even savagery, where 
needed-in these readings. yet there is also 
the utmost tenderness unmarred by cloying 
sentimentality. The recorded sound is per- 
fection. If you have thought these Brahms 
quartets hard to take, this recording will 
change your mind! D. II. 

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT 

O OM BR ITI LN: I'rni,lions on a Theme 
of Frank Bridge. TIPPFTT: Fantasia Con- 
certante and Theme of Corelli. CORELLI: 
Cocerlo Grosso in F. Op. 6. No. 2. Bath 
Festival Orchestra. Vehudi Menuhin and 
Michael Tipped cond. ANGHI. S 36303 $5.79, 
36303° S4.79. 

Performance: Immaculate 
Recording: Superb 
Stereo Quality: Excellent 

This is. in just about every sense, a perfectly 
beautiful recording. The composers repre- 
sented are all excellent musical company, and 
they are at their best here. The Corelli Con- 
certo Grosso-a particularly fanciful and 
beautiful one-sets the tone for the release. 
a cunningly appropriate one because Michael 
Tippett's Fantasia Coceria to is derived 
from a Corelli theme. This contemporary 
work is remarkably beautiful and eloquent: 
Tippett's impeccable virtuosic craftsmanship 
abounds as always. but without the tendency 
it often has to attract attention to itself. 

The Britten work, rather more familiar in 
this country, is hardly less admirable, al- 
though it does not cut so deeply. It is stun- 
ningly conceived for the instruments, it sings 
most fetchingly when it is of a mind to. and 
it holds one's interest steadily. 

The performances are wonderfully precise 
and detailed-the string playing in itself is 

a miracle of vitality. Angel has supplied re- 

corded sound and stereo treatment that catch 
every nuance just about as perfectly as mod- 
ern engineering techniques permit. II". F. 

CORELLI: Concerto Grosso in F, Op. 6, 
No. 2 (see BRITTEN) 

DUFAY: Alissa "-L'llonnne Armé." 
Berkeley Chamber Singers, Alden Gilchrist 
cond. LYRICHORD LLST 7150 $5.95. LI. 
150 S4.98. 

Performance: Commendable 
Recording: Good 
Stereo Quality: Fine 

N.Y. State residents please add local sales tax. Although not a first recording. this most 
famous of the L'Ilomme Armé Masses (so 
called because the cantos firmus is based on 
the French secular song. The Armed Alan), 
is at present the only mailable version. Of 
some thirty Masses written on this tune, 
Guillaume Dufay's is one of the two most 
distinguished (the other. by losquin des 
Prés. was published in 1502, some fifty years 
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after the presumed date of Dufay's compo- 
sition). It is an unusually powerful work, 
essential for any Renaissance collection. The 
Berkeley Chamber Singers. a California 
group, perform it in a straightforward fash- 
ion here, without anachronistic long -line 
phrases or dynamic swoop. At the same time. 
I have two criticisms: in a tan/u.r firm us 
Mass of this period. instrumental doubling 
would have been stylistically desirable; and 
discords as well as accents in complex 
rhythmic passages should receive more stress 
than they do here. Otherwise the interpre- 
tation is worthy. The stereo separation is 
good, but a few moments of distortion mar 
the otherwise fine sound. I. K. 

® UVORAK: (Violin Concerto. in A 
Minor, Op. 53. RAVEL: Izigane. Edith 
Peinemann (violin): Czech Philharmonic 
Orchestra, Peter MLtag cond. DEUTsctir 
GRAM SIOPHoN SUM 139120 $5.79, LPM 
19120' 55.79. 

Performance: Lovely 
Recording: Spacious 
Stereo Quality: Good 

If this recording of Dvoi:ík and Ravel is a 

fair representation of her musicianship and 
technique. young Edith Peinemann is a 

violinist to keep an ear on, so to speak. In- 
deed, I look forward to a Mozart concerto 
series from her, for her pure yet warm violin 
tone, her innate sense of just phrasing and 
rhythm. and her impeccable intonation re- 
call the wonderful classic playing of Szigeti 
and Szymon Goldberg in their pre -World 
War 11 primes. 

The Dvoiák Concerto, with its rather 
overworked and overlong first movement, is 
scarcely an ideal vehicle for a disc debut, but 
Miss Peinemann does lovely things with the 
beautiful slow movement and joyous finale. 
The accompaniment provided by the Czech 
Philharmonic under Peter Maag is as brac- 
ing and authentic as can be. and the recorded 
sound is big, bright, and spacious-done, 
I should guess, in the Rudolfinium Concert 
Hall in Prague, where the Czech Philhar- 
monic gives its regular concerts. 

It is interesting to hear Ravel's gypsy 
tour de force played with a decided Cen- 
tral European Y-igaue flavor. as opposed to 
the Gallic brut treatment that characterizes 
the majority of recorded performances. The 
results, on this record, are delightful and 
wholly convincing. D. H. 

ELGAR: Enigma Variations (see 
VAUGIIAN WILLIAMS) 

® FALLA: El Amor Brujo: Dances 
from "The Tbree-Cornered Hat." Grace 
Bumbry (mezzo-soprano); Berlin Radio Or- 
chestra, Lorin Maazel cond. DEUTSCHE 
GRAMMOPIION SLPM 139115 S5.79, 19115: 
55.79. 

Performance: Elegant, subdued 
Recording: Excellent 
Stereo Quality: Very good 

I am surprised-if far from either disin- 
terested or displeased-by Maazel's perform- 
ance of these standards from the Falla cata- 
logue. Where one might have expected him 
to cut loose with the virtuosity and orches- 
tral fireworks that mark both his capability 
and his frequent manner. he has chosen to 
present the music with restraint and at- 
tention to refinement of musical detail. Cer- 

VERDI 

DON 
ARLO 

RENATA TEBALDI 
GRACE BU M BRY 

CARLO BERGONZI 
DIETRICH FISCHER-DIESKAU 

NICOLAI GHIAUROV 
MARTTI TALVELA 
JOAN CARLYLE 

ÓRCHESTRA AND CHORUS OF THE 
ROYAL OPERA HOUSE, COVENT GARDEN 

GEORG -. SOLTI - 

STEREO OSA -1432 MONO A-4432. 

froCOD01`,ffrr_ 
FULL FREQUENCY RANGE RECORD/NG 

* With such a brilliant cast; how could we 
top it with a headline ? 
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tainly Grace Bumbry's singing in El Amor 
Brujo comes over as almost a re.ictionarily 
straightforward interpretation after Leontyne 
Price's hopped -up, quasi-Supertia recording 
of a year or so ago. 

The final effect of the performance as a 

whole is that it is interesting and attractive, 
but perhaps a little too shy on temperament: 
one need not succumb to the stylistic ex- 
cesses that are usually thought necessary to 
the effective performance of The Ritual Fi e 

Dance. for example, to avoid the near -bland- 
ness of Maazel's reading of it here. 

The recorded sound is rich and handsome 
and the stereo effect is line. II'. F. 

® HANDEI-: Nine German Arias from 
"lydisches Vergnügen in Gott." Edith 
Mathis (soprano). Ensemble consisting of 
violin, viola da gamba, recorder, flute, the - 

Strings, and Continuo (see PERGOLESI) 

MAHLER: Symphony No. 10, performing 
version by Derck Cooke (see Best of the 
Month, page 67) 

Os ® MASSENET: Thais (highlights). 
Jacqueline Brumaire (soprano), Thais; 
Michel Dens (baritone). Athanael; Chris- 
tiane Gayraud (mezzo-soprano), Abbess; 
Paris Opera Orchestra and René Duclos 
Chorus, Pierre Dervaux cond. ANGEL S 

36286 55.79, 36286" $4.79. 

Performance: Intense 
Recording: Good 
Stereo Quality: Okay 

Here is another chapter in Angel's praise- 
worthy series of highlights from French 
operas (Lakmé, Ilérodi.tde, Le Damnation 

'Ceo will understand its 
rising intonation How 
shall anyone not hear 

Why will some try to 
bear to listen Shall 
a trumret be bl,wn in 
a city and the neopie 
be nrt afraid Or will 
the first instant last 
so long that many high 

windy cornices housing 
the self -emptying echo 

of answers unrequested 
will crumble before the 
smiling silences regain 

their rule will her hair 
throb Will his heart itch 

Or will their eyes cloud 
up when their ears stop 

singing In a twilight 
dying winds of blast 

disperse in choirs 
But with no west 

where Over 
To 

"TEKIAI-1 GEDOLA!I!" 
(Last Ilorn-Blast) 

In \lentoriam: Noah Greenberg (1919-1966) 
b,' John Hollander 

choke off 

orbo. oboe, bassoon, and cembalo. ODEON ST 
91262 55.79, 91262 $5.79. 

Performance: Engaging 
Recording: Ultra -clear 
Stereo Quality: Spacious 

According to the liner notes. these arias date 
from 1729, which means that they were prob- 
ably written during Handel's visit to Ger- 
many in that year. Since no further informa- 
tion is given. and the standard reference 
hooks fail to provide more data, this is a 

relatively obscure chapter in the composer's 
vast output. 

While Handel's gift of exploiting the 
most effective range of the voice is very 
much evident in these arias, they do not 
represent the composer's highest inspiration. 
The young Swiss soprano-remembered for 
her outstanding work in Odeon's recording 
of The Seasons-displays a tone of liquid 
beauty and remarkable purity. Her phrasing 
of the long Ilandelian lines is nicely con- 
trolled and neatly articulated, although her 
handling of the da capo embellishments (par- 
ticularly the trills) is on the tentative side. 
The gemlike instrumental settings are ex- 
tremely well played, and the brilliant, wide- 
spread stereo sound is sheer joy to the ear. 

G. J. 

HASSE: Concerto for Flu/e. Strings, and 
Co,Ninuo (see PERGOLESI) 

KOECHLIN: Les Bandar -Log (see 
BOULEZ) 

LEO: Concerto for Fo,zr l'iolins, Strings, 
Will Continuo: Concerto for Cello, 

de Faust. and Les Troyen.t are others). The 
expected high points in Alassenet's sensual 
score are all here: Athanael's "I/oí1ú done la 
terrible cité!" from Act I, 'Thais's Mirror 
Aria and the ensuing big duet with Athanael 
from Act II, the inescapable Meditation in- 
terlude and-felicitously-the first and third 
tableaus of Act III intact. Important episodes 
arc missing, to be sure. but we get the es- 
sence of the drama: the struggle of Athanael 
first for the salvation of Thais, then for his 
own. 

With today's much -deplored under -em- 
phasis on French opera, an authentic, well - 
prepared performance is welcome. The over- 
all effect, in this case, is superior to what 
its components might indicate. Jacqueline 
Brumaire has the required range. but her 
tones are uneven and notably lacking in 
warmth. Nevertheless. she handles the role 
convincingly, particularly in the final scenes. 
Dens is a polished, artistic singer, impres- 
sive in a difficult characterization despite 
the serious handicap of a voice limited in 
richness and color. Dervaiix conducts firmly, 
keeping cool and efficient in the face of so 
much latent sentimentality. The orchestral 
sound, however. is occasionally harsh. A 
more lyrical view of the opera is offe ed by 
conductor Etcheverry in the near -complete 
Westminster version. Since the singing in 
the Westminster set is slightly better, it 

rates my preference for obvious reasons. 
Those content with an abbreviated Thais, 
however. will find the present disc satisfying. 

G. J. 

MESS' AEN: Chronochromie (see BOU- 
LEZ) 

RECORDINGS OF SPECIAL MERIT 

® MOZART: Complete Daces and 
Marches. Volume 2: March in I) Major 
(K. 408, !\o. 2); March in C Major (K. 
408. No. 3); Twelve German Dances (K. 
586): Two Minuets with Conir'edanses (K. 
463): Serf!! Minuets (K. 654. Vienna 
Mozart Ensemble, Willi Boskovsky cond. 
LoNuoN CS 6413 $5.79, CM 9413* $4.79. 

® MOZART: Complete Dances and 
Marches, Volume 3: March i,, I) Major 
(K. 249); March in I) Major (K. 335, No. 
1); Si.t Gernnur Dances (K. 600); Twelve 
Minuets (K. 568). Vienna Mozart Ensem- 
ble. Willi Boskovsky cond. LONDON CS 6414 
S5.79, CM 9414 54.79. 

Performance: Thoroughly delightful 
Recording: Excellent 
Stereo Quality: Excellent 

This series, which will eventually encompass 
Mozart's entire output of marches and 
dances, has so far been an out-and-out de- 
light. Juxtaposing chains of dances with the 
marches is an extremely clever idea and 
keeps the listener from accruing a surfeit of 
three-quarter time. 

A glance at the Küchel numbers above in- 
dicates that much of this music was written 
late in Mozart's life: it is. needless to men- 
tion, also of amazingly high quality. Still, 
for the sake of contrast. there is the early 
set of Minuets, K. 65a. written just as the 
composer turned thirteen, and played here 
by only two violins and a double bass instead 
of by the small chamber orchestra employed 
elsewhere. 

l'he festive air of the marches is also most 
appealing, particularly the two Haffner 
marches. K. 2-19 (which was originally at- 
tached to the K. 250 Serenade) and K, 408, 
No. 2 (which Mozart wrote to go along with 
the i iaffner Symphony), Boskovsky plays all 
of this to a turn; he is quite properly Vien- 
nese in his lilt. and the Variety of his tempos 
in dances of the same kind prevent any 
feeling of tedium. London's recording, bar- 
ring a tendency to stridency without a slight 
top cut, is first class. /. K. 

® ® PERGOI.I:SI: Concerto No. I, in G 
Major. for Flute, Strings. and Continuo. 
I. A. HASSE: Concerto, in A Major. for 
Flute, Strings, and Continuo. LEO: Con- 
certo. in D Alajor, for Four Violins. 
Strings. and Continuo: Concerto, in A 
Major. for Cello, Strings. and Continuo. 
Bit'ghard Schaeffer (flute); Dieter Vorholz. 
Elfriede Früh, Gyiirgy Terehesi, and Helga 
Schon (violins); Wolfgang Boettcher 
(cello): Norddeutsches Kammerorchester 
and Berliner Kammermusikkreis, Mathieu 
Lange cond. I)Et'rscHE GRAN TtOPHON 
ARCHIVE ARC 73240 55.79, ARC 3240: 
55.79. 

Performance: Worthy 
Recording: Excellent 
Stereo Quality: Fine 

Of the three composers represented here, 
only Johann Adolph I lasse (1699-1783) is 
not Italian, but his music is thoroughly Ital- 
ianate in style. Pergolesi's flute concerto (al- 
though the work is attributed to him, there is 
some doubt as to its authorship) is a pleas- 
ant. melodious affair. and this performance 
is easily among the best of several available 
recordings. 'The concerto by Hasse, who 
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served as director of the Dresden Opera and 
wrote a vast number of operas in the Italian 
style, is quite similar in mood to the Per- 
golesi. Such a work as this one was un- 
doubtedly in the repertoire of Frederick the 
Great, who had considerable admiration for 
Hasse. Here, too, the performance by both 
soloist and orchestra is exemplary. The 
pieces by the Neapolitan Leonardo Leo 
(1694-1744) have the same rhythmic buoy- 
ancy in fast movements and songfulness in 
slow ones as their discmates here, but the 
performance of the cello concerto is not up to 
the caliber of the rest, because of the Ro- 
mantic inclinations of the soloist. The col- 
lection is not one of outstanding musical 
worth, but on the whole it is a pleasant re- 

cital, splendidly played for the most part. 
Archive's engineering is faultless. 1. K. 

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT 

® CD Pt¡CCINI: 7'urauloi. Birgit Nilsson 
(soprano). Turandot; Franco Corelli (ten- 
or). Calaf: Renata Scotto (soprano), Liú; 
Angelo Mercuriali (tenor), the Emperor 
Altoum; Bonaldo Giaiotti (bass), Timur; 
Guido Mezziri (bass), Ping; Franco Ricciardi 
(tenor), Pang; Piero de Palma (tenor). 
Piing: others. Chorus and Orchestra of the 
Rome Opera House. Francesco Molinari- 
Pradelli cond. ANGEL SCL 3671 $17.37, 
CI. 3ó7I ° $ 14.37. 

Performance: In the grand style 
Recording: Excellent 
Stereo Quality: Understated, but good 

During the past seven years-between its last 
complete recorded version (RCA Victor LSC 
61.19) and the present one Turaudor, Puc- 
cini's long -neglected stepchild, has become 
a repertoire mainstay on the New York 
opera scene. Although this is a development 
long o'erdue, the fact itself is nonetheless 
gratifying. And it is undeniable that this late - 
achieved popularity is in some measure due 
to Birgit Nilsson and Franco Corelli. who 
participated in the Metropolitan's memorable 
1961 revival under Leopold Stokowski. 

Stokowski is lamentably absent from this 
recording, but the two principals are very 
much present, and they exhibit the same 
prodigious gifts which have turned their 
theatrical confrontations into some of the 
most exciting occasions in contemporary 
opera. Birgit Nilsson. in particular. ou-iii 
the role of the Chinese princess in a sov- 
ereign fashion that must spell frustration 
for any potential rival. Her "In que eta reggia 
appeared somewhat less effortful in the 1959 
RCA Victor set. but this may have been an 
illusion caused by the smoothening effect of 
distant microphoning. Here, the initial hard- 
ness of tone soon dissolves into Nilsson's 
familiar display of fierce power and deadly 
accuracy. Angel's more realistic engineering 
reveals the beautifully realized transforma- 
tion from iciness to warmth, and in the third 
act Nilsson's singing is. as "er.tltat,t tar"ilta" 
(exalted and transfigured) as the score de- 
mands. That at this point she must descend 
from the Puccinian skies to the lower alti- 
tudes of Franco Alfano. who completed Puc- 
cini's unfinished masterpiece, cannot lessen 
the brilliance of her performance. 

Corelli matches Nilsson in vocal splendor 
-the Riddle Scene between these sten- 
torian antagonists is really tremendous. As 
for the unavoidable comparison with lussi 
Bjoerling's Calaf (in the RCA Victor set), 

the lines are clearly drawn: Corelli is a 

more natural interpreter for this role, par- 
ticularly opposite the Nilsson kind of Turan- 
dot; on stage Bjoerling commanded neither 
the strength of Corelli's vocal sound nor the 
flamboyance of his theatrical personality. 
On records, however, there is much to be 
said for Bjoerling's way of caressing phrases 
versus Corelli's way of making frontal as- 

saults on them. There is a listening joy in 
the Bjoerling brand of lyricism in the two 
arias and, even more revealingly. in the big 
legato phrase "O ail iva bellez_a. o mer.r- 
viglia" (Act I) that the Italian tenor can- 
not equal. For some, therefore, Bjoerling 
will he preferable on technical grounds-a 
choice that need not diminish Corelli's often 
thrilling and by no means inartistic feat. 

For the remainder-praise in moderation. 

Renata Scotto is a believable, pure -toned Liú, 
quite touching in the final act, but without 
the special magic (and without the gorgeous 
floated B -fiats) of the other Renata who has 
not one but two recorded documentations 
of the way this part may never he sung again. 
Giaiotti is a sonorous, dependable Timur; all 
others are adequate or more, but Mezziri 
lacks the authority a Ping ought to have. 
(The RCA Victor set was stronger in all 
these roles.) I found Molinari-Pradelli's 
conducting brisk and generally efficient, but 
distinctly less impressive than the work of 
RCA Victor's Erich Leinsdorf, who revealed 
more grandeur, more orchestral color (in 
an opera literally bursting with color!) and 
firmer control in the mercurial Ping-Pang- 
Pong scene. 

(Corrtiurred On page 82) 

4 VANGUARD 
Recordings for the Connoisseur 

Elect 
Masters of Music 

PÉTER SERKIN 
The young genius of the piano displays his exciting artitry 
in a Vanguard series of chamber music masterpieces with 
Alexander Schneider, Michael Tree, David Soyer and oiler 
outstanding musicians. 
SCHUBERT-QUINTET IN .A MAJOR, OP -114, 

"TROUT" 
VRS-1145 & VSD-71145 

"I cannot recall having heard a performance to match :his 
one for temperament, coloristic detail, and sheer aliveness... 
Peter Serkin brings a beguiling verve to the piano part... 
Schneider's contribution is likewise magnificent ... A superb 
release in every way." H. Goldsmith, High Fidelity 
"This new recording-so different from all that came before- 
is a. refreshing, and needed lesson ... 1 am grateful." 

E. Bekv, American Record Gride 
DVORAK-PIANO QUINTET IN A MAJOR, 

OP. 81 VRS-1148 & VSI)-71148 
"There is plenty of vigor and even a sense of musical abanSon 
in this brisk recording." H. Kupferberg, N.Y, Herald Tribune 
MOZART-PIANO QUARTET IN G MINOR, 

K.478 ' 

PIANO QUARTET IN E FLAT, K. '93 
VRS-1140 & VSD-71140 

"Fine, and illuminating." M. Bern, eimer, Los Angeles Tires 
SCHUBERT-THE 3 SONATAS FOR VIOLIN 

& PIANO, OP. 137 
VRS-1128 & VSD-711128 

"The performances are flawless and in perfect taste." 
Library Journal 

ALFRED BRENDEL and 
I SOLISTI DI ZAGREB; JANIGRO COND. 

MOZART 
Piano Concerto No. 9 in E flat, K. 271 
Piano Concerto No. 14 in E flat, K. 449 . 

VRS-1154 & VSD-71154 

ALFRED DELLER, DELLER CONSORT 
SOLOISTS, and THE CONCENTUS MUSICUS. 

WIEN 
PURCELL 

The Masque in Dioclesian, and Instrumental Music for the 
play. BG-682 & BGS-70582 

JULIUS BAKER arid 
I SOLISTI DI ZAGREB; JANIGRO COND. 

THE VIRTUOSO FLUTE 
Mozart: Flute Concerto in G, K. 313 

Andante for Flute, K. 315 
Vivaldi: Flute Concerto, "The Bullfiich" 

Piccolo Concerto in C, P. 79 
VRS-1153 & VSD-71153 

Critics Acco:ade 
JEANNE-MARIE DARRE 

A Liszt Program (Sonata & other works) 
VRS=1150 & VSD-71150 

A Chopin Program (Preludes Op. 28 & other works) 
VRS-1151 & VSD-71151 

"Every time Jeanne -Marie Darré p!ays in New York, criics 
write odes in praise of her. One can see. why ... Her sonata 
performance is magnificent, full of wand fire and flourish." 

A. Fried, San Francisco Examiner 
"No one. has played the Preludes with a wider variety of 
techniques." H. Seltaden, Washington .Shat 

Stereo 

VANGUARD 
EVERYMAN CLASSICS 

S 1.98 for mono or stereo 
Outstanding Recordings 

at Any Price 
KARL IIAAS conducting 

the I ONDON BAROQUE 
ENSEMBLE 

THE ART 01' TIIE BA- 
ROQUE ORCHESTRA. 
VOL. 1 --TIE ITALIAN 
VIRTUOSI 
Albinoni: Concerto for 2 
Oboi d'Amorc, 2 Horns, 
Bassoon Tart ini: Sympho- 
ny - Vivaddi: Concerto for 
2 Clarinets & 2 Oboes - A. 
Scarlartti: Concerto for Flute 
and Trumpet - Pergolesi: 
Concerto for Flute. 

SRV-192 & 'SRV-192S13 
TIIE ART OF TIIE HA - 
ROQUE ORCHESTRA. 
VOL. 2-BACII & HANDEI 
Hach: Sinfonia in F. Con- 
certo in I, for Harpsichord 
& 2 Recorders. Sinfonia in 
D-Handel: I tarp Concerto 
in B fiat. 

SRV-199 & SKV-199SD 

EVELYN ROTIt\\'ELL with 
SIR JOAN BARBIROL LI 

conducting the 
I'RO ARTE ORCHESTRA 

OFIONDON 
1'OU R OBOE. CONCERTOS 
Cimarosa (arr. Benjamin): 
Oboe Concerto - Marcell.: 
Oboe Concerto in C minor- 
Albinoni: Oboe Concertos in 
B fiat & D. 

SRV-191 & 'S101-191SD 

CHARLES MACKERRAS 
conducting the 

PRO ARTE ORCHESTRA 
OF LONDON 
A MOZART 

DIVERTISSEMENT 
Flatlet Music, Les Petits 
Ricns, 299b - Divertimento 
in E flat, K. 113 - 6 German 
Dances. K. 600-2 Marches. 
K. 408 - 2 Minuets, K. 408. 

SR\' -1x6 & 'SRV-186SD 

SIR ADRIAN BOULT 
conducting the PHILHAR- 

MONIC PROMENADE 
ORCI I ESTRA 
OF LONDON 

Beethoven: Symphony No. 5 
in C minor & Leonore Over- 
ture No. 3. 

SRV-190 & "SKV-190SD 
Beethoven: Symphony No. 
6. "Pastoral" A Egmont 
Overture. 

SRV-193 & 'SKV-193SD 
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The new 
KLH* Model Twelve 

is the result of some pointed 
questions about what kind 
of improvements might go 

into a speaker system 
designed for perfectionists. 



: ------1 

The KLH Model Twelve is the finest 
moving -coil loudspeaker we have ever 
made. Not by a spectacular margin 
(there just isn't that much room for 
improvement in today's best speakers), 
but by some important degrees. 

Before we began to design the Model 
Twelve, we asked ourselves some 
pointed questions. \\'c knew we would 
nor he willing to settle for just a set of 
more impressive measurements. What 
real improvements could we conceive of 
for a speaker designed unabashedly for 
perfectionists? Which of the improve- 
ments that we could make on paper 
would, in fact, be audible and meaning- 
ful? Above all, how could we design a 
speaker that would be useful under the 
widest range of conditions? 

A few answers 

\Ve decided that there were a few 
absolute factors we could improve upon 
or change significantly in a system for 
the perfectionist. We could supply a hit 
more response at extremely low fre- 
quencies. We could offer the potential 
for more very -high -frequency response 
-for use only with exceptionally good 
program material. \Ve could make the 
overall impedance of the system eight 
ohms for optimum performance with 
today's transistor amplifiers. 

By using an acoustic -suspension en- 

closure slightly larger than usual, we 
could also provide a bit more speaker 
efficiency. The amount we could gain 
would be just enough to allow the 
listener a choice of many excellent 
amplifiers of less than super -power. 

A final step 
with the aim of usefulness upper- 

most in mind, what else could we do? 
\Ve could offer the listener the op- 

portunity to make adjustments in the 
speaker's overall sound quality-subtle 
but important adjustments. Adjust- 
ments that would allow the listener ro 
modify the speaker's musical balance 
to account for differences in program 
material, associated equipment. room 
acoustics, and personal musical judg- 
ments. Instead of the usual mid -range 
or "brilliance" controls, we could pro- 
vide the listener, for the first time, with 
an effective way to tailor the speaker 
to his own needs. 

This is w by the Model Twelve comes 
with a unique series of four multi - 
position control switches. These adjust 
the level of broad segments of the fre- 
quency range: 300-500 cps; 800-2500 
cps; 2500-7000 cps; and 7000-20,000 
cps. They are housed in a remote 
switchbox (connected to the speaker by 
a thin four -conductor cable) that can 
be placed next to your favorite seat for 
maximum effectiveness and ease of use. 
The amount- of adjustment from each 
switch is limited so that you can make 
only meaningful adjustments. The 
Model Twelve cannot he made to sound 
had under any conditions. It can only 
be made better for your own require- 
ments. 

Perfectionist's 
speaker system 

We think our approach to the Model 
Twelve makes sense only for a perfec- 
tionist's speaker system. And the Model 
Twelve is just that. It will reproduce 
the highest and the lowest frequencies 
of any conceivable musical interest. Its 
very -high -frequency capabilities are ac- 
tually in advance of most of today's 
program material; as the noise content 
drops on future recordings, the 7000- 
20,000 cps control can he turned up for 
ever more realistic music reproduction. 

The Model Twelve's four speakers 
are used conservatively (in a three-way 
design) to cover a range at least an oc- 
tave short of their upper and/or lower 
limits. The mid -range drivers are' 
housed in special sub -enclosures that 
are acoustic -suspension in principle. 
The cabinet is made of one -inch ply- 
wood, with quarter -sliced walnut veneer 
selected for beauty and uniformity of 
grain. The overall design of the 29" x 
221/4" x 15" enclosure has been under- 
stated to make the cabinet as unobtru- 
sive as possible in any room. 

\\'e believe we have done everything 
we can to make the Model Twelve the 
best moving -coil speaker system we 
have ever made. If you are an unabashed 
perfectionist, you should go hear the 
Twelve. It will be at your KLH Dealer 
soon. For more information, write: 
KLH, 30 Cross Street, Cambridge, Mass. 
02139, Dept. 600. 

'A trademark of KLH Research and Develop - 
men: Corp. 

liii 'l Iui: I.. . ..I 
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While Angel's engineering may not he 

the last word in the realization of this spec- 
tacular -sounding score, it is opulent by any 
standard, and its balances benefit voices and 
orchestra alike. In that respect it has a clear 
advantage over the older set. G. J. 

RAVEL: Tri;aue (see DVO1 ÁK) 

OO BOREAL: Poems of Lore and the Rain 
(190-63). Regina Sarfaty (mezzo-soprano). 
Ned Rorem (piano). Second Piano Sonata 
(19-(9). Julius K:atchen (piano). COMPOSERS 
RECORDINGS. INC. CRI 202 S5.95. 

Performance: Authentic 
Recording: Excellent to satisfactory 

Ned Rorem's songs Poems of Lot e and the 
Rain were commissioned, on a grant from 

the Ford Foundation. by tite American mezzo- 
soprano Regina Sarfaty. Explaining the struc- 
ture of the cycle, Rorern wrote: "The tech- 
nical problem I set myself is. so far as I 
know, unprecedented. going on the principle 
that if a poem is good there is more than 
one way of musicalizing it....I selected 
poems by several Americans and set each to 
music twice- and as contrastingly as possi- 
ble.... -1o these poems were added an Inter- 
lude whose words are sung once, and a 

Prologue and an Epilogue ... though each 
poem is repeated. none of the music is ... the 
order arranged for these seventeen songs is 

'pyramidal': the sequence works toward the 
Interlude. then backtracks-as in a mirror. - 

Taken as a cycle-rather than in terms 
of its individual songs or any of the com- 
poser's many other single songs-it is quite 

A treasury of 
great performances from 
Deutsche Grammophon 

and MGM Records! 
Long unavailable at any price, now yours at a new low price! 
MOZART-Requiem, K. 626; cond. 
Jochum H/ HS -25000 

BEETHOVEN-Piano Concerto No. 3. 
MOZART-Rondos for Piano & Or- 
chestra K. 382, K. 386, Annie Fischer; 
cond. Fricsay H/HS-25001 

MOZART-Bassoon Concerto in 8 

Major, K. 191. Flute Concerto in G 
Major, K. 313; conds. Maerzendorfer, 
Paumgartner H/HS-25002 

SCHUBERT-"Death and The Maiden." 
String Quartet No. 14 in D Minor; 
Koeckert Quartet H/HS-25003 

CARL ORFF-Carmina Burana, cond. 
Kegel H/ HS -25004 

GLUCK-Orpheus and Eurydice- 
Highlights; Klose, Streich, others 

H/IIS-25005 

TELEMANN-Concertos For 4 Violins; 
For Trumpet, 2 Oboes & Harpsichord; 
Sonata For Viola da Gamba & Lute; 
Quartet For Flute, Oboe, Violin, Harpsi- 
chord. (With A. Scherbaum, Trumpet) 

H/ HS -25006 
Available in both Mono & Stereo MGM 

BRUCKNER-Symphony No. 9 in D 
Minor-Original Version; cond. 
Jochum H/ HS -25007 

J. S. BACH-Violin Concertos No. 1 in 
A Minor, No. 2 in E Major; Romann 
Totenberg H/ HS -25008 

DAVID and IGOR OISTRAKH-J. S. 

Bach-Sonata in C for 2 Violins & Harp- 
sichord. Tartini-Trio in F for 2 Violins 
& Harpsichord. Handel-Sonata in F 

Minor for 2 Violins & Piano. Benda- 
Trio Sonata in E H/HS-25009 

J. S. BACH-Music for Guitar and Or- 
gan; Andres Segovia, Carl Weinrich 

H/ HS -25010 

MOZART-Fantasy & Fugue in F Minor, 
K. 616. Andante in F, K. 608. Adagio & 
Allegro in F Minor, K. 594. Adagio in C, 
K. 352; Richard Ellsasser, organ 

HI HS -25011 

D'INDY-Suite in Olden Style for 
Trumpet, 2 Flutes and Strings. SAINT- 
SAENS-Septet for Piano, Trumpet and 
Strings hi/HS-25012 

MOZART-Wind Serenades No. 11 & 
No. 12; cond. Winograd H/HS-25013 

SCHUBERT-Piano Sonatas in C Minor, 
Op. Post; in E Flat Major, Op. 122; 
Beveridge Webster H/HS-25014 

Records is a division of metro -Goldwyn -Mayer Inc. 

CIRCLE NO. 28 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

clearly Rorem's best work to date. The ap- 
proach is unequivocally serious, even dis- 
ciplined. Rorem's long-standing apparent 
confusion of what is straightforward with 
what is merely easy is at a heartening mini- 
mum in this work. And. what is perhaps 
most impressive, he has stretched the charm- 
ingly facile fluency of his writing for the 
voice into more adventurous vocal shapes 
and events, even as he has gone further to 
take some of the previously characteristic 
slackness out of the accompanying harmonic 
substructure. 

I have some quarrel with Rorem's ''pyra- 
midal" resetting of identical texts. The gim- 
mick-it can scarcely be called a "technical 
problem"-tends to stress the composer's 
ingenuity at the expense of the music itself 
by inviting us to be more pleased by one set- 
ting than the other. We consequently are 
even more than usually directed to listening 
to the work in terms of its parts, thus vitiat- 
ing its effect as a whole. continuous musical 
statement. But still it is as a whole that it 
makes its most compelling effect as one of 
the best song cycles yet composed by an 
American. 

Regina Sarfaty sings with her customary 
opulence and musicianship, but I found her 
enunciation of the words difficult to catch 
without the text before me. Still, her per- 
formance is extraordinarily serious and 
powerful. The composer accompanies her 
effectively, although I suspect that there is 

more latent tension in the accompaniments 
than his perhaps excessively "pretty" playing 
might suggest. 

CRI's refurbished edition of an older re- 

cording of Rorem's Second Piano Sonata 
serves, as much as anything else, to remind 
of us of how substantially the composer's 
music has matured since 1949. The Sonata 
itself is very slight, extremely musical, and 
not unexpectedly tentative. 

The recorded sound on the cycle is uncoil). 
monly good, and the reissue sounds far bet- 
ter than one might have expected it to. Ii". F. 

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT 

Os ® SCI MBE RT: Rosan,nude-luci- 
dental Music (complete). D. 644, D. 797. 
Aafje Heynis (contralto). Netherlands Radio 
Chorus- Amsterdam Concertgebouw Orches- 
tra. Bernard I laitink cond. Pinups PI -1S 

900088 55.98, PHM 500088 S4.98. 

Performance: Lovely 
Recording: Good 
Stereo Quality: Good 

Until the time of its deletion, the two -disc 
Decca-DGG recording of the Rosamund, 
music under the late Fritz Lehmann was 

the standard for the complete score. The. 
Vanguard single -disc Utah) Symphony ver- 
sion, though good, was still no match for 
the older set. We can therefore take special 
pleasure in this new Amsterdam Concert- 
gebouw recording which brings us both 
the idiomatic ease of the old Decca record- 
ing and the economy of a single disc. 

The overture used here is the familiar and 
lovely 7suberha,fe rather than the somewhat 
turgid Alfonso and Estrella chosen by Leh- 
mann. Haitink employs a light and lyrical 
touch throughout, an approach vastly to the 
advantage of such numbers as the B Minor 
Entr'acte. which usually sounds unbearably 
dark and heavy. Contralto Aafje Heynis is 

(Continued on page 86) 
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FREE 
CATALOG 

World's Largest Selection Of 
Stereo/Hi-Fi Kits At Up 

To 50% Savings 

Why Build Heathkit Electronics? A desire for top-quality 
products at 50% savings, to be sure. But it goes beyond that. 
The reason people choose Heathkit is pride. Not just the pride 
of owning something new, but something a bit better that you 
have created yourself! From watching your Heathkit grow and 
take shape from your own efforts. It's a labor of love and a lot 
of fun. The large pictorial diagrams and simple, step-by-step 
instructions make it easy. And when you finish and turn it on 
you'll know that unique self-satisfaction that comes with "do-it- 
yourself". You will have joined the millions of people, from 
ages 1 I to 79, people with no special electronic skills or knowl- 
edge, who successfully build Heathkits. People like you! Give 
it a try. Your FREE Heathkit catalog is waiting for you now. 

r HEATHKIT° 1966 
- Catalog -810/60 

over 

250 

electronic kits- 
worlds largest selection 

Contains Many New Low Prices ... New Kits 
NEW Transistor FM Stereo 
Tuner That Assembles In 6 Hours 
Or Less Only $49.95 

See All Heathkit Stereo/ Hi -Fi Components ... Tuners, 
Amplifiers, Speakers, Turntables, Cartridges, Furniture 

See the Unique Heathkit Stereo/Hi-Fi System Planning 
NEW Low Price On Healhkit Guide 
Transistor Sterpn RorPis, .mith 

ti 
N 

EXPLORE The Exciting 

World Of Electronic Kits 

With This New FREE 

1966 HEATHKIT®Catalog! 

Heathkit ... world's largest electronic t0 ,, ] 
kit line - now bigger and better than t0 y! 

t r; ever! 
Y 

bigger selection - over 250 kits! MAIL Y 
greater savings - up to 50%! TODAY! 
unmatched quality! 

W Í 

- 

kite/Thomas Transistor Elec- 

Of Portable And Table Model 
Radios 

n Of Home & Hobby Items ... 
s, Garage Door Opener, Auto - 

it Of Heath Marine Electronics 

... Many In Full Color .. 
iese And Complete Lines Of 
adio, Test & Lab Instrument, 
o Kits 

g? H$'ATHSIZ" 1-"! 

Zip 
CL.217 
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her usual lovely self in the Romance, pro- 
ducing phrases of exquisite beauty, yet warm 
substance. The choral singing in the pastoral 
and hunt music is likewise sheer delight. 

All told, what with a thoroughly satisfying 
job of recording. this is a disc that is unal- 
loyed pleasure from beginning to end. D.11. 

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT 

Qs Q TELEM ANN : Four Sonatas for 
Flute and Continuo ('"Alethodital Sona- 
tas"): No. I, in G Minor; No. 2. in A 
Major: !"o. 3, in E Minor. No. 4. in I) 
Major. Samuel Baron (flute), Alexander 
Kougell (cello). Robert Conant (harpsi- 
chord). DoveR SCR ST 7004 $2.00, HCR 
5241 $2.00. 

Performance: Exquisite 
Recording: Excellent 
Stereo Quality: Good 

Telemann's "Methodical" Sonatas, if I may 
quote from Albert Mell's enlightening an- 
notation for this new Dover release, are 

"Baroque solo sonatas accompanied by a 

continuo, which in this performance is played 
by a harpsichord and cello. In Telemann's 
hands, however, the continuo is not merely 
an harmonic support ... [he] allows the con- 

tinuo instruments to participate at all times in 
the thematic elaboration of a movement or 
uses them in imitation or dialogue with the 
solo instrument." 

The release itself is attractive on every 

count. The musical material is more than 
Baroque curiosa, containing as it does some 

of the most elegantly beautiful and pure me- 

lodic writing I've encountered on records in 
some time. The performances, moreover, are 

extraordinarily sensitive and-there is no 

other word-loving. Samuel Baron, one of 
the best young flutists in America, has rarely 
turned out anything but first-class work on 

records. Here he quite outdoes himself, and 
his companions are scarcely to be admired 
any less. 

The recorded sound, moreover, is clear 
and chaste, and has a good deal of presence. 
The two -dollar retail price is, I should 
think, the clincher. 117. F. 

TIPPETT: Fantasia Coucertaule on a 

Í heme of Corelli (see BRITTEN) 

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT 

Os ® VAl'GIr XN WILLIAMS: Sym- 
phony \o. R in I) Alirwr. ELGAR: 
"Enigma" Variations. Hallé Orchestra, Sir 
John Barbirolli cond. VA NCI YARD EVERY- 

MAN SRV 1R4SD SI.98, SRV 184 SI.98. 

Performance: Superb 
Recording: Good 
Stereo Quality: Good 

Sir John Barhirolli and the Hallé Orchestra 
have come up with another Vaughan Wil- 
liams reading that-like their recent re- 
corded performance of the "London" Sym- 
phony, also on the Vanguard label-is not 
likely to be matched either tomorrow or the 
next day. And what an extraordinary piece 
this Eighth Symphony is! Not just because 
it was composed (in 1958) by an octoge- 
narian, but because it represents a contempo- 
ary master turning a thrice -familiar style to 
totally new ends and achieving utterly fresh 
musical results without kicking over the 
traces. I shouldn't care to play musical rat - 
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ing games by comparing it with any of the 
other eight Vaughan Williams symphonies, 
hut for compactness, surprise switches, and 
sheer concentration of musical interest- 
along with the more familiar lyricism-this 
one is unique. And while the contemporary 
connotations of the word "sophistication" 
and the name of Vaughan Williams are not 
likely to come to mind concurrently, this 
work is the epitome of a highly personal 
sophistication. 

Barhirolli's performance of the high -point 
of Elgar's Victorian romanticism, the 
"Enigma'' Variations, is wonderfully warm 
and appropriately grand-yet another proof 
of the conductor's pre-eminence in British 
music of this particular school. 

The recorded sound is generally very 
good. And since the release is such a valuable 
one. I hope most urgently that the sibilant 
surface noises that turn up on my re' iew 
copy are a peculiarity of that particular disc. 

G 

?,4 

SAMI'EI. BARON 

Sensitive and loving Telenrunti performances 

Even if they are not, at that price I shouldn't 
complain. 

COLLECTIONS 

VICTORIA DE LOS ANGELES: A IT'or/d 
of Song (see Best of the SIonth, page 68) 

OO KIRSTEN FLAGSTAD: Recital. 
Grieg: llaagtuscr, op. 67. Brahms: Alage- 
lone Romances: Muss es eine Tr, II 

geben: ll"ie f rah Hurl f ri.rch. Strauss: Al, in 
llerz ist .Nu,nnt. Kramer: Now like a lan- 
tern. Carpenter: II"hen I bring to you nd- 
our'd toys: The sleep that flits on baby's 
eyes. Kirsten Flagstad (soprano); Edotin 
McArthur (piano). RCA VICTOR LM 2825 
$4.79. 

Performance: Imposing 
Recording: Good 

In the liner notes for this reissue, recorded 
in 1950. Edwin McArthur makes the obser- 
vation that ''Flagstad's singing. particularly 
on records, took on a completely different 
quality and character when she was singing 
in her native Norwegian.'' This fact may 
elude listeners who do not share Mr. Mc - 
Arthur's intimate knowledge of Flagstad's 
art. But there is no denying that the rcmnte- 

Hess created by the unfamiliar language is 

bridged by Flagstad's intimase cin.unun'ea- 
tiun as one follows the llaugiursa songs 
with the translated text. Her es idcnt affec- 
tion for the lyric poetry and for Grieg's fit- 
tingly tender music lends :t special enhance- 
ment to this performance. 

Those who can recall this particular stage 
of Flagstad's long career will find the 
characteristic and indestructible solidity and 
richness of her mid -range very much in evi- 
dence in these songs. Opulent warmth in- 
fuses her tones here, even in the top register. 
But the once impeccable legato controlling 
the long phrases has lost much of its 
smoothness. These reminders of decline are 
relatisrly few, however, and are more than 
compensated for by moments of caressing 
richness and flood -tide climaxes. 

There is much beautiful singing in the 
other songs as well (all are previously un- 
released). The Brahms and Strauss works 
are interpreted with the limited vocabulary 
of color characteristic of an opera singer, 
but nonetheless with innate dignity and ex- 
pressiveness, coupled with an exemplary 
projection of the texts. The metrical in- 
tricacies of II'"ie froh and friich-an awk- 
ward song, to be sure-are not executed 
with complete assurance, and the ¡estilare 
in the Strauss song proves taxing at times, 
but these things detract little from the over- 
all effectiseness. The Kramer and Gtrpent-r 
selections all three etorth many rehearings, 
are also done with near -perfect artistry. G. J. 

® BIiNIA51INO GIGLI: Eight Arias- 
Liybl Sows: Leoncavallo: Peg/lacci: Vesli 
1., ,eiubba. Donizetti: L'Lli.rir d'Anrore: 
Qu.i t,, e hells. /.., Favorita: Spirito prrttil. 
Puccini: 'lone: li lueeraa le ste//e. Gior- 
dano: Ani/rc.r Chruier: Coyne cur Gel di di 
m.rggio. Slascagni: Iris. Apri la lira jue-Nra. 
C:ualani: L ode y: Nei verde nraggio. Boito: 
rile/mitofele: D.,i carapi. dai Jnati. De Curtis: 
Lome/a: Tu sold. I)enrt: Se; Fuuiculi, 
runic,,/', Kreisler: Vecchio ritornello. Cot - 
trait: .i.ldio a Napoli; two other songs. 
Iieniatnino Gigli (tenor), orchestral accom- 
paniment. RCA VIc:'t'OR 1.5I 2826 $4.79. 

131:NIAMINO GIGLI: Arias and 
Davis. Donizetti : l.'lilisir d'Anrore: Quanlo 

Verdi: l'u Rallo iu Alaichera: Forre 
l., so,t liar allinse. L.r Forza del Desuno: La 
rit., i inferno. 1.., 7'r.rriala: Lin di /elite: 

c.ue (both with Maria Caniglia, 
soprano); 11 'I'rurd/ore: Ai norm nrouli 
(with Clue Elmo, mezzo-soprano). Puccini: 
Al.nnm L:ignota Ah. Itlturon. mi Modiste; 
No! p.,;.:o ion! gumshoe. Turandol: t\'es.ruu 

/3obivue: O soave Jaucinlla (with 
Maria Caniglia) CiI ras L'Arles¡aua: l la 
i dila don't. Apano: Don Juno de Alañar.,: 
I'n vedi it be! d4'/. Ifrni:unino Gigli (tenor), 
orchestral accompaniment. ANGüt. COI.1-1 
I-í; 55.79. 

Performance: Characteristic 
Recording: Old, but well restored 

If :ill of Beni:amino Gigli's recordings were 
spliced together end to end, the result would 
be an immense tape running for nearly fifty 
hours. Most of this giant output has already 
been transferred to microgroove and, at the 
rate the discs are coining, n,/al representa- 
tion may not be f:tr away. 'These two new 
additions to the Gigli discography have a 

commemorative qualify, hosing appeared in 
inrned on pag e 90) 

IIII'I/S'I I:I',t O Ieti\'ILW 
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\Vhen unprecedented demand exhausted our entire initial 
production run of the new 711 A stereo receiver. we asked 
customers and dealers to suggest improvements for the 
next edition. 

'Change the blue metal cover to a brown one:' they said. 
Because we want to he perfect, we incorporated the 

"improvement" in the latest 71 IA's. The rest of the features 
are staying - they're what made the demand get ahead of 
the supply! 

The metal cover. entirely enclosing the 711 A. tells an 
interesting story. The reason we can use any cover, blue or 
brown, is that the all -silicon -transistor circuitry creates 
almost no heat. Alice's military -type silicons mean trouble - 
free dependability. These rugged transistors can withstand 
at least 200% more heat than the germaniums most 
receivers use! 

WHAT WE DIDN'T CHANGE 
THE AMPLIFIER SECTION gives you 100 watts of clean, 
undistorted power-the kind you can rise, not just talk 
about ! Turned up to a root -lifting 70 watts. the amplifier has 
a total harmonic distortion of a mere 0.255 . Even at the 
full 100 watts. distortion is still only 0.5% ! 

And if you want to improve on the 71 IA's frequency 
response of 20-20.000 cps ± 

I db at 100 watts, you can 
always lower the power and get a fantastic 10-100,000 cps 
± I db! Rocker switches plus a complete control panel give 
you instant mastery of every audio and electronic function. 
You never even have to change fuses, thanks to the 71 1A's 
automatically resetting circuit -breakers. Of course, there 
are no transformers to cause distortion. 
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THE TUNER has a masterful combination 
of sensitivity and selectivity to pick up 
cen the weakest stations-and then hang 
onto them like a bulldog. Drift is a prob- 
lem of the past! 

The 71 I A tuner is extremely sensitive. 
with a volume sensitivity of 0.9 !iv and 
usable sensitivity of 2.2 tv IHF. Other 
specs that back up the superior perform- 

ance of this years -ahead tuner include capture ratio of 2.5 db. 
stereo separation at 1000 cps of 40 db, and a power band- 
width of 20-20.000 cps ±-.1 dh. 

A unique 4 -gang tuning condenser makes the 7 I I A's spe- 
cial sensitivity -selectivity combination possible. The fully 
neutralized IF uses the newest high -gain silicon transistors 
for optimum integration with the tuning gang. 

CONVINCE YOURSELF - SEE & HEAR 
THE FANTASTIC 711A NOW. 

It's all silicon - it's all excitement ! It's only $378. If you 
don't like blue or brown metal, there's an optional walnut 
case for $24. Your Altec dealer's waiting to show you the 
711A now! Or send for complete information. Dept. SR 4. 

At only $3.78 per watt, the 7 I I A is your best power -per - 
dollar value among quality receivers! 

' ALTS[ 
L AN s 1NG aI L 

READER SERVICE CARD 

ALTEC LANSING 
A Division of , ;:1'T'Linq Altec, Inc. 

ANAHEIM, CALIFORNIA 
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APERA 

HIGHLIGHTS: ( 

USES2a 
and ABUSES 

By George Jellinek 

rr I E comes a time each year when 
the endless grind of record releases 

is temporarily halted. when companies 
take stock of their bulging catalogs and 
turn toward operatic highlights. a handy 
ploy to realize extra sales from their con- 
siderable investments in complete opera 
recordings. 

In the words of one of our industrial 
phrasemakers. highlights are "for those 
who like a little opera a lot, or a lot of 
operas a little." Highlights are also for 
record companies who like a lot of sales 
more than a little. But this is all right 
because, aside from being commercially 
successful. these abridgements also serve 
a useful artistic purpose. Faced with a 

vast recorded repertoire and many alter- 
nate versions of a single opera. aficio- 
nados will find a disc of excerpted 
highlights a logical supplement to their 
"choice" complete set. Highlights are 
thus a product of expediencey, but this 
need not obviate artistic validity as long 
as they are evaluated in their true light 
-as arbitrary groupings of excerpts and 
trot as replacements for the real thing, 
the composer's original design, the com- 
plete opera. 

Some operas lend themselves easily to 
excerpted treatment: in fact- a brief se- 

quence of truly inspired pages may even 
create. at times, an impression not always 
borne out by the total presentation. It 
would he futile to pretend that Lucia di 
Lannnermoor, to cite just one example. 
can only be enjoyed in uninterrupted 
totality. On the other hand, the same 
composer's compact little Don P.rrqu:rle 
discourages excerpting because of its non- 
stop quicksilver merriment. Conversely, 
the expansive (and expensive) creations 
of Wagner and Richard Strauss make 
abridgements a necessity-for those who 
do not wish to he inundated hut don't 
mind getting their feet wet. 

Operas can be excerpted in two ways. 

0-C.3 . ^ ry,_-fyr {-- 

The right way is to plan a production of 
highlights with as much care and artistic 
dedication as would go into any recorded 
venture. Angel's French opera series of- 
fers good examples of this method: 
Lakrné, Thais, l/érodiade. and others. 
There are no complete versions available, 
so highlights become the end product. 
The wrong way is to take a complete re- 
corded opera and reduce it to a one -disc 
format by way of post-mortem editing. 
This thankless and difficult task can be 
achieved with artistic success whenever 
scenes are presented intact and the ern- 
phasis is on dramatic continuity and 
not on disconnected snippets. A consci- 
entious tape editor can do very well with 
Verdi's operas (except Falst.r/j) because 
of the large number of natural endings 
in the composer's constructional scheme. 
Puccini and Wagner. however, must be 
approached with extreme caution. I shall 
not dispute the fact that \tusetta's Waits 
is a legitimate "highlight." but Puccini 
wrote no concert ending for it- and there- 
fore it should not he included in an 
abridged version with an abrupt fade for 
its ending. Record producers, I an, sorry 
to say, feel-or at least act-otherwise. 
Technical skill and artistic conscience 
on the part of the producers, therefore, 
must he criticized along with perform- 
ance values in this type of production, 
and sixteen of this season's crop of opera 
highlights discs provide a good oppor- 
tunity for this approach. 

BELt.tNr'S Norma and l Puritani, with 
their succession of arias. duets, and en- 
semble numbers, are eminently excerpt - 

able and offer no serious challenge to the 
record producer. RCA Victor's complete 
Norma received a very ill-tempered re- 
view from me at the time of its release 
(May. 1965), and the only modification 
I can offer for these highlights is tl.ar 
with less music the damage is propor- 

., 
, 
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tionately lessened. This is a disc for un- 
critical Sutherland fans and for listeners 
willing to accept an excessive amount of 
off -pitch singing. l l'uritani is. fortu- 
nately, vastly superior. Character pro- 
jection being a secondary matter in this 
opera, Sutherland displays her customary 
brilliance and fewer obvious mannerisms. 
Bonynge's direction here exhibits the 
verve generally absent in his .\'orma, and 
there are very good contributions f om 
such reliable vocalists as Capecchi, Fla- 
gello, and Duval. 

Mozart, like Bellini, built his operas 
on a succession of ''closed numbers," hut 
highlights from Mozart and highlights 
from Bellini are a world apart. For one 
thing, it is impossible to assemble a disc- 
ful of Mozart highlights without omitting 
at least as much equally treasurable music 
as one includes. For another, a sequence 
of arias with a sprinkling of duets but 
without any of the miraculous ensembles 
-as is the case with RCA Victor's high- 
lights from The /Marriage of Figaro and 
Don Giovanni-cannot in any way he 
representative of Mozart's operatic art. 
With these reservations, tire Figaro disc 
is an absolute delight, offering excel- 
lent singing and stimulating conducting 
(l-einsdorf). The Don Giovanni disc has 
a serious technical tiaw (an abrupt cutoff 
after "Ld ci darem la mano") and, in 
Birgit Nilsson, an uneven Donna Anna, 
but the remainder of the cast is excellent. 

Thoroughly convincing in Donna El- 
vira's elegant neighborhood in Seville, 
Leontyne Price appears rather affected in 
that city's gypsy quarter-her Carmen 
is a fussy and nor fully formed charac- 
terization. though it has moments of 
vocal luminosity. The special qualities 
Karajan imparted to RCA Victor's Car- 
men are not revealed in this abbreviated 
format. There is, furthermore, no Micaifla 
at all, but Franco Corelli (Don losr,) 
and Robert Merrill (Escamillo) are in 
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top form. While Karajan's exacting lead- 

ership elicits an artistic performance from 
Corelli in Carmen, similar control from 
the pit is absent in Angel's Andrea 
Chénier. Consequently, the tenor is loud 
and often careless with his phrasing, 
though his ringing, clarion sound is fre- 
quently impressive. Antonietta Stella is 

an adequate Maddalena, and Mario Sereni 
is a very good Gérard, although the pow- 
erful resonance his voice displays on this 
recording is the result of considerable 
audio alchemy. 

Since Puccini is a holy terror for tape 
editors, and since Tosca and La Bohinte 
can he had complete on two discs. I am 

not very much in favor of recommending 
highlights here on general principles. 
RCA Victor nevertheless deserves com- 
pliments for a really skillful T.esca 

abridgement; it offers extended scenes 
whenever possible (such as Act III. front 

E lceran le sue/le" to the final curtain) 
and comes very close to the opera's es- 

sence. The singing is on a consistently 
high level here, but some of the opera's 
inherent excitement is dampened by con- 
ductor von Karaian's overdeliberate tem- 
pos. As for Angel's La Bohi,ne. the high- 
lights capture the most attractive aspects 

of Thomas Sehippers' conception. leaving 
out some of the complete set's less im- 
pressive moments. 1 -his is a ve -y pleas- 
ing disc, especially when Mirella Freni 
and Nicolai Gedda occupy the spotlight. 
Equally beautiful singing is offered on 
RCA Victor's Alaclanta /Inner/it excerpts 
by Leontyne Price and Richard Tucker, 
supported by surprisingly passionate and 
idiomatic direction on the part of Leins- 
dorf. The only complaints here concern 
technical matters: fade endings for the 

Flower Duet and "A./dio, /iori o as,l." 
(Curiously, the disc's opening grooves 
give out the stirring measures of The 
Star Spangled Banner.) 

Of the three Verdi discs (all on RCA 
Victor). two are quite successful. Again, 
the producers have chosen some of the 
most effectively realized sections of the 

excellent La Forza del Destino set, and 
what is offered here by Price, Tucker, 
and Merrill is Verdian style at its best. 

The orchestral introduction to -0 to the 
in seno agli .rmgeli." however, should 
have beer retained and. surely, a more 
legitimate "highlight" could have been 

found in this lengthy opera to take the 
place of the vulgar "Rat.tplan." By con- 
trast. all the choices for Orello are logi- 
cal. The cast is good. particularly Vick- 
ers, a thoughtful. artistic- non -stentorian 
Moor. For sustained excitement the per- 
formance is no match for the Toscanini 
and Karajan versions. but as a comple- 
ment to either complete set- this abridge- 
ment can be warmly recommended. The 
Rigo(etto disc, however, rates endorse- 
ment only for the superior singing of 
Miss Moffo and Messrs. Kraus and Mer- 
rill, who are frequently neutralized by 

Georg Solti's willful conducting. 
The four discs of Wagnerian high- 

lights reveal the hazards that producers 
bent on tampering with these gargantuan 
scores must face. Certainly, the presenta- 
tion of Liebesuacbt from Tristan and 
Isolde on one disc is desirable from every 
point of eiew, emphatically including the 
artistic. But. unfortunately. the nearly 
full hour afforded by a single disc is not 
enough-the scene goes on for much 
longer, forcing an abrupt fadeout at a 

climactic point. This is an unsatisfying 

disc for other reasons as well: atonal 
perspective dominated by the orchestra, 
poor balances, and generally indistinct 
sound. Nor is there much to praise in the 
Meistersinger highlights. Here the sound 
is excellent. and the aura of a convincing 
on-stage presentation (Munich) offers 
some enhancement, but the singing lacks 
real distinction, and chopped -up endings 
are much too frequent. 

The Siegfried disc is quite another 
matter. It offers two complete scenes 

(the forging of Nothung, and the final 
duct) precisely in the way Wagner ought 
to he highlighted, and can he recom- 
mended without reservation. Solti is in 
his element here, the technical realization 
of the Forging Scene is superb and, 
while the Mime of Gerhard Stolze is fear- 
fully overacted, the dubious Sprechstinnne 
he produces is more than offset by the 
brilliant singing of Birgit Nilsson and 
Wolfgang Windgassen. Almost equally 
svo-derful is RCA Victor's one -disc con- 
densation of The Flying Dutchman. 
While 1 would have thought that the 
conventional structure of this early Wag- 
ner opera would stake abridgement rela- 
tively easy. I am sorry to report that the 
sudden cut-off at the end of Senta's 
Ballad is, possibly, the unkindest cut of 
all- But this is the only flaw in an other- 
wise outstanding production. 

Every one of these presentations (ex- 
cept Tristan) offers excellent sound. But, 
even by such remarkable standards, the 
stupendous sonics of Siegfried. The Elt- 
ing Dutchman, and Aiadama Butterfly 
rate special recognition. RCA Victor and 
Angel have provided helpful libretto ex - 

traits: London gives only notes of vari- 
able quality. 

® OO BELLINI: :Norma. loan Suther- 
land, ilarilvn Horne, John Alexander, 
Richard Cuss. London Symphony Or- 
chestra and Chorus, Richard Ronynge 
cond. RCA VICTOR ISC/LAI 2842. 

© BELLINI: I Puritani. Joan Suth- 
erland. Pierre Duval, Renato Capeechi, 
Ezio Flagello. Chorus and Orchestra of 
the Maggio Musicale Finrenti to. Richard 
Bonynge cond. LONDON OS 25922/5922. 

OO ® BIZET: Carmen. Leontyne Price, 
Franco Corelli. Robert Merrill. Vienna 
Philharmonic and Vienna State Opera 
Chorus, Herbert von Karajan cond. RCA 
VICTOR LSC/LM 2843. 

® O GIORI)ANO: Andrea Chéuier. 
Franco Corelli, Antonietta Stella. Mario 
Sereni. Rome Opera Orchestra and 
Chorus, Gahriele Santini' cond. ANGEL. 

S 36274/36274. 

® ® MOZART: The 'Marriage of Fig - 
aro. Giorgio Tozzi, Roberta Peters. Lisa 
Della Casa, George London. Rosalind 
Iilias. Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra, 
Erich Leinsdorf cond. RCA VICTOR LSC/ 
LM 2846. 

® MOZART: Don Giou'anni. Cesare 
Siepi. Birgit Nilsson, Leontyne Price, 
Cesare Vallerti. Eugenia Ratti. Fernando 

Corona. Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra. 
Erich Leinsdorf cond. RCA VICTOR 
I.SC/1.M 2847. 

OO ® PUCCINI: Tosca. Leontyne Price, 
Giuseppe di Stefano. Giuseppe Taddei. 
Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra, Herbert 
von Karajan cond. RCA \'Ic'IOR LSC, I.M 
28-t I . 

pe QM PUCCINI: Aladama Butterfly. 
Leontyne Price. Richard Tucker, Rosalind 
Elias, Philip Macro. RCA Italiana Opera 
Orchestra and Chorus, Erich Leinsdorf 
cond. RCA VICToR LSC/LM 2840. 

® OM PI iCCINI : La Bobi/roe. Mirella 
Freni. \icolai Gedcla. Marella Adani. 
Mario Sereni. Rome Opera Orchestra and 
Chorus. Thomas Sehippers cond. ANGE I. 
S 36199/36199. 

Os ®Q VERDI: Rigo/etto. Robert Merrill. 
Anna /Motto, Alfredo Kraus, Rosalind 
Elias, Elio Flagello. RCA Italiana Opera 
Orchestra and Chorus. Georg Sol ti cond. 
RCA VICTOR LSC/LAM 2837. 

® OM VERDI: La Forza del Destino. 
Leontyne Price. Richard Tucker, Robert 
Merrill. Giorgio Tozzi- Shirley Verrett. 
Ezio Flagello. RCA Italiana Opera Or- 
chestra a -id Chorus. -Thomas Sehippers 
cond. RCA VICTOR 1.SCLM 2838. 

® OO VERDI: Otell°. Jon Vickers. 
Lennie Rysanek. Tito Gohhi. Route Opera 
Orchestra and Chorus. Tullio Seratin 
cond. RCA VICTOR LSC/LM 2844. 

O O WAGNER: Die Meistersinger 
Pon Nürnber;r,. Otto Wiener. Claire 
Watson, Jess Thomas, Benno Kusche. 
Munich National Theater Orchestra and 
Chorus. Joseph Keilherth cond. RCA 
Vireos LSC/I.M 2839. 

® OO \\'AGNER: The Flying Dntch- 
,naur. George London. Lennie Rysanek, 
Giorgio Tozzi, Karl Liehl, Richard 
Lewis, Rosalind Elias. Orchestra and 
Chorus of the Royal Opera House. Covent 
Garden- Antal Dorati cond. RCA VICTOR 
I.SC/1.M 2845. 

O ® WAGNER: Siegfried. \Volfgang 
\\'indgassen, Birgit Nilsson, Gerhard 
Stolze. Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra, 
Georg Solti cond. LONDON OS 25898/ 
5898. 

® OO \`C'AGNER: Tristan and Isolde. 
Birgit Nilsson, Fritz Uhl, Regina Resnik, 
Tom Krause. Vienna Philharmonic Or- 
chestra. Georg Solti cond. LONDON OS 
25938/5938. 

All stereo discs 55.79. ratono 54.79. 
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what would have been the late tenor's 
seventy-fifth year. They also complement 
each other neatly: the RCA Victor disc docu- 
ments Gigli's first American seasons (the 
period from 1921 to 1930), while the Angel 
release covers his autumnal years (1937- 
1949). 

Gigli made his Metropolitan debut in 
1920, four weeks before Caruso's last ap- 
pearance there. He was thirty then, and the 
RCA Victor disc bears witness not only to 

the unique grandeur of his voice but also 
to the artistic polish that made him then, 
and in the decades that followed, the natural 
successor to the immortal Neapolitan. Every 
one of the eight arias here is outstandingly 
sung-the Donizetti and lioito items are en- 

tirely in a class by themselves. As for the 
eight songs, they are a maudlin lot, but 
everything benefits by this kind of singing. 

The Angel collection opens with Doni- 
zetti's "Quanta e bella." recorded twenty- 
five years after the RCA Victor version. The 
voice has the same warmth and caressing 
quality, if not perhaps the same youthful 
lavishness or freedom. The art behind it, 
however, is even more varied and imagina- 
tive, the technique-with a remarkable 
ntessa di ¿Face and graceful ornamentation- 
is even more absorbing. The arias from La 
Forza del Destino, Un Bailo in Alaschera 
(taken from the complete set), and Mallon 
Lercaut offer persuasive dramatic art to- 
gether with exquisite singing. 

Both discs have their ups and downs. but 
the balance heavily favors the positive. 
Technically. both are satisfactory and, con- 
sidering the age of the masters, eminently 
listenable. In his outstanding evaluation of 
Gigli, which accompanies the Angel col- 
lection, Rodolfo Celletti correctly observes 
that Gigli "attempted, above all- to com- 
municate with a mass public rather than an 
élite, and this was one of the reasons for bis 
universal popularity." He did display occa- 
sional lapses from stylistic grace, but he 
poured much art-and heart-into his sing- 
ing, more than enough to compensate for his 
weaknesses. G. J. 

KENNETH MC KLLLAR: Concert Class- 
ics (see Best of the ¿Month, page 68) 

OO OM PHILADELPHIA ORCI-IESTRA: 
First Chair Encores, Volante One. Sara - 
sate: Introduction and Taraatelle for Violin 
and Orchestra. Op. 43. Cooley: Aria and 
Dance for Viola and Orchestra. Fauré: 
E.légie for Cello and Orchestra. Op. 24. 
Vanhal: Concerto. in E Major; for Double 
Bars and Orchestra (first movement). Rü- 
sager: Concertino for Trumpet and Or- 
chestra. Op. 29. Saint-Sai:ns: Alorceau de 
Concert for horn and Orchestra. Op. 94. 
(in ilorant: Alorceau Symphonique for Trom- 
bone and Orchestra. Op. 88. Anshel Bru- 
silow (violin); Carlton Cooley (viola); 
Lorne Munroe (cello); Roger Scott (double 
bass); Gilbert Johnson (trumpet); Mason 
Jones (French horn); Henry Charles Smith 
(trombone); Philadelphia Orchestra, Eu- 
gene Ormandy cond. COLUMBIA MS 6791 
$5.79. ML 6191 $4.79. 

Performance: A-1 

Recording: Good 
Stereo Quality: Good 

This collection of showpieces for the Phila- 
delphia Orchestra's first -desk virtuosos is 
an amusing and entertaining grab-bag if 
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ever there was one-you certainly can't com- 
plain of its hackneyed repertoire. The lovely 
Fauré Elégie is always welcome. especially 
when played as sumptuously as it is here 
by cellist Lorne Munroe (who has defected 
from Philadelphia to the New York Phil- 
harmonic). First viola Carlton Cooley has 
been composing for years, and it is good to 
see him now getting major disc exposure 
with his pleasing Aria and Dance-of which 
he is surely the best interpreter. The other 
item worthy of more than passing notice is 

the amusing little trumpet concertino by 
Danish composer Knudaage Riisager (h. 
1897), which gets a neat treatment by Gil - 

be -t Johnson. All told. this record is both 
pleasing and instructive, with good sound 
throughout. I look forward to Volume Two 
of the series. D. II. 

OO NADO ROBIN: Opera and Song. 
Donizetti: Lucia di Lammermoor: Il dolce 
.ruano ... Spargi d'antaro pianio (Atad 

> 

ti 

e. 

ó 

tN: 

Mann ROB] N: 

Uncanny artistry in the vocal stratosphere 

Scene). Bellini: / Porit.rni: Oni la rove... 
Vie. cliletto. La Soenanihol r: Come per me 
sereno. Gounod: Alireille: O /égére hiron- 
del/e: llene,nx petit bcrger. Alabiefi: The 
Nightingale. Adam: Ah! /met dirai-ie ma- 
man. Mado Robin (soprano); Paris Con- 
servatoire, London Philharmonic, and New 
Symphony orchestras. Anatole Fistoulari and 
Richard Rlareau cond. LONDON 5925 $4.79. 

Performance: Dazzling but uneven 
Recording: Good 

It is fairly safe to say that this record con- 
tains the highest musical notes emitted by a 

human being in this generation. The late 
Mado Robin ( 1918-1960) was not even con- 
tent with singing all the notes in the highest 
tessituras as written; she interpolated her 
own, even more daring. embroideries. These 
stratospheric notes-always full, accurately 
on pitch. and decidedly musical-sounding- 
are abundantly displayed in the present col- 
lection, culled from London's previous Mado 
Robin releases which have been out of circu- 
lation in recent years. 

Criticizing art artist of such astonishing 
skill calls to mind the story about the tight- 
rope acrobat who auditions for a blasé 
theatrical agent. The man tries one hair- 

raising stunt after another without so much 
as drawing a grunt from his bored spectator. 
Finally, the piece de réristance: the acrobat 
sits on a bicycle, high on the tightrope with- 
out any visible means of balance, violin un- 
der his chin, and begins to play Bach's un- 
accompanied Chaconne. At this, the agent 
finally exclaims, -Well, he's no Heifetz! 

Well, Mado Robin's other gifts are simi- 
larly of the conventional kind. Her bright 
tone is not always produced with the same 
pleasing quality; her intonation is generally 
dependable, but certainly not the last word 
on the subject; and her coloratura agility 
frequently appears slipshod. In the present 
instance, the Gounod arias are above re- 
proach in their charm and expressiveness, 
and the intricate variations in the Alabieff 
and Adam showpieces are handled with com- 
mendable virtuosity. In the Italian arias, 
homsever, the soprano is far less convincing. 
The Donizetti scene is particularly unidio- 
matic. suffering from Robin's mispronuncia- 
tions and from Blareau's oddly -paced con- 
ducting (Fistoulari's leadership, in the 
Bellini and Alabieff works, is decidedly 
better) . 

The Mad Scene in Mado Robin's inter- 
pretation. incidentally, concludes with an in- 
terpolated B -flat (! !) above high C. She goes 
no higher, but every selection is guaranteed 
to have a note from the area of F to A. The 
disc, then, is obviously unique. and recom- 
mendable as a curio not without musical 
pleasures. Its sound is still, despite its age, 
very enjoyable. G. J. 

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT 

® OO VIENNA ACADEMY CHORUS. 
Lot ti: Crucifixes. Schubert: Gott meine 
Zar,r.richi. Mozart: Are I'ertnrt Carpus. 
K. 618: Stündchen. K. 441c; Caro ratio. Druck 
unid Schlock. K. Anh. 5; Das Bandel, K. 
441. 1. Strauss: Tritsch-Tratsch Polka (arr. 
Theo ring); Frühlingsstimmerr II%alzer (arr. 
Grossmann): Pizzicato Polka (arr. Gross- 
mann); Ant der rehdnen blauen Donan (arr. 
Scholtis). Three others. Vienna Academy 
Chorus, Gunther Theuring cond.; Norbert 
Scherlich (piano). Music GUILD MS 131 
$2.39, MG 131 $2.39. 

Performance: Charming 
Recording: Adequate 
Stereo Quality: Nice spread 

Charm, in musical matters, refers to some- 
thing neither profound nor terribly difficult 
rendered with the utmost in taste and tech- 
nique. It is a quality only rarely found on 
records today, and its sporadic appearances 
should be emphatically noted. 

This is a charming record. It is something 
of a grab-bag in repertoire (the Lotti Cruel- 
fixu.r. which opens the record. has the odd 
quality of sounding out of place after the 
fact) and so differentiated that one will 
probably not care to play both sides the same 
evening. But there is far more enjoyment 
latent in its grooves than would he necessary 
to justify its price. 

The Strauss arrangements, in particular. 
combine an accuracy of singing, immaculate 
attacks and homogeneous rubatos, splendid 
intonation. and a light touch to a degree that 
automatically brings a smile to one's lips. 
One almost feels that a chorus should not 
be able to sing so guttural a language so 
trippingly. Friihlingssiimmen contains a 

(Continued on page 92) 
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The Sound of Marantz 
is the Sound of 

Music at its Very Best. 
SLT-12 Turntable, with Stra:ght Line Tracking-a 

revolutionary development from Marantz. Finally, the art of tracking a record precisely 

duplicates the art of cutting a record. The Nlarantz SLT-I2 Straight Line Tracking 
System exactly conforms to the angle. posture and the tracking used in the cutting of 
an original master stereo record. This perfect compatibility eliminates inherent defi- 

ciencies of convectional swing arm record player systems and gives incredibly perfect 
reproduction. It is the only system available which faithfully reproduces sound as it was 

originally recorded. 

IOB FM Stereo 'Tuner-rated by Hi Fi/Stereo Review 
magazine, "I have never seen a tuner to compare with it ... so outstanding that it is 

literally in a class by itself:' 

7T Solid State Stereo Console-a solid state component 
unequalled in performance. versatility and flexibility. 

8B Dual 35 Stereophonic Power Amplifier -American Record 
Guide magazine says. "The Marantz 8B is a logical choice for ears that demand the 
best sound for now and for the future: 

MARANTZ, INC. SUBSIDIARY OF SUPERSCOPEia INC. 
25-I4 BROADWAY, LONG ISL \N'D (.11Y, NEW YORK 

Model 7TStereo Pre-Aniplifier Model 88 Stereo Amplifier 
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T ,.,..,,.,.92~,..,.452-913Ma 

Model .SL: -l2 Turntable .lode! 10R Stereo Tuner 

WM. M/Iff 
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A wonderful adventure in sound awaits loll with your discovery that the sound of Marantz is the sound of music at 
its very best. You, too, can oily an ¡WWII parable Marantz system. Ask your dealer about the easy finance plait. 
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glowing (if anonymous) soprano solo, and 
Tritsch-Tratsch is the kind of thing you can 
put on your turntable unannounced and just 
say to your friends, "Listen!" Alt II"ien is 
there in abundance. 

Without the same broadness of interpreta- 
tion (and properly so), side one devotes it- 
self to the glorious trifles of an earlier 
Vienna, including some of Mozart's best 
humor. The choral sound is rounded, mel- 
low. accurate. and oh so gemiitlich. 

The recording quality is adequate to its 
subject; the stereo spread is unexaggerated 
and pleasing. fames Goodfriend 

Oe OO THE VIRTUOSO OBOE, Volume 
Four. Bellini: Cnutwlu; in E-JLu Ala/or, 
for Oboe and Orchestra. Salieri: Concerto, 
iu C Major, for Elute. Oboe. and Orchestra. 
Boccherini: Ounrtet. in 1) Alaior, for Oboe 
and Strings, Op. 45, No. 3. Donizetti: Con- 
certino. in G Major. for English Horn and 
Orchestr.t. André Lardrot (oboe and English 
horn): Raymond Meylan (flute): I Solisti 

di Zagreb. Antonio lanigro cond. VAN- 
GUARD VSD 71133 S5.79, VRS 1133 S-1.79. 

Performance: Impressive 
Recording: Excellent 
Stereo Quality: Fine 

Hardly has one version of the Bellini Oboe 
Concerto been issued when along comes an- 
other of this same novelty. The first, with 
Roger Lord accompanied by the Academy 
of St. Martin -in -the -Fields (L'Oiseau-Lyre 
SOI- 277. OL 277) was an excellent per- 
formance. but the present one has the ad- 
vantage of offering Bellini's full, original 
orchestration rather than a reduction for 
strings. Equally operatic in fl:nor is another 
novelty, the Donizetti Concerto for the alto 
oboe. or English horn. For good measure, 
Vanguard has added a very tuneful, rather 
Mozartean concerto for oboe and flute writ- 
ten in 1774 by Antonio Salieri, an eminent 
Italian who taught 13eethosen and who was 
long (and unjustly) accused of having 
poisoned Mozart. The collection is rounded 

out with still another Italian work, a quintet 
for oboe and strings by Boccherini, which 
here has been expanded into a concerto. 

Lardrot. as usual, is an impeccable soloist, 
and his command of his instrument fully 
justifies the album title. In the Donizetti. 
however, a less sober approach and a 
greater degree of dynamic variety might 
have made of that work a more entertain 
ing experience. Raymond Meylan, who also 
supplied the excellent program annotations. 
makes an exceptionally fine impression as 
the flute soloist in the Salieri. The orches- 
tral playing is precise and efficient, though 
the addition of a harpsichord continuo in the 
Salieri might have been advisable on stylistic 
grounds. Finally. Vanguard's reproduction is 
first-rate. 1. K. 
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88 c)'' 880 stereo stereo 
COMPACT L PORTABLE 

SOUND AS GOOD AS THEY LOOK 

The choice of music connoisseurs who 
demand the ultimate in full stereo fidelity. 
Though compact in size these Viking tape 
recorders set a standard of excellence for 
dramatic, life -like realism in recording qual- 
ity. Compare feature for feature, size, qual- 
ity, styling-and dollar for dollar you too will 
prefer a Viking tape recorder. 

--_1 

r . ^' , , c. ` 
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An 88 Stereo Compact costs less than $340.00 
Walnut cabinets extra. 

880 Stereo portable recorder less than $440.00 
At better hi-fi dealers most everywhere. 

-- 

..5 
Choose an 88 Stereo Compact in the tradi- 
tional cabinet with folding cover at left, or 
select the modern enclosure, center, to match 
your music system. For portability Viking 
recommends the 880 Stereo at right, com- 
plete with detachable speakers. 

_'..` 

mg OF MINNEAPOLIS" 
9600 Aip.cn Ave/ 5 Mnnr4pol.s. 56nn.so.n. 55420 
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Let's Look Insi 
The Dynamic 
Microphone 

THIS is no ordinary microphone. 
It's a University Dynamic. Its 
manner of working is no less 

complex than a modern day computer. 
Its system of elements is a carefully 
integrated electromechanical network 
in a critical acoustical area. Without 
showing it, it's really quite a bit 
more than it appears to be - you 
have to listen to know the results of 
its performance. 

For example - you move 
toward a flurry of activity 
on a busy street corner and 
witness a man -on -the -street 
interview. To you and other 
observers the conversation 
is barely audible above the 
noise of people and traffic. 
But to radio listeners the 
conversation is clear and 
unaffected by the sounds of 
the city . . . They are re- 
mote ... in the background 
where they belong. This is 
the distinct advantage of a 
microphone with a good 
directional pick-up pattern. 

Model 1100 
nelt.onei 

,r,:'e. ;to'e 
SeocM Mounted 

Model MOO 
UeecUenni 

Shock Mount. 

To demonstrate another 
case ín point - Imagine 
yourself an unseen observer 
in a conference room of a 
large organization. A tape 
recorder, fed by a single 
microphone in the center of 
the conference table, is in 
use to store all that is said. 
Many speak at once; some 
face away from the micro- 
phone; it appears that all 
that is said may never be 
recorded, but every word is 
captured on the magnetic 
tape for later review. 

Both are University Dy- 
namic Microphones, but 
they are different in de- 
sign, to serve different ap- 
plications. The first is a 
highly directional (cardi- 
oid) dynamic microphone, 
sensitive only to the areas 
of sound intended for radio 
transmission or recording 

proportionally attenuat- 
ing sounds emanating from 
adjacent unwanted areas. 
The second is a highly 
omni-directional dynamic 
microphone sensitive to 
sounds in all surrounding 
areas, specifically designed 
to pick up all sounds. 

Mode, 2000 

Dnacteonsi 

University makes only dynamic micro- 
phones, and they have the 
precision and reliability of 
modern day computers. Look 
at the inside to confirm 
this. The bullet shaped 
dome of the directional car- 
dioid is a precise and signi- 
ficant component of the 
system. It smoothes the vital 
mid -range to provide a more 
dynamic, natural quality of 
sound. Filters, in a special 
configuration, soften sud- 
den bursts of sound, mini- 
mize sibilants and protect 
the inner components from 
dust, dirt and the elements. 
A series of ducts further 
extends the performance of 
the microphone's transducer 
element providing gross and 
fine tuning (similar to the 
bass ducts of a speaker sys- 
tem) to sharpen the direc- 

Medea tl.l tional characteristics and 
W.'11 1=11 reinforce the bass response. 

The unusual, rugged, yet 
highly sensitive character- 
istics of the exclusive 
University UNILAR dia- 
phragm are responsible for 
the remarkable high fre- 
quency performance of the 
University Dynamic Micro- 
phone-sharp, bright, clear 
and transparent. The 
UNILAR diaphragm is not 
easily seen in the precision 
cut -a -way shown above. It 
is extremely light and sliver 
thin, rugged and virtually 
indestructible. It could 
easily withstand torturous 
bursts of sound and vibra- 
tion, even without the "ex- 
tra -measure -of -protection" 
blast filter screen in the 
assembly. This feature alone 
guarantees continued distor- 

,i tion-free and trouble -free 
performance . . . and, it is 
only one of many features 
that make the University 
Dynamic Microphone the 
choice of professionals and 
recording buffs. No matter 

what the nature of sound, University 
captures the live natural quality that 
makes the difference right from the 
start . . better than other 
microphones costing $10, $15 
or even $20 more. And, the 
exclusive University war- 
ranty gives you five times 
as long to enjoy this "lively 
sound." Stop at a franchised 
University Dealer today and 
try for yourself. Get more 
info too! Write to Desk 
D62, UNIVERSITY 
SOUND, P. O. Box 1056, 
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 11:n, 
73101 . . we'll send you a 

w! 7 ''"' FREE copy of "Micro- 
phones 66." 

`r, 

model o el }OL 
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oect,°n1 
VI.. Strive. 
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2minca,~C elbe Ile e 
PERSUASIVE PERCUSSION 

AL 
j, A I 

RS 895 SD 

The Original "PERSUASIVE PERCUSSION Created a new concept in sound recording 

now COMMAND presents "PERSUASIVE PERCUSSION -1966" master recorded on 35MM magnetic film for intense 

'true to life' impact... and utilizing the miraculous "3 speaker presence" of COMMAND'S DIMENSION -3 -PROCESS 

...DESTINED TO BE THE ULTIMATE MUSICAL SOUND RECORDING OF ALL TIME! 

COMMAND ALBUM #895 WHO CAN I TURN TO PEOPLE RED ROSES FOR A BLUE LADY 
TONIGHT AUTUMN LEAVES CARAVAN ISTANBUL SEPTEMBER IN THE RAIN 

NEVER ON SUNDAY THIS CAN'T BE LOVE BYE BYE BLUES EVERYTHING'S COMING UP ROSES 

AVAILABLE IN STEREO AND MONAURAL RECORDS AND 4 TRACK TAPE 

FREE! THE ALL NEW COMMAND BROCHLRE WORLD LEADER IN 

Command Records proudly presents the brilliant new Com- 
mand illustrated color brochure with the complete listing 
of all Command Popular and Classical Record Albums and 
Tapes. Here, truly is the complete source on the most per- 
fect recordings ever produced. You will want to refer :o it 
again and again. WRITE FOR IT TODAY! 

RECORDED SOUND 

' a r RECORDS 
A subsid'ary of ABC -PARAMOUNT RECORDS. INC. 

1330 AVENUE OF THE AMERICAS / NEW YORK, N. Y. 10019 
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HIFI/STEREO REVIEWV'S CI-IOICE OF THE LATEST RECORDINGS 

ENTERTAINMENT 
POPS HUMOR FILMS THEATER FOLK SPOKEN WORD 

Reviewed by MORGAN AMES JOE GOLDBERG \:\T I-IENTOFF PAUI. I:RESII GENE LEES 

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT 
pe PETER ALEXANDER: Spaziergani 
durchdas Land rtes Films (A Stroll through 
Filmland). Peter Alexander; orchestra and 
Chorus. Marcel Peelers cond. Limelight: 
lli,eh Nowt: The Third Alan Theme: Themt 
from Moulin Rouge: The lligh and the 
Alight): Lure is a Alanp-Splendored Thing; 
and six others. Pol.vooR 237469 S5.98. 

Performance: Polished and entertaining 
Recording: Excellent 
Stereo Quality: Excellent 

Judging by the photographs on his record 
covers. popular German singing star Peter 
Alexander is a debonair -looking young man 
in his thirties, well -tailored and impeccably 
groomed. These sartorial habits no doubt 
explain why he has so far eluded the current 
importers of foreign singing "talent." To 
make matters esen more discouraging for 
them, Alexander is musical to his fingertips, 
and, alarmingly, sings in tune. 

Alexander's style is Continental. to be sure, 
but of a kind that never fails to communi- 
cate across the language bander, It is a dis- 
tinctly personal style. warm and effortless, 
combining the smiling urbanity of a Maurice 
Chevalier with the insinuating grace of an 
Erich Kunz. His voice is a legitimate light 
baritone-I first discovered him on Polydor's 
operetta discs. where his work is unfailingly 
delightful-hut without a trace of stiffness. 
Ilis touch is always light. slightly teasing. 
and tinged with humor. lap -tempo ballads 
seem to suit him best. but this kind of natural 
musicality can probably do everything right. 

Aside from the seen internationally fam- 
ous movie tunes, Alexander's program here 
includes four engaging items from German 
movies and a pretentious exercise in German 
pseudo -jazz called Good Bre fount. which. 
fortunately, comes at the end of the program. 
The entire production is given a rather old- 
fashioned romantic framework, with spoken 
introductions and transitions. but Alexander's 
refreshing touch turns every song into a 

personal vignette. He also sings an English 
chorus or two virtually accent -free (High 
Noon. Lore it .a /Want Splendored Thing). 
Smooth choral and orchestral work lend 
him able support. This kind of singing ought 
to be ''translatable if it isn't, the fault is 

not Alexander's. George Jellatek 

Explanation of symbols: 
05 - stereophonic recording 
®= monophonic. recording 

= mano M. stereo ter.%oar 
not received for review 

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT 

© ® BEATI-ES: Rubber Soul. Beatles 
(vocals): rhythm accomp:mimcnt. I've Just 
Seen a Race: Think For )'ourself: Girl: Run 
For Your Life: and eight others. CAPITOL 
SI 2442 54.79; -124.12 53.79. 

Performance: Full of life 
Recording: Good 
Stereo Quality: Good 

The Beatles sound more and more like 
music. It's uo accident. Their product is 

r! 

4 

I'r'rr:a .\i.r:\ Mutat 

Urbanity. grace, and natural musicality 

slick and, despite many imitators, still dis- 
tinguishably their own. 

In the music business there are miracle 
workers of all sorts: coaches who can teach 
anything. writers who can write anything. 
and arrangers who can make something of 
nothing or the reverse. 'I he Beatles appar- 
ently were wise enough to call upon the 
hest of them. and it shows in the growing 
excellence of their alhums. 

Don't think because so many professionals 
enjoy the Beatles that they our blind to their 
tricks. I am among those post -teen Beatle 
fans who perceive how they tromp on the 
art of music, and I delight in how well it 
works for them. 

Their best features are their vocal blend 
(at least a couple of them appear to have 
excellent ranges to work with) and their 
unflagging vitality. They cover their small 
technique and narrow musical concepts with 
(I ) glorious showmanship. (2) all-pervad- 

ing wit, and (3) careful manipulation of 
rock-and-roll's rhythmic sensuality. 

Musicians play guessing games about 
where the Beatles derive their better tunes 
(no one is much interested in the had ones). 
One arranger I know swears that Yesterday r 

is lifted from one of Bach's "Brandenburg" 
Concertos. Another maintains that it is an 

old English folk melody. All agree that the 
disjointed quality of their songs. good and 
bad, indicates that they had a hand in re- 

stringing them. 
This album is certainly one of the best the 

Beatles have released. Their blend is excel- 
lent, their performance smooth, and their 
charm, wit and excitement run high. The 
best single selection is a well arranged folk- 
flavo re. l ballad called .\'orrre'guau II' -nod. 

Even the lyric is good exceat for a few dumb 
lines. The recording quality is the best you're 
likely to hear in the rock-and-roll Held. Al. A. 

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT 

Os n LUV BONFA AND MARIA 
TOLEDO: f3raziliana. Luiz Bonfá (guitar), 
Maria Toledo (vocals): orchestra. Bobby 
Scott cond. II" hi.rtle Sarha: Samba de Orftu: 
Pierrot and eleven others. PI-itt.iPs PHS 

600199 54.79. MUM 200199' 53.79. 

Performance: Impeccable 
Recording: Superior 
Stereo Quality: Clean 

The wife of guitarist -composer Luiz Bonfá, 
Maria roledo comes so late to the American 
recording scene that she will probably pass 

unnoticed by the people who unaccountably 
buy Asnud Gilberto's bossa nova records. 

I his is a shame. Miss Toledo is an infinitely 
bigger talent. For one thing, she is Bonfá's 
lyricist-she wrote the lyrics for ten of the 
Bonfá tunes heard in this album. As a singer, 
she hcu warmth, intimacy. ease of delivery 
and attack. musicality. and good intonation. 

Bonfá is.. of course, an outstanding guitar- 
ist in :he Brazilian idiom. He accompanies 
his wife with taste, skill, and sympathy. On 
some tracks, he delivers some superior unac- 

companied guitar work. The arrangements. 
by Bobby Scott and Bonfá, are excellent, and 
the sound is good. G. L. 

OO © IACQUES I3R L: Jacques Brel. 
Jacques Brel (vocals): orchestra. Francois 
Rather cond. Au suitsu,ut: 7.angra: LL r 

Riches: and nine others. REI'RISE RS 6187 
S4.-9. R 6187 S3.79. 

Performance: Vibrant 
Recording: Very good 
Stereo Quality: All right 

(Continued on next page) 
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HIGH FIDELITY PHONO CARTRIDGES 

BEST SELLER 

191 

MODEL M3D 
Where cost is the dominant factor, 
the M3D provides extremely musi- 
cal and transparent sound at a 
rock -bottom price. The original, 
famous Shure Stereo Dynetic 
Cartridge ... with almost universal 
application. Tracks at pressures as 
low as 3 grams, as high as 6 grams. 
for any changer. Only $15.75 

Write for literature: 
SHURE BROTHERS, INC. 

222 HARTREY AVE., EVANSTON, ILLINOIS 
CIRCLE NO. 47 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

NOTICE 
TO STEREO 

& HI-FI BUYERS 
BEFORE YOU BUY GET A RABSONS 

QUOTE... YOU'LL BE GLAD YOU DID! 

At Rabsons Competitive Prices, gelia- 
hi it y and Personal Service have been 
bywords for over 60 years 

It's so Lay and 'FE to deal with Rabsons 

Up to 36 months to pay on Easy Pay Plan 
Centrally located-as close as your telephone 
-as near as your mail box Free Mail Order - 
Hi Fi Clinic Service Fast Air Mail Response 
on Quotation Requests Franchised Distribu- 
tor for Hi Fi Lines 60 Years of business 
"Know How" to serve you better Ship- 
ments DOUBLE PACKED and FULLY INSURED 

"Attractive" Prices Warehouse on prem- 
ises Fast Delivery-Large inventory permits 
processing and shipment promptly All 
merchandise brand new In Factory sealed 
cartons Save even more on complete sys- 
tem quotes Export Packing -220 Volts 50 
Cycle merchandise a specialty Free list 
of monthly specials. 

BALL POINT PEN with every quote 

OVER 60 YEARS 

OF RELIABILITY 

RABSONS57 ST. INC. 
119 West 57th Street, New York, N. Y. 10019 

Tel. Area Code 212-247-0070 
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Jacques Biel is a young Belgian -horn singer 
and songwriter in the tradition of Edith Piat 
and. es en more, Charles Aznavour, whom he 
evidently much admires. His work is not yet 
known in this country, despite a highly suc- 
cessful concert at Carnegie Hall in Decem- 
ber of last year. This album, made up of 
material recorded for the Barclay label in 
France, will permit a few more people to 
have a crack at digging him. 

Brel's tunes are limited melodically, hut 
his strength lies in his extraordinarily pene- 
trating lyrics and his intensely dramatic read- 
ing of them. I doubt that other singers would 
record his material in English. as they are 
now beginning to record Aznavour's. And 
there isn't a large enough audience in the 
U.S. with a good knowledge of French to 
appreciate Brel ''in the original." Even if 
precise and literate translations of Brel's ma- 
terial were done, and he learned English 
well enough to present it himself, I would 
sill! be skeptical of wide success for him. 
The American public in recent years has 
been too thoroughly brain -washed by tele- 
vision and radio into the acceptance of mind- 
less music. The folk fad and rock -and roll 
have trained people not to think when listen- 
ing to a popular song. Brel's jolting irony 
and wide-ranging subject matter would leave 
all too many listeners wearing a blank and 
puzzled look. The folkies make pallid passes 
at ''signilicance'' in song; Bret achieves it. 

I can think of no foreign singer who so 

completely requires that you follow him 
word for word as Brel does. There are no 
charming happy melodies to carry you along 
here. You must pay attention not only to 
the words but to the orchestrations, which 
provide auditory scenery for firel's readings 
of his own striking stuff. For example: 
Zangra. a song about an army officer who 
waits for the enemy to come and make him 
a hero but simply grows old, still waiting. 
and is retired by the time they do come. 
The song is marvelously sardonic, but its 
tune isn't much. The same thing is true of 
Au ruiraut. which describes naked soldiers 
going through their induction medical; the 
song is a devastating comment on the de- 
humanization armies practice against men. 
everywhere-and, incidentally, the song 
doesn't preach. as our own "protest" songs 
do; it demonstrates, and it avoids the pi:fall 
of political content. Another song. Alathrlde. 
portray( the rising excitement of a man 
whose girl is about to return, a girl who can 
only lead him into hell. The point of every- 
thing-the increasingly excited orchestra- 
tion, Brel's growing intensity-is lost unless 
you can follow the words. 

Reprise has had the wisdom to provide in 
the liner notes some exceptionally thorough 
and accurate translations of the songs. I 

can't estimate to what extent they will help 
those who don't speak French to get into 
Brel's material. Personally, I love the man's 
work. G. 1-. 

O © ERROLL GARNER: A Night at the 
Alories. Erroll Garner (piano). Kelly Mar- 
tin (drums), Eddie Calhoun (bass). C/iar- 
nraiue: Three O'Clock in the /Wowing: Just 
.t Gi.eolu: and nine others. MGM SE 4335 
S4.79. E 4335` 53.79. 

Performance: Bright 
Recording: Good 
Stereo Quality: Good 

Erroll Garner lives around the corner from 

me. I often run into him on the street. a 

dapper little pixie of a man, dashing off to 
God knows where with that funny tight- 
lipped senile of his and a look of knowing 
much more than he's saying. His music 
seems to me very much like that. His sense 
of humor has grown, if anything, more sly 
as the years hale gone by. His style is un- 
changed: since the Forties he has had it 
locked into .t specific groove, based on his 
odd (and again pixieish) rhythmic sense 
and that way he has of punching out four 
left-hand chords to each bar. Garner is a 

musical primitive. but a primitive of rare 
perception. The ending he puts on I'll Get 
By here is hilarious. 

The album is tied rather weakly to the 
idea of movie music. Actually, it's an album 
of standards that were only incidentally 
heard in movies. sometimes long after their 
first popularity. One, in fact, was never heard 
in a film at all. It doesn't matter; the title is 

It 

I sanees BISEL 
,,;,,rigs 'tl signiflrotu'e end jolting irony 

only an excuse, and what we have here is 
just very good Garner. I'm glad to hear him 
again. G. L. 

) ® JANE HARVEY: I've Been There. 
Jane Haney (vocals); orchestra, Ray Ellis 
cond. It Neter Enterer! My Alind. Every 
Tint.; Al" Ship: and nine others. AUDIO 
FIDELITY AFSD 6149 54.79. AFI.P 2149` 
S3.79. 

Performance: Mediocre 
Recording: Excellent 
Stereo Quality: Excellent 

Jane Harvey sings in the Streisand manner. 
with stage sighs. high notes that shake a 

little-al I the mannerisms currently in vogue. 
Her singing is not without warmth, hut her 
voice quality is harsh and therefore does 
not lend itself to her exaggerated style. The 
louder and higher site sings. the more grat- 
ing the effect. She's a hit hard to take after 
a few numbers. and will continue to he un- 
til site finds a style more suitable to her 
vocal apparatus. Site is hest on I'll Never Go 
Th,re A,nrn':re. an intense and disturbing 
piece of material. 

Arranger Ray Ellis can pyrite better than 
he did on this date. The charts sound tired 
and thrown together. The album was clone 



in England, and the recorded quality is 

superb. Al. A. 

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT 

® OM JACK JONES: For the "In" Crowd. 
Jack Jones (vocals); orchestra and chorus, 
Don Costa cond. Yesterday: I Irani to Aleet 
!le,: The II""etkend: and nine others. KAPP 
KS 3465 $4.79; KL 1465: $3.79. 

Performance: Good 
Recording: Good 
Stereo Quality: Good 

Whether you like the current trends in music 
or not, the better songs being written in the 
rock-and-roll field often have a wacky ex- 
citement about them. Some of our hest pop 
singers and musicians are attracted to them 
and not only for commercial reasons. Here. 
lack Jones sings a group of rock-and-roll 

tunes. tastefully arranged by Don Costa. The 
better selections have that tense, compelling 
quality peculiar to the idiom. They include 
Y,'sterdat by Lennon and McCartney (two 
Beatles ); Winn the II'"o rid Needs Non' is 
Love by Burt B:tcharach and Hal David; 
II''ild/!otter. a striking tune by Levitt and 

Sexter; and Just Yesterday by Sigman and 
Ogerman. 

Jack Jones. a superb pop singer. per- 
forms well despite the limitations of the ma- 
terial (and although this kind of music has 
merits, so far it also has distinct limitations 
when compared with quality pop music). 
The album is recommended for people who 
hale an interest in today's music but who. 
like me. can't take the raucous recording 
techniques and screaming arrangements or- 
dinarily associated with it. Al. A. 

OO ® JONAH JONES: On the Sunny Side 
of the Sheet. Jonah Jones (trumpet). Hank 
Jones (piano), James Brown (bass), Osie 
Johnson (drums). Side bt Side: Angrt: Site 
Your Sorrow: and nine others. Di:CCA DL 
74688 $4.79, DI. 4688: $3.79. 

Performance: Tasteful 
Recording: Very good 
Stereo Quality: Very good 

Jonah Jones was about fifty when he made 
it. For a nightclub engagement where the 
management wanted softer music than he 
was wont to play, he stuck a mute in his 
horn, and a commercial style was horn. 
Capitol records signed him and ground out 
a series of best-selling albums, all of which 
were. alas, heavily stylized pops -jazz that 
gave Jones little room to show off his capa- 
bilities. Yet even the jazz critics, rather a 

carnisorous lot as. a rule, were merciful; 
everyone liked the man, knew how good a 

trumpeter he really was. and was pleased to 
see him making some money. 

Evidently the Capitol contract has expired. 
onah's fad must be over. Now he's record- 

ing for Decca, which has had him make an- 

other blandly pleasant "Jonah Jones'' album. 
The trumpeter plays with a pick-up group 
that includes the wonderful Hank Jones, 
one of my favorite pianists. Jonah does some 
of his usual shuffle -rhythm stuff, but mostly 
he just plays the tunes. lets Hank have his 
chorus or two, then comes in to play some 
controlled and tasteful older -style small im- 
provisations. G. L. 

Cs ® TOM LEI-IRER e Tbat Was the 
Week that Was. Tom Lehrer (soc.tls and 

piano). í111F Lnllabt: George Aiurpht: 
The Folk Su,tg Army: and nine others. RE- 
PRISE RS 6179 $4.79. R 6179` $3.79. 

Performance: Hilarious 
Recording: Very good 
Stereo Quality: Good 

Almost the only good thing about the heavy- 
handed satire show That If"as the II"eek 
that li"as was Tom Lehrer. An MIT math 
teacher who writes and performs satiric 
songs. Lehrer got in some good licks before 
the show went off the air. I've been enjoying 
Lehrer ever since he first sang about The Old 
Dope Peddler. He's still at it. In this album 
he puts his finger on a good many of the 
idiocies of our time. from folk singers (his 
put-down of the protest -song movement is 

classic in its simplicity and directness) to 
politicians to rocket -maker Wernher von 
Brawn, whom he characterizes as able to 
count backwards to zero in German and Eng- 
lish and already starting to learn it in 
Chinese. 

I think my favorite track is AILF Lnllabt. 
which takes pot-shots at the multi -lateral 
atomic fleet Washington tried so hard to 
promote. It will be remembered that many 
Europeans were nervous about this idea; so 

apparently was Lehrer. The song urges baby 
to sleep because MLF keeps him safe. 

It is an interesting comment on the prog- 
ress we've made that Lehrer's first records 
were considered somewhat scandalous, al- 
most underground discs. Now they're per- 
fectly respectable. Mind you, for those who 
don't get lau,shs from gallows humor, he 
may prove a little strong still. He breaks 
me up. G. L. 

OO © MARILYN DIICHAELS: Marilyn 
Michaels. Marilyn Michaels (vocals); or- 
chestra. Hal Wess, Sy Oliver, and Bobby 
Scott cond. II 'on't You Come Home, Bill 
Bailey: Lover Alan: Carnival: and nine 
others. ABC PARAMOUNT ABCS 533 $4.79, 
ABC 533 $3.79. 

Performance: Exaggerated 
Recording: Good - 

Stereo Quality: Good 

The Barbra Streisand influence is spreading. 
as I feared it would. First it was Liza Min- 
nelli. sounding like a cross between Streisand 
and Judy Garland. Now it's Marilyn 
Michaels, sounding like a hybrid of Streis- 
and. Eydie Gonné. and Ym:t Sumac. I fear 
we're in for a siege of girl singers who 
breath heavily and make loud noises and 
over -read lyrics to the point of embarrass- 
ment and exaggeratedly mouth their syllables 
and hit notes out of tune with vast assur- 
ance and aplomb. This is called being an 
"exciting performer." 

Miss Michaels (like Miss Streisand before 
her) is obviously loaded with talent and ut- 
terly determined to misuse it in pursuit of a 

-personal style.'' She has an excellent basic 
voice of great range and power; what she 

lacks is a sense of proper restraint. And the 
word "understatement- obviously has no 

meaning to her. She is determined to "com- 
municate'' at \t li:never cost. When she's out 
of tune, it is almost invariably because she's 
pushing her 'nice too hard-overblowing 
the instrument. as horn players say 

Miss Michaels does Al.tnha de Caruaysl 
in Portuguese and part of Be Alr Lire (in 
which she's more out of tune than even 
Mario Lanza used to he) in French. About 
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all you can say for her French is that it's 
better than her Portuguese. 

Miss Michaels could be important, but 
she is starting off firmly on the wrong foot, 
listening, no doubt, to all the cooing show- 
biz sharpies who are assuring her, "Honey, 
you're gonna be another Streisand." G. L. 

OO ® ANI)Rl PREVIN: Plays Music of 
the Young Hollywood Composers. André 
Previn (piano); orchestra. Emily: Pink Pan- 
ther Theme; D.tist: Nevermore: and eight 
others. RCA VICTOR LSP 3491 S4.79; LPM 
3491:: S3.79. 

Performance: Disappointing 
Recording: Good 
Stereo Quality: Good 

Many themes in this set reinforce the belief 
that some of today's best composers are 
working in films. Listen to Johnny Mandel's 
Emily. Ilenry Mancini's Soldier in the Rain, 
Johnny Williams' Tuesday's Theme, and 
Michel Legrand's / 117ill Wait For You. 
(Unfortunately for me, my favorite Previn 
music, from Four Horsemen of the Apoca- 
lypse. is not included here.) 

Johnny Williams is responsible for much 
of the arranging, and it's uniformly lovely; 
so is the orchestra's performance. Previn's 
playing, though polished, falls short of 
greatness. In Legrand's / 117ill Wait For You. 
he begins meaningfully, but as the piece 
proceeds, he lags into trite arpeggios and 
characteristic sixteenth -note twists. Compare 
Previn's Soldier in the Rain with Mancini's 
original version on the "Dear Ileart" album 
(RCA Victor LSP 2990). The piano on 
Mancini's recording is starkly simple and 
moving. Previn's is complex tinsel by com- 
parison, and his glibness is frustrating. One 
wishes he would relax, look deeper into 
the value of well -placed simplicity. and ful- 
fil his promise. 

Nevertheless. this is a tastefully done al - 
hum of beautiful themes, and it is highly 
recommended. Al. A. 

O OO BILL PURSELL: The Rrimúritic 
Piano of Hill Pursell. Bill Pursell (piano); 
orchestra, Bill PurseII cond. li"ho Can I 
Turn To: When I Fall in Lore: Blues for 
Julie: and eight others. COL I'stRIA CS 
9421' 54.79, Cl. 2421 53.79. 

Performance: Heavily romantic 
Recording: All right 

Bill Pursell, who according to the liner notes 
''can play piano for a country -music record- 
ing session one night and perform a piano 
concerto with the Nashville Symphony the 
next'' is a capable pianist. (There are dozens, 
nay hundreds, of capable pianists in this 
country.) In this album he plays mostly in 
a "classical" type of pop style-Chopinesque 
running figures in the left hand under the 
melody, that certain extra ring of the melody 
note at the top of the chord. arpeggios, and 
stuff. He plays cleaner than Roger Williams 
or Don Shirley. He's at his small best with 
one of ohim's tunes. O Morro. in which he 
rs'ays a nice second line under the melody. 
Having found it, however. he simply repeats 
it. You should listen to Clare Fischer's So 
1).,iro Samba on \World Pacific to see how 
much more imaginatively this kind of thing 
can be done; in fact. Bill Pursell should lis- 
ten to it. 

1I, is accompanied .by a string section 
which producer Don Law claims in the notes 

9R 

is given by the engineer "a full orchestral 
dimension ... though there are only fifteen 
musicians in all." Nuts. It sounds just like 
fifteen men; you can't get weight of string 
sound by microphone placement, or by 
goosing the volume or reverberation. You 
have to hire more fiddles. that's all. 

And my word, they've got lousy string 
players in Nashville! They have that edgy. 
ever -so -slightly -out -of -tune sound that makes 
a string section harsh. They're expression- 
less. which may be attributable to their lim- 
itations as players or to Putsch's limitations 
as a conductor; I can't say. But man, they 
are h.td string players-better than those in 
my old high school orchestra, I guess, but 
still pretty amateur. 

/'here's a good guitar player in the rhythm 
section, which is otherwise wooden. Guitar 
players they've got in Nashville; I'll give 
them that much. G. L. 

S ? 

o 

a\utu' Pttevl\ 
Polished piano playing for filet themes 

OO ® SYLVIE VARTAN: Gift Wrapped 
from Paris. Sylvie Vartan (vocals); orches- 
tra. One More Day: I Can't Make Ilim Look 
at Ale; Alle) Oop: and nine others. RCA 
VICTOR LSP 3438 54.79, LPM 3438 S3.79. 

Performance: Rock-and-roll 
Recording: Juiced up 
Stereo Quality: Good 

Sylvie Vartan is a French rock-and-roll 
singer who seems to have very little accent 
in English. It's hard to tell, though; with 
the deliberate distortions of pronunciation 
that are part of the rock-and-roll approach, 
who knows? I find her pretty dull. 1 suspect 
she won't even sell. 

Some of the arrangements in this collec- 
tion were written by Jimmy Wisner. a mu- 
sician front Philadelphia who once was 
considered a part of the jazz world. He has 
apparently embraced the "if you can't fight 
'em. join 'ern" philosophy: he was musical 
director of that recent and dreadful album 
by the Spokesmen called "The Dawn of Cor- 
rection." This makes me sad. He's such a 

,Mood musician. What is this husiness com- 
ing to when it takes men of this caliber and 
assigns them work that is the musical equiva- 
lent of latrine -cleaning? G. L. 

® (:III:T BAKER: Baker's Holiday. 
Chet Baker (fluegelhorn, vocals); Alan Ross, 
Henry Freeman. Seldon Powell. Leon Cohen. 
and Wilfred Holcombe (reeds); Everett 
Barksdale (guitar); Hank )ones (piano); 
Connie Kay (drums); Richard Davis (bass). 
Easy Living; You're Alt' Thrill: Ah.ru to 
Ale: Don't Explain; and six others. Ltrlr:- 
LIGHT LS 86019 55.79, I, 82019' S4.79. 

Performance: Small -scaled 
Recording: Good 
Stereo Quality: Very good 

In intent, this is a tribute to Billie I loliday: 
Chet Baker plays songs associated with her, 
and sings four of them. In actuality, Baker's 
performances are limited in emotional scope 
-there is nothing here of the biting inten- 
sity and compelling individuality of Miss 
Holiday. Nor, it should he added, does he 
evoke her mocking wit and often painfully 
vulnerable tenderness. Baker has improved 
as a vocalist-his line is more secure and 
his diction clearer-hut he is monochro- 
matic to the point of blandness. Ilis fluegel- 
horn playing is lyrical and neatly contoured. 
hut it too fails to call to mind the passionate 
expectations and raw memories characteristic 
of Miss Holiday's style. Jimmy Mundy's 
arrangements are lithe and refreshingly un- 
pretentious. but the leading player in this 
tribute has been miscast. N. H. 

O ® ART BLAKEY: Sou! Finger. Lee 
Morgan, Freddie Hubbard (trumpet); Lucky 
Thompson (tenor and soprano saxophone): 
Gary Bartz (alto saxophone); Victor Sproles 
(bass); John Hicks (piano); Art Blakey 
(drums). Soul Finger: Huh's Ba.r.ca: Spot 
Session: Freedom Monday: A Quiet Thing: 
The lluh. LIAIt:LIGHT LS 86018 $5.79, LM 
82018 S4.79. 

Performance: Spotty 
Recording: Okay 
Stereo Quality: Okay 

Art Blakey conceives of his Jazz Messen- 
gers as a sort of mobile training ground. As 
the young musicians he has hired become 
sufficiently well known to go out on their 
own- he hires new ones. Sometimes, when 
they are new, these fledglings give Blakey 
a perfectly dreadful hand. Later they may 
become superb. 

This album contains a little of both. It 
is unusual in that it has two trumpeters 
(both long associated with Blakey): Freddie 
Hubbard and Lee Morgan. The former is 

more restrained- the latter wilder and some- 
times prone to incoherence. Also unusual 
is the presence of the old master Lucky 
Thompson. whose light soprano opening to 
his own Spa Session is the most delightful 
thing on the record. The three newcomers- 
alto, piano. and bass-are less distinguished. 
(With his dull rhythm patterns, pianist 

(Continued on page 100) 
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Hicks is hardly even professional.) Blakey 
himself takes one of his amazing solos on 
his own high -life tune Freedom Monday. 

Soul Finger gets its name from the mys- 
terious vamp figure that John Barry uses for 
all the Bond films. A Quiet Thing. blocky 
and far too slow, is some indication that 
Blakey's style cannot really encompass bal- 
lads. Despite bright flashes, the album is 

Blakey's usual thing, but this time is once 
too often. J. G. 

® BENNY GOLSON: Just Jazz! Bill 
Evans (piano); Wayne Shorter (tenor 
saxophone); Eric Dolphy (alto saxophone): 
Freddie Hubbard, Bill Ilardman (trumpet); 
Grachan Moncur. Curtis Fuller (trom- 
bone); Ron Carter (bass); Charlie Persip, 
Jimmy Cobb (drums). Grao:in' High: Mo- 
tet, String: Autumn Leaves; Quicksilver; 
II"alkiu': and five others. AUDIO FIDELITY 
AFSD 6150 S4.98. 

Performance: Placid 
Recording: Good 
Stereo Quality: Good 

While no such information is given on the 
jacket, this album must have been made sev- 

eral years ago. Eric Dolphy is dead, pro- 
ducer Tom Wilson has worked for Colum- 
bia for at least three years and is now at 
MGM. and it has been longer than that 
since pianist Bill Evans was involved in a 

session of young New York post -bop 
musicians. 

Benny Golson. who is credited with ar- 
ranging and conducting the album. seems 
to have had in mind a survey of tunes fa- 

vored by post -bop musicians in the late 
Fifties. Besides the tunes listed above, there 
are Donna Lee. Out of N ou'here. Stella 
bt' Starlight. and If I Should Lose You. 

Everyone plays well. with Evans getting 
most of the honors. But Golson's music has 
always been muted, polite. discreet-his ar- 
rangements seem to inhibit emotion on any- 
one's part. So it is here: this set is a kind of 
button-down jazz from powerful players. 

J. G. 

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT 

® ® THE HAPPY JAZZ BAND: The 
Real Stuff. Jim Cullum, Sr. (clarinet). Gene 
McKinney (trombone). Jim Cullum. Jr. 

(cornet). Cliff Gillette (piano), Ben Valfre 
(banjo). Wilson Davis (sousaphone), Har- 
vey Kindenater (drums). Fidgety Feet: Tia 
Juan.,: Melancholy; A'labe/'s Dream: and six 
others. HAPPY JAZZ RECORDS AP 87 stereo 
$5.98. AP 87 $4.98. 

Performance: Zestful 
Recording: Excellent 
Stereo Quality: Superior 

The Happy Jazz Band consists of former 
professional musicians who now have a 

variety of daytime jobs. from the wholesale 
grocery business to a post in the Treasury 
Department. The only comparative youngster 
in the group is cornetist Jim Cullum, Jr., the 
twenty -five -year -old son of one of the or- 
ganizers of these San Antonio enthusiasts. 
The hand has been functioning since 1962, 
and since 1963 it has had its own night club, 
The Landing. on the San Antonio River. 

The musical allegiance of the players is 

to the New Orleans -rooted traditional jazz 
of such early titans as Jelly Roll Morton and 
King Oliver. They also have a penchant for 
some later Midwestern variants on traditional 
jazz by Bix Beiderhecke and a few others. 
Their leading virtues are a carefully bal- 
anced, richly textured ensemble blend; cohe- 
sive arrangements that do not simply imitate 
those on old records; and an infectious joy- 
ful pride in their music. The soloists are 
good- though not outstanding. The elder 
Cullum's clarinet is flowing and penetrating; 
his son's cornet struts crisply; and Gene Mc- 
Kinney provides a lusty bottom to and a 

commentary on the front line with his tail- 
gate trombone. 

Rarely has traditional jazz been as well 
recorded as it is here, in terms of total clarity 
of interweaving parts and a full but not ex- 

aggerated sense of presence. The engineering 
standard for this kind of music has been 

set by E. D. Nunn's Audiophile Records, and 
it was Mr. Nunn himself who journeyed to 

San Antonio to record these proceedings. 
Happy Jazz Records, Inc. is at 110 Oak Park 
Drive, San Antonio, Texas. N. II. 

® OO EI)DIE HIGGINS: Soulero. Eddie 
Higgins (piano). Richard Evans (bass), 
Marshall Thompson (drums). Tango A/ri- 
caine: Shelley's Il"orld: Alr. Evans: Makin' 
11vhoopee; and four others. A-ILANTiC SD 
1446 S5.79, 1446" $4.79. 

Performance: Competent but unremarkable 
Recording: Very good 
Stereo Quality: Good 
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Chicago -based pianist Eddie Iliggins is grace- 

ful in his execution and lucid in his con- 

ception for his instrument. For the most 

part, however, his work in this set lacks 

the dimension of originality that separates 

the major improvising talents f om the small 

army of skilled minor jazz artists. He does 

not dig deeply into the possibilities of most 

of the songs, but prefers instead to construct 
well -ordered, easily flowing variations that 

do not command a listener's total absorp- 

tion. Twice he reveals a somewhat larger 
potential-in a charming original for his 

daughter. She//cg's II"orld, and in a subtly 
shaded exploration of John Lewis' Django. 
The rest may demonstrate his professional 
ism, but not his importance to jazz. Higgins' 
support from Richard Evans and Marshall 
Thompson is expert and resilient. N.11. 

® ® SHAKE KEANE: The Big Fat flora 
o/ Shake Keane. Shake Keane (fluegel- 
horn). unidentified orchestra. If'iro's and 

. - 
jar.' 

1+3 s ', :4» . 

i tt:l:l' LATeti' 
New jar_: colors and Johns 

Loren: Gi,ei: I I Dreamed: Small 
ll'orld: Like ., II ' /nt.ut: and seven others. 
LONDON I'S 438 S4.79. LL 3348 53.79. 

Performance: Skillful 
Recording: Excellent 
Stereo Quality: Good 

After listening to this record by a man whose 
name I had never heard-and it's a debut 
album, too-I was astonished to see, in one 
of Leonard Feather's blindfold tests in 
Doren Beat, that Cannonball Adderley- con- 
fronted by an ultra -modern trumpeter, said, 
"Sounds like those cats in England-Shake 
Keane and those guys-they seem to be bet- 
ter players than the avant-garde over here." 

As it happens, the recording wasn't by 
Keane. But if he has that kind of reputa- 
tion with Adderley, then /his album must 
he a straight business deal, because Keane 
here sounds like only a more tasteful, just- 
as -skillful Al Hirt. By the same token. 
Johnny Keating's considerable reputation as 

an arranger is not borne out by these merely 
workmanlike charts. 

The album is unusual in that it features 
seldom -heard and excellent songs-Every 
Time ll"e S.ty Goodbye, for example. And 
Keane, who seems possessed of several dif- 

ferent voices on his Ilue;,elhorn-from lies 
Davis bent notes to straight circus blow- 
ing-has some moments of real invention. 
within the limitations of the album. 

On balance. I look forward to a jazz al - 

hum from Keane. and in the meantime 
recommend this set as a beginning correc- 
tive for Hirt fans. J. G. 

O O YUSEF LATEEF: /984. Yusef Lateef 
(tenor saxophone, Taiwan flute. \la\la flute. 
Czech flute- cork flute, oboe); Mike Nock 
(piano); Reggie Workman (bass); James 

Black (drums). Tr) Lore: Lore II".11.':: Lis- 
ten to the 'rind,. The Greatest Story Ever 
Told: and five others- IMPULSE AS 84 $5.98, 
A 84 $4.98. 

Performance: Searching 
Recording: Excellent 
Stereo Quality: Very good 

A composer and multi -instrumentalist, Yusef 
Lateef has long been involved in a quest for 
new colors in jazz and, to a lesser extent. 
new forms. In the past he has utilized vari- 

ous Eastern instruments and even a pop bot- 
tle for unexpected textures; and in the title 
track of this set he incorporates a diversity 
of flutes and his own adaptations of Far 

Eastern and Near Eastern instruments. La- 

teef's intriguing aural kaleidoscope of 1984 

is based on a twelve-tone technique of his 

own devising. and the result is a provoca- 
tive addition to the jazz color range. 

The rest of the album is less exploratory 
and more immediately coherent. Lateef, one 
of the very few jazz oboe players, is heard 

on a ballad with that pungently lyrical in- 

strument. And on another track, he plays 
an unusually full-bodied, mellow jazz flute. 

On tenor saxophone, he can be a hard -driv- 
ing. blues -laced soloist; an experimenter 
with the speech -like cries and other "human" 
sounds that are characteristic of the new 

jazz tenor wave; and, most effectively, a ro- 

manticist in the vintage jazz ballad tradition. 
In this last role, he is especially persuasive 

in his own reflective piece Gee! S.rm Gee. 

At forty-five, Lateef continues to he one 
of the most indi\ idualistic and unprecictahle 
of jazzmen. Ile has never limited himself 
to any single, currently fashionable groove. 
Instead, lie constructs his own pyramid of 
challenges out of a considerable knowledge 
of the jazz past and a growing intimacy with 
the folk music of other cultures. A next 
step might be the commissioning of Lateef 
to score an album for a large orchestra, be- 

cause I expect that his penchant for experi- 
menting with colors could be more reward- 
ingly displayed if he had greater instru- 
mental resources. N. II. 

OO OM GARY MC EARL \NI): The In 
Soma'. Gary McFarland (vibes): Bob 

Brookmeyer (trombone); Kenny nu ell. 
Gabor Szabo (guitar); Bob Bushnell. Rich- 

ard Davis (bass); Candido (bongo and 

conga drum); Sol Guhin. Grady Tate 
(drums); Spencer Sinatra (flute and alto 
flute); Sadao Watanabe (flute and tenor 
saxophone). The Moment of Truth: here I 
Ant: Vine and Bre.td; I Can't Get No S.ui.r- 

jaction: and six others. VERVE V6 8632 

$5.79, V 8632 $4.79. 

Performance: Pleasant but with little depth 

Recording: Very good 
Stereo Quality. Excellent 

(Cor,líwted an ne.v! page) 
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How long will 
Beethoven be 

around? 
A real long time-on pre-re- 
corded tapes with a base of 
MYLAR.. They're the first to last. 
Like blank tapes on a base of 
MYLAR, they don't dry out. 
They're protected against time, 
temperature, moisture, too. 
They can be stored anywhere- 
indefinitely. That's why MYLAR 

is the base used for "play -in - 

car" hi-fi tapes. Pre-recorded 
tapes represent an investment. 
Why not invest a little more for 
MYLAR and have the added in- 
surance and protection of the 
strongest, longest -lasting tape 
base you can buy? 

Make sure your favorite pre- 
recorded tapes are on a base of 
MYLAR polyester film. And look 
for the label on the box that 
says MYLAR. 

How long will pre-recorded 
tapes of MYLAR last? Well, how 
long has Beethoven been around? 
-Du Pont registered trademark for its polyester film. 
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For several years, Gary McFarland has dem- 
onstrated an attractive. gently lyrical talent 
as vibist and composer -arranger. Occasion- 
ally, as in his -Point of Departure" album on 
Impulse. he has also given indication of a 

more challenging and self -searching concep- 
tion that eventually could lift his work to 
new levels of expressivity. In this set, how- 
ever, he soothes rather than surprises and 
stimulates the listener. 

Four of the originals are his. and while 
immediately appealing, they don't stay in 
the mind. Similarly. McFarland's arrange- 
ments of the other material are thoughtful, 
often witty, but never seizing-emotionally 
or in terms of revealing a broadening or 
deepening musical imagination. In this al- 
bum he is given to frequent humming and 
occasional whistling to add a vocalise -like 

texture to the performances. Those sounds 
too are well-mannered and in context, but 
they skim the surface of his feelings. I would 
not be so disappointed in McFarland's new- 
est set had he not revealed in the past a ca- 
pacity for less polite music -making. There's 
certainly nothing meretricious about this al- 
bum, but it contains nothing that would im- 
pel me to keep it in my collection. I would 
indeed like to hear the "in sound" of Mc- 
Fatland expressing what he feels way down 
underneath this amiable smalltalk. ls.11. 

Os ® TI-IF.LONIOUS MONK: Mislerioso. 
Thelonious Monk (piano); Charlie Rouse 
(tenor saxophone); Butch Warren, Larry 
Gales (bass); Frank Dunlop. lien Riley 
(drums). IF'ell. Y,u .\'t<dn't: Ali.uerioso: 
Ilonetsuckle Rose: Bemsba Swing: Evidence: 

HERE IT IS...ONLY $1595 

The 

Revolutionary 

adiadtoro- 

.. ALL NEW FROM TELEX 

Never before such fine performance 
at such a low price. This all new 
stereo beauty from Telex has big 31/2 
inch speakers with over 7 square 
inches of cone area. They deliver a 
terrific bass response down to 10 cycles 
and reproduce highs clearly up to 
15,000 cycles. Sound impedance 3-16 
ohms. Forward Sound 
You get the aural perspective of an 
audience seat with the exclusive "for- 
ward sound" acoustic effect that puts 
stereo sound out front. You adjust to 
normal "in -head" stereo effect by 
reversing phones. 

Comfort 
Soft foam cushions combine with 
light weight to assure effortless listen- 

ing, even over long periods. Stereo 
pleasure the way it should be en- joyed-in solid comfort. 

Rich new styling 
The all new Adjustatone complements 
the decor of any room, any stereo 
set. Inset panels and silver trim 
accent the smooth line styling. Con- 
struction is of stainless steel and in- 
jection molded high impact plastic. 

Try the sensational new Adjusta- 
tone at your dealer. No stereo set 
should he without one. See also the 
three other great Telex stereo head- 
sets-the Stereo Twin ST -10 and 
ST -20 and the ultimate of all stereo 
headsets-the new Serenata. All 
made in U.S.A. 

Products of Sound Research 

DEPARTMENT 231).3054 EXCELSIOR BLVD., MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 
102 CIRCLE NO. 54 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

and three others. Corr'>MRt.i CS 9216 S4.79, 
CL 2416 S3.79. 

Performance: Varies 
Recording: Varies 
Stereo Quality: Good 

The latest Thelonious Monk disc for Co- 
lumbia has been culled from tapes made by 
two different Monk quartets in such disparate 
places as Newport. Lincoln Center, Tokyo, 
the Village Gate. Brandeis University, and 
the Jazz Workshop in San Francisco. Monk 
and tenor saxophonist Charlie Rouse per- 
form on all tracks. 

With one exception. Monk sticks to the 
narrow repertoire (mostly his own compo- 
sitions) that he has been employing for 
nearly twenty years. Ile rarely adds to it, 
and the addition here is enlightening. All 
the Things You Are has tempted nearly 
every jazz pianist around to construct an 
overblown pastiche. It is fascinating to hear 
Monk absorb it into his craggy, no -tricks 
approach. 

The tracks range from indifferent to su- 
perb. Best of all is the blues Misterioso. on 
which Rouse plays one of his finest solos 
and Monk builds up a superb thematic im- 
provisation based on the intervals of his 
deceptively simple melody. Larry Gales has 
a fine, time -keeping solo on Needn't. and 
Dunlop is more helpful and assured than I 

have wet heard him. 
The recording varies in quality from track 

to track, but stereo adds considerable depth 
throughout. J. G. 

® @ CAL TIAl)F.R: Soul Bird: IVhiJfen- 
pooJ. Cal Tjader (vihraharp); Richard 
Davis. Tern' Hilliard (bass); Paul Griffin, 
Lonnie Hewitt (piano): Sol Guhin, John 
Rae. and Grady- Tate (drums); Armando 
Peraza (percussion). That's All: Soul Mo- 
tion: R< a: S.r»rb.r de Orfen: Daddy II'ong 
Legr: Smut Rot: Do.vt: Shiny Silk Stock- 
ings: Ilurr Ili,eh the Moon: Prophet: and 
two others. VrRYE Vó 8626 S5.79, V 8626= 
54.79. 

Performance: Pleasant but uninspired 
Recording: Poor 
Stereo Quality: Okay 

F. Rodney Jones, whose credentials are listed 
as " \X'VON. Chicago.- where I imagine 
he is a disc jockey. did the jacket annotations 
for this record. Ile sees it as a continuation 
of a new era in Cal Tjader's musical career. 
He calls this new thing (and capitalizes it) 
SOUL. But it's the same thing Tjader has 
been doing for longer than I care to re- 
member: a light Latin quartet with jazz 
embel I ishments. 

'I he embellishments are better than ever, 
although hampered by a generally poor re- 
cording. And bassist Richard Davis, on 
whose shoulders much of the jazz burden 
rests, continually improves, adding a full 
tone to his previously notable ideas. Tjader 
is now playing little jokes: his Hot' I//gb 
the Moon solo includes a half -chorus of 
Oruithologt, Charlie Parker's gloss on that 
tune; :and his Sonny Boy. introduced by Rol- 
lins ro the fraternity, is followed by a witty 
version of Rollins' own Doxy. 

The album. as all of Tjader's are, is 

pleasant, expert. and fun to listen to. But 
only Mr. Iones knows what any of this has 
to do with SOUL. I can see it more as 

skilled. enjoyable. but eventually forgettable 
professionalism. J. G. 

HIFI/STEREO REVIEW 



LI,\\I CL.\NCY: Limo Clancy (see Best 
of the ,\loath, imp): -0) 

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT 

® BYON(;KI I I\X'ANG : ,4kí.`í` from 
Korea. I'olumc 1: The karakeufu. Byongki 
Hi.Ine (kayakeunt. eh,tngko). S.+ui,: Í'hr 
fall. Thr Y .rurer.rr,.u< I1 'nit: TA, Fr,retl. 
E.tci-\X'rsT E\X'M 111111 

Performance: Subtle, absorbing 
Recording: Excellent 

The ka v,ikeuni is a plucked string instru- 
ment- inscnted in southern Korea in the 
sixth century. Since then it has become a 

prestigious instrument in the court and folk 
traditions of that eountrs Haled on a Chinese 
prototype, it is related to the Japanese kout 
and to the psaltery in the \X'est. The instru- 
ment is capable-as this program by I3von,gki 
Hwang demonstrates -of a remarkable spec- 
truttt of tone colors through nticrotonal shad- 
ings. vibrato. port,nnento. muted sounds, 
and harmonics. Occasionally here, through 
oserduhhing. Hcv,tng accompanies himself 
on the ch,tngko. ,t double -headed elrum 
shaped like an hour glass. 

l-Iw,Ing is thirty years old and currently 
holds the position of instructor of kayakeuni 
at the National Musical Institute in South 
Korea. He made this recording in May, I9há. 
at the University of Hawaii as part of the 
Past -West Center Press's continuing pro- 
grams of cultural interchange. As an intro- 
duction to the expressive range of the ka- 
yakeunt, Hwang has chosen several different 
forms fundamental o, its repertory. S.rnin 
is like a fantasia. requiring considerable 
melodic inventiveness on the part of the 
performer and also a firm hut subtle com- 
mand of rhythmic nuances. The other three 
compositions. based on traditional Korean 
folk and court music practices. are by Hwang. 
The Po+ncgnrn.ut I/,wire is a fascinating in- 
terior monologue-the rise. development. 
and after-effects of a fantasy. Tin Fill and 
The Font./ emphasise the intimate connec- 
tion between nature and music in the Korean 
heritage. The former, for example.. evokes 
an autumnal sky, a driziling rain. and a 

solitary walk in a garden. The latter is 

disided into Green Shad,. Cuckoo, Rain, 
Alounlighi. 

For me. the music continues to repay many 
replayings. It has what Hwang refers to as 

renu,r-"the feeling that remains after read- 
ing a poem and closing the covers of the 
book-a mood which is often too quickly 
interrupted or entirely neglected in today's 
high-speed world." 

The production of the album by the East- 
\Xrest Press of Honolulu is superh-the 
quality of the sound. the lucidity of the 
notes, and the comprehensive eight -page in- 
sert with essays on Korean music by Bar- 
bara Smith and Hwang himself. For listeners 
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who are open to a new aural and emotional 
experience. I strongly recommend this set as 

being especially valuable as an antidote to 
today's high-speed world." N. 11. 

05 ® III1W ROI)ERICK: II'o Blue. 
Judy Roderick (si(e.Ils): Artie Traunt, Dick 
Weissman (_nit,trs): Paul Griffin (piano): 
Ted Sommer (drums): Russ Sac.tkus (bass). 
VANGt',\Rn VSD 79197 $5.79, VRS 9197 
5.1.79. 

Performance: Promising 
Recording: Very good 
Stereo Quo ity: Good 

Judy Roderick is a young folkie who differs 
from most of her kind in ,t couple of particu- 
lars: she's pretty. and she sings rather well. 
within the limitations of her medium. Her 
voice hats body. clarity. and an interesting 
scratchy edge that sounds as if it results from 
smoking. She does some blues rather well. 
and enunciates in a sway that is comprehen- 
sible. She shows signs of understanding what 
a lyric means-R',ck Ala. B.11,1, for example. 

The folkies I,t ely. are borrowing from 
all oser the place, including jar'. which 
most of them handle miserably, Miss Rod- 
erick makes the mistake of doing some ma- 
terial from this source-L,nitri'lt Lau. 
which tite liner notes s.n she ICJrned "front 
the singing of Peggy Lee.- C ooh rep '+.n l 

Bin, r by Jon Hendricks, and 13l.+e1 -end /3/n, 
by Fats \'<'.iiler. These ins ite comparisons, 
and Miss Roderick doesn't cone off well. As 
soon as you compare her to Peggy, Lee. she's 
in trouble. Since Miss Lee is now in her 
forties. of course. and a master performer. 
direct comparison is unfair- So compare 
Miss Roderick s singing on L uiuill, Lon 
to something of Miss L-ee's done when she 
was Miss Roderick's age--11'ht D n'I 5''a 
Do Ri,yht for example. recorded with 
I3e-nny Goodin::n twenty years ago or more. 

Judy Roderick instantly becomes an am- 

ateur. The autltoriiv and the earthy, ccontaniv 
sensuality (which the lyrics of both songs 
demand) simply aren't there. Her B1,`íí 
and Gina isn't bad. But if you compare it 

with Prankie Lafne's record of the song. 
made about fifteen years ago, you again see 

host' poorly even good folkies come toff 

when compared with competent pops singers. 
Miss Roderick may nor be entirely to 

blame for the shortcomings of these num- 
bers. She is ac ontp:anied on L,ui.rtill, Lott 
and Ce,nrt mp,+-urt Mu, r by piano, has:. and 
drums. They sound like a local trio in a \X'est 

Overshoe. Ohio. par: the pianist ( Paul 

Griffin) conies mover as if he learned blues 
changes Last week. You simply are forced to 

compare him with jazz pianists. since he's 
working in their territory. Imagine how 
11.111k Iones swnuld play here. and yr u'wc got 
Griffin's number. On other tracks. an am- 
plified guitar is played by Artie Trtum. His 
solos are negligible. Maybe he's young-all 
the folkies' fauns claim youth as an excuse. 
But the brilliant Charlie Christian was dead 

by the time be was twenty-four, and his 

superb solo work had already revolutionized 
jazz guitar. 

Miss Roderick has talent, real talent. Noss, 

if she'll learn some real music and acquire 
a proper vibrato instead of that silly little 
quake ssith which even the best folkies seem 

to he afflicted. she might in time become an 

interesting singer. G. L. 

(Continued on next page) 
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Pinnacle of 

I ri imagery! 
From the traditional house of sound 
comes the fabulous HERITAGE 
SERIES of sound systems. UTAH 
has a tradition of producing the 
finest quality speakers and cabi- 
nets -and this fiew series is part of 
that heritage. Both bookshelf and 
console models set new standards 
in total quality. Each high styled 
cabinet is individually assembled. 
Tweeters have a "double shell" con- 
struction with fiberglass between 
the chassis and outside cover to 
nainintize reflections. High flux den- 
sity and a special cone clamping 
technique contribute toward the 
high efficiency. Woofers have mas- 
sive Alnico V magnetic circuits and 
large diameter voice coils for elfcrt- 
less reproduction. Utah's cross- 
over networks are tailored to the 
reproducers and enclosures for 
best system "balance" and mini- 
mum distortion. 

Heritage II 
Fat tie expert 
Connoisseur 
4 -speaker system 
Frequersy response: 
2512C,000 cps 
Pose, Fondling: 
50 watt': 

_' 

Heritage I 

Bookshelf Model 
3 -speaker system 
12" woofer 
2-5" tweeters 

Write or call for complete 

t iJt " t a 

r t 5, ,'t1J 

Heritage III 
A new level of 

music enjoyment 
8-:p,mker system 
Frequency response? 
20/20,000 cps 
Pow.s handlir q: 
80 watts 
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RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT 

OO OO SABICAS: El Rep del Flamenco. 
Sabicas (guitar). La Trinidad. Alalagnena; 
Lnpatea.lo eon Re: Duende Flamenco: Ro,n- 
deua: and six others. ABC PARAMOUNT 
ABCS 526 S4.79. ABC 526r S3.79. 

Performance: All emotion 
Recording: Superb 
Stereo Quality: Very good 

The title of this disc means -the king of 
flamenco.- and I see no point in going into 
that at all. for designations of royalty seem 
to get passed around among flamenco guitar- 
ists as easily as among calypso singers. But. 
aside from that. unlike Juan Serrano. who 
seems cold. or Manitas de Plata, who has 
incredible technique, Sabicas seems all com- 
pressed emotion. He is a heart -on -the -sleeve 
romantic. with a full, resonant tone. A tone, 
by the way. that has been captured superbly 
in this recording. 

Since I am not as familiar with this music 
as I might he. I wish the hack of the jacket 
had been given over to informative notes such 
as sometimes accompany flamenco releases. 
rather than to encomiums from The C.+.rb 

Box and other music journals. I would es- 

pecially like to have known about band one, 
called Guadalquivir. which suddenly be- 

comes. about halfway through, something 
that I know as a Lincoln Brigade song 
called Los Cu.ttro Genera/er. But the music 
and the recording are superb, and you can't 
have everything. J. G. 

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT 

CS OM MARION WILLIAMS: '1he Great 
Gospel Voice of Marion Il"i!lians. Marion 
Williams and the Stars of Faith (vocals). un- 
identified instrumental accompaniment. Pm -k- 

in' Up: O Come, All Ye Faithf ul: He'll Un- 
deru.un,/: Michael Row the Boat Ad.ore: 
II''hen 11:,s Jesus Born: Ile's Got the //'"hole 
It órld in His Handy: Somehod) Bi,Q,ner: and 
five others. EPIC BN 26175 54.79, LN 
24175 $3.79. 

Performance: Exceptional 
Recording: Good 
Stereo Quality: Very good 

Many gospel singers operate on the convic- 
tion that fervor is all. Their hosannas have 
power. a surging heat, and blazing colors: hut 
after a while, they become wearying, for 
they have little intimacy. individuality, or un- 
predictability. Marion Williams is an excep- 
ton. To begin with- she has an exceptionally 
warm. vibrant voice- It can he both sweet 
and imperious, skimmingly light-hearted and 
tellingly somber. She also possesses a di- 
versely expressive vibrato which she con- 
trols with precision. Melodically, she may 
he the most inventive of all gospel singers- 
which can he witnessed in her stunning per- 
formance of Amazing Grace where her 
imaginativeness is all the more impressise in 
its understatement. Her time is equal to that 
of a superior jazz improviser. The beat flows, 
does cartwheels in the air, still flowing; 
jumps ahead, provocatively lags back, still 
flowing. And she can vary her texture almost 
as widely as if she were a quartet. 

Furthermore. there is not only joy in her 
performances but a leaping sense of fun. 
She takes pleasure in the act of musical cre- 
ation. And she does no' consider musical 
merriment (the kind of fun that breaks up 

musicians) a sacrilege. Most of the songs in 
this album are familiar (Ile's Got the II'hole 
ll"orld iu His Hands, II -ben ll'as Jesus 
Born. lot to the II"orld, and the like). But 
their possibilities. Miss Williams makes 
clear, have been far from exhausted. 

The Stars of Faith chorus accompany her 
gloriously, and th ee of their members have 
solos. The most intriguing is the huskily 
ruminative Frances Steadman (String Low. 
Street Chariot). At the triumphant center 
is Marion Williams whose artistry is so 
universal that it reaches even those for whom 
the songs are not testaments of faith. but 
only songs. N. II. 

CO CO MAMA YANCEY/ART 1-IOl)ES: 
Manna Yancey Sings, Art /lodes Plays 
Blues. Mama Yancey (vocals), Art Hodes 
(piano). C.rbb,r,Qe Patch: Good Conductor; 
Street Lotin' Dadd): Trouble in Mind; Get 
Him Out: flow Long: Granpa's Bells: and 

N 

t 

r 
iIAV.1 YANCEY 

An affecting autobiography in blues 

three others. VFRvr/Fot.l WAYS FVS 9015 
55.79, FV 9015 $4.79. 

Performance: Convincing blues story -telling 
Recording: Good 
Stereo Quality: Good 

Marna Yancey, a singer and the widow of 
blues pianist Jimmy Yancey. resembles her 
husband in that her range of technique is 

comparatively narrow. But within the style 
at her command-speech-like blues singing 
-she is a penetrating performer. tier voice 
is not intrinsically a powerful instrument, 
but her narrative skill and her ability to 
extract the core of the lyrics through phras- 
ing result here in an extraordinarily affect- 
ing album. At first, her voice sounds 
weighted with age (she is about seventy); 
but gradually her strength and deep blues 
seasoning take possession of the imagination, 
so that the overall impact is that of a dis- 
tilled r,utobiography in blues. Pianist Art 
Hodes is also limited in scope, but as a blues - 
man he is both authoritative and uniquely 
probing in style. Ile and Mama Yancey are 
almost as well suited to each other as she and 
her husband were. Credit is also due blues - 
singer Barbara Dane. who recorded and ed- 
ited this album. N. I/. 

HIFI/STLREO REVIEW 



MAN OF LA MANCI IA (see Best of the 
Month, page 69) 

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT 

O ® THE Zt'LU ANI) THE 7AYI)A 
(Harold Rome). Ossie Davis, Menasha 
Skulnik, Louis Gossett, Christine Spencer 
(vocals); orchestra and chorus. Meyer Kup- 
ferman cond. Prelude: Its Good to Be Alive: 
Rivera of Tears: Some Things: Alay Your 
!/earl Stay Young: Crocodile II'ife: ll"aler 
II' e.n:r Dottie the Stone: Like the Breeze 
Blows: Oir,getzaichnet: Entr'acte: lion' Cold. 
Cold. Cold: E7gle Soliloquy: Finale. COLUM- 
BIA KOS 2880 $6.79; KOL 6480 $5.79. 

Performance, Refreshing 
Recording: Very good 
Stereo Quality: Very good 

The Zulu and the Zayda. a Broadway show 
set in Johannesburg. concerns a seventy -nine- 
year -old Zayda (Jewish grandfather) and 
a young Zulu who is hired by Zayda's family 
to care for him. Despite the language harrier 
(the Zulu speaks Zulu while Zayda speaks 
Yiddish). a delightful friendship ensues, 
causing discomfort and, eventually, trouble 
for all concerned in the color -conscious city. 
In the end. friendship wins. 

When the show opened in New York last 
November. a story circulated that director 
Dore Schary insisted it was not a ''jco'ish" 
show, "Yeah?" a friend commented to him; 
"How many Zulu theater parties have you 
hooked?" Hearing this, plus the fact that 
the show vas playing matinees on Sunday 
rather than Saturday, I suspected that the 
show would fall into the usual ruts of spe- 
cialized humor. Not so. This original -cast 
album demonstrates that one needn't be 
Jewish to he charmed by The Zulu and the 
Z odd. 

There are fine performances by Ossie 
Davis, Menasha Skulnik, and Louis Gossett. 
I larold Rome's music is imaginative, and his 
lyrics are direct and meaningful. But the 
show owes its greatest debt (on this record. 
at least) to the freshness and flow of Meyer 
Kupferman-s orchestrations. He has set 
moods with ingenious instrumentation that 
provides support for the melodies without 
getting in the way. 

Some of the better material on this well - 

recorded disc are Crocodile !Vile: llow Cold, 
Cold. Cold (both by Davis): Zulu Lore 
Song: Eagle Soliloquy (both by Gossett); 
and a striking ensemble song titled Some 
Things. 

This album, like the Golden Rot original - 

cast album, will provide relief for those who 
like good shows but are bored with the out- 
dated, monotonous musical approach domi- 
nant on Broadway in the past several years. 

Al. A. 

(Continued on next page) 
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It can be said that stereophonics parallel the philosophy of Zen- 
in the search for ultimate reality in purity and clarity of sound. 
Truest sound reproduction is the philosophy of PIONEER audio 
engineering. 
So it is that we present with pride ... 

SOLID STATE FM MULTIPLEX STEREO RECEIVER 

S LICON POWER TR \NSISTORS 
AUTO\1,\TIC SWITCHING TO FM MULTIPLEX STEREO 
HIGHLY SENSITIVE NU\-ISTOR CASCODE TUNER 
AUTOM \TIC PROTECTION CIRCUIT 

AUDIO SECTION 
Circuitry 
Music power output 
Harmonic Distortion 
Frequency Response 
Hum and Ncise 
Output Terminals and Jacks 
Filters 
FM TUNER SECTION 
Frequency range 
IHF Usable Sensitivity 
Antenna Input 
MULTIPLEX SECTION 
Circuitry 
Channel separation 
POWER SUPPLY, ETC 
Line requirements 
Dimensiors 

Mesa silicon power Transistor (2 SD 45) SEPP OTL 
90 Watts total IHF rating 
Less than 1% at rated output 
25 to 25,000 cps ;2 db 
MAG: better than 70 db AUX: better than 72 db 
Stereo Headphones Tape recording/Playback Jack (DIN standard) 
LOW HIGH. Loudness Contour 

88 - 108 MC 
2.0pV 
300 Ohms (balanced) 

Tirre switching demodulator FM stereo indicator (Mono Stereo Auto) 
38db at 1,000 cps 

.15/ 230 volts 2.2/ 11 amp. (switchable), 50.60 cps 
Overall: 17 1/2 inches Wide 5 7/8 inches High 15 1/8 inches Deep, 
331as. weight 

PIONEER ELECTRONIC CORPORATION 
No. 15.5, 4.chome, Ohmori-Nishi, Ohtaku, Tokyo, Japan 

S REPRESENTATIVE OFFICE: Room 3116. Empue State Bldg., 350 5th Ave , New York, N.Y., U.S.A 

Pioneer Authorized Service Agent in U S A. 

New York Round Hill Associates. Inc. 434 Ave, o- America. New York, N.Y., 10011 Tel. (2121 CA8.h600 
Chicago E.pert Electronics. InC. 7201 South Western Ave., Chicago, Illinois 60636 Tel. 13121 HE -62700 
los Angeles wnshire Electronic 5106 Wilshire Blvd.. Los Angeles 36. California Tel. 12131 937.:164 
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SPOKEN WORD 

N invitation to the thoughtful is with- 
in...-- it says in big letters on the 

envelope of a recent promotional folder sent 

to 50.000 potential customers by Spoken 
Arts, a record company specializing in the 
spoken word and celebrating its tenth anni- 
versary this year. The envelope is decorated 
with a handsome photograph of Arthur Luce 
Klein and his wife, Luce Arthur Klein (sic), 
who run the company, shown relaxing in 
matching turtleneck sweaters and scrutinizing 
one of their album covers. The envelope also 
contains the wistful question. "May we share 
the pleasure of our Spoken Arts recordings 
of the world's great plays, poems. humor, 
stories. essays, and speeches with you and 
your friends?'' An illustrated two-color 
folder is enclosed. 

When I spoke to Dr. Klein recently. the 
folder had just gone out. and he was still 
awaiting some reassuring esponse from the 
-thoughtful," but he sounded fairly optimis- 
tic that the listening public would cozy up 
to his offer of packaged culture programs, 
including album sets of six discs each under 
such rubrics as "living history." "living 
drama," "living Shakespeare." and "living 
poetry," with the bonus of one free record 
with the purchase of each package. There is 

also a program of stories and poems for 
children. 

Ten years ago, when the Kleins set out to 
help transform the spoken word on discs 
from a novelty item to a major branch of the 
recording industry, others in the business 
were extremely dubious. How could anybody 
make a profit out of such recondite materials 
as the poems of Gerard Manley Hopkins, 
Chaucer. Abraham Lincoln's letters, Beowulf. 
and the murmured remarks of British essay- 
ists? The Kleins, together with their com- 
petitors over at Caedmon, have pretty much 
proved these skeptics wrong. Spoken Arts 
sales are up. The Columbia Record Club 
features their product, Encyclopaedia Rri 
tanuica Films distributes it to schools and 
colleges, the Book -of -the -Month Club has 

taken on the records for children. and major 
companies. including Columbia, RCA Vic- 
tor. Vanguard, Capitol, and Decca are now 
bringing up the rear by expanding their 
spoken -word departments to give more at- 
tention to drama, poetry. and literature as 

well as the reliable standbys of topical docu- 
mentaries. night-club routines, and comic 
monologues. 

Dr. Klein. now forty-eight, nurtured the 
dream of establishing a ''library of living 
literature for the phonograph" when he cut 
his first disc in 19;8 at the University of 
California in Berkeley, in the course of a 

career that had already included acting, writ- 
ing, directing, and teaching. Ile got his first 
taste of theater at the University of Michigan 
where in his freshman year he performed a 

long soliloquy in Schnitzler's The Green 
Cockatoo in the original German. It was 
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Schnitzler's poetry that provided the text for 
the first professional recording Klein made 
at Berkeley when he was an assistant profes- 
sor in the dratna department. And it was 
Henry Schnitzler, son of the poet and play- 
wright, who did the speaking on the first 
Spoken Arts record, "The Golden Treasury 
of German Verse." (That anthology of 
thirty-eight German poems is still going 
strong: talking records do not seem to reach 
obsolescence as rapidly as their musical coun- 
terparts.) Klein's wife. whom he met in 
France during World \Var I I, and who holds 
the degree Licence-és-letters-the French 
equivalent of a B.A. in literature-encour- 
aged him to follow through. Today she 
writes all Spoken Arts' liner notes. 

Since Schnitzler. the Kleins have released 
hundreds of highbrow recordings of the 
spoken word. and even a few musical ones- 
"Chinese Folk Songs" and three records of 
the keyboard works of Purcell. for example. 
The library ranges front original -cast record- > 
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ings of such plays as Edward Alhee's The 
Zoo Story and Samuel Beckett's Krapp'r 
List Tape to lectures on science. such as 
"The Conquest of Space featuring William 
L. Laurence, science editor of the New York 
Tinter. and Edward L. Teller's "The Theory 
of Relativity'' (the last has turned out, un- 
predictably. to he one of the hest sellers in 
the catalog). Poets T. S. Eliot. \\', H. Auden, 
James Stephens. John Ciardi-even the great 
Yeats himself-cams he heard reading their 
own poetry. Arthur Miller. Moss I fart. Marc 
Rlitzstein, John Van Dryden discuss their 
plays and read scenes from them. S. J. 

Perelman delivers some of his most hilarious 
pieces in Grouch() Marx -like New Vorkese. 
Ruth Draper can he heard in five full re- 
cordings of the monologs she made famous 
in her lifetime. Vladmir Nahokov reads from 
Lolita. The voices of Dwight D. Eisenhower. 
John F. Kennedy, Adlai Stevenson, and Lyn- 
don B. Johnson are featured in famous ad- 
dresses. A special series offers the voices of 
famous foreign authors including lonesco, 
Cocteau, Anouilh. and Durrell. Brendan 
Behan tipsily tells his stories and sings his 
songs. Dr. Robert M. Ilutchins and Jacques 
liarzun discuss education. Dorothy Parker 
offers Ilorsie. There are condensations of 
Shakespeare. scenes from Dickens, and fairy 
tales and fables in all languages-especially 

French, where the catalog ranges from the 
stories of De Maupassant to a two -volume 
-treasury- of André \laurois with the author 
reading from and commenting on selections 
front his own fiction and biographies. 

The spectrum is broad. the standards lofty. 
And the Kleins. who used to do all the work 
themselves. from sweeping a tiny recording 
studio to pasting on the labels, boast today 
a staff of eight and a new, larger studio in 
New Rochelle, N. Y.. where they also own 
a home and are bringing up three daughters 
and a son. The whole family has been pressed 
into service on more than one occasion. Some 
of the French fairy tale recordings ("Coates 
de Perrault." SA -87) include the voices not 
only of Dr. Klein's children. but that of his 
mother-in-law as well. 

On Spoken Arts, as on all labels, there 
is, of course, dross amid the gold. Many of 
the Shakespeare condensations suffer from 
poor acting and dubs of inappropriate music 
from overfamiliar classics, as well as the 
dubious device. when it comes to great drama, 
of condensation itself. There is also a ten- 
dency, to he stingy about supplying texts, 
which can he extremely frustrating. espe- 
cially with difficult poetry. On the other 
hand. the performance level of Spoken Arts 
is, on the whole. uncannily high. 

A sampling of recent releases emphasises 
many of the virtues of this company's output 
and a couple of characteristic faults. 

O EDITH HAMILTON: Echoes of 
Greece. SA 928. The erudite and majestic 
author of The Greek II"ar /o ll"ertern Citili- 
zation, who died in 1963 at the age of ninety- 
five, was recorded five years earlier at the 
Institute of Contemporary Arts in Washing- 
ton. D. C. Miss Hamilton's great age at the 
time this recording was made is evident in 
her old-fashioned prejudice against all mod- 
ern art, from Picasso to Dylan Thomas- 
and the recorded sound is terrible-hut when 
she gets going on what we can learn about 
living from the Greeks and Romans, the lec- 
ture is penetrating indeed. 

OO TREASURY OF LEWIS CARROLL. 
Read and sung by Christopher Casson, SA 
89-. Mr. Casson, with his harp and his 
voice like sweetest honey. offers generous 
helpings of scenes and songs from the Alice 
hooks. The Hunting of the Sn,nrk. and even 
the little-known Sylvia and Bruno read so 

infectiously that the competition from so 

keen a source as Caedmon (in "Nonsense 
Verse.'' with Beatrice Lillie. Cyril Ritchard 
and Stanley Holloway no less-and all in 
top form) is matched and, during some 
singularly delightful stretches, almost sur- 
passed. For all ages. 

O FRANCOIS RABELAIS: Gargantua 
and Pantagruel. SA 878. The silver-tongued 
Hilton Edwards conveys. with evident licking 
of chops. all the earthy, humor and vivid ac- 

tion in four selections from Book I and two 
from Book II about the birth, youth, and 
fantastic sexual exploits of these two giants 
in the most ribald of all French satirical 
novels, every salty word intact, 

® FABLES DE I -A FONTAINE. Volumes 
One and Two. Read by George Riquier, SA 
895 and 909. These are charming readings. 
in French, of the famous old fables as re- 
told in rhyme by one of the wisest and wit- 
tiest poets of the seventeenth century. M. 
Riquier brings the storks and foxes, mice 
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and lions, wolves and sheep of the instruc- 
tive fables to beguiling life, especially the 
most French of all, "Les Deux pigeons" (a 
saga about the horrors of travel), which may 
explain why most Frenchmen prefer to stay 
home. A French text is supplied, but an 
English one is sorely lacking, especially with 
all the archaic phrases in which La Fontaine's 
style abounds. 

© CHRISTOPHER LOGUE: The Death 
of Patroclus. Alan Dobie, Christopher 
Logue, Vanessa Redgrave, Terry Scully, Mar- 
tin Starkie. Douglas Cleverdon. director. SA 
526. A terribly fashionable English adapta- 
tion of Book XVI from Homer's Iliad. in 
which the action of the assault on Troy gets 
interlarded with brooding in fine words about 
the rights and wrongs of war, and the rough- 
ness of the plot stands curiously ill at ease 
with the fussiness of the prosody. Superbly 
acted, though, and brilliantly directed by 
Mr. Cleverdon without the intrusion of a 

single sound effect. 

© DR. LOUIS FINKELSTEIN: Wisdom 
For Our Day-The Jewish Tradition. SA 
903. 1 he chancellor of the Jewish Theologi- 
cal Seminary of America asserts that "if 
Judaism did not exist it would have to be 
invented." In gentle, fatherly tones, he tells 
how. by transmitting the principles and 
ideals of their faith from one generation to 
the next. Jewish parents over the centuries 
have supplied their children with the spirit- 
ual equipment to make moral decisions in 
times of crisis. He suggests that the role of 
religion is to imbue men not with dogmas, 
but with the guiding principles for right 
conduct. 

OO LOVE IN SHAKESPEARE. E. Martin 
Browne and Henzie Raeburn. SA 901. A di- 
rector and a schoolteacher make hash of 
Shakespeare, proving once again that these 
handmaidens of the drama should stay off 
the stage and away from the business ends 
of microphones. Romeo drools. Anthony 
simpers, Rosalind turns into a gabbling 
schoolmarm. and Cleopatra a breathe dowa- 
ger in poor travesties of scenes front Romeo 
and Juliet. As You Like It, Richard 111. 

Julinr Caesar. Antony and Cleopatra, and 
The Tempest. A lemon. 

® SHAKESPEARE: Sounds and Street 
Airs. Sung and read by Christopher Casson. 
Barbara McCaughey- :and Pamela ?slant. SA 
900. A captivating record wherein Mr. Cas- 
son does what he is best at: playing the 
harp and singing, with superb assistance 
from the ladies. Songs and vignettes of scenes 
from half a dozen plays make up a program 
of varied mood and content. with additional 
variety provided by readings from several of 
the loveliest sonnets. 

In the near future, Dr. Klein promises 
such appetite -whetting prospects for the 
''thoughtful'' as a fifteen -record set featur- 
ing seventy-seven modern American poets 
from Edgar Lee Masters to Iohn Updike. 
Patrick Bedford in a second voltnne of read- 
ings from James Joyce's Finueg.rn's II'"ale 
(the first one was excellent), more French 
plays by the Comtdie Francaise, a treasury 
of French verse with lean Viler, and readings 
from the novels and tales of Robert Louis 
Stevenson. Quite a prospect. The Spoken 
Arts trademark, appropriately, is a pair of 
human lips set in a particularly square and 
firm -looking jaw. P. K. 
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Magnetic Cartridges ' are now obsolete 

Only the N uphonics Semiconductor Cartridge 

Retains intimate groove contact at all audible 
frequencies.* Stylus -groove resonance is 
47KHz. with uniform response beyond 50 
KHz. No magnetic cartridge approaches this 
requirement of noise -free, distortion -free re- 
production because of the mass of the iron 
and copper. 

*The Office of Naval Research, 
under Contract ±1866 (24) has 
shown that stylus -groove resonance 
must be higher than 40KHz-or loss 
of groove contact will result. Restora- 
tion of Contact is in the form of 
shock, producing impulse excitation 
of the stylus system, with corre- 
sponding chatter and noise. 

¡Acoustics Research Laboratory, 
Harvard University 

Miniconic delivers best bass in the 
world, because it responds uni- 
formly down to DC. 
Miniconic is inherently distortion- 
free, because it is based on the 
resistive principle. Magnetics are in- 
herently reactive and thus distor- 
tion -prone. 
Miniconic is basically hum -free, be- 
cause it has 10,000 times the output 
of the best magnetics. 
Miniconic is flat to RIAA, whereas 
magnetics require up to 38.1 db of 
equalization to play RIAA. 
Miniconic is a modulator -valve, so 
a small power source does the work, 
not the delicate record groove. Mag- 
netic massive generators must be 
moved by the delicate groove at 
accelerations beyond 1000 G's-to 
give a tiny output. 
Write for"The Story of Euphonics Miniconic' 

CEUPI1ONICS CORP. 1966 

Prevents chatter. Tracks second harmonic 
pinch effects of all fundamentals from 0-23.5 
KHz. Made possible by the low mass of the 
act've silicon semiconductor element, which 
is smaller and lighter than the diamond tip 
itself. No magnetic can achieve this low mass. 
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TK-15-LS Lab Standard Phono System. TA -15 low - 
mass arm, with U -l5 -LS plug-in cartridge (biradial 
diamond) :and PS -15 power source. For magnetic or 
auxiliary inputs. USER NET 87.50 
TK-15-P Professional Phono System. As above, but 
with U -15-P cartridge and .5 mil tip conical diamond 
stylus. USER NET 71.50 
CK-15-L5 Lab Standard Phono Conversion Kit U -15 - 

LS cartridge (biradial diamond) for standard heads, 
and PS -15 power source. For magnetic or auxiliary 
inputs. USER NET 55.00 
CK-15-P Professional Phono Conversion Kit. As 
above, but U -15-P cartridge with .5 mil tip conical 
diamond stylus. USER NET 39.00 

See your distributor or write Dept. SR -4 

uphonics MARKETING 
173 W. Madison St., Chicago, 111. 60602 
FACTORY: GUAYNABO, PUERTO RICO, U.S.A. 
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INC. 
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ACCESSORIES 

SLEEP LEARN KITS 

MERITAPE 
Top Quality Recording Tape 

Franchised Distributors 
Factory Sealed Cartons 

Lowest Prices 

Integrity Service 

Write for our 
VERY LOW QUOTATIONS 

FREE CATALOG 

DRESSNER 
1 523 Jericho Tpke. New Hyde Park 31, N.Y 

Visit Our Showroom 
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ARE 
YOU 

DEMANDING 
ENOUGH 

TO OWN A 
MAGNECORD TAPE RECORDER? 

A_ 
91 If you refuse to compromise with less than professional recording ability 

nine ... won't take second best to full concert playback sound '...you' won't 
:00'S'1oo_ : sues be happy with anything but a Magnecord! 
As a matter of fact, many Magnecord owners have tried (and been disappointed in) as many 
as three other recorder brands before writing us about their ultimate satisfaction with 
Magnecord quality. Naturally, we are delighted at the ever-increasing number of demanding 
high fidelity owners who are now trading up to Magnecord. If your present tape recorder 
isn't meeting your demands, write for our new brochure featuring the Models 
1020 and 1024. Or you can demand tc see and hear them at your dealers! 
NOTE: Demand the easy credit terms now available from your Magnecord 
dealer! Your unsatisfactory tape recorder may make the down payment. 

DIVISION OF THE 
TELEX CORPORATION 
P. 0. Box 1576 / Tulsa, 011u0om. 74101 
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HIFI/STEREO REVIEWV'S CHOICE OF THE LATEST 
9.4/ 

0 BRITTEN: Cantata Alisericorslianr. Op. 
69. Peter Pears (tenor): Dietrich Fischer- 

Dieskau (baritone): London Symphony Or- 
chestra and Chorus. Benjamin Britten cond. 
Siufonia da Requiem. Op. 20. New Phil- 
harnuonia Orchestra. Benjamin Britten cond. 
LONDON 1.01. 901 U8 5-.95. 

Performance: Authoritative 
Recording: Excellent 
Stereo Quality: Fine 

Speed and Playing Time: 71/2 ips; 40'24" 

Perhaps because it is written in a little too 

consciously archaic a manner. and is rather 
sparsely scored. Benjamin Bri ten's Carrtat.t 

Misericartliunr. based on the Good Samaritan 
parable, impresses me less than the Siuf-ouia 
da Requiem, composed twenty-three years 

earlier in 1940. For sonic display the latter 
is a good match for his Y',ung P, r.ran's 

Guide to the Orebe.ard. In its full-scale tragic 
effect (it was written in memory of liritten's 
parents) it Wright he described as romantic. 
although there is enough that is reminiscent 
of Stravinsky and Prokufiev to give the 
work a modern cast. In contrast. the cantata. 
which was composed for the centenary of 
the Red Cross. is less obsiously appealing. 
and dues not sustain interest throughout. 
13ritten's direction of both pieces is certainly 
authoritative, and the contributions of Pears 

and Fischer-Dieskau (in the cantata) are on 

the highest level artistically. The tape pro- 
cessing. despite slight lack of brilliance as 

compared with the disc sersion. is excellent. 
and the stereo spread is effective. The text of 
the cantata is enclosed. I. K. 

OO IIANI)IEL: Rodelinda (highlights). 
Teresa Stich -Randall (soprano). Rodelinda; 
Maureen Forrester (contralto), 13ertarido; 
Alexander Young (tenor). Grimsaaldo; 
Hilde Rilssl-M.aµian (contralto). Eduige: 
Helen Watts (contralto). l'nuhfo: Martin 
Isepp (harpsichord continuo): Vienna Radio 
Orchestra. Brian Priestm:m cond. WESTMINS- 
TER GRT 17102 56.95. 

Performance: Worthwhile 
Recording: Mostly excellent 
Stereo Quality: Widely spaced 

Speed and Playing Time: 7'2 ips; 60' 05" 

I-Iandel's opera R'ade/iuda (I'25 ) was re- 

leased complete on discs by Westminster 
well over a year ;ago. Reviewing the record- 
ing at that time. I remarked that the per- 
formance had mint merits: an excellent cast 

planation al <rm hit! c: 

OO - <trrruphe,nir rrraráing 
® - nrarrnuhnnir rernróinr 

Reviewed by MORGAN AMES DAVID 1 -TALL IGOR KIPNIS 

(except possibly for Alexander Young. who 
sounded uncomfortable in Isis roulades), an 

imaginative harpsichord continuo. and a 

reasonably stylish approach on the part of 
the conductor. I say "reasonably." because. 

though added cadenzas are fairly frequent, 
much more could have been done with 'Li 
capes embellishments. Except for Bertarido's 
"Dote s;i?.'' most of the arias are relatively 
unfamiliar, but the quality of the music is 

remarkably high throughout. A selection of 
highlights may be one way of getting to 

know the opera's best movements, but I 

prefer to base the entire score. 

11 
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Takes singing hnnats in Preach operas 

The selection here is sensible. including, 
of course. ''1)át', sti?.'' and ctm.ists of four 
arias for Forrester. four for Stich -Randall. 
two for Young, a duet for Stich -Randall and 
Forrester. and the final quintet. The tape re- 

production matches the highlights disc very 

closely (there seems to he a slight addition 
of echo and bass as against the complete 
opera set) and, except for some overmod- 
ulat ion of the close-up voices in the duet 
and the finale. the sound is very clean. Texts 
and translations are included. but there is 

neither a li'ting of who sings what part nor 
any kind of synopsis. I. K. 

OO 15IASSENET: Ilérodiade (highlights). 
Régine Crespin (soprano). Salome: Rita 
Gun' (mezzo-soprano). Hérodias: Albert 
Lance (tenor). John: Michel Dens (bari- 
tone). Herod: Jacques Mars (bass). Phan- 
uel: Orchestra of the Théátre National de 
I'Opéra. Paris. Georges Prétre cond. Thais 

(highlights). Jacqueline Brumaire (so- 
prano). Thais: Michel Dens (baritone). 
Athanael; Christiane Gayraud (mezzo-so- 
prano). Albina; Choeurs René Duclos and 
Orchestra of the Théátre National de [Op- 
era. Paris. Pierre Dervaux cond. ANGEL. 1 2S 

3671 S11.98. 

Performance: Excellent 
Recording: Lacking bass 
S ereo Quality: Fair 
Speed and Playing Time: 31/4 ips; 98'55" 

Since recordings of these two operas, not to 
speak of local performances, are real rarities, 
many will be delighted that Angel has re- 

corded these first-rate highlight sets and 
paired them on tape. Though there are at 

present two complete versions of Th.tir on 
discs, neither work could he had on tape in 
whole or in part before this release. With 
their pseudo -religious plots, their abundant 
lush melodies, and their familiar extracts 
(included here. of course, are the Thais Medi- 
tation and the familiar "Vision ingitire" 
from llérodiatle), these two operas go ex- 
tremely well together, and the choice of selec- 
tions by and large is logical (though certainly 
not all-inclusive). Both casts treat the scores 
idiomatically and sympathetically. Individual 
honors go to Crespin and Dens, though Gorr 
and Brumaire make some notable contribu- 
tions. The conducting. a little too straight- 
forwardly paced in both. is nonetheless good. 

Bo;h disc originals (/línali.u/e was issued 

:about three years :ago. T/.,/, is re -s sewed 

in this issue) boast fine sonics. On tape 
there is a definite lack of bass. and not eaen 
a heavy bass boost is sufficient to make it 
match the solidity of the discs' bottom end. 
An A -B comparison :also revealed a slightly 
pinched sound in the treble of the tape ver- 

sion. There is distortion in a few of the loud- 
est sections of Thais. hut this corresponds to 
equivalent points in the disc sound. Angel 
has supplied the usual postcard to enable 
the buyer to obtain the disc librettos. I. K. 

OO OFFENB \CH: Les Coates d' Hoff- 
ruarJu. Nicolai Gedda (tenor), Hoffmann; 
Gianna d' Angelo (soprano), Olympia; 
Elisabeth Schwarzkopf (soprano), Giulietta; 
Victoria de los Angeles (soprano), Antonia; 
lean-Cristophe Benoit (baritone). Nick- 
Ltusse: Nicolas Guiselev (bass). Lindorf. 
George London (bass), Coppelius and Doc- 
tor \liracle: Ernest Blanc (baritone), Daper- 
tutto: Michel Sénéchal (tenor). Spalanzani: 
lean -Pierre Laffage (baritone), Schlemil 

and Luther: Robert Geay (bass). Crespel; 
Jeannine Collard (mezzo-soprano), voice of 
the mother (;and second voice in Barcarolle): 
others: Choeurs René Duchos and Orchestre 
de la Societe des Concerts du Conservatoire. 
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Make your TAPE LIBRARY 
"Bookcase Neat." 

. with "Custom Corer-.," 

Easy to apply. 
Fits all 7" reel 
boxes. 

L - 

Your choice of col- 14. 

ors (Beige, Blue 
Gray. Ochre) print- 
ed on varnished s 
heavy-duty leather 
textured stock. 

8 for $1.00 - 30 or more 10¢ ea. 

POSTPAID - MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 

Custom Covers 
WINDSOR, CALIF. 95492 

RE T 

FREE 

BROCHURE 

STEREO TAPES 
Over 2500 different, 4 -track 
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André Cluytens cond. ANGEL Y3S 3667 
$17.98. 

Performance: Attractive 
Recording: Good 
Stereo Quality: Superior 
Speed and Playing Time: VA ips; 151' 58" 

As a first complete Tales on tape, this reel 
is welcome, although it seems to me that 
the paper promise of the cast is only par- 
tially fulilled in the hearing. Cluytens very 
obviously has a way with the score, but his 
conducting definitely lacks the charm of, 
say, a Beecham. Gedda is excellent, and 
so, by and large. are t loffmann's three loves. 
of whom de los Angeles is the most im- 
pressive. Neither Blanc nor London. how- 
ever, is ideal vocally for the villain he 
characterizes. The minor roles are very 
competently handled, especially the buffo 
tenor parts of Jacques Loreau (I was quite 
delighted with his Frantz in the fourth act). 
hut the use of a baritone rather than a mezzo- 
soprano in the part of Nicklausse, even 
though it is occasionally done in Europe. is 

not really defensible. 
The orchestral playing is generally good. 

though not immaculately precise or tonally 
elegant. The reproduction on tape has lost 
a little of the highs to he heard on the 
disc version, and the bottom end is some- 
what woolly, with less detail than one 
might have desired. One may obtain the 
disc libretto by sending a postcard to Angel 
Records in Los Angeles. but I have found 
that this necessitates waiting up to a month. 

/. K. 

COLLECTIONS 

© ITALIAN ORGAN MUSIC OF THE 
SEVENTEENTH ANI) EIGHTEENTH 
CENTURIES. Trabad: Toccata No. 4: 
Canto fern,o; Cosonante $h'al'aga,//i. c\ter- 
ula: Canzona in C: Intoaa_ione cromatica. 
Frescohaldi: Toccata: Can_uma .Vo. I. Rossi: 
Toccata No. 3: Tuccat., in C. Pasquini: Pas- 

torale. D. Scarlatti: Sonatas: in D Major. 
L. 57; in G Major, L. snpp. 57. Zipoli: 
OJfertorio: Elerazione: Pastorale. Luigi Fer- 
dinando Tagliavini (organ). Music GUILD 
GRT 129 S6.95. 

Performance: Lyrical 
Recording: A shade bass -heavy 
Stereo Quality: Okay 
Speed and Playing Time: 71/2 ips; 48'30 

These keyboard works range in style from 
Baroque splendor to bucolic naiveté. "I he 

organ's bass sounds a hit heavy in the more 
grandiose pieces. perhaps because of the 
acoustical properties of the recording locale. 
but in the transparent Scarlatti and Pasquini 
works the sound is fine. The Scarlatti D 
Major Sonata was definitely written for 
organ: however. I am at a loss to discover 
the identity of the G Major Sonata labelled 
"Longo supplement No. 57." since the Longo 
supplement contains only forty-five numbers. 
A real charmer is the Zipoli Offcrnrrio. com- 
plete with jingling c)mbel.rtc'rn. 

Neither the organ nor l agliavini's per- 
formances here arc for the Baroque purist 
(note the use of the tremolo in the Zipoli 
Elcrazione), but there is very little on discs 
in the way of Italian organ repertoire of this 
period, and none on tape before this release. 
\Vith minor reservations. then. I recommend 
this tape as extremely pleasant and at times 
thoroughly delightful listening. D. I1. 

ENTERTAINMENT 

OS HERB ALPERT ANI) THE TI JUAN \ 
BRASS: Going Places.' Tijuana Brass (in. 
strumentals). Tijuana Taxi: Spanish Flea: 
Felicia: and nine others. A AND M AM B I l2 
S6.95. 

Performance: Asleep 
Recording: Bad 
Stereo Quality: Bad 

Speed and Playing Time: 71/2 ips; 30' 10" 

This group is making noise these days on 
the commercial market. Their gimmick was 
to add a rhythm section to a Mexican maria- 
chi band, then do up some brainless ar- 
rangements of nothing tunes. Tabasco sauce 
on white bread. 

The recorded sound is harsh and unclear. 
The hand plays flat and sounds bored. I 

don't know if this drivel will offend, but I 

guarantee it won't inspire. Al. A. 

27- 
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PETUI.a CLARK 
Raising the level of popular singing 

Os RAY CI -(ARLES SINGERS: Sags for 
Latin Lovers. Ray Charles Singers: uniden- 
tified orchestra. Sung of the Jet: Carnival; 
Alt Guild,. and illy Song: and nine others. 
Cost\IANI1 RS 4T 886 S7.95. 

Performance: Flavorless 
Recording: Good 
Stereo Quality: Good 
Speed and Playing Time: 71/2 ips; 34' 6" 

The pure, effortless choral sound produced 
by groups like the Ray Charles Singers is 

extremely effective when used properly. In 
the work of Ravel or Debussy. or in numer- 
ous film scores, the sound can be celestial. 
eerie, or heartbreaking. In this album a group 
of excellent studio singers, under Charles' 
direction. have competently sight-read a 

group of four-part arrangements, producing 
the desired result: a bunch of pretty nothing. 

"I hese singers are too skilled to make mis- 
takes. There are no faults in this package 
besides an occasional fiat alto section or a 

thin spot in the bland harmony. "I he thing 
is as mechanically correct as an algebraic 
formula, and just as cold. Ray Charles has 

managed to scrape all the urgent beauty off 
Gene Lees' and Antonio Carlos lohim's Song 
of the /et until it is :as gutless as a glass mar- 
ble. He tidies up all the lovely, turns and 

1-111:1/S ri Ri o REVIEW 



twists in Luis Bonfa's Carnival till it is as 
smooth as Naugahyde. 

When you come home so staggeringly 
exhausted that you cannot be inspired or 
pleased by anything. not even music. this 
album will spare you from silence. Al. A. 

05 PETULA CLARK: The IVorld's Great- 
est Singer Sings the World's Greatest flits. 
Petula Clark (vocals); orchestra. Tony Hatch 
cond. Nero on Sunday; Volute: IIsre I 

the Right; and nine others. WARNER BROS. 
WSTX 1608 $5.95. 

Performance: Pleasant 
Recording: Echoey 
Stereo Quality: Fair 
Speed and Playing Time: 33/4 ips; 33' 24" 

Petula Clark sings rather well. She's had a 
hand in hoisting -market music" out of the 
trashcan and making it into something 
palatable with songs like Downtown. But 
the title of this album threw me. I'm for 
you, Miss Clark. but isn't it just a bit too 
extravagant? 

Arranger Tony Hatch has come up with 
several pretty arrangements and a few 
hones for dumb -music lovers. His version 
of the Beatles' / Iran/ to I/old Your (land 
is especially lovely. Miss Clark continues 
to ride the line between commercial sing- 
ing and good singing. I keep expecting her 
to give up the rock-and-roll mannerisms 
when she's doing straight material. But ap- 
parently her true style lies somewhere in 
between the two. She must like to throw 
in the 00-00's. They're not unpleasant, but 
they keep her from being a great singer. 

The pleasure of the package is heightened 
by the ever -delightful liner notes of Stan 
Cornyn. But the recording quality is Early 
Earplug, better known as Commercial: lotsa 
echo, and muffled and unnatural, as always. 

Incidentally, there's a crackerjack' prize 
in this album for the people with good 
sound systems. During the interlude after 
Miss Clark's first chorus of I (117ho flare 
Nothing). someone on the date turned a 

page. I'm glad the engineers left it in. It 
proves that musicians really are human. Al. A. 

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT 

s0 ROBERT FARNON: Robert Farnon 
and Ilis Orchestra Play the flits of Sinatra. 
Orchestra, Robert Farnon cond. All the 
ray: The Second Time Around: All or 
Nothing al All: and nine others. PHILIPS 
PTX 600179 S5.95. 

Performance: Superb 
Recording: Excellent 
Stereo Quality: Excellent 
Speed and Playing Time: 314 ips; 40'12" 

Britisher Robert Farnon is to arrangers what 
Frank Sinatra often is to singers: a goal, a 

gauge. Here Mr. Farnon has arranged for 
orchestra a group of songs made famous by 
Sinatra. This new release indicates that the 
arranger's earlier album using songs associ- 
ated with Johnny Mathis (''Portrait of 
Johnny Mathis," Philips 600167) must 
have met with some success. It is reassuring 
to think that Farnon's records are being 
appreciated by people other than musicians 
and arrangers. 

This album is better than the earlier 
Mathis -based album because it contains a bet- 
ter selection of material. Among the loveliest 
orchestrations here are Only the Lonely and 

NEW! ROBERTS 400X 

60 WATT STEREO 

SOLID STATE TAPE 

RECORDER with 

EXCLUSIVE 22,000 CPS 

CROSS FIELD 

featuring 

REVERSE PLAY automatically 
SELECT PLAY automatically 
REPEAT PLAY automatically 

o 4 Heads, 3 Motors 0 2 Speakers 2 VU Meters 

Timed or Signal Reverse Echo Chamber Effect 

Sound -on -Sound Remote Controllable 

Sound -with -Sound 101/2" Reel Adaptable 

Sound -over -Sound 3 Speeds (15 ips optional) 

O Push Button Controls 0 4 Digit Index Counter 

ROBERTS 400X-THE ULTIMATE IN A TAPE RECORDER. $799.95 

R 
ROBERTS 

5922 Bowcroft St., Los Angeles. Calif. 90016 
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In Ter!! 

3 HOUR 
STEREO ALBUMS 

CLASSICS/POP/JAZZ/VOCAL 
VARIETY/SHOW/DANCE 

1195* 
SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICE 

Ask your local dealer or write for complete 
catalog information to TAPE -MATES, 5280 
W. Pico Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 90019. 

TAPE -MATES 

TM ® 
CIRCLE NO. 53 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

MOVING? 
ATTACH - 

LABEL HERE 

If you've recently changed your ad- 
dress or plan to in the near future, be 
sure to notify us at once. Affix address 
label showing old address here, and 
print new address below. 

My New Address is: 

name please print 

address 

city 

zip -code 

state 

date at new address 

Notify us of your address change as far in 
advance as possible-it takes about 2 
months for a change to become effective. 
(Eg. A notice received in May becomes 
effective with the July issue.) 

Mail to: HI Fl STEREO REVIEW 
1255 Portland PI. Boulder, Colo. 80302 

All the 11".ty (on this one. Farnon's intro- 
duction and coda are better than the song). 

This set was designed to serve as back- 
ground music. and that it does. At the same 
time, F:trnon's work here, with all the rest 
of his arranging, stands in the front line of 
today's writing. The recorded sound is first- 
rate. Al. A. 

® JOHNNY MATHIS: The Sweetheart 
Tree, Johnny Mathis (vocals): orchestra. 
Tony Osborne. Allyn Ferguson. Alyn Ains- 
worth, and Lincoln Mayorga cond. Arrite- 
derci Roma: Thir is Lott: Daunt But: and 
nine others. Mrttct'tty STX 61041 55.95. 

Performance: Shallow 
Recording: Fair 
Stereo Quality: Poor 

Speed and Playing Time: 3?S ips; 37' 14" 

This album uses Johnny Mathis' standard 
format: nice songs with sugar-coated ar- 
rangements. Danny Boy. The Skye Boat Song. 

Cl and the verse to ,pin C1tp.tnl are the best 
material. 

Mathis overuses vocal tricks. He curls 
into notes and sobs out of them. jumps into 
falsetto and slurs intervals. The technique 
is good but the placement is awful. In 

Danny Bo). he begins simply and well. but 
he chooses the gentlest moment of the song 
("For you will bend and tell me that you 
love me-) for a loud swoop and a sob. Sheer 
overplaying. like a young starlet twitching 
her lips to indicate sorrow-Ingrid Bergman 
can express the same emotion without mov- 
ing a muscle. 

It is unfortunate that Johnny Mathis 
settles for vocal glibness. for he has the 
talents of a good singer: tone, range. and 
control. Whoever engineered this album at 

Mercury added far too much echo. Al. A. 

JAZZ 

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT 

Os THE DEFINITIVE JAZZ SCENE, 
VOLUME TWO. Ray Charles (',oc.trs. 
piano), Shirley Scott (organ), Lionel Hamp- 
ton (vibraphone). J. J. Johnson (trombone). 
John Coltrane (tenor sax). McCoy Tyner 
(piano), Tommy Flanagan (piano), others. 
II"ithonl a Song: Moon Oyer AI) Anni.': 
Dear Old Stockholm: and six others. Int- 
PUtsl: ITX 313 S5.95. 

Performance: Superb 
Recording: Excellent 
Stereo Quality: Excellent 
Speed and Playing Time: 33,5 ips; 43'51" 

Each of the artists listed above headlines one 
selection in this package. You know how it 
is with collections: you like a few and put 
up with the rest. But there's not a loser on 
this tape. 

All these tracks are previously unreleased. 
and were recorded between 1962 and 196.1. 

Generally they are in medium tempo. \one 
are hard -driving except (in places) John 
Coltrane's Dear 0ík1 Stockholm. Coltrane is 

one of the better tenor -sax players (though 
not the best, to my taste), and this per- 
formance demonstrates how well he can 
play within a tonality-when he is floating 
around various keys in New-Thingery fash- 
ion, it is difficult to evaluate his technique. 

Ray Charles sings II"ilb.tu/ a Song with an 
earthy, unconventional sweetness that knocks 
me out. Organist Shirley Scott plays a mel- 

low The Blues Ain't Nothin' but Some Pain, 
which is really a variation on Gershwin's It 
Ain't Nc cersaril) So, and Lionel Hampton 
is delightful in Alean Over Alt Annie. Oliver 
Nelson has written a haunting arrangement 
of Night Lights, with a beautiful alto -sax 
solo by Phil Woods. J. J. Johnson is excel- 
lent in Gloria. but there is a faulty drummer 
and an ill -placed quo vadi.r-type ending. 
Manny Albam's band is joyful in his Blues 
C mp.int. and Tommy Flanagan is warm 
and fragile in Anything I Do. Most of the 
sidemen are as good as the front-runners, 
notably Richard Davis, George Duvivier. 
Grady Tate, Hank Jones, Jim Hall. Roger 
Kellaway. and Clark Terry. 

I had forgotten how much good jazz came 
out of the early Sixties because I heard so 
much of the bad. My whole day was bright- 
ened by hearing this album. If you have the 
least feeling for fine jazz, I recommend it 
without qualification. The recorded sound is 

first-rate, especially on the many tracks 
engineered by Rudy Van Gelder. Al. A. 

FOLK 

05 JOAN BAEZ.: Farewell, Angelina. 
loan Baez (vocals); rhythm accompaniment. 
The II"ild Alonnlain Thtnn: Satisfied Mind: 
R.tnge,'r Command: and eight others. VAN- 
GUARD VTC 17117 S7.95. 

Performance: Drab 
Recording: Good 
Stereo Quality: Good 
Speed and Playing Time: 71/2 ips; 42' 28" 

It has been said that Joan Baez' singing 
is lovely but cold. Coldness is not the real 
problem. Her limitation is in dynamics. 
What are dynamics? The action of force 
on bodies in motion or at rest. Webster 
says. In music, dynamics are the carriers 
of emotional expression. People in the arts 
have long dealt with the problem of dy- 
namics through shifts of pace and mood. 
Too much motion results in chaos; too 
little in boredom. 

Folk singers like to do only what they 
feel like doing. Miss Baez feels like doing 
ballads. This indulgence robs her work of 
dynamic possibilities. Her slow, mournful 
songs are not really cold. (Listen to her on 
the choruses of A llard Rain's a -Gonna 
Fall, one interesting moment in this set.) 
But there is no relief from them. Appar- 
ently she has never learned to sing any 
other way. Why do so many folk singers 
refuse to work on their weaknesses? 

Miss B:tez has one other problem often 
mistaken for coldness: a dismal lack of 
humor. This is also related to dynamics. 
Certain songs. or phrases of songs, lend 
themselves to a light touch. Miss Baez is 

always so serious that her climaxes pass 
unnoticed. 

'I he liner notes. written in image -laden 
stanzas by Miss Baez, are what I take to 
be a "poem." Some of her images are quite 
good; all go in se'cral directions at once 
and remain unfinished. Folksters are very 
big on beginning ideas and letting them 
hang; they've all but made a religion out 
of lack of discipline in their work. They 
call that freedom. Artists call it laziness. 

Joan Baez' career has been one long, un- 
interrupted ballad. Her voice is excellent in 
this album, but it sounds as if the low 
energy level of her performances is be- 
ginning to bore even herself. Al. A. 
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TAPE HORIZONS 
By DRUMMOND Mc INNIS 

ELECTRONIC NOTEBOOKS 

ASIZABLE number of today's students take recorders to their lectures 
instead of notebooks. Although the transistorized battery portables 

have eliminated the bugaboos of weight, hulk, and where to get the a.c. 

power, the vexing problem of how to get the lecturer's voice clearly and 
cleanly onto the tape still remains. Here, then, is a short guide to c assroom 
taping based partly on my own somewhat remote -in -rime experiences but 
mainly on those of my school -attending friends. 

The first step-and a sometimes neglected one-is to obtain your in- 
structor's permission before you tape him. In California, I believe, it's 
illegal to tape without permission; elsewhere, it's just grossly impolite. 
Having gotten permission, you will have to figure out a way to get the 
mike as close in as possible. Otherwise, the lecturer's voice may he lost in 
a lush of echo, pencil taps, squeaking chairs, and transistor hiss. Some 
students have invested in directional (cardioid) microphones on the theory 
that the subject is in front and there's nothing bur noise behind. Sitting in 
the front row and using such a microphone, it's easy to get tapes that are 
clear enough to he transcribed, if perhaps still too noisy for pleasurable 
listening-but then who needs high fidelity for a discussion of the uses 

of the French verb étre? 
You might ask the instructor for permission to set up the mike on the 

lectern, but you can run into problems there too. Beware of peripatetic 
professors who shuttle between the blackboard and the lectern, with side 
excursions to the lecture -room windows for contemplating nature-you'll 
find that they are ''off -mike" 50 per cent of the time. I once had an in- 
structor who always started speaking in a normal tone, from a ramrod -like 
position behind the lectern, and I would adjust my recording gain ac- 

cordingly. But as he warmed to his subject, he would get dramatic-his 
voice rose to a roar, dropped to a whisper. Ile leaned forward to hammer 
home a point-and hammered it directly into the microphone; no sooner 
would I lower gain to compensate, than he would hack off from the podium 
to stare commandingly at his audience-and I would have to raise my gain 
again quickly. t was so busy controlling my recording gain, I had no time 
to hear the lecture. In general, I found I was better off seated in the front 
row with my mike in front of me on a small stand or propped up by a 

couple of books than I was with the mike on the lectern. The reason for 
this is the ''inverse -square law'' which states that sound level falls off as 

the square of the distance. In other words, you will hear as great a difference 
in signal level if the instructor moves from 6 inches away from the mike 
to 18 inches away as you will if he moves from 6 feet away to 18 feet away. 

In those cases where there is a public-address system in use in the lecture 
hall (and this is more and more common in the larger schools) obviously 
the place to install yourself and your mike is not in front of the lecturer, 
but in front of one of the loudspeakers. And by all means investigate the 
possibility of plugging your recorder directly into the p.a. system. Any jacks 
or terminals meant for adding additional speakers to the p.a. system will 
probably serve as a recording tap -off point. But again, get permission. 
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Age 
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Enid", the superior quality of tapes with the 
convenience of phonograph records. 

Connect a Viking 807 to your music system and 

play stereo or monaural tapes, halt or quarter 
track at 3-3/4 or 7.1%2 fps. Automatic shut-off, 
cueing, fast forward and rewind features in- 
cluded for your pleasure. 

807 complete with walnut base $ 124.95 
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9600 Aldrich Ave. So. Minneapolis, Minn. 55420 
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Easy-Pay-Plan-Up to 24 mos. to pay 
iS day money -back guarantee. 

0.rr guarantee-unconditional-2 yrs. parts 
& labor, except styli & tape heads 90 days. 
Most items shipped promptly from our 
$250,000 inventory. 
Trade-Ins-Highest allow.-Send your list. 

Shipments double packed & fully insured. 
Our Specialty-Export & APO Inquiries. 

21st yr. dependable service-World Wide. 
Write for our price first. You'll be glad 
you did. 

We own the sharpest pencils 
in the U.S.A. 

PREMIUM RECORDING TAPE 
GUARANTEED TOP QUALITY 

Type Brand 
166 3M 7" 1200' Acetate 
169 3M 7" 1800' Mylar 

911-15 Ampex 7" 1200' Acetate 

941-15 Ampex 7" 1800' Mylar 
c51.1í Ampex 7" 2400' Ten. Mylar 

Ea. $1.29 

Ea. 91.79 

Ea. 51.65 

Ea. 52.59 

Ea. $4.09 

Minimum Order 12 reels any assortment. All 
Prices include shipping USA, APO. 100+ reels 
deduct additional 5%. 
Please write for types not listed. 
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"The House of Low Low Prices" 

239-A East 149th St. 
New York, N.Y. 10451 
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HI FI/STEREO REVIEW CLASSIFIED 
COMMERCIAL RATE: For firms or individuals offering commercial products or services. 600 per word (including name and address). Minimum order $6.00. Payment must 
accompany copy except when ads are placed by accredited advertising agencies. Frequency discount: 5% To' 6 months; 10% for 12 months paid in advance. 

READER RATE: For individuals with a personal item to buy or sell. 350 per word (including name and address). No Minimum! Payment must accompany copy. 

GENERAL INFORMATION: First word in all ads set in bold caps at no extra charge. Additional words may be set in bold caps at 100 extra per word. All copy subject to pub- 
lisher's approval. Closing Date: 1st of the 2nd preceding month (for example, March issue closes January 1st). Send order and remittance to: Hal Cymes, HIFI/STEREO 
REVIEW, One Park Avenue. New York, New York 10016. 

EQUIPMENT 

LOW, Low quotes: all components and recorders. HiFi, 
Roslyn 9. Penna. 

WRITE for quotation on any Hi Fi components: Sound 
Reproduction Inc., 34 New St., Newark, N.J. Mitchell 
2-6816. 

BEFORE You Buy Receiving Tubes. Transistors. Diodes, 
Electronics Components and Accessories ... send for 
your Giant Free Zalytron Current Catalog, featuring 
Standard Brand Tubes: RCA, GE, Etc. -all Brand New 
Premium Quality Individually Boxed, One Year Guaran- 
tee -all at Biggest Discounts in America! We serve 
professional servicemen, hobbyists, experimenters, en- 
gineers, technicians. Why Pay More? Zalytron Tube 
Corp., 469-H Jericho Turnpike. Mineola, N.Y. 

KIT Experts-Dynaco Specialists -Kits at reasonable 
prices are our specialty. Also custom wired kits guar- 
anteed to exceed factory standards at substantial sav- 
ings. Beautiful handcrafted Wauuut cases for complete 
Dynaco line. plus everything in audio. Kitcraft. Dept. 
HS466, 738 Washington Avenue, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11238. 
MA -2-5230. 

HI -Fl Components Tape Recorders, at guaranteed "We 
Will Not Be Undersold" prices. 15 -day money -back 
guarantee. Twoyear warranty. No Catalog. Quotations 
Free Ili -Fidelity Center, 239 (HC) East 149th St., New 
York 10451. 

COMPONENT quotations -tapes Mylar 1800' $1.49. 
Bayl,'. Box 131r Wantagh. N.Y. 

FREE! Send for money saving stereo catalog `H4R and 
lowest quotations on your individual component, tape 
recorder, or system requirements. Electronic Values, 
Inc., 200 West 20th St., N.Y.. N.Y. 10011. 

CANADIANS -Giant Surplus Bargain Packed Catalogs 
Electronics, HiFi Shortwave, Amateur, Citizens Radio. 
Rush $1.00 (refunded). ETCO, Dept. Z. Box 741, Mont- 
real. CANADA. 

THE Price is Right! Hi -Fi Components. J. Wright Co., 
65-B Jensen St.. East Brunswick, N.J. 

FREE Catalog Electronic parts, tubes. Wholesale. Thou- 
sands of items. Unbeatable prices. Arcturus Electronics 
ZD, 502-22 St., Union City, N.J. 07087. 

TAPE recorders. Hi -Fi components. Sleep Learning 
Equipment tapes. Unusual values. Free catalog. Dress- 
ner, 1523HF Jericho Turnpike, New Hyde Park 9. N.Y. 

LONDON CALLING AMERICA! BUY BRITISH HI-FI EQUIP- 
MENT DIRECT FROM THE U.K. HI-FI MAIL ORDER SPE- 
CIALISTS AND SAVE UP TO 40%. WRITE TODAY FOR 

FREE LIST OR MAIL 51 BILL FOR FULLY ILLUSTRATED 
CATALOG. ($2. AIR POST) C.C. GOODWIN (SALES) LTD. 
7, THE BROADWAY, WOOD GREEN, LONDON, N. 22. 
ENGLAND. 

USED HIFI. Bought, Sold, Trade, List $1.00. Tang, Box 
162. Framingham Center. Mass. 01701. 

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH and Dynaco Products 25% Dis- 
count from list price. Send Check or Money Order: we 
ship freight collect. AR Sales, P.O. Box 2474. Milwau- 
kee, Wis. 53214. 

HI-FI EQUIPMENT At huge discount. Catalog. Furniture 
Sho is. 693 W. 7th, St. Paul 5, Minn. 

CANADIANS -FREE AUDIO CATALOGUE, OLSON'S 
AUDIO HOUSE. BOX 1075, WATASKIWIN, ALBERTA. 

GARRARD lab. 80 automatic turntable $82.50. Write 
for quotations on other components. National Products 
Company, 902 Cornell Street, Youngstown, Ohio. 

HI-FI COMPONENT QUOTATIONS, FAST DELIVERY. 
franchised Dealers for Top HiFi Brands. Read Bros., 
593 King St., Charleston, S.C. 

FOR SALE 

MESHNA'S TRANSISTORIZED CONVERTER KIT $4.50. Two 
models convert car radio to receive 30-50 mc or 100- 
200 mc (one mc tuning). Meshna, Lynn, Mass. 01901. 

TRANSISTORS -Miniature Electronic Parts. Send for 
Free Catalog. Electronic Control Design Company, P.O. TAPE AND RECORDERS Box 1432N. Plainfield. N.J. 

ACHTUNG! Das machine is nicht fur Gerfingerpoken and 
mittengraben. Is easy schnappen der Springenwerk, 
blowenfusen and poppencorken mit spitzernsparken. 1st 
nicht fur gerwerken by das Dummkopfen. Das rubber- 
necken sightseeren keepen hands in das pockets. Re - 

laxen and watch das Blinkenlights. This attractive. 
brass metal plaque on', $2.00 ea. ppd. Southwest 
Agents, Dept. H. P.O. Box 12283, Fort Worth, Texas 
76116. 

JAPAN & Hong Kong Electronics Directory. Products, 
components, supplies. 50 firms -just $1.00. Ippano 
Kaisha Ltd.. Box 6266. Spokane, Washington 99207. 

AMPEX Excellent 450 Magnetic Tape Reproducer And 
23 HiFi Tapes $600. Dr. Lamont Pack, Ph. 3949491, 
Ogden. Utah. 

COMPONENTS: Thorens TD -124 with SME 3009 and 
Shure M44-5, Fisher FM -200-B, Dynaco PAS -2, Citation 
IV, Tandberg 64, Teak Cabinet, Mr. Westerbeke, 7 

James. Winchester. Mass. 01890. 

RECORDS 

RARE 78's. State Category. Write Record -Lists, F.O. 
Box 2122. Riverside, California. 

"HARD To Get" records -all speeds. Record Exchange, 
812 Seventh Avenue, New York. N.Y. 

THE Record Collector Journal -comprehensive, valu- 
able data. varied record mart. Introductory six issues 
-$1.50. Record Research, 131 Hart. Brooklyn 6. N.Y. 

DISCOUNT Records -All Labels -Free Lists, write Cliff 
House. Box 42H. Utica. N.Y. 

CASH For Unwanted LPs. Reder, 81 Forshay Rd., Men- 
sey. New York. 

RARE Record Finders. Write Post Office 95007, Los 
Angeles Calif. 90045. 

2500 UNUSUAL hard -to -find war, fiction, sound effects, 
hobby, party records, free catalogue, Recordings; 300 
Chelsea. Louisville, Ky. 40207. 

PROTECT Your LPs. Heavy Poly Sleeves 5C (Minimum 
60). Light Inner Sleeves 3C (Minimum 100). Extra large 
sleeves for multiple sets, 100 (Minimum 30). Poly 
Sleeves. Hillburn P.O.. Hillburn, N.Y. 

RECORD jackets. Replace old, torn, dirty LP corers 
with clean, glossy. pure white jackets. Inner slee es 
available. Free details or send $1.00 for samples. Card- 
board Co.. 89 East Woodruff, Columbus, Ohio. 

LIKE NEW LPs, half price, top labels. 500 list. Rec- 
ords. Hillburn P.O.. Hillburn. N.Y. 

RENT STEREO RECORDS, $1.00 three days. FREE offer 
-write: DISCOTAPE, P.O. Box 5202H, Sta. :4, North 
Hollywood. Calif. 91604. 

FREE 32 -PAGE CATALOGUE listing thousands of classi- 
cal, opera, folk, jazz, popular, show, spoken, religious 
and language records. Mono and stereo. Buy by mail 
and save from the largest, exclusive mail order dis- 
tributor in the world. Send name, address today to 
Dept. HS, Chesterfield Music Shops, Inc., 12 Warren 
Street, N.Y. 10007. 

LP's. 35-55% DISCOUNT. Disclub, One Fisher Drise, 
Mount Vernon. New York 10550. 

RARE ORIGINAL CAST RECORDINGS, Send stamped ad- 
dressed envelope for list. RECOLLECTOR, Box 383, 
Plymouth, New Hampshire 03264. 

POLART Index to Record Reviews -Covers leading 
music/audio periodicals including HiFi/Stereo Review. 
1965 edition now ready. $1.50 postpaid. Polart, 20115 
Goulburn, Detroit, Mich. 48205. 

FOLKWAYS: 3 LPs/$10.40. COLUMBIA: 1/3 OFF, Mini- 
mum order: 3 LPs or 2 Tapes. MGM, Audio Fidelity, 
Verve: 1/a off, 2 LPs Minimum. Prepaid, no postage, 
thru May: Pent House HiFi, Box 3507, New York 10017. 

LOWEST PRICES on all Records, Stereo Tapes. No Ob- 
ligations. LMS, 3415 SE 22nd, Des Moines, Iowa. 

STEREO AND MONAURAL TAPES at 50% off retail price. 
Classical. pop, jazz. shows. variety, top artists, 4 
tracks, 2 tracks, car stereo, boat stereo. Fidelipacs, 
3M Cartridges, over 2000 items. Send $2.00 for mem- 
bership (refundable with first order). TOPSELCO, P.O. 
Box 112, Wilmette. Ill. 60091. 

RENT Stereo Tapes -over 2,500 different -all major 
labels -free brochure. Stereo Parti, 1616.0 Terrace 
Way, Santa Rosa, California. 

BEFORE RENTING Stereo Tapes try us. Postpaid both 
ways -no deposit -immediate delivery. Quality -De- 
pendability -Service -Satisfaction -prevail here. If 
you've been dissatisfied in the past, your initial order 
will prove this is no idle boast. Free catalog. Gold 
Coast Tape Library, Box 2262, Palm Village Station, 
Hialeah. Fla. 33012. 

TAPE RECORDER SALE. Brand new, latest models, 
$10.00 above cost. Arkay Sales, 1028-A Commonwealth 
Ave.. Boston, Mass. 02215. 

TENSILIZED MYLAR TAPES. 2400' 52.59; 3600' $3.79. 
TOWERS, LAFAYETTE HILL, PA. 19444. 

ANY RECORD put on tape: Single. L.P., Stereo. Write 
for quantity prices, Box 15852, Del Valle, Los Angeles, 
Calif. 90015. 

STEREO TAPES. Save up to 60% (no membership fees, 
postpaid anywhere USA). Free 60 -page catalog. We 
discount batteries, recorders, tape accessories. Be- 
ware of slogans "not undersold," as the discount in- 
formation you supply our competitor is usually re- 
ported to the factory. SAXITONE, 1776 Columbia Road, 
Washington. D.C. 20009. 

TAPES duplicated, 1 or 100. Write Box 15852, Del 
Valle, Los Angeles. Calif. 90015. 

RENT 4 -TRACK STEREO TAPES -When narrowed down 
TRIMOR becomes the wide choice -Goodbye to par- 
tial satisfaction. Service and Dependability our key- 
note -ALL MAJOR LABELS -FREE CATALOG (48 States) 
-TRIMOR Company, P.O. Box 748, Flushing, N.Y. 
11352. 

TAPE -MATES now offers ALL TAPES -ALL LABELS at 
TREMENDOUS SAVINGS plus FREE TapeMates Member- 
ship. For FREE brochure write TAPE -MATES, 5280-f1 
W. Pico Blvd.. Los Angeles 90019. 

MYLAR TAPES: 1800'-$1.39, 1200'-99C. TAPE MART, 
Box 4301. LONG ISLAND CITY, N.Y. 11104. 

PROFESSIONAL TAPE: acetate, used in leading studios: 
Scotch. RCA. five 1200' reels, send $4.95: Sawyer & 
Associates. 13837 Burbank Blvd. z5, Van Nuys, Calif. 

TAPES. TAPE RECORDERS -sold, exchanged. Free cata- 
log. Toner, Lafayette Hill, Pa. 19444. 

REPAIRS AND SERVICES 

ALL Makes of Iii -Fi Speakers Repaired. Amprite, 168 
W. 23 St., N.Y.C. 10011. CH 3-4812. 

HI-FI Problems solved by "The Hi -Fi Doctor" on the 
spot. Audio, Acoustic, Radio Engineer, Professional 
visits. day, evening. New York area. William Bohn, 
Plaza 7.8569. 

TV TUNERS Rebuilt and Aligned per manufacturers 
specification Only $9.50. Any Make UHF or VHF. We 
ship COD Ninety day written guarantee. Ship complete 
with tubes or write for free mailing kit and dealer 
brochure. JW Electronics, Box 51F, Bloomington, Ind. 

WANTED 

QUICKSILVER, Platinum, Sliver, Gold. Ores Analyzed. 
Free Circular. Mercury Terminal, Norwood, Mass. 

GOLD, Silver, Platinum (Any Form) Diamonds Bought. 
Information Free. Wilmot's, 1067V Bridge, Grand 
Rapids, Mich. 49504. 
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DISC RECORDING 

RECORDS CUT FROM YOUR TAPES on professional mast- 
ering equipment. 12"-7.00; 10"-5.00; 7"-4.00. 
Pressings available. Send check and tapes to Audio 
Recording, 4 New Hyde Park Road, Franklin Square, 
N.Y. 11010. 

MUSIC 

ENJOY "Music -only" programs now available on the 
FM broadcast band from coast to coast with M.A.'s 
sub carrier detector used with your tuner. Kit $49.50, 
Wired 575.00. Music Associated, 65 Glenwood Road, 
Upper Montclair, New Jersey (201) 744-3387. 

AUTHORS' SERVICES 

AUTHORS' Learn how to have your book published, 
promoted, distributed. Free booklet "ZD," Vantage, 
120 West 31 St., New York 1. 

PHOTOGRAPHS 

PHOTOGRAPHS and transparencies wanted, to 5500.00 
each. Valuable information free- Write Intraphoto-HF, 
Box 74607, Hollywood 90004. 

RUBBER STAMPS 

RUBBER Address Stamp 51.00. Signature $2.88. Free 
catalog. Jackson Products, 1433 Winnemac, Chicago, 
III. 60640. 

INVENTIONS WANTED 

IMMEDIATE cash, for Patent Applications, free Patent 
Searches. Write for details. Universal Patents, 184-Z, 
Marion, Ohio. 

PLANS AND KITS 

WEBBER Labs. Transistorized converter Kit $5.00. Two 
models using car radio 30-50Mc or 100-200Mc, one Mc 
spread. Easily constructed. Webber, 72 Cottage, Lynn, 
Mass. 

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 

INVESTIGATE Accidents -Earn $750 to $1.400 monthly. 
Men urgently needed. Car furnished. Business ex- 
penses paid. No selling. No college education neces- 
sary. Pick own job location. Investigate full time. Or 
earn $6.44 hour spare time. Write for Free Literature. 
No obligation. Universal, CZ -4, 6801 Hillcrest, Dallas, 
Texas 75205. 

FREE BOOK "990 Successful, Little -Known Businesses." 
Work home! Plymouth -945A, Brooklyn, New York 11218. 
I MADE $40,000.00 Year by mailorder! Helped others 
make money! Start with $10.00 -Free Proof. Torrey, 
Box 63566-N, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73106. 
EARN extra money selling advertising book matches. 
Sample kit furnished. Matchcorp, Dept. MO -46C, Chi- 
cago, III. 60632. 

CITIZENS BAND Radio Dealerships Available. Sell Full 
or Part Time. Knox Electronic, Dept. 274, Galesburg, 
III. 61401. 

-REAL ESTATE 

FREE! -SPRING CATALOG Giant 180 pages! Thousands 
of properties described, pictured -Land, Farms, 
Homes. Businesses -Waterfront, Recreation, Retire- 
ment. Selected Best Buys from The World's Largest. 
489 Offices, 36 states Coast to Coast. Mailed FREE! 
STROUT REALTY, 60-ZD East 42nd St., N.Y., N.Y. 

MOVIE FILMS 

16mm SOUND -Projectors. Films, New, Used for Sale, 
Free Catalog. National Cincma, 333 W. 57 St., N.Y., 
N.Y. 10019. 

INSTRUCTION 

AEI First Class Radio Telephone License in (5) weeks 
Guaranteed. Tuition $295.00. Job placement free. 
Radio Engineering Institute, 1336 Main Street, Sara- 
sota, Fla. 

LEARN Electronic Organ Servicing at home. All makes 
including transistors. Experimental kit -trouble -shoot- 
ing. Accredited NHSC. Free Booklet. Niles Bryant 
School. 3631 Stockton, Dept. A, Sacramento 20. Calif. 

FIX ANY RADIO (AC, AC/DC, Car, 3 Way Potable, Tran- 
sistor). No book theory. Quick, easy "Work Bench" 
method. Used by thousands of "pros." Write now to: 
National Technical Research Labs. 6401 S. Western 
Ave.. Whittier, Calif. 

FCC LICENSE Through Tape Recorded Instruction. Bob 
Johnson Audio -Visual Training, 1060D Duncan, Man- 
hattan Beach, Calif. 90266. 

NO RED TAPE learn tc play the guitar the easy way. 
Flamenco, Blues, Finger Picking, Rolf Cahn Guitar Tape 
Lessons. For free catalogue write, Inverness Publica- 
tions, 977A Clayton Street, San Francisco, Calif. 94117. 

PHOTOGRAPHY -FILM 
EQUIPMENT, SERVICES 

SCIENCE Bargains -Request Free Giant Catalog "CJ" 
-148 pages -Astronomical Telescopes. Microscopes, 
Lenses. Binoculars. Kits. Pa;ts. War surplus bargains. 
Edmund Scientific Co.. Barrington. New Jersey. 

MEDICAL FILM -Adults only -'Childbirth" one reel, 
8mm 57.50; 16mm $14.95. International H, Greenvale, 
long Island. New York. 

EDUCATIONAL 
OPPORTUNITIES 

LEARN While Asleep. hypnotize with your recorder, 
phonograph. Astonishing details, sensational catalog 
free! Sleep -Learning Association, Box 24-ZD, Olympia, 
Washington. 

LEARN While Asleep. Remarkable, Scientific, 92% Ef- 
fective. Details Free, ASR Foundation, Box 7021, Dept. 

g . Lexington. Kentucky. 

HIGHLY -effective home study review for FCC com- 
mercial phone exams. Free literature! COOK'S SCHOOL 
OF ELECTRONICS, Craigmont, Idaho 83523 

COINS 

100 BUFFALO Nickels Clear Dates. Many Different, 
(Scarce). Only $10.95. Van's Coins B-1, Walworth, Wis- 
consin 53184. 

DOLLARS, 1878, 1879, 1880 S. 53.00 Each; Uncircu- 
lated. SHULTZ, Salt Lake City, Utah 84110. 

KENNEDY LIMITED SILVER Memorial Medallion Issue. 
Only 15,000 will be minted and sold, in ALL THE 
WORLD. 11/2" diameter; serially numbered; beautifully 
sculptured highrelief. Become one of the lucky 15,000 
owners of this rare solid silver masterpiece for only 
$15.00. Also in unlimited solid bronze for $5.00. Sat- 
isfaction guaranteed. Erie Publishers, P. 0. Box 453F, 
Buffalo, N.Y. 14205. 

STAMPS 

COLLECT Postage Stamps In Beautiful White Ace Al- 
bums. Send for Color Booklet. Washington Press, 
Maplewood, N.J. 07040. 

SURPRISE COLLECTION! Exotic mint British Colonials, 
absolutely free with approvals. VIKING, Great Neck 
50, N.Y. 

FREE 25 Egypt, 10C handling, Approvals, Belief Z -D, 
Hazel Park, Michigan 48030. 
TERRIFIC 10 and 20 approvals. Thousands available. 
Thoms' Stamps, P.O. Box 456, Richmond, Ind. 47374. 

COLORFUL Israel Ambulance, 100 with Approvals. tray, 
Box 114, Allston, Mass. 02134. 
ADVANCED COLLECTORS!!! Foreign Stamp Approvals 
th Catalogue! Roth, Walker, W. Va. 26180. 

PATENTS 

INVENTIONS; Ideas developed for Cash/Royalty sales. 
Raymond Lee, 130-G West 42nd, N.Y.C. 10036. 

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS 

GOVERNMENT Surplus Receivers, Transmitters, Snoop- 
erscopes. Radios, Parts, Picture Catalog 250. Meshna, 
Nahant, Mass. 09108. 

CHEEP ;EEPS $53?? Buy one or hundreds from U.S. 
Surplus. Official Information plus Free Surplus Cata- 
logue 50C. Surplus. Box 208-ZTF, Etters, Penna. 

CHEEP JEEPS. Buy from Gov't. Full Information 250. 
Box 7892TF. York, Penna. 

JEEPS FROM -$52.50, Typewriters From -$4.15, Cars 
From $31.50, Walkie -Talkies, Guns, Airplanes, Boats. 
Typical "As Is" Bid Bargains From Uncle Sam. Tre- 
mendous Variety. Exciting Free List. Write: Enterprises, 
Box 402-B7, Jamaica. New York 11430. 

JEEPS Typically From $53.90 ... Trucks From $78.40 
.. Boats, Typewriters, Airplanes, Electronics Equip- 

ment, Photographic Equipment, used. 100,000 Bargains 
Direct From Government. Complete Sales Directory and 
Surplus Catalog $1.00 (Deductible First $10.00 Order). 
Surplus Service, Box 820-L, Holland, Michigan 49424. 

EMPLOYMENT INFORMATION 

FOREIGN Employment. Construction, other work proj- 
ects. Good paying overseas jobs with extras, travel 
expense:.. Write only: Foreign Service Bureau, Dept. 
D. Bradenton Beach. Fla. 

JOBS -HIGH PAY; USA, So. America, Europe, Africa. All 
occupations. Many companies pay fare, housing, bene- 
fits, bonuses. Advancement. Write: Universal, Dept. 
8C. Woodbridge, Conn. 06525. 

EMPLOYMENT Resumes. Get a better job & earn more! 
Send only $2.00 for expert, complete Resume Writing 
Instructions. J. Ross, 80-34 Kent St., Jamaica 32, N.Y. 
Oept HF. 

HYPNOTISM 

FREE Hypnotism, Self -Hypnosis, Sleep Learning Cata- 
log! Drawer H400, Ruidoso, New Mexico 88345. 

TOOLS 

"OOL Catalog Send 250. Silvo Hardware, 107 Ziff vial - 
nut, Phila., Penna. 19106. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

WINEMAKERS: Free illustrated catalog of yeasts, 
equipment. Semplex, Box 7208, Minneapolis, Minn. 
55412. 

AS YOU READ THESE WORDS, almost 158,000 other 
recorded music enthusiasts are doing the same. If you 
want to reach them with your classified advertising, 
these columns are the ideal medium for you. 

How to get a nice 
red, white and blue feeling 
-and pocket a little green 

.°1 

*41QI 

UNITED STATES 
SAVINGS BONDS 
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ANNOUNCEMENT 
TO: ALL UNITED STATES AND CANADIAN MAGAZINE RETAILERS 

Ziff -Davis Publishing Company is pleased to announce the 
adoption of a revised Retail Display Plan available to all maga- 
zine retailers in the United States and Canada interested in 
earning an allowance for the display and sale of magazines 
published by Ziff -Davis Publishing Company. In accordance 
with the terms of the revised Retail Display Plan, you can 
earn a display allowance by displaying and selling F.ve (or more 
if desired) of the following Ziff -Davis publications: POPULAR 
ELECTRONICS. HIFI/STEREO REVIEW. ELECTRONICS \VORI.D. 
POPULAR PHOTOGRAPHY. POPULAR BOATING. CAR AND DRIVER. 
FLYING. SKIING. MODERN BRIDE. PHOTOGRAPHY ANNUAL. 
PHOTOGRAPHY DIRECTORY. INVITATION TO PHOTOGRAPHY. 
ELECTRONICS INSTALLATION & SERVICING HANDBOOK. COM- 
MUNICATIONS HANDBOOK. TAPE RECORDER ANNU \I.. STEREO 
HI -PI DIRECTOR\. FLYING ANNUAL. FLYING'S TRAVEI.GUIDE, 
CAR AND DRIVER YEARBOOK, MODERN BRIDES GUIDE. 10 Dix - 
ORATING YOUR FIRST HOME, SKIING INTERNATIONAL YEAR- 

I! 

116 

BOOK. ELECTRONIC EXPERIMENTERS HANDBOOK. POLAROID 
LAND PHOTOGRAPHY. Ziff -Davis may at its discretion add to 
or delete any one or more titles from the list of publications 
which are subject to display allowance. 

1inder the revised Retail Display Plan, in consideration of 
your acceptance and completion of the terms of the formal 
agreement, you will receive a display allowance of 10% of the 
cover price for each copy of the above publications sold by you. 
This Plan will become effective for all issues of magazine titles 
from the above list selected by you and delivered to you on or 
after the first day of the calendar quarter within which the 
agreement is executed by you and accepted by Ziff -Davis 
Publishing Company. 

To obtain full details and copies of the revised Retail Display 
Plan, please write to Mr. Walter S. Mills, jr., Circulation 
Director, Ziff -Da\ is Publishing Company, One Park Ave- 
nue, New York, New York 10016. 
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Capture natural soun? With Tíckeríng. 
From the softest flutter of the woodwinds to the floor -shaking boom of the bass drum, 

natural sound begins with Pickering. Right where the stylus meets the groove. 

Any of the new Pickering V-15 stereo cartridges will reproduce the groove, the whole 

groove and nothing but the groove. Thot's why a Pickering can't help sounding natural if 

the record and the rest of the equipment are of equally high quality. 

To assure compatibility with your stereo equipment, there are four different Pickering 

V-15 pickups, each designed for a specific application. The new V-15AC-2 is for conven- 

tional record changers where high output and heavier tracking forces are required. The new 

V-15AT-2 is for lighter tracking in high -quality automatic turntables. The even more com- 

pliant V-15AM-1 is ideal for professional -type manual turntables. Ard the V-15AME-1 with 

elliptical stylus is the choice of the technical sophisticate who demands the last word in 

tracking ability. 
No other pickup design is quite like the Pickering V-15. The cartridge weighs next to 

nothing (5 grams) in order to take full advantage of low -mass tone arm systems. Pickering's 

exclusive Floating Stylus and patented replaceable V -Guard stylus assembly protect both 

the record and the diamond. But the final payoff is in the sound. You will hear the difference. 

PICKERING-for those who can hear the difference. 

Pickering & Co., Plainview, L.I., N.Y. 
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You call it tiny. 
We call it progress! 
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aThis is the new E -V 1177. 
An FM stereo tuner and 50 watt 

stereo amplifier. All in one neat package. 

Don't let its calm exterior fool you. 
The inside is packed with action. 
Solid-state circuitry born of our lengthy 
experience in aerospace electronics. 
Nothing wasted. Every ounce contributes 
to superb sound reproduction. 

You can tackle the biggest musical 
sounds on record with the 1177. 
It's more than equal to the challenge. 

_, 
When teamed with a pair of famed 
Electro -Voice speakers, you've achieved 
a matched high fidelity system of 
rare excellence. And the E -V approach 
to high fidelity design makes installation 
easy and operation effortless. 

Oh. One other thing about the 
E -V 1177. The price. It's right in line 
with the size. Small. Just $280.00, 
including the walnut -paneled case. 
See your E -V dealer for a 
demonstration. Or write for our 
complete high fidelity catalog. It's big! 

ELECTRO -VOICE, INC., Dept. 464F, 
616 Cecil Street, Buchanan, Michigan 49107 

- 

Zuric.f.40')/011£ 
high fidelity systems and speakers tuners, amplifiers, receivers public address loudspeakers microphones phonograph needles and cartridges organs space and defense electronics 
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